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by 
Giovanni  BERSANI 
Co-President  of  the  ACP-EEC  Joint  Assembly 
This  second  edition of  the  complete  set  of  resolutions  adopted  by  the 
Parliam~tary Assembly  which,  under  different  names,  has  for  21  years  served 
as  a  forum  for  debates  between  the  European  Parliament  and  the  representatives 
of  the parliaments  and  states  which  have  concluded  successive  five-year 
cooperation  agreements  with  the  Community,  has  been  brought  out  both  in 
response  to  the  many  requests  received  following  the  exhaustion of  stocks  of 
the  first  edition  published  three  years  ago  and  because  the  Third  Convention 
of  Lome  calls  for  ;ome  updating. 
In  my  opinion,  the  new  edition  confirms  what  I  had  to  say  when  the  first 
edition  came  out:  to  describe  the  history of  the  parliamentary  institutions 
of  Yaounde  and  Lome,  if only  via  a  certain  amount  of  documentary  material 
concerning  their activities,  is to  recount  many  of  the  developments  which  were 
gradually  to  create  a  negotiating  forum,  first  for  18  AASM  countries  and  6  EEC 
countries  and  then  for  66  ACP  countries  and  10  EEC  countries,  that  represents 
the  most  advanced  Level  of  international  cooperation. 
- 3  -The  parliamentary  institutions  have  played  a  decisive  role  inasmucn  as  the)L 
have  added  a  democratic  dimension  to  these  developments  and  have  been  the 
inspiration  and  real  driving  force  behi~d them  - a  situation without  precedent 
in  the  history  of  international  agreements. 
The  political  stimulus  provided  by  these  institutions,  the  steady  flow  of 
constructive  and  original  proposals,  the  regular  on-the-spot  inspection  of 
projects,  the  direct  dialogue  maintained  with  the  parliamentary,  cultural, 
trade  union,  business  and  social  representatives  of  the  66  ACP  countries  and 
the  Community  Member  States  - all  these  have  proved  of  crucial  importance 
for  the  vitality of  the  efforts  and  for  the  very  image  of  a  partnership 
which  now  encompasses  more  than  half  the  countries  of  the  world. 
The  incorporation of  human  rights  into  the  Convention  and  the  new  prominence 
given  to  the  human  dimension  - 'man  and  woman  at  the  centre  of  development'  -, 
the  formulation  of  specific  strategies  to  combat  famine,  based  prima-P-i-ly--on  --------
emergency  relief,  rehabilitation and  structural  measures,  the  STABEX  and 
SYSMIN  proposals  and  those  concerning  a  technical  centre  for  agricultural 
and  rural  cooperation  and  the  centre  for  industrial  development,  the  idea  of 
using  the  EIB  for  Loan  operations  at  reduced  rates of  interest,  the  introduction 
of  micro-projects,  the  increased benefits obtained  from  the  NGOs  and  the 
voluntary  service organizations,  the  practice of  consulting trade  unions  and 
the  economic  agencies7 ~the  introduction  of  cultural  cooperation,  the  implementation 
of  specific  measures  to  combat  desert-encroachment,  to  promote  the  fishing 
industry  and  to try to  solve  the  intractable energy  problem  - all  these  are 
so  many  factors  which,  with  the guidance  of  the  Assembly,  have  profoundly 
influenced  the  shaping  of  the  Convention's  key  structures. 
The  complex  negotiations  that  preceded  the  signing  of  the  Third  Convention  of 
Lome  in  the  capital  of  Togo  on  8  December  1984  confirmed -not  Least  as  far 
as  the  parliamentary  structures'  capacity  for  independent  adjustment  is 
concerned  - the  continuity  of  a  process  that  is  at  once  critical  and  self-
critical,  but  also  creative  and  purposeful. 
- 4  -Because  so  many  ACP  countries  chose  to  become  parties  to  the  Convention, 
the  Joint  Committee  was  gradually  transformed  into  an  assembly  in  its own 
right,  with  a  resulting duplication of  work  and  overlapping  of  functions 
that  called  for  appropriate  corrective action. 
The  proposals  drawn  up  by  the  Consultative  Assembly,  especially at  the  1983 
meeting  in  Berlin,  were  all  approved  by  the negotiators  and  included  en  bloc 
in  the  text  of  the  new  agreement. 
The  upshot  is  that  we  now  have  a  single  assembly  with  132  members  - 66  ACP 
representatives  and  66  Members  of  the  European  Parliament  -and a  20-member 
management  body  which  guarantees  a  fair  representation of  the  principal 
African,  Caribbean  and  Pacific  regions  and  the  8  political  groups  of  the 
European  Parliament. 
A further  innovation .is  the  almost  institutional  status that  has  been 
accorded  to  the  two  sides  of  industry  (industrial  and  agricultural  management 
associations,  trade  unions,  cooperatives,  etc.>,  since these  are  now  required 
by  the  Convention  to  represent  the  vital  interests of  their  respective 
organizations  by  forming  a  kind  of  economic  and  social  committee  with  its 
own  rules  of  procedure  and  an  appropriate  coordinating  body. 
Apart  from  the  improvements  made  in  terms  of  greater democracy  and 
representativeness,  the  new  Convention  contains  a  number  of  striking  innovations, 
the  most  important  of  which  are  very  much  in  line  with  the deliberations  and 
initiatives of  the  Parliamentary  Assembly. 
The  consequence  of  this  is  that  we  now  have  a  precise  set  of  'rules'  on 
development,  which  ensure  that  principles,  methods  and  instruments  of  action 
- 5  -are  coherently  related.  Their  main  strength  derives  from  the  fact  that  they 
were  prepared  by  the  European  and  ACP  representatives  working  together,  in 
other  words,  they  are  the  fruit  of  a  genuinely  collaborative effort  on  the 
part  of  the  Assembly's  various  organs  (working  groups,  bureau,  ad  hoc  missions, 
etc.). 
This  compensates,  albeit  to  a  minimal  extent,  for  the  total  inadequacy  of  the 
resources  available  in  relation to  the  quite  exceptional  scale of  the 
problems  to  be  tackled.  Instead of  spreading  them  too  thinly,  the  Convention 
will  now  be  able  systematically  to  direct  the greater  part  of  its  Limited 
resources  towards  making  a  sizable breach  in  the  formidable  wall  which 
continues  to  divide  North  and  South,  whose  cohesion  is of  prime  importance 
in  a  world  that  more  than  ever  needs  to  be  united. 
Once  again,  my  special  thanks  go  to  Lina  Vido  for  her  skill  and  diligence  in 
preparing  the  present  edition. 
- 6  -Luxembourg,  6  January  1986 
~  ~ 
FROM  YAOUNDE  I  TO  LOME  III 
The  relations between the  European  Community  and  former 
European colonies have  slowly developed  from the first 
association agreement  provided  for  by the  EEC  Treaty, 
through the  Yaounde  I,  Yaounde  II,  Lome  I  and  Lome  II 
Conventions  and have  now  reached  Lome  III, which is one 
of the  most  wide-~anging attempts  to establish fairer 
international relations  and closer cooperation between 
the  industrialized and third worlds. 
Art.  131  of the  EEC  Treaty already provided  for  prefere~ 
tial relations with overseas countries and territories 
(OCT) 
'The  Member  States agree  to associate with the  Community 
the non-European countries and territories which have 
special relations with  Belgium,  France,  Italy,  the  Nethe~ 
lands  and  the  United  Kingdom. 
.  .  .  . .  . .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  . . .  .  . . .  . .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . . 
'The  purpose  of the association shall be  to promote  the 
economic  and  social development of the countries and ter-
ritories and to establish close  economic  relations between 
them and  the  Community  as  a  whole. 
- 7  -This association set  up  a  free  trade area between the  'Six' 
and  the  OCT,  a  common  external tariff and  the  Eu;opean 
Development  Fund  (EDF)  which was  composed  of grants  for  aid 
of  580  m units of account  for  the  first five  years. 
Between  1958  and  1962,  most  of the associated  countries 
achieved  independence.  During this period,  therefore,  the 
process  began of drawing  up  a  new  association agreement  based 
on Article  238  of the  EEC  Treaty  (see  chronology). 
YAOUNDE  I  (1963  - 1969) 
Once  independence  had been achieved,  all the associated 
African States, with the  exception of Guinea,  decided to main 
tain their association by  signing the  five.year  association 
agreement  of Yaounde  (20  July  1963)  which came  into force  on 
1  April  1964.  This  agreement  laid emphasis  on  free  trade 
between  the  EEC  and  each of the  18  AASM  (Associated African 
States and  Madagascar)  countries and  increased the total 
amount  of the  European  Development  Fund  (EDF)  from  580  m to 
730  m units of account  to which  a  further  70  m were  added 
from the  European  Investment  Bank  (EIB). 
Under  this afreement,  the  joint institutions for  administe-
ring the association were  set  up  : 
- the Council of Association,  consisting of ministers, 
assisted by  the  Committee  of Association composed  of 
ambassadors, 
- the  Parliamentary Conference  of the Association,  prepared 
by  a  permanent  Joint Cownittee, 
- the Arbitration Court  of the Association. 
- 8  -YAOUNDE  II  (1969  - 1975) 
On  29  JUly  1969  once  again at Yaounde,  a  new  convention-
between the  'Six'  and  the  'Eighteen'  was  signed. It was 
to remain  in force  until 31  January  1975  and was  closely 
based  on  the  previous convention except  for  a  few  modi-
fications  made  necessary by  the  erosion of customs  prefe-
rences  and  the  problem of the  fluctuation  in profits  on 
exports  (aid  for  the  marketing of AASM  products  and  in-
dustrial and regional cooperation). 
The  resources  of the  EDF  rose to  900  m units of account 
while  endowments  from the  EIB  for  the  AASM  countries 
increased to  100  m. 
The  Institutions of  the Association  (Council,  Committee  of 
Association,  Parliamentary Conference  of the Association, 
Permanent  Joint  Committee  and the Arbitration Court  of the 
Association)  remained,  while  the African States began 
organizing  themselves within the  framework  of regional 
groupings. 
In  1968  the Arusha  Convention was  concluded with three 
Commonwealth countries  (Kenya,  Tanzania  and  Uganda).  This 
Convention created an  association  (partial free  trade  zone 
and  joint institutions)  but did not  include  financial and 
technical cooperation. 
LOME  I  (1975  - 1980) 
Great Britain's Treaty of Accession  to  the  European  Community 
(22  January  1972)  made·  formal  provision  for  the  opening  of 
negotiations between  Commonwealth countries  and  the·EEC  in 
order to establish special relations. 
- 9  -Following  arduous  negotiations,  on  28  February  1~75,  the-
Lome  convention between  the  'Nine'  and  the  'Forty-six' 
African,  Caribbean  and  Pacific Countries,  was  signed and 
carne  into force  on  1  April  1976. 
The  Lome  Convention kept  the  Council of Ministers  and  the 
Committee  of Ambassadors,  abolished the  Court  of Arbitration, 
which was  replaced by  a  procedure  of good  offices,  and also 
did  away with the word  "association".  As  regards  the parlia-
______  m~!l~~~-y institutions,  the  Parliamentary Conference  of the 
Association became  the  Consultative Assembly  and was  composed 
of Members  of the  European  Parliament  and  of  'Representatives 
of the  ACP  States'.  Instead of providing  for  a  Joint Commission, 
the  Convention  enabled the Consultative Assembly to create ad 
hoc  consultative committees. 
The  main  features  of the Convention were  as  follows  : 
- trade  arrangements  and  trade cooperation agreements 
Almost all ACP  products could enter the common  market  freely. 
However,  the principle of reciprocity was  not  compulsory, 
since the  ACP  countries  simply had to guarantee  to the  EEC 
the benefit of a  most  favoured  nation clause,  thus preventing 
discrimination; 
- the  stabilization of esport earnings  (STABEX) 
This was  the  most  important  innovation of the  Lome  Conven-
tion.  It was  intended to guarantee the ACP  countries a  spe-
cific  level of export  earnings,  protecting them against 
economic  catastrophes caused by  international economic 
situation or climatic conditions.  Accordingly,  a  fund  of 
375  rn  units  of account was  set up; 
- industrial cooperation 
Schemes  of various  types were  planned to encourage the transfer 
of technology to those  ACP  countries which had reached  a 
certain  level of development.  Accordingly,  the  Committe  on 
Industrial Cooperation was  established,  assisted by the centre 
for  Industrial Development  (CID); 
- 10  -- financial  and  technical cooperation 
The  endowment  of the  EDF  increased to 3000 m units of 
account  to which  loans  from the  EIB  of 390  m were  added. 
LOME  II  (1980  - 1985) 
Lome  II was  almost  identical to the  previous  Lome  conven-
tion,  altought it introduced  some  innovations  : 
- trade  and  trade cooperation 
Free  access to the  EEC  market  for  99,5% of ACP  exports was 
maintained and  some  further  concessions  for certain products 
were  made  (rum,  beef,  etc.); 
- stabilization of export  earnings  (STABEX  and  SYMSIN) 
STABEX  was  maintained with the  addition of  some  products  and 
an  increase  in its resources.  Furthermore,  there was  the 
setting  up of  SYSMIN,  one  of the  major  innovations  of the 
convention,  whose  purpose was  to protect earnings  from  mine-
ral exports  by means  of compensation consisting of special 
loans  for  the  financing  of projects  and  programmes  proposed 
by the  ACP  country concerned; 
- technical and  financial cooperation 
EEC  aid amounted to 6000 m units of account  (EDF,  EIB,  EEC 
budget,  NGO  aid,  food  aid); 
- industrial cooperation 
Measures  for  the  promotion  anq  protection of  investment  in 
ACP  countries were  provided  for  in order to stimulate their 
industrial development; 
- agricultural cooperation 
A Technical centre  for AgricUltural and  Rural cooperation 
was  set  up  under  the  supervision of the  Committee  of Ambas-
sadors  and was  made  responsible  for  disseminating  throughout 
the  ACP  countries scientific and  technical information  in the 
agricultural sector; 
- developmentof the mineral  and  energy potential of ACP  countrie 
The  Community  announced that it was  ready to supply technical 
and  financial aid for  the  development  of mineral· and  energy 
resources  in ACP  States; 
- 11  -- fishing  and  maritime transport 
Lastly,  two  joint declarations  formed  the basis  for both 
sides to tackle  the  problems  of maritime  transport  and 
fishing. 
The  joint institutions remained  unchanged. 
LO:Mt  III  (1986  -
The  agreement  renewing  Lome  II for  a  further  five  years was 
signed  in  Lome  on  8  DeeembeJ;.----l-9-24...-~-'I'-he--ne,.r  convent-i-0-:n--r-eaf-f-irrne 
the principles and  instruments  of ACP-EEC  cooperation and  intro-
duces  a  number  of  improvements  designed to achieve greater ef-
ficiency,  notably as regards  financial and technical cooperation, 
STABEX,  SYSMIN,  trade and  industrial cooperation,  the develop-
ment  of mineral and  energy potential,  regional cooperation arid 
the  treatment of the-least-developed ACP  States.  In addition, 
cooperation is extended to  new  sectors with a  number  of  innova-
tions,  primarily with regard to human  rights,  agricultural and 
rural cooperation,  fisheries,  maritime  transport,  social and 
cultural cooperation and  investment. 
The  financial allocation has  been  increased by  about  6~~ as 
compared with  Lome  II,  to 8,500 million  ECU,  of which  7,400 m 
ECU  comes  from the  ESF  and  1100  m ECU  from  EIB's  own  resources. 
At  institutional level the  Joint Committee  and  the Consultative 
Assembly  have  merged  to  form  a  new  parliamentary body,  the  Joint 
Assembly,  composed  of equal  numbers  of Members  of the  European 
Parliament  on  the  Community  side,  and  of parliamentarians or 
representatives designated by the  ACP  States.  The  new  Convention 
also provides  for  more  active  involvement by the  social and 
economic  sectors. 
- 12  -FROM  THE  PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
TO  THE  ACP-EEC  JOINT  ASSEMBLY 
1964  - 1975  :  YAOUNDE  I  and  YAOUNDE  II 
The  Parliamentary conference  of the Association and  its 
Permanent  Joint  Committee were  set up  under  the  Yaounde 
I  Convention  (art.  50).  The  Conference  was  made  up  of 
equal numbers  of membecs  from the  European  Parliament  and 
the ·parliaments  of the  AASM  countries,  and had  the  duty 
of examining  the activity  reports of the Association 
Council,  meeting  once  a  year  and  approving resolutions 
on  matters concerning the Association.  The  purpose  of the 
Permanent  Joint  Committee  was  to prepare the work of the 
Conference.  These  provisions were  confirmed  by  Yaounde  II. 
From  1964  to  1975,  the  Conference  met  11  times  (see  chron£ 
logy)  and  the Joint  Committee  35  times.  From the political 
point  of view,  these  two  institutions were  particularly 
important  because  public attention was  focused  on  the work 
carried out  by  Conference  and  because,  at  least as  regards 
the  European States,  representatives of parties not  in 
government were  involved.  They  not  only exercised parlia-
mentary control,  but also added political momentum  during 
the negotiations  for  Yaounde  II and  Lome  I.  Their role 
was  decisive especially with regard to  increasing the re-
sources  of the  EDF,  the  setting  up  of  STABEX,  and  the 
foundation  of the centre  for  Industrial Development. 
- 13  -From  1975  to the  present  :  LOME  I,  LOME  II and  LOME  III 
With  the  signing  of  Lome  I  the  Conference  became  the 
Consultative Assembly,  composed  of equal  numbers  of 
members  of the  European  Parliament  and representatives 
of the  ACP  States. It retained the  powers  as  set out 
under  the  Yaounde  convention. 
The  Permanent  Joint  Committee  was  abolished by  the 
Convention,  but  the Consultative Assembly was  empowered 
to create ad  hoc  consultativecommitteeswhose responsi-
bility it was  to carry out  specific  measures  as  determi-
ned  by the Assembly  (Art.  8  (5)  of the Assembly's  inter-
nal Rules  of  Procedure}. 
It was  on  the basis of this article that the Consultative 
Assembly created its Joint  Committee;  which was  to meet 
twice  a  year  to prepare the work of the ACP-EEC  Assembly. 
It was  composed  of one  representative  from  each ACP 
country and  an  equal  number  of representatives  from the 
European  Parliament.  These  provisions were  confirmed 
under  Lome  II. 
From  1975  to  1982,  the Consultative Assembly  met  7  times 
and  the  Joint committee  14  times. 
Initially,  in addition to  examining  the annual activity 
report  of the Council,  these  two  bodies  encouraged  new 
initiatives for  renewing  the  Lome  Convention,  especially 
as regards  provisions  for  minerals  (SYSMIN),  which were 
designed to make  up  for  fluctuations  in the  prices of 
- 14  -minerals,  the  setting  up  of  a  Technical Centre  f~r 
Agricultural and Rural Cooperation  for  disseminating 
scientific and technical  information and  the develop-
ment  of mineral and  energy resources. 
Since  1979,  with  the representatives of the  new, 
directly elected European  Parliament,  the  range  of 
subjects  discussed within the Consultative Assembly  and 
the  Joint  Committee  has  broadened.  Such topics  as world 
economic  and political order  have  emerged,  strengthening 
the  political tenor  of the  debates,  increasing the ten-
dency  towards  the  formation  of regional groupings  among 
the  ACP  countries and  heightening the differences of 
political opinion between  the political groups  of the 
European  Parliament. 
With  a  view to the  renewal of  Lome  II,  the  Joint  Committee 
and  Consultative Assembly  planned  a  series of initiatives, 
especially regarding cultural cooperation,  representation 
of social abd  economic  partners,  the  fight  against hunger, 
the  protection of migrant workers  and cooperation  on 
energy.  Their  proposals were  for  the  most  part  incorporated 
in the text of  Lome  III. 
With the  signing  of  Lome  III,  the Consultative Assembly 
and the  Joint  Committee were  replaced by the Joint Assembly 
•composed  of equal  numbers  of,  on  the  one  hand,  Members  of 
the  European  Parliament  on  the  Community  side and  of,  on 
the  other,  Members  of parliament or,  failing this,  of 
representatives designated by the  ACP  States  (Article  25(1) 
of the  Convention)•.  Moreover,  'The  Joint Assembly  shall 
- 15  -organize regular contacts and consultations with r-epre-
sentatives of economic  and  social sectors  in the  ACP 
States and  in the community  in order to obtain their views 
on  the attainment  of the objectives of this Convention' 
(Artie le  25 (2)  (b) • 
Under  Article  2  of its Rules  of  Procedure  the  Joint Assem-
bly elects a  Bureau for  a  period of  one  year,  consisting 
of two  Presidents of equal status and  eighteen Vice-Presi-
dents.  The  Bureau is responsible  for  preparing  the work 
of the Assembly,  following  up  the resolutions adopted  and 
establishing contacts with the Council and  the Committee 
of Ambassadors.  It meets,  on  the  initiative of the  Presidents, 
at  least twice  each year,  normally prior to the  meetings  of 
the Assembly. 
The  Joint Assembly  is currently composed  of 132  members 
- 66  representatives  from the  ACP  States 
- 66  representatives  from the  European  Parliament 
and its Presidents are  Mr  MWOROHA,  President  of the  National 
Assembly of Burundi,  and  Mr  BERSANI,  vice-chairman of the 
European  Parliament's  Committee  on  Development  and  cooperation. 
The  Joint Assembly  met  for  the first  time  from  23  to  27  Sep-
tember  1985  in  INVERNESS  (United  Kingdom).  In addition to a 
number  of sectoral problems  (sugar,  deforestation and deserti-
fication),  the  meeting considered the  CHASLE  report  on  the 
prospects  and constraints of the third ACP-EEC  Convention,  the 
WARUKIU  report  on  the role of women  in the  development  process 
and  the  FLESCH  report  on  human rights.  A resolution was  adopted 
calling for  sanctions against  South Africa  unless  apartheid 
was  abolished within six months. 
- 16  -'.  1.:958 
21.3.1958 
31.3.1960 
1960  - 1962 
Date 
24-26.1.1961 
3-5.5.1961 
19-24.6.1961 
8-10.,.1962 
14-16.5.1962 
3-5.10.1962 
20-21.3.1963 
20.7.1963 
21-22.2.1964 
1.6.1964 
CRONOLOGY 
Entry  1nto  force  of  the  ~EC  Tr~oty 
Article  131  makes  prov1sion  to  'associate with  the  Community  the 
non-European  countr1es  and  terr1tories  ~h1ch  have  special  relations 
with  <certa1n  EEC  Member  Statesl.' 
Article  238  states  that  'The  Community  may  conclude  with  a  th1rd 
State,  a  union  ot  States  or  an  International  organ1zat1on 
ar~s~ments ostablishing  an  association  involving  reciprocal  rights 
anrl  oblioQtlons.  common  ~ction and  special  procedures.' 
S~tt  ina~  •1ithin  the  European  Parl ia•entary  Asse11bly  <EPA)  the 
Committee  for  the  Association of  the Overseas  Countries  and 
- Territories. 
Resolution  by  the  EPA  on  the  organization  of  a  government  conference 
of  representatives  of  European  and  African governments  COJ  No.  27 
of  27  April  1960> 
Granting  of  indpPendence  to  most  of  the  overseas  countries  and  territories. 
Permanent 
Joint 
Cormnittee 
ABIDJAN 
STRASSOURG 
TANANARIVE 
EPA  Conference 
with  the 
Parliaments of 
t:ha  A6:'ican  St:ats 
and  Madagascar 
ROfiiE 
preparatory 
Meting 
BONN 
Contact  c~;ttee 
STRASBOURG 
STRASBOIJRG 
delegates  meeting 
i"'ESSINA 
preparatory  meet1ng 
Actes  of the Conference 
Reca-endation on  political  and 
institution.l probl.-s 
Rec~ndation on  the action to 
be  tak.n on  the Conference's 
reca.endations 
:":~c~tion on  econo~~ic  ~nd 
ca..ercial  probl~s 
Aec~tion  on probl.-s of 
technical  cooperation  and  cultural 
•xchanges 
Rec~ation  on  the  Oevel~nt Fund 
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Conventions 
Signing  in  YAOUNDE  of 
the  Assoc1ation  agree-
•ent  between  the  EEC 
and  the  African  States 
and  ll'adagascar 
Entry  into  force  of  ~he 
YAO~NDE Convention Jate 
a-io.12.1?~  .. 
: -i.,. 2. i 9:,5 
5-3.7.~965 
29-30.9.1~65 
6-9-. 12. 1965 
24-27.5.1966 
24-28.9.1966 
10-14.12.1966 
29-31.5.1967 
2-5.10.1967 
t.-7. 12.1967 
22·25.5.1968 
26.7.1968 
14-16.10.1968 
Permanent 
Joint 
Committee 
'3ISE~Yl 
BE.'! UN 
lUXEMBOURG 
P.Or·1E 
THE  HAGUE 
PIOGAOISHU 
ABIDJAN 
VENICE 
BAIIIAKO 
STRASSOURG 
BRUSSELS 
aRAZZAV[LLE 
Parliamentary 
conference 
of  the 
EEC-MSM 
Association 
')Ar<AR 
First  ~eet1ng of 
the  Conference 
ABIDJAN 
STRASBOURG 
Acts  of  the  Conference 
~esolution  <on  the  object1ves  of  the 
Conference> 
Resolution  on  some  amendments  to  the 
Rules  of  Procedure  of  the  Conference 
Resolution  on  the  rules  on  the  financia 
regulations  of  the  Conference 
Resolution  on  the  revenue  and  expend-
iture  account  of  the draft esti•ate 
Resolution  on  the first  Annual  Report 
of  the  activities  of  the  Association 
Counc ll 
Resolution on  the  revenue  and  expend-
iture account  of  the  Conference  and  the 
draft esti•ate 
Resolution  on  an  a.end-ent  to Rule  6  of 
the  Rules  of  Procedure  of  the 
Conhrence 
Resolution on  the  second  Annual  Report 
of  the activities of  the  Association 
Council 
Resolution  on  the  revenue  and  exPend-
iture account  of  the  Conference  and 
the draft estiaate 
Resolution  on  the  solutions  ap~rooriate 
for  pr~oting the  ~rketing of  the 
products  of  the  Associated  St~tes 
within  the  EEC 
Resolution  on  the  third Annu•l  Report 
of  the  activities of  the  Associated 
Council 
Signing  in  ARUSHA  of  the  first  assoc-
iation  agreement  betwe~ the  EEC  and 
the  countr1es  of  East  Africa  <Kenya, 
Uganda,  Tanzania).  This  agre~ent did 
not  enter  into  force.  Not  all  the 
States  concerned  implemented  the 
rat,fication nrocedure 
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Conventions :late 
:c-::. i . , ~": :t 
19-22 .s .1969 
29.7.1969 
24 .Y. 1969 
20-23.10. 19t'l9 
12-14.1.1970 
20-23.5.1970 
29-31.10.1970 
T.  1.1971 
1-3.6.1971 
27-29.10. '971 
Permanent 
Joint 
Committee 
~EN  TONE 
"''IAMEY 
I-IAfiiBURG 
FLORENCE 
LIBREVILLE 
UOUNOE 
i"'UNICH 
FOR'f-LAMY 
Parliamentary 
Conference 
of  the 
EEC-AASM 
Association 
HAMBURG 
'I'AOUNDE 
Acts  of  the  Conference 
R~solut1on on  the  revenue  and  expend-
iture  account  of  the  Conference  and 
the  draft  estimate 
Resolution  on  the  problems  of  indust-
rlalization  and  the  difficulties of 
furthering  scientific and  technical 
progress  in  the  AA~S 
Resolution  on  the  fourth  Annual  Report 
of  the  activities  of  the  Association 
Counc'i l 
Resolution  on  the  revenue  and  expend-
iture account  of  the  Conference  and 
the draft estiaate 
Resolution  on  the proble•s of 
industrialization of  the  Associated 
States  and  the •eans  to be  used  for 
speedi~ it up 
Resolution  on  the  fifth  Annual  Report 
of  the activities of  the  Association 
Council 
Reso~u!ion on  the  revenue  and  exoend-
lture  account  of  the  Conference  and 
the  draft  esti~ate 
Resolution  on  the  sixth  Annual  Report 
of  the  activ1ties of  the  Association 
Counc1L 
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Signing  in  YAOUNDE  of 
the  second  association 
agree•ent  between  the 
EEC  and  the  African 
States and  Madagascar 
Signing ·of  the  second 
ARUSHA  agree•ent 
betve.n  the  EEC  and 
the  countries  of  East 
Africa  (Kenya,  Uganda, 
Tanzania).  The 
contents of  th;s  agre! 
-.nt are  identical  to 
-thou·-- of  tl'lll!'  taoancte  r-
Convention,  exceQt  for 
arrang ..  ents  regardin~ 
financial  and  tech-
nical aid. 
Ent~ into  force  o~ 
the  second  YAOUNDE 
Convention  and  the 
second  ARUSHA  agree-
~nent 29-31.5.1972 
24-26. i0.1972 
26-31.3.1973 
26-29.6. 1973 
26-31.10.1973 
28-31.1  to  1.2. 
1974 
27-29.5.1974 
23-25.10.1974 
23-29.1.1975 
28.2.1975 
21-23.5.1975 
26-28. i 1. i975 
Permanent 
Joint 
C:1mmittee 
LUXEMBOURG 
OUAGADOUGOU 
KINSHASA 
DINARD 
MAURITIUS 
ABIDJAN 
:>U8LIN 
i?ariLamentary 
Conference 
of  the 
EEC-AASM 
Association 
Ti-iE  H~GUE 
KINSHASA 
ABI OJ AN 
LUXE~SCURG 
preparatory 
:neet I ng 
Acts  of  the  Conference 
~escLut1on on  the  revenue  and  expenditure 
account  of  the  Conference  and  the  draft 
est 11nate 
Resolut1on  on  the  Seventh  Annual  Report 
of  the  act1vit1es  of  the  Association 
Council 
Resolut10n  on  the  memorandum  of  the  EEC 
Commiss1on  concerning  Community  policy 
on  development  cooperation 
Resolution  on  the  •anageNent  accounts  of 
the  Conference  and  the draft estiaates 
Resolution  on  the  Eighth  Annual  Report 
on  the  activities of  the  Association 
Council 
Resolution  on  the aeNorandu•  of  the  EEC 
ComMission  on  a  Co.-unity  policy  for 
develoo•ent  cooperation 
Resolution  on  coordination of  the  activi 
ties of  the  24  partner states of  the 
Association  in  international organiza-
tions  for  econoaic  cooperation  and 
develop•ent 
Resolution  on  the •anage•ent  accounts  of 
the  Conference  and  the draft esti•ates 
Resolution  on  the  Ninth  Annual  Report  on 
the  activities of  the  Association  Counot 
Resolution  on  the  aanageaent  accounts  of 
the  Conf•rence  and  the draft estiaat•s 
Resolution  on  the  Tenth  Annual  Reoort  of 
the  Association  Council 
Recommendation  on  th• creation of  the 
instituttonal  apparatus  to  be  prov1ded 
by  the  new  EEC-ACP  convent1on 
~eclaratton on  the  conclus1on of  the  cu~ 
rent  ~egot1ations  ~etween the  EEC  and 
.'\CP  countrtes 
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Conventions 
Stgning  in  LOME  of  the 
Convention  between  the 
EEC  and  the  African, 
Caribbean  and  Pacific 
countries 
Entry  into  force  of 
the  LOME  Convention Date 
31.5.  ~0 
3.6.1976 
1  to  4.12.1976 
6-10.6.1977 
28.11/1.12.77 
29.5/3.6.1978 
21.. 7.1978 
25-29.  9.1978 
2  9 • 1 /1 • 2 • 79 
8-12.10.1979 
31.10.1979 
25-29.  2.1980 
1. 3.1980 
Joint 
Committee 
LUXEMBOURG 
LOME  I 
LUXEMBOURG 
LESOTHO 
GRENADA 
LUXEMBOURG 
BORDEAUX 
LUXEMBOURG 
ARUSHA 
ACF-EEC 
Consultative 
Assembly 
LUXEMBOURG 
constitue'"lt 
Sltt1'"19 
LUXEMBOURG 
LUXEMBOURG 
LUXEMBOURG 
Actes  of the  Assembly 
Resolution  adopting  the  internal 
Rules  of  Procedure  of  the  ACP-EEC 
Consultative  Assembly 
Resolution  o~  3ct1vi~ies under  the 
Convention  of  Lome  during  the  interim 
period  and  since  its entry  into  force 
Resolution  on  the  resolution of  the 
ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers 
Resolution  on  cooperation  with  the 
representatives  of  the  economic  and 
social  groups  in  the  ACP  States and 
the  EEC 
Resolution  on  cooperation with 
representatives  of  economic  and  social 
groups  in  the  ACP  and  EEC  countries 
Resolution  on  the  annual  report  of  the 
ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers  and  on 
the  present  state of  the  Lome 
Convention 
Resolution  on  particular problems  and 
difficulties that  have  arisen  in 
connection  with  the  implementation of 
certain prov1s1ons  relating  to  the 
commercial  aspects  of  the  Lome 
Convention 
Resolution  on  the  situation  in 
Southern  Africa 
Resolution  on  sugar  from  the  ACP 
States 
General  resolution  on  the  conclusion 
of  the  Joint  Committee's  proceedings 
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Conventions 
Opening  of  negot-
iations  for  the 
renewal  of  the  LOME 
Convention 
Signing  of  the 
Second  LOME  Conven 
tion 
Entry  into  force  ~f~ 
the  Second  LOME 
Convention Date 
22-2:,.  9.19lS1 
Joint 
Committee 
\..UXEMBOURG 
ACP-EEC 
Consultative 
Assembly 
LUXE!"SOURG 
-------------- ---------1r-----------
23-2o.  2.1981 
23-26.  9.1981 
1-14.10.19lS1 
1-5.2.1982 
1 -6.  11 . 1982 
FREETO\JN 
STRASSCURG 
HARARE 
ROI"''E 
lUXE~BOURG 
ROME 
Actes  of  the  Assembly 
Resolution  on  the  annual  report  of  the 
ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers  and  on-an 
analysis  of  the  results obtained  under 
the  First  Lome  Convention  in  the  Light 
of  the  forthcoming  entry  into  force  of 
the  Second  Lome  Convention 
Resolution  on  the  proposals  designed  to 
ensure  respect  for  and· protection of 
the  rights  of  migrant  workers,  students 
and  trainees  who  are  nationals  of  one 
ot  the  contracting parties  and  regularly 
resident  in  a  Member  State or  an  ACP 
State 
Resolution  on  ACP-EEC  cooperation on 
~~-de~elopment of  fishing  in  the  ACP 
States 
Resolution  on  Zi~babwe 
Resolution  on  cocoa 
Resolution  on  the  situation  in  South 
Africa 
Resolution on  the  Annual  Report  of  the 
ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers  and  an 
analysis  of  the  early  experience of  the 
Second  Lo•e  Convention  with  recoe.end-
ations  for  the opti•al  i•ple•entation 
Resolution  on  cultural  cooperation 
between  the  ACP  States  and  the  European 
Com•unHy 
Resolution  aeending  the  Rules  of 
Procedure  of  the  ACP-EEC  Consultative 
Assembly 
Resolution  on  hunger  in  the  world 
Resolution  on  Southern  Africa 
Resolution  on  the  Annual  Report  of  the 
ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers  and  an 
analysis  of  the  early  experience of 
the  Second  Lome  Convention 
Resolution  on  the  situation  in 
Southern  Africa 
Resolution  on  the  fight  against  hunger 
Resolution  on  the  lmplementation  of 
the  resolution  of  the  Consultative 
Assembly  on  cultural  cooperation  between 
ACP  States  and  the  European  Community 
Resolut1on  on  the  measures  to  follow 
the  work  carried out  at  the  meeting 
between  the  recresentat1ves  of  the 
ACP-EEC  economic  and  soc1al  partners 
and  a  delegation  of  the  ACP-EEC  Joint 
Comm1ttee 
Resolut1on  on  the  global  negotiations 
for  a  new  worldwide  econom1c  and 
pol1t1cal  order 
Resolut1on  on  ACP-EEC  coooerat1on 
in  the  field  of  energy 
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Conventions Date 
23-27.  9.1985 
ACP-EEC 
Joint Assembly 
INVERNESS 
Actes  of the Assembly 
Resolution  on  deforestation and 
desertification 
Resolution  on  the creation of biogene-
tic reserves  and  the rational manage-
ment  of  stocks  of animal  and  vegetable 
living matter,  both terrestrial and 
marine 
Resolution  on  the role of women  in the 
development  process 
Resolution  on  human  rights 
Resolution  on  the crisis in the  North-
South Dialogue 
Resolution  on  security and  cooperation 
in Africa  and  Europe 
Resolution  on  aid to refugees  in the 
ACP  States 
Resolution on  the  landlocked ACP 
countries 
Resolution  on  the  incorporation of 
environmental  issues  in the Third  Lome 
Convention and on  information concer-
ning the Convention's  provisions as 
regards  the  environment 
Resolution  on ACP-EEC  cooperation  for 
the develpment  of fisheries  in the 
inland  lakes and rivers of the ACP 
States 
Resolution  on  the  negotiations with 
regard to the Fourth International 
Cocoa  Agreement 
Resolution  on  the  use  of vegetable  fat 
in the manufacture  of chocolate 
Resolution  on  the  LDCs 
Resolution  on  the Third  ACP-EEC 
Convention  - Prospects  and Constraints 
Resolution  on  southern Africa 
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Conventions A N N E X E S 
- 24  -LIST  OF  PRESIDENTS  (1964  - 1985) 
PER~  ill:  NT  J0I  Nr  COMMITTEE 
PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE 
YEAR  OF  THE  EEC-AASM  ASSOCIATION 
1964 
THORN  (Luxembourg  - Lib.)  GUEYE  (Senegal) 
DAMAS  (Gabon)  DtJVI EUSART  (Belgium  - CD}  --
1965 
DAMAS  LEEMANS  (Belgium  - CD) 
THORN  GUEYE 
1966  THORN  GiJEYE 
SISSIKO  (Mali)  PO HER  (France  - CD) 
196 7 
SISSIKO  PvHER 
THORN  GUEYE 
1968  THORN 
SISSIKO 
1969 
RAKOTO  ZAFIMAHERY  (Madagascar}  YACE'  (Ivory Coast) 
THORN  PO HER 
1970  ACHENBACH  (FRG  - Lib.)  SCELBA  (Italy - CD) 
RAKOTO  ZAFIMAHERY  YACE' 
- ---~~- -- YACE'--
1971  N'GOO  (Cameroon) 
ACHENBACH  SCELBA 
1972  ACHENBACH  BEHRENDT  (FRG  - Soc: • ) 
N'GOO  YACE' 
1973 
l@.SONGO  (Zaire)  YACE' 
ACHENBACH  BERKHOUWER  (Netherlands  - Lib.) 
1974 
DEWULF  (Belgium  - CD)  BERKHOUWER 
I<i\SONGO  YACE' 
1975 
KASONGO  YACE' 
DESCHAMPS  (Belgium  - CD)  BERI<HOUWER 
JOIN!'  COMMITTEE  ACP-EEC  CONSULTATIVE  ASSEMBLY 
1976 
DESCHAMPS  SPENALE  (France  - Soc:.) 
l@.SONGO  YACE' 
1977  I<i\SONGO  YACE' 
BERSANI  (Italy - CD)  COLOMBO  (Italy  - CD) 
1978  BERSANI  COLOMBO 
KASONGO  YACE' 
1979  OUEDRAOGO  (Upper  Volta)  MUNA  (Cameroon) 
BERSANI  (Italy - EPP}  VEIL (France  - Lib.) 
1980  BERSANI  VEIL 
OUEDRAOGO  MUNA 
1981  Bt.JrAGYRA  (Uganda)  MUNA 
BERSANI  VEIL 
1982  BERSANI  DANKERT  (Nether lands  - Soc.) 
Bt.JrAGYRA  MUNA 
1983 
Bt.JrAGYRA  KOLANE  (Lesotho) 
BERSANI  DANKERT 
1984  BERSANI  PFLIMLIN (France  - EPP) 
GANGA  ZANDZOU  {Congo)  KOLANE 
ACP-EEC  JOINT  ASSEMBLY 
i.985 
HWOROHA  (Burundi) 
BERSANI 
- 25  -NON  EUROPEAN  PARTNERS  IN THE  ASSEMBLY  ( 1964-1985) 
~ 
~Ill)  I!)  ~~00 
(1'.  0  .....  N  l"'l  ~  U')  I!)  ~  oo!O'I  0  .....  N  l"'l  ~  U') 
I!)  \,0  \,0  \,0  \,0  \0  ~  ~  ~  ,.... 
~  ,....  ,....  r-- r--,r-- CD  co  CD  00  CD  CD 
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ANGOLA  -- X 
ANTIGUA  &  BARBUDA  X  X  X  X 
BAHAMAS  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
BARBADOS  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
BELIZE  X  X  X  X 
BENIN  (until  1975  Dahomeyj  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
BOTSWANA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
BURKINA-FASO(until  1984  Ucoer Voltal  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
BURUNDI  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
CAMEROUN  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
CAP-VERT  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  ..l( 
CENTRAFRICAINE  (Rep.)  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
COMJRES  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
CONGO(Until  1974  conqo  Brazzav.)  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
COTE  D' IVOIRE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
DJIBUTI  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
DOMINIQUE  X  X  X  X 
ETHIOPIE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
FIDJI  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
GABON  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
GAMBIE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
GHANA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
GRENADE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
GUI NEE-BISSAU  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
GUINEE  IDUATORIALE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
GUINEE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
GUYANE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
JAMAIQUE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
KENYA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
KIRIBATI  X  X  X  X  X  z  X 
LESOTHO  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
LIBERIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
MADAGASCAR  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  ..X  • 
X  X 
MALAWI  X  X  X  X  X  X  • 
X  X  X 
MALI  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  ••  X  X  X 
MAURICE  (t  le  )_  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
MAURITANIE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
~MBIQUE  X 
NIGER  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  x· 
NIGERIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
OUGANDA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
PAPOUASIB-NOUVELLE  GUINEE  X  X  X  X  ·X  X  X  X 
RWANDA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SAINT  CHRISTOPHER  & NEVIS  X  X 
SAINT  VINCENT  & GRENADINES  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SAINTE  LUCIE  X  X  X  X  X  • 
X 
SALOMON  (tLES)  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SAMOA  OCCIDENTALES  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SAO  TOME  & PRINCE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SENEGAL  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SEYCHELLES  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SIERRA  LEONE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SOMALIE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SOUDAN  X  X  :11.  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SURINAM  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
SWAZILAND  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
TANZANIE  X  X  x·  x  X  X  X  X  X  X 
TCHAD  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
TOGO  X  X  X  X  x·  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
TONGA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
TRINITE  &  TOBAGO  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
TUVALU  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
VANUATU  X  X  X  X  X 
ZAIRE  (until  1976  conaol  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
ZAMBIE  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 
ZIMBABWE  X  X  X  X  X 
Total  18  18/18  18  18  lB  18  18  lB  18  19119  46  49  53  57  58160  63  63  64  66 
I  I  I 
- 26  -R  E  S  0  L  U  T  I  0  N  S 
--- - -~- --- ~--~- --- -~~~  --
- 27  -PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COM:NlUNITY 
AND  THE  ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  MALAGASY  STATES 
DAKAR,  8-10  DECEMBER  1964 
RESOLUTION 
THE  PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION, 
-meeting  in  Dakar  from  8  to  10  December  1964,  pursuant  to  Article  50  of  the 
Convention  of  Association  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
African  and  Malagasy  States  associated  with  the  Community,  signed  at 
Yaounde  on  20  July  1963, 
- recalling  the  important  role  played  by  the  parliaments  of  the  European 
Community  and  the  Associated  States  prior  to  and  during  the  negotiations 
that  Led  to  the  conclusion  of  this  Convention, 
- aware  of  its duty  to  ensure  democratic  control  over  the  implementation  of 
the  Convention  and  fix  the  political  aims  of  the  action  to  be  taken, 
I  - as  regards  the  Institutions  of  the  Association 
1.  is  satisfied with  the  cooperation  achieved  at  institutional  Level  between 
the  European  Community  and  the  States  already  associated  before  1  June 
1964,  the  date  on  which  the  Convention  entered  into  force; 
2.  notes  with  satisfaction that  all  the  Institutions of  the  Association  have 
now  been  constituted; 
3.  notes  the  importance  of  the  task  of  its  joint  committee  that  will  ensure, 
at  parliamentary  Level,  permanent  cooperation  and  a  regular  evaluation of 
the different  positions  on  problems  arising within  the  Association; 
4.  hopes  that  the  problems  raised  by  the  application of  the  provisions  of  the 
·.Convention  relating  to  the  Council  secretariat will  be  swiftly  resolved; 
5.  recommends  that,  pursuant  to  Article  52  of  the  Convention,  the  necessary 
contacts  be  established at  the  earliest opportunity  between  the  represent-
atives  of  the  interests of  all  the  professional  groups  of  the  Community 
and  the  Associated  States; 
6.  hopes  that  the  Commission  of  the  EEC  will  establish  a  constant  presence 
in  the  Associated  African  and  Malagasay  States  in  the  form  of  information 
offices; 
II  - as  regards  economic  and  social  progress 
7.  insists on  the  need  for  a  joint desire  on  the  part  of  the  EEC  and  the 
Associated  States  to  establish  a  policy  that  reduces  gradually  the disparities 
between  the  Living  standards  of  tne  countries  concerned; 
8.  considers  that  the  improvement  of  economic  and  social  conditions  will  enable 
the  Associated  States  to  have  a  fair  share  in  the  benefits  of  general  tech-
nical  progress  thereby  paving  the  way  for  a  decisive  narrowing  of  the  gap 
between  the  Third  World  and  the  industrialized  countries; 
- 28  -9.  calls  for  the  implementation  of  a  policy  to  provide  productive  investments 
and  infrastructures  in  the  Associated  States  allowing  diversifi~ation of 
their  products  both  in  the  agricultural  and  mineral  raw  materials  sector 
and  in  the  processed  products  sector,  under  technical  conditions  that 
allow  them  to  be  competitive; 
10.  hopes  that  efforts  will  be  made  to  draw  up  regional  plans  in  the  Associated 
States  thus  guaranteeing  a  rational  distribution of  jobs  a~d production  in 
keeping  with  the natural  resources  of  each  country,  principally with  a  view 
to  reducing  their  trade  i•nbalances  and  increasing  reciprocal  trade; 
III  - as  regards  trade 
11.  whereas  the  Convention  aims  to  strengthen  the  economic  independence  of  the 
Associated  States  and,  above  all,  increase  their trade  with  Member  States, 
thus  enabling  them  to participate  in  the  development  of  international 
trade; 
12.  whereas  this  economic  independence  is  broadly  dependent  on  the  balance  of 
trade  and  accounts  of  the  Associated  States,  and  this balance  is  dependent 
on  the  external  markets  in  which  they -;:a-n -<rrspose-of their  products  and 
on  the  conditions  under  which  they  are  sold; 
13.  whereas  the  European  Community  is  the  main  importer .of  tropical  products 
and  the  Associated  States  can  satisfy  a  large  part  of  its  requirements  in 
these  products; 
14.  whereas  the  Associated  States  have  sufficient  raw  materials  in  their  own 
territory to  be  able  to  increase  their outlets  to  the  European  Community; 
15.  whereas  the  trade  arrangements  within  the  Association  are  based  on  respec-
tive obligations  binding  the parties  concerned,  subject  to  special 
concessions  granted  to  the  Associated  States  to protect  their  already 
existing  industries  and  encourage  the  development  of  new  industries; 
16.  considers  that  the  provisions  of  the  Convention  should  be  implemented  by 
the  following  practical  measures 
a)  as  regards  the  Member  States  of  the  EEC 
17.  a  jointly agreed  policy  to  encourage  and  increase  the  purchase of  raw 
materials originating  from  the  Associated  States  which  guarantees  the 
Latter  development  of  their  resources; 
18.  the  rejection of  the  mere  application  of  the  forces  of  supply  and  demand 
for  products  whose  prices  are  subject  to  wide  fluctuations; 
19.  the  opening  of  outlets  for  processed  products  of  the  Associated  States; 
20.  the  definition of  a  joint  European  Community  policy  in  the  agriculture 
and  trade  sectors  to  ensure  effective opportunities  for  marketing  products 
in  the  Associated  States; 
b)  as  regards  financial  and  technical  cooperation  : 
21.  the  expansion  and  diversification of  production of  foodstuffs  to  reduce 
the  burden  caused  by  imports  of  foodstuffs; 
22.  a  joint effort,  supported  by  the  European  Community,  to organize  trade 
and  advertizing  in  order  to  increase outlets  for  their products; 
29  -IV  - as  regards  financial  and  technical  cooperation 
23.  requests  that  the  resources  available  to  the  Commission  of  the  ~EC for 
the  study,  preparation  and  implementation  of  investment  projects  for  the 
Associated  States  be  increased  so  that  the  procedure  can  be  speeded  up; 
24.  hopes  that  the  European  Investment  Bank  can  make  an  effective  contribution 
to  the  investments  to  be  made  in  the  Associated  States  to  take  account  of 
the  difficulties of  the  financial  markets; 
25.  recommends  that  the  action  of  the  European  Development  Fund  can  make  a 
major  contribution  to  the  diversification of  the  agricultural  and  industrial 
structures  of  the  associated  countries  which  is an  essential  condition 
for  their  economic  independence; 
26.  requests  that  broad  support  be  giver.  to  the  establishment  of  an  infra-
structure  capable  of  taking  full  advantage  of  the  natural  potential of 
the  associated  countries; 
27.  consider~ it necessary,  with  a  view  to  increasing  contacts  between  young 
people,  to  improve  the  system  governing  the  allocation  of  grants  from  the 
European  Community  to  citizens of  the  Associated  States  and  facilitate, 
by  means  of  additional  funds,  the  financing  of  grants  for  citizens of 
Member  States  wishing  to  go  to  Associated  States  to  undertake  studies  and 
research; 
28.  insists  on  the  need  to  ensure,  in  certain cases,  the  contribution of  the 
European  Community  in  order  to  guarantee,  with  measures  over  and  above 
technical  cooperation,  the  effectiveness  of  investments  financed  by  the 
EEC; 
29.  underlines  the  need  to  harmonize,  in  the  Associated  States  and  the  Member 
States,  the  guarantees  granted  for  private  investments  ~ade  in  the 
Associated  States  and  ensure  they  are  consistent  with  the  levels of  economic 
development  of  these  States; 
30.  hopes  that  the  measures  of  technical  assistance  provided  by  the  European 
Community  will  be  implemented  with  particular  regard  to  the  real  needs  of 
skilled  persons  of  each  Associated  State; 
V - as  regards  the  external  relations  of  the  Association 
31.  aware  that  the  strengthening  of  cooperation  between  the  African  States,  both 
within  the  context  of  the  Association  and  the  whole  of  Africa,  is one  of 
the  aims  of  the  Association; 
32.  recalls  that,  pursuant  to  Article  58  of  the  Convention  and  the  relevant 
declarations  of  intent, other  African  States  are offered  the  opportunity 
to  sign  an  association  agreement  with  the  European  Community  or  establish 
with  it close  relations  of  another  kind; 
VI  - as  regards  the  European  Coal  and  Steel  Community  and  the  European  Atomic 
Energy  Community  : 
33.  confirms  the  vote  taken  by  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  June  1961  that 
the  ECSC  and  the  EAEC  should  participate  in  full  in  the  renewed  Association; 
34.  requests,  with  regard  to  the  ECSC,  that  its activities  in  respect  of  pros-
pecting,  the  study  of  conditions  for  the  working·ot deposits  and  the  develop-
ment  of  plans  be  continued  and,  with  regard  to  the  EAEC,  that  it undertake 
to  stuay  the  possibilities  of  using,  in  the  Associated  States,  nuclear  science 
with  a  view  to  the  production.of  energy,  biological  research  and  prospecting; 
- 30  -35.  instructs  its President  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the. President  of 
the  Council  of  Association,  the  Presidents  of  the  European  Parliament 
and  the  Parliaments  of  the  Associated  States,  the  President  of  the  Council 
of  Ministers  of  the  EEC,  the  Presidents  of  the  Executives  concerned  and 
the  Governments  of  the  Member  States  and  the  Associated States. 
- 31  -PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMNIUNITY 
AND  THE  ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  MALAGASY STATES 
------·  -- -- ------
ROME,  6-9  DECEMBER  1965 
RESOLUTION 
concerning  some  amendments  to  the  Rules  o!  Procedure 
of  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- pursuant  to  Rule  26  of its Rules  o!  Procedure, 
- having  regard to  the  report  drawn  up  by  Mr  Strobel on  behalf 
of  the Joint Committee, 
- adopting  the  findings  o:  this report, 
Resolves  to  amend  its Rules  of  Procedure  as  follows: 
- 32  -RULES  OF  PROCEDURE 
of  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the Association  between  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  the  African  and  Malagasy  States associated--
with that  Community 
In  accordance  with Article 50,  third paragraph,  of  the  Convention  of 
Association  between  the  European  Economic  Com~unity and  the African  and 
Malagasy  States associated with that Community,  the Parliamentary 
Conference  of  the  Association  between  the  European  Economic  Co-mmunity  and 
the  African  and  Malagasy States adopted,  at  a  meeting held in  Dakar  on 
8  December  1964,  interim Rules  of  Procedure  which  were  amended  by  a 
resolution  adopted  by  the Conference  in Rome  on  7  December  1965. 
The  following is the  fully  amended  text  of the  Rules  of Procedure. 
CHAPTER  l 
COMPOSITION  AND  MEETINGS  OF  THE  CONFERENCE 
Rule  1 
Members 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association  between  the  EEC  and  the 
African  and  Malagasy  States associated with that Community,  hereinafter 
called  'the Conference•,  shall  consist of  Representatives appointed  by  the 
Parliaments  of  the  Associated States,  in accordance  with  the  procedure laid 
down  by  each  of these Parliaments,  on  the  basis of  three  members  from  each 
Associated State,  and  of  an  equal  number  o! Representatives appointed  by  the 
European  Parliament  fro~ among  its members. 
Rule  2 
Observers 
1.  In  the  event  of  the  accession of another State to  the Convention  of 
Association  and  pending  ratification of  the Convention  by  that State, 
Representatives  of  the  Parliament  of  the State appointed  under  the  conditions 
set  out  in Rule  1  may  attend  the  Conference  provisionally  as  observers, 
without  the  right  to  speak or vote. 
2.  The  Conference  may  decide,  on  a  proposal from its Bureau,  to  admit  as 
an  observer,  without  the  right  to  speak  or vote,  a  Representative  of  the 
Parlia~ent of  a  State whose  economic  structure  and  production are  comparable 
with  those  of  the Associated States and  which  has  established special links 
with  the  Community. 
Rule  3 
Meetings 
1.  The  Conference  shall  meet  once  a  year.  It  shall meet  either  on  the 
territory  of  a  Member  State of  the  Community  or  on  that  of  one  of  the 
Associated States.  ~he meeting  shall be  held  on  the  initiative of  the 
Joint Committee  and  shall  be  convened  by  the  retiring President. 
2.  I! necessary,  an  extraordinary  meeting  of  the  Conference  may  be 
convened  by  com~on accord  by  its President  and  Vice-President,  at  the 
request  either of  the  Association Council  or of  the  Joint  Committee. 
- 33  -The  re~uest from  the Joint  Committee  shall  be  based  on  a  decision  taken 
by  not  less  than  two-thirds  of  its members  representing  an  absolute  majority 
both of  African  and  Malagasy  mea~bers and  of  European  members.  -- -
3.  Where  the  request  has  been  unanimously  adopted  by  the Joint  Committee, 
an  extraordinary  meeting  of  the Conference  sh~ll be  convened. 
4.  The  place  at  which  an  extraordinary  ~eeting of  the  Conference  is to 
be  held shall  be  decided  by  the  President  in agreement  with the  first 
Vice-President. 
CHAPTER  II 
PR~SIDENCY, BUREAU,  DISCIPLINE  AND  ORDER 
IN  THE  CHAI-'.3ER 
Rule  4 
Verification of credentials 
l.  ~he credentials of  members  of  the  Conference  shall consist in  each 
case  of  a  letter of  appointment  from  the President  of  the Parliament 
to  which  each  member  belongs,  and shall specify  the  term  of office. 
2.  These  appointments  shall  be  notified to  the Conference  by  the  retiring 
President,  and  the  list of  appointments  shall be  an~eX!~-~~-~~e  minut~s 
of  proceedings  of  the  Confere~ce. 
3.  During his  term  of office,  any  African or Malagasy  member  of  the 
Conference  ilay  be  represented  by  another Representative  of the  Pa::-liament 
to  which  he  belongs,  and  any  European  member  by  another Representative 
of  the  European  Parliament.  Such  s~bstitutes shall be  appointed  according 
to  the  procedur~ laid down  by  the  various  parliaments.  They  shall have 
the  same  rights  and  the  sa~e duties  as  ::-egular  ~embers. 
Rule  5 
Retiring President 
At  the  begin~ing of  each  annual  meeting,  the  retiring President  or,  in 
his absence,  the  Vice-President  whose  name,  in accordance  with  the  pri~ciple 
of  parity,  heads  the  lis~ of Vice-Presidents,  shall exercise  the  duties 
of  President  until the President  has  been  declared  elected. 
No  business unconnected with  the  appoin~me~t of  the President shall  be 
transacted before  the  ne~ President  is in the  chair. 
Rule  6 
Bureau  of  the  Con!ere~ce 
1.  The  Conference  shall appoint  its Bureau  at  the  beginning o!  the first 
sitting of  each annual  meeting. 
2.  The  Bureau shall consist  of a  President  and  seven Vice-Presidents. 
3.  Four  members  of  the  Bureau  shall be  chosen  from  among  Representatives 
of  the  European  Parliament  and  four  others  from  among  Representatives  of 
the  Parliame~ts of  the  Associated States. 
- 34  -4.  The  office of  President  shall  be  filled in turns,  from  one  annual 
meeting  to  another,  by  an  African  or  Madagascan  and  by  a  European. 
5.  The  Representatives  of  the  European Parliament  on  the  one  hand,  and  the 
Representatives  of  the  Parliaments  of  the Associated States on  the other, 
shall  jointly nominate,  in  accordance  with their own  procedure,  their 
candidates  for  the  office of President  and  the  offices of Vice-Presidents. 
6.  The  number  of  candidates shall not  exceed  the  number  of seats to  be 
filled. 
7.  The  lists of candidates shall be  passed  to  the  retiring President  who 
shall submit  them  for  ratification to  the Conference,  which  shall take 
its decision  without  debate. 
8.  Vice-presidents  shall take  precedence  in the  order in which  they  have 
been  appointed,  on  the  understanding that  the list of  members  of the 
Bureau  shall include  alternately  one  European  member  and  one  African 
or  Malagasy  member. 
Rule  7 
President 
1.  The  President  shall direct  proceedings  and  ensure the  maintenance 
of  public  order in  the Chacber. 
2.  He  may  propose  to  the Conference  that  a  member  of  the Conference 
be  excluded  from  the  Chamber. 
3.  The  President  may  arrange  for  a  Vice-President  to  deputize  for  him. 
Rule  8 
Public  order in the  Cha~ber and  galleries 
1.  No  person shall enter the  Chamber  except  members  of  the Conference, 
observers  appointed  in accordance  with Rule  2,  members  of  the  Association 
Council  and  of  the  Association Committee  and  experts  who  are  required 
to  give  their services. 
2.  Only  holders of  an  admission  card  duly  issued by  the Conference 
Secretariat  shall be  admitted  to  the galleries. 
3.  Members  of  the  public  ad~itted to  the  galleries shall remain  seated 
and  keep  silent.  Any  person  expressing approval  or disapproval shall 
immediately  be  ejected  by  the  ushers. 
Rule  9 
Seating arrangements 
Members  of  the Conference  shall  be  seated in alphabetical order, 
Representatives of  the Parliaments  of  the Associated States being  grouped 
by  delegation  and  by  the  French  name  of their country. 
- 35  -CHAPTER  III 
OFFICIAL  LANGUAGES  AND  PUBLICITY  OF  PROCEEDINGS 
Rule  10 
Official languages 
1.  The  official languages  of  the  Conference  shall be  Dutch,  French, 
German  and  Italian. 
2.  All  ~orking documents  shall be  printed  and  distributed in  these 
languages. 
Rule  11 
Fublicit!  of  proceedings 
Debates at  the  Conference  shall be  public  unless it decides  otherwise. 
Rule  12 
~inutes and  summary  reports of proceedings 
l.  The  minutes  of  proceedings  of  each sitting,  containing the  decisions  of 
the  Conference  and  the  names  of  speakers,  shall be  distributed at  least 
half-an-hour before  the  opening  of  the  next  sitting. 
2.  The  minutes  of  proceedings  shall  be  published by  the  European  Parliament 
in  the Official Journal of  the  European  Communities  and  by  :he  Associated 
States in  ~hatever form  each  of  them  may  decide. 
3.  Brief  summa~ies of  the  proceedings  shall be  published,  in~official 
form,  for  general  information  purposes. 
CHAPTER  IV 
CONDUCT  OF  SITTINGS 
AND  R1Ji..:::S  GOVER\"!lm  THE  PROCE3DINGS 
Rule  13 
Preparation of  the  agenda 
1.  The  Joint  Co~~ittee shall be  responsible  for  the  general  pre?aration 
of  the  ~ork of  the Conference.  lt shall  dra~ up  proposals  for  the  agenda 
of  each  meeting  of  the Conference. 
2.  The  Bureau  of  the  Co~ference may  make  any  amendments  to  these  proposals 
it thinks necessary.  The  President  shall  lay  these  proposals  before  the 
Confe~ence. 
R\!le  14 
Report  on  the activities of  the  Association  Council 
1.  The  report  on  the  activities of  the  Association Council  shall  be 
printed  and  distributed  in  the  four  official languages.  It  sha~l be 
examined  by  the  Joint  Com~ittee. 
- 36  -2.  The  Conference  shall open  a  general  discussion  on  the basis of  a  report 
by  the Joint  Committee  and,  where  necessary,  shall take  a  vote  on  ~he 
co~mittee's findings,  ~hich shall be  submitted  in  the  form  of  a  motion 
for  a  resolution. 
Rule  15 
Conference  resolutions 
1.  Any  member  of  the  Conference  may  table  a  motion  for  a  resolution on 
matters  concerning  the Association. 
2.  Motions  for  resolutions shall  be  printed  and  distributed.  They  shall 
be  referred for  examination  to  the Joint  Committee,  which  shall prepare 
a  report  including a  substantive  text  to  be  put  to  the  vote. 
3.  Discussion  and  voting at  the  Conference  shall be  carried out  on  the 
basis of  the  report  of  the Joint  Committee. 
4.  The  Conference  may,  however,  decide,  on  a  proposal  from  the President 
or at  the written  request  of  not  less  tha~ ten  of its members,  that 
discussion  and  voting shall take  place  ~ithout a  report  or  follo~ing 
an  oral report  by  the Joint  Committee,  on  the  basis of  the initial proposal. 
Rule  16 
Recuest  by  the  Association Council  for  an  opinion 
l.  If the Conference  is asked  to  deliver an  opinion  on  a  draft  decision, 
a  resolution,  a  recommendation  or  an  opinion  of  the  Association Council, 
the  request  shall be  submitted  to  the Joint  Committee. 
2.  The  procedure  laid  do~n in Rule  15  shall be  applied. 
3.  The  Joint  Committee  may,  however,  give  a  final  ruling  on  a  matter 
declared  to  be  urgent  by  the  Association :ouncil. 
Rule  17 
Amendments 
1.  Any  member  of  the Conference  may  pro~ose and  speak  in support of 
amend~ents. 
2.  Amendments  shall relate to  the  texts it is sought  to  alter.  They 
shall be  submitted  in writing.  The  Presicent  shall decide  whether  they 
are  adoissible. 
3.  Amendments  shall have  priority  over the  text  to  which  they  relate 
ar.d  shall be  put  to  the  vote  before  that  text.  The  President  shall 
decide  the  order  in  which  amendments  are  to  be  put  to  the  vote. 
Rule  18 
Right  to  spea~ 
1.  No  member  of  the  Conference  may  spe~: unless  called  u~on to  do  so 
by  the  President 
- 37  -2.  On  a  proposal  from  the President,  the  Conference  may  decide  to  limit 
speaking  time. 
3.  Members  of  the  Association Council,  and  rapporteurs appointed  by  the 
Joi~t  Co~mittee for  the  texts  under  discussion,  shall be  heard  at  their 
re~uest. 
~.  A speaker  may  not  be  interrupted  except  ~ith his  permission  and  that 
of  t~e President. 
5.  A member  of  the  Conference  ~ho wishes  to  make  a  personal statement 
shall  be  heard,  but  only  at  the  end  of  the  sitting. 
6.  If a  speaker  departs  from  the  subject,  the  President  shall call him 
to  order.  If the  speaker persists in  departing  from  the  subject,  the 
President  may  forbid  him  to  speak. 
CHAPTE:R  V 
VOTING 
Rule  19 
Quorum,  right  to  vote  a~d methods  of  voting 
1.  A  quorum  shall  exist  when  a  major~ty both of  European  members  and  of 
.!.f:ri-:ar.  and  !4alagasy  members  is present.  The  Conference  may  not  ~alidly 
vote  on  resolutions  and  recoo~end•tions unless  a  quorum  exists. 
2.  However,  the  Conference  may  always  deliberate,  settle its agenda  and 
ap~rove tr.e  minutes  of  proceQdings,  whatever  the  number  of  meobers  present. 
3.  The  right  to  vote  is a  personal right.  Voting  by  proxy  is prohibited. 
4.  Nor~ally the  Conference  shall vote  by  show  of hands. 
5.  If  the  result  of  the  sho~ of  hands is doubtful,  a  fresh  vote shall be 
take~ by  sitting and  standing. 
6.  If  the  result  of  this  second  vote  is doubtful,  or  ~henever ten or  more 
members  so  desire,  the  vote  shall  be  taken  by  roll call. 
7.  T~e roll shall  be  called in alphabetical order,  beginning with  a  name 
dra~n by  lot.  The  President  shall be  the  last  to  vote.  Voting shall be 
by  word  of  mouth  and  shall  be  expressed  by  'Yes',  'No'  or  'I abstain'. 
In  calcula:ing whether  a  motion  has  been  adopted or rejected,  only  votes 
cast  for!nci  against  shall  be  taken  into  account.  Votes  shall be  recorded 
in  the  m:nutes  of  proceedings  of  the sitting in the  alphabetical order 
of  voters'  names. 
8.  The  motion  put  to  the  vote  shall  be  ~onsidered as  adoFted  only  if it 
has  secured  th~ votes  of  a  ~ajority both  ~f the  Representatives  of  the 
Euro~ean Parliament  and  of  the  Representatives  of  the  Parlia~ents of  the 
Associated States.  In  the  event  of  a  tie,  the  motion  shall stand rejected. 
9.  The  ?resident  shall establish  the  result  of  the  count  and  announce  it. 
- 38  -CHAPTER  VI 
JOINT  CO~MITTEE 
Rule  20 
Composition  of  the  Joint  Com~ittee 
and  appointment  of  members 
1.  At  each  anr.ual  meeting  and  after the  Bureau has  been  elected,  the 
Conference  shall appoint  from  among  its members  a  single  committee, 
called the  'Joint  Com~ittee',  which,  as  permanent  organ of the  Conference, 
shall be  responsible  for  ensuring  continuity  in the  parliamentary  work 
of  the Association. 
2.  The  Joint  Committee  shall consist  of  one  Representative  from  each 
Associated State and  of  an  equal  number  of  Representatives  from  the 
European  Parliament. 
3.  The  Representatives  of  the  European  Parliament,  on  the  one  hand,  and 
the  aepresentatives  of  the  Parliaments  of  the  Associated States,  on  the 
other,  shall  jointly  nominate  their candidates,  in accordance  with their 
own  procedure.  The  number  of  candidates put  forward  shall not  exceed 
the  number  of  seats to  be  filled.  The  lists of  candidates shall also 
include  candidates  for  the  office of  Chairman  and  of  Vice-Chairman. 
4.  Ca=di~~~es for  membership  of  the Joint  Com~ittee shall be  addressed 
to  the 2ureau,  which  shall lay  them  before  the  Conference. 
5.  Acy  member  of  the Joint  Coomittee  may  arrange  to  be  represented  by 
a~Qther member  of  the  Conference  belonging to,  and  appointed by,  the 
same  Parliament. 
Rule  21 
Ap;ointment  of  the  Chairman  and  Vice-Chairman 
of  the  Joint  Com~ittee 
1.  Following  the  appointment  of  members  of  the Joint Committee,  the 
Conference  shall appoint  from  a~ong its  me~bers the Chairman  and  the 
Vice-Chairman  of  the  committee. 
2.  If the  President  of  the  Conference is African  or  Malagasy,  the 
Chair~an of  the  Joint  Com~ittee shall  be  chosen  from  among  the  Representatives 
of  the  European Parliament,  and  vice versa. 
3.  If the  Chairman  of  the  Joint  Co~=ittee is a  3epresentative of  the 
European  Parliament,  the  Vice-Chair~an shall be  chosen  from  among  the 
ae~~esentatives of  the  Parliaments  of  the Associated States,  and 
vice  versa. 
Rule  22 
Meetings  and  working  procedure 
of  the  Joint  Co~mittee 
4.  T~e Joint  Comrr.ittee  shall  meet  when  convened  by  its Chair~an or  on  the 
initiative of  the  President  of  the  Co~fere~ce, either during  or  between 
sessions  of  the  Conference.  It  shall  not  meet  more  than  three  times  a  year 
between  seszions  of  the  Conference. 
- 39  -The  Chair~an of  the  Committee  ~ay,  however,  in  agreement  with  the 
Vice-Chair~an,  convene  an  extraordinary  meeting  of  the Joint  Com~ittee 
if requested  to  do  so  by  the  Association Council  under  the  terms  of 
Rule  16  (3). 
2.  Meetings  of  the Joint  Committee  ehall  be  held in private unless it 
decides  otherwise. 
3.  The  Association Council  and  the  Association  Com~ittee,  and  any  other 
person,  may  be  invited  to  at:t.end  and  to  speak  at  a  meeting. 
4.  The  Joint  Committee  may  validly  deliberate  and  vote  when  one-third 
of  the  Representatives  of  the  European  Parliament  and one-third of  the 
Representatives of  the Parliaments of  the  Associated States are  present. 
However,  a  motion  for  a  recommendation  or for  a  resolution shall not  be 
considered  as  adopted  unless it secures  the  vote  of  a  majority  of  the 
members  present,  both  among  the  Representatives of  the Parliaments  of  the 
Associated States and  among  the  Representatives of  the  European  Parliament. 
5.  In order  to  simplify  procedure,  the Joint  Com~ittee may  depart  from 
the  provsions  concerning Conference'languages,  provided that all its 
members  are  able  to  take  ~  effective part  in the  proceedings. 
6.  The  minutes  of  proceedings of  each  meeting shall be  distributed  among 
all members  o:  the  Joint  Committee,  to  which  they  shall be  submitted for 
approval at  the  next  meeting. 
CHAPTER  VII 
QUESTIONS 
Rule  23 
Written  questions 
1.  ~uestions for  written  answer  may  be  put  to  the  Association  Council 
by  any  member  of  the Conference. 
2.  The  quest~ons shall be  passed in writing to  the  Chairman  of  the  Joint 
Com~ittee who,  after consulting the Vice-Chairman,  shall decided  whether 
they  are  ad~issible and,  if such is the  case,  forward  them  to  the  Association 
Council,  whic~ shall give  an  answer  within  three  months  of  receipt.  The 
admissibility of  a  cuestion shall  be  dete~~ined by  the  scope  and  terms 
of  the  Convention  of  Association. 
3.  Questions  to  which  an  a~swer has  been  given  shall  be  published  by 
the  European  ?arliament,  together  with  the  answers  thereto,  in  the 
Of:icial  Jou~nal of  the  European Comcunities,  and  by  the  Associated States 
in  whatever  for~ each of  thee  may  decide. 
4.  ~uestions to  which  no  answer  has  bee~ given  within  three  oonths  shall 
be  puolished  in  the  same  manner. 
Rule  24 
Oral  questions 
1.  Questions  for  oral answer  may  be  put  to  the  Association Council  by  any 
me~ber of  the  Conference. 
- 40  -2.  The  cuestions shall  be  passed  in  ~riting to  the  Chairman  of  the--
Joint  Com~ittee before  or  at  the  latest  during  the  last ordinary  meeting 
of  the  Joint  Committee  preceding  the  plenary  meeting  of  the  Conference. 
3.  The  Joint  Com~ittee shall decide  whether oral  questions  are  admissible. 
If their admissibility,  determined  by  the  scope  and  terms  of the  Convention 
of  Association,  is established,  the  Chairman  of  the  Joint  Com~ittee shall 
for~ard them  to  the  Association Council. 
4.  Questions  shall be  brief  and  relate to  specific  points,  not  to  problems 
of  a  general  nature. 
5.  The  Conference  shall set  aside  not  more  than half  a  day  during  each 
meeting  for  dealing  ~ith oral questions. 
6.  The  questio~er shall  read  his  question out.  He  may  speak  to it for 
not  more  than  ten  =inutes.  The  Association Council  shall then  give  a 
brief  ans~er. 
7.  At  the  re~uest of  ten  or  more  members  of  the Conference,  the  ans~er 
of  the  Association Council  may  be  followed  by  a  debate.  The  President 
of  the  Conference  may,  however,  in agreement  ~ith the  first Vice-President, 
fix  the  length  of  the  debate  and,  if necessary,  limit  speaking time. 
CHAPT:::R  VIII 
MISGELLANEOUS  PROVISIONS 
Rule  25 
Conference Secretariat 
The  Secretary-General  of  the  European  Parliament  and  a  person  a~pointed 
by  the  African or Malagasy  President  or Vice-President  in office shall 
jointly take all the  necessarJ  steps  to  facilitate  the  work  of  the 
Conference  and  of  the  Joint  Committee.  They  shall be  answerable  to 
the  Conference  Bureau. 
Rule  26 
Fi~ancial arrangements 
On  a  proposal  frorn  the  Joint  Committee,  the  Conference  shall lay  do~n 
regulations  governing  financial  arrangements  and  the  management  of  funds. 
Rule  27 
Revision  of  Rules  of Procedure 
1.  Amend~ents to  the  Rules  of  Procedure  shall  be  decided  on  by  the 
Conference  in accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  do~n in  Rule  19. 
2.  Any  proposal  for  amending  Rules  of  Procedure  shall  be  referred  to  the 
Joint  Committee.  The  procedure  laid down  in Rule  15  (1,  2,  3)  shall 
be  applied. 
- 41  -Rf:SOLUTION 
on  the  financial  regulations of  the Conference 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- having  regard  to  Rule  25  of  its Rules  of ?rocedure,  which  provides  that 
on  a  proposal· from  t-he  Joint  Committee  its shall  lay  do..,.n  regulations 
governing  financial  arrangements  and  the  management  of  funds, 
- having  regard  to  the  report  submitted  on  behalf of  the Joint 
Committee  (Doc.  3), 
Decides  that,  as  regards  the  operating  expenses  of  the Parliamentary 
Conference  and  the Joint  Committee,  the  rules for  the  application of  the 
principles  contained  in Protocol  No.  6  annexed  to  the Convention  of 
Association  shall be  the  subject of  financial regulations,  the  text  of 
which  follows  this resolution; 
Instructs its President  to  forward  this resolution and  the  report 
to  which it refers to  the  Presidents  of  the  European  Parliament  and 
of  the Parliaments or  ttre--A:sS'O"C"ia-t-~~ and  to  the  Ks-so-ciatlall. -----
Council. 
FINANCIAL  REGULATIONS 
0?  THZ  P.;;ti.IAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
General  provisions 
Article  1 
These  regulations  shall lay  down: 
- the  rules for  the  implementation of  the  prov~s~ons of Article  2 
of Protocol No.  6  annexed  to  the  Convention  of Association  concerning 
the operating  expenses  of  the  Institutions of the Association,  hereinafter 
called "the  Protocol"; 
- the  rules  concerning  the  commitment  and  se~tlemant ·  of the  expenditure  of 
the  Parlia~entary Conference  of  the  Association  and its Joint  Co~=ittee, 
as  referred  to  in  the third paragraph of  Article  2  of  the Protocol; 
- t~e rules  for  financing  this  expenditure; 
- the  rules  for  the  management  of  funds. 
Article  2 
~he Conference  and  the  Joint  Cocmittee  shall meet,  in  accordar.ce 
with Article  50  a:  the  Convention  of Association  and  ~ule 3 of  the 
Rules  of  Procedure  of  the  Conference,  under  the  conditi~ns laid  down 
in  ~r~icle 2  of  the  Protocol. 
CHAPTER  II 
Fixing  the  estimate  of  expenditure 
Article  3 
tlot· more  than  ~r.irty  days  before  the  meeting of  the  Joint  Co::::-i ttee which 
precedes  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Conference,  the Secretariat  o:  the 
- 42  -Conference,  referred to  in  Rule  25  of  the  Rules  of Procedure  of  the 
Conference  shall establish,on  the  basis  o~ the  programme  of  meetings 
:or the  following year,  a  draft  estimate  of  the  expenditure  in  connection 
with  interpretation at  meetings,  translation  and  reproduction of 
documents  and  the  material organization  of  meetings  and  a  plan for 
financing  these  expenses. 
In  the  preli~inary dra:t  the  asti~ates shall be  grouped  in  two 
categories: 
a.  expenditure  which,  according  to  where  the  meeting  takes  place,  shall 
be  borne  by  the  European Parliament; 
b.  expenditure  which,  according to  where  the  meeting  takes  place,  shall be 
berne  by  the Parliaments  of  the  Associated States. 
Article 4 
For  gui~ance,  estimates of  the  expenditure  referred to  in  the  first 
and  second  paragraphs  of  Article  2  of  the  Protocol and  for  which  each 
of  the  parties shall  be  responsible shall be  annexed  to  the  preliminary 
draft  estimate.  Such  expenditure shall  be  committed,  discharged  and 
paid  by  each party  for  their respective  ouotas,  in accordance  with the 
provisions  governing  their own  managecent  of  finance. 
Article 5 
The  preliminary  draft  estimate  shall  be  submitted  to  the Joint Committee, 
which  shall deliberate,  make  any  modifications  which  might subseouently  be 
----~c~o~n=sidered-necessary and  establish  a  draft  estimate. 
Article 6 
The  draft  esti~ate,  along  with  the  report  of  the Joint  Com:ittee, 
shall  be  included  on  the  agenda  of  the  an:.ual  meeting  of  the Conference. 
This  shall deliberate  and  establish the  estimate of  expenditure.  The 
a~ount  and  a~portioncent of  the  contributions  needed  to  cover the  expenditure 
to  be  borne  by  the  Parliaments  of  the Associated States shall be 
fixed  by  simple  ~ajority of  the  meobe~s present  of  the Parliaments  of 
these States.  The  allocations  to  cover  the  expenditure  to  be  borne  by 
the  :::uropean  Parliament  shall be  si1o·  ... n  in its budget. 
Article  7 
If it is  not  possible  to  reach  the  majority  provided  for  under  the 
?~evious Article,  the  draft  budget  and  the  finance  plan shall be 
referred  to  the 3ureau  of  the  Confere~ce,  which  shall deliberate 
by  a  majority,  respectively,  of  its African  and  Malagasy  members  and 
its European  members. 
If  the  majority  with  the  Conference  3ureau is not  reached,  the 
?resident  or Vice-President  concerned shall  decide  in  ~he final instance. 
CHAPTER  III 
Implementation  of  the  estimate 
Article  8 
On  the  basis  of  the  estimate  establisted  oy  the  Conference,  the 
Conference Secretariat  shall  reouest  :un~s  from  individual  Parlia~ents. 
The  funds  shall  be  paid  into  a  ba~~ account  opened  for  the Conference. 
- 43  -Article 9 
The  expenses  resulting  from  the  imple~entation of  the  estimate 
shall  be  incurred: 
a.  by  the Secretary-General of  the  European  Parliament  for  the  expenses 
for  which  it is responsible; 
b.  by  the  person  nominated  by  the  African  or  Malagasy  President or 
Vice-President  in office,  pursuant  to  Rule  25  of  the  Rules  of  Procedure 
of  the Conference,  for  the  expenses  ~or ~hich the  Parliaments  of  the 
Associated States are  responsible. 
The  expenses  thus  incurred  shall  be  discharged  and  paid  by  the 
General Secretariat of  the  European Parliament. 
CHAPTER  IV 
Fixing  the  annual  revenue  and  expenditure  account 
Article 10 
Within  the  three  months  following  the  end  of  the  calendar year,  the 
Secretary-General of  the  European  ParliaQent  shall draw  up  a  revenue 
and  expenditure  account  which  shall  show: 
a.  all the  income  received  by  the  Conference Treasur;  during  the  previous 
financial year; 
b.  the  amount  and  apportionment  of  the  expenditure carried out  to 
im~lement the  estimate  for  the  previous  ~inancial year; 
c.  the  amount  of  funds  remaining  to  the  ~reasury at  the  end  of  the 
financial year. 
Article 11 
~he revenue  and  expenditure  account  shall  be  forwarded  to  the Joint 
Com~ittee,  which  shall ensure  its  accur~cy or  have  this  ensured and shall 
propose  a  discharge  to  the Conferenceat  its first  meeting. 
At  this meeting,  the Conference  shall decide  on  the  use  to  be  made 
of  the  receipts  ~hich have  not  been  spe~: at  the  end  of  the  financial 
year or,  possibly,  on  the  measures  to te  taken  to  cover  a  Treasury  deficit 
at  the  end  of  the  financial year. 
Article 12. 
Amendments  to  the~regulations shall be  decided  on  by  the  Conference  on 
thesubmission of  a  report  by  the Joint  So~~ittee. 
Article lj. 
These  regulations  shall  come  into  fo~ce on  1  Jan~ary  1966. 
- 44  -RESOLUTION 
on  the  revenue  and  expenditure  account  for  the  financial year  ~964 and 
the  draft  estimate  for  the  financial year  1966. 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- having  regard  to  its financial  regulations  and  in particular to 
Articles  6  and  11, 
- having  regard  to  the  report  of  its Joint  Committee  on  the  annual  revenue 
and  expenditure  account  for  the  financial year  1966  (Doc.  5) 
Adopts  the  findings  of this report; 
Notes  that  on  31  December  1964  the  expenditure  of  the Conference Teasury 
for  the  Associated States,  pursuant  to  the  third paragraph  of Article 
2  of  Protocol No.  6  annexed  to  the  Convention  of  the  Association,  ie 
Bfrs  1,016,812  (e~uivalent to C.F.A.Fr.  5,018,818); 
Discharges  the Secretary-General  of  the  European  Parliament  for  the 
revenue  and  expenditure  account  for  the  financial year  1964; 
Decides  to  carry  over  the  funds  remaining  at  the  end  of  the  r-J:na!iciil  _____ --- --- --------
year  1964  and  the  payments still to  be  made  for  that  same  year  to  the 
financial year  1965; 
Approves,  pursua~t to  the  third paragraph  of Article  2  of ?rotocol No.  6, 
the  draft  estimate  for  the  financial year 1966  of  the  expenditure  to  be 
borne  by  the  Associated States,  which  is fixed  at  C.F.A.Fr.  9,00C,0·.)0 
and  shared out  at  the  rate  of  C.F.A.Fr.  5CC,OOO  for  each  Parliame:t  of 
the  Associated States; 
Decides  that~ if en  31  December  1965  the Conference  Treasury still has  some 
of  the  funds  made  available  to  it for  1965,  these will  be  carried over  to 
the  draft  estimate !or 1966; 
Decides  that,  if the  funds  entrusted to  the  Conference Treasury  for  1964 
and  1965  are  insufficient  to  cover  expenditure  in 1965,  this  ex~e~diture 
will be  met  from  the  contributions  fixed  for  1966; 
Asks  its Joint  Com~ittee to  place  before it each year  in  annex  to  the 
draft  estimate  a  timetable  of  the  meetings  of  the  parliamentary  bo~ies 
of  the Association  to  be  held  during  the  financial year  to  ~hich the 
draft  refer:s; 
£xpresses  its appreciation  and  thanks  to  its Secretariat; 
Instructs its Pres  dent  to  forward  this  resolution  and  the  report  to  ~hich 
it relates to  the  residents  of  the  Parliaments  of  the  Associated States, 
the  President  of  t  e  European  Parliament  and  the  Association Council. 
- 45  -RESOLUTION 
on  the  first  Annual  Report  of  the activities of  the  Association Council 
(1  June  1964-31  May  1965) 
The  Parliamentary Conference  of  the  Association, 
- ~eeting in  Rome  from  6  to  9  December  1965, 
- having  regard  to  Article  50  of  the Convention  of  Association  Qetween 
the  European  Economic  Community  and  the African  and  Malagasy  States, 
signed at  Yaounde  on  20  July  1963, 
- having  regard  to  the first  Annual  Report  of its activities submitted  by 
the  Association Council, 
- having  regard  to  the  points raised in the  resolution adopted at  Dakar 
on  10  December  1964, 
1.  Notes  that  the  early  results of  cooperation  between  the Institutions 
of  the  EEC  and  the  Associated States have  been  encouraging,  allowing the 
hope  that  further  progress  can  be  accomplished,  particularly  in  concurrence 
with  an  improvement  in relations  between  the  Institutions of  the Association; 
2.  Hopes  especially  that  suitable measures  will be  introduced to  ensure 
that  the  timetable  of  work  of  the  Institutions of  the Association·takes 
account  of  the  need  for  smooth  functioning; 
3.  Stresses the  importance  of  the Council,  the  only  organ  with  the  power 
to  take  decisions,  within  the  institutional framework  of  the  Association; 
4.  Invites  the  Me~ber States and  the  Associated States  to  ensure  that 
the  Council" can  meet  whenever  matters of  policy of  the Association so 
re~uire; 
5.  Hopes  that  measures  will  be  taken  to  implement  the  aims  of Article 
52  of  the  Convention  within the  shortest  ~ossible time; 
5.  ~otes with  satisfaction the  beginnings  of  fruitful cooperation 
between  some  Associated States  in  a  number  of  sectors and  recom~ends 
the  furtherance  of  such  cooperation,  in particular as  regards  coordinating 
the  development  plans  of  the  Associated States on  a  regional basis; 
7.  Welcomes  the  measures  taken  by  the  new  European  Development  Fund 
both  in  the field of  investment  and  technical  cooperation  and  in that 
of  aids  for  diversification and  production; 
8.  Insists tr.at  the  investments  of  the  Fund  and  the  Bank  should  be  such 
as  can  contribute,  in  particular through  increased efforts to  promote 
industry,  to  the  diversification of  the  economic  structures of  the 
Associated States,  without,  ho~ever,  neglecting infrastructure projects, 
and  to  the  continuing  improvement  in the  standard of  living of  the 
various Associated States; 
9.  Stresses the  i~portance of  the  links  which  can  exist  bet~een 
technical  cooperation  and  investment; 
10.  Hopes  that  the  Community  will  coordinate  the  various  syste~s of 
safeguards  for  private  investment; 
- 46  -11.  Considers that  there  should  be  greater  awareness  of  the  considerable 
opportunities,  in  certain sectors,  for  on  the  spot  vocational  training, 
that  there  should  be  further  efforts  in this direction and  that 
additional allocations  should  be  made  to  facilitate  exchanges  between 
young  people; 
12.  Recommends  that  management  training  schemes  should  be  drawn  up, 
in  keeping  especially  with  the  fresh  needs  arising from  the  ioplementation 
of  economic  and  social development  plans  and  aiming at  the  full and 
total  enhancement  of  human  life in particular through  education  and 
health  protection  of  the  population; 
13.  Notes  that  one  of  the  fundamental  aims  of  the  Association is to 
promote  an  increase  in  trade  between  the Associated States and  the  Member 
States  in accordance  with  the  letter and  spirit of  the preference  scheme 
laid down  in Title  I  of  the Convention  and  the  provisions of  Annex  VIII; 
14.  Hopes  in this regard that  the  more  favourable  development  of  trade 
apparent  within  the  Association after the  Convention  came  into  force 
will  continue  in order  to  meet  the  real needs  of  the  Associated States 
more  closely; 
15.  Insists that  the  concept  of  "originating products"  should  be  defined 
speedily,  and  that  the  effects of  preference  schemes  should be  integrated 
through  measures  to  ensure  that  terms  of  trade  are operated  in  a  way 
favourable  to  the  Associated States  and  through  the  vigorous  prc~otion 
of  trade,  in particular by  creating  a  centre  to  study  the  har~onized 
planning  of  production  and  marketing  of  products  of  the Associated States; 
16.  Hopes  that  inc~eased efforts will be  made  to  strengthen  the  As~ociation 
in  the  international context  in that  it represents  a  means  of  regional 
cooperation  as  regards  development  aid,  with  a  view  to  the  progress  which 
results  from  examining  proble~s of  trade  and  development  at  an  international 
level; 
17.  Invites the  Joint  Com~ittee to  draw  up  a  report  on  the  solutions  which, 
product  by  product  and  including products  similar to  and  competing  with 
European  products,  ~ould favour  the  marketing at stable and  remunerative 
prices  within  the  E~C  of  the  products  of  the  Associated States; 
18.  Stresses the  need  to  maintain  and  consolidate  a  climate of  trust 
between  the  partners  by  guaranteeing the  rig~t of  establishment  without 
discrimination,  in keeping  with  the spirit of  the Yaounde  Convention; 
19.  Renews  its desire  that  the  ECSC  and  Euratom  should  continue  to 
increase their contribution  to  the  economic  and  social  development  of 
the  Associated  ~tates,  and  notes  with  satisfaction the  efforts already 
made  in this  direction; 
20.  Stresses  the  importance  it attaches  to  the  provisions  of  A~ticle 27 
of  the  Convention,  whose  i~plementation will further  allow it to 
face  the  future  problems  of  the  Association; 
21.  ~eauests its ?resident  to  forward  this resclation  to  the hssociation 
Council;  the  Europear.  Parliament  and  the  ?arl1aments  of  the Associated 
States,  the  governments  of  the  Member  States and  of  the  Associated States, 
the  Com~ission and  Council  of  Ministers of  the  EEC,  the  High  Authority 
of  the  ECSC  and  the  Euratom  Com~ission. 
- 47  -PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COM!viUNITY 
AND  THE  ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  MALAGASY  STATES 
AaiDJAN,  10-14  DECEMEER  1966 
RESOLO'!'ICN 
on  the  annual  revenue  and  expenditure  account  of  the  Parliamentary 
Conference  of  the  Association  for  the  financial year 1965  and  the 
draft  estimate  for  the  financial  year  1967. 
Xhe  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- having  regard  to  its financial  regulations,  and  in particular to 
Article  6  and  11, 
- having  regard  to  the  report  of its Joint  Committee  on  the  annual 
revenue  and  expenditure  account  for  the  financial year 1965  and  the 
d~aft  estimate  for  the  financial year  1967  (Doc.  11), 
1.  Adopts  the  findings  of  the  report; 
2.  Notes  that  the  expenditure  of  the  Co~f;~ence Treasury  for  the 
Associated States,  pursuant  to  the  third paragraph of Article  2  of 
P~otocol No.  6  annexed  to  the  Cor.ventio~ of  Association,  vas 
Bfr.  622,086  on  31  Decembe~ 1965; 
3.  Discharges  the Secretary-General of  the  Eurouean  Parliament  for 
the  revenue  a~d  expe~diture account  for  the  fina~cial year  1965; 
4.  Notes  the  draft  estimate  for  the  fi~ancial year  1967  of  the  expenditure 
to  be  borne  by  the  European  Parlia~ent, pursuant  to  the third paragraph 
of Article  2  of Protocol No.  6,  which  is vhich is fixed at  Bfr.  2,400,000; 
5.  Approves  the  estimate  for  the  fi~ancial year  1967  of  the  expenditure 
to  be  borne  by  the  Associated Staes,  pursuant  to  the third paragraph 
of Article  2  of  Protocol  No.  6,  which  is fixed  at Bfr.  1,350,000; 
6.  Decides,  however,  in  view  of  the  increase  in  expenditure  vhich is 
ex~ected for  1968,  that  the  contributio~ for  1967  of  each  Associated 
State will  remain  at  the  1966  level,  e~uivalent to C.F.A.Fr.  500,000 
~or  eac~  Parliame~~ of  the  Associated States,  on  the  understanding  that 
the  additional  income  thereby  obtained  ~ill be  ca~ried over  to  the 
following  financial year; 
7.  Decides  that,  if on  31  December  1966  funds  entrusted  to  the Conference 
Treasury  for  1966  are still availacle,  these vill be  carried over  to  the 
im~lementation of  the  draft  estimate  for  1967; 
8.  Decides  that,  if  the  funds  entrust  e :i  to  the  Conference Treasury 
for  1965  and  1966  are  insufficient  :a  ~~~t total expenditure  for 
1966,  this  expendi~ure will  be  ~et  from  the  cor.trioutions  fixed 
for  1967; 
9.  Expresses it  ap;~eciation and  thanks  to  its Secretariat; 
10.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this  resolution and its 
related  re~ort  to  the  ?residents  of  the  Parliaments  of  the  Associated 
States  and- of  the  ~uropean  Parlia~ent and  to  the  Association Council. 
- 48  -RESOLUTION 
on  an  aT>end~ent  to  ~ule 5  of  the  Rules  of  :rocedu~e of  the  Parlia~entary 
l  Conference  of  tte Association 
Tte  ?~r~ia~e~ta~- Conference  of  the  Association, 
-havin6  rega~d to  ~ule 27  of  its  ~ules of  ?roce1ure, 
-having  regard  to  the  report  drawn  up  on  behalf  of  the  Joint  Co~~ittee 
by  M~ Georges  Da~~s (Doc.  13), 
~ecides to  a~en~  ~ule  '  (2)  and  (3)  of  its Rules  of  Procedure  as  follows: 
T~e  3urea~ shall  consist  of  a  President  and  r.ine  Vice-~~esidents. 
3.  =ive  ~e~bers of  :~e  Surea~ shall  be  c~osen froo  anon5  the  Representatives 
of  the  Euro~ean  ?arlia~ent and  five  others  fro~ anong  Represe~tatives of 
t~e  ?arlia~ents  o~ the  ~ssociated States.'' 
1.  J.O.  No.  220,  2~.12.1~65,  pp.  3241-55. 
- 49  -RESOLUTION 
on  the  second Annual  Report  of  the  activities of  the Association Council 
The  Parliamentary Conference  of  the  Association, 
- meeting  in Abidjan  from  10  to  14  December  1966,  pursuant  to  Article 
50  of  the Convention  of Association  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and  the  African  and  Malagasy  States signed at Yaounde  on  20  J~ly 
1963, 
- having regard  to  the  second Annual  Report  of its activities submitted 
by  the  Association Council  (Doc.  9), 
- having  regard to  the  reports submitted  by  Mr  Sissoko  on  behalf  of  the 
Joint Committee  (Docs  12  and 14), 
- having heard  the  statement  o!  the President of  the  Association Council, 
- having regard to its resolutions of  10  December  1964  and  8 December 
1965, 
I.  The  Institutions of  the Association 
1.  Welcomes  the  achievements  of  the Institutions of  the Association 
during  the period examined  by  the  report  and the  continuing cooperation 
~hich has  been  ensured  bet~een the  EEC  and  the Associated States; 
2.  Points out  the contribution made  by  constructive  dialogue  between  the 
institutions to  the  smooth  running  oC  the Association  and  the  need  to 
initiate the  procedure  of written and  oral questions  from  =embers  o! 
the  Parliamentary Conference  to the Council,  provided  for  in the  Rules 
of Procedure,  in order  to  further  this aim; 
3.  Requests  that, at all its future  meetings,  the Council shall give 
ita President specific authorization to  submit  a  report of Council 
proceedings  to  the Conference  or the Joint Committee,  in addition  to 
the  submission  of  the  Annual  Report  provided !or in Article  50  of 
the  Convention; 
4.  Deplores  the !act that  the Council has not yet  forwarded  to it the 
first Annual  Report  of  the  EEC  Commission  on  the  admin~stration- of aid, 
provided for  under Article 27  of  the Convention,  and  asks that  th±a report 
be  forwarded  in  good  time  in future  so  that the Conference  can  give its 
considered opinion on  guidelines for  financial  and  technical cooperation; 
5.  Welcomes  the  measures  adopted by  the Council  to  ensure that its 
timetable  of  work  is more  closely  related to  the  need  for  the  machinery 
or  the  Institutions to  run  smoothly,  and  hopes  that  the Council  and 
the  Committee  ~ill meet  often  enough  !or the  aims  of  the  Association 
to  be  achieved; 
6.  Welcomes  the  progress  made  so  !a~ towards  a  more  ef!ectiTe 
coordination  of  the  policies of the  Associated States as regards 
their relations  with  the  EEC; 
- 50  -II.  Trade 
7.  Expresses  its anxiety  at  the  fall  in  exports  in  1965  from  the  Associated 
States  to  the  EEC  and  hopes  that  the  improvement  of  the  first_ few  months  of 
1966  will  be  confirmed; 
8.  Insists  on  the  need  for  all  the  partners  of  the  Association  to  work  together 
to  seek  and  implement  measures  which  will  increase  trade  within  the  Association, 
in  particular  through  vigorous  action  to  promote  trade,  in  accordance  with  the 
prov1s1ons  of  Title  I  and  Annex  VIII  of  the  Convention,  and  remove  the  obstacles 
within  the  EEC  to  increased  markets  for  products  from  the  Associated  States; 
9.  Requests  the  Member  States  of  the  EEC  to  consider  the  extent  to  which  a 
-----~tion-in some  internal  taxes  on  consumption  might  help  sales of  tropical 
products; 
10.  Considers  that  the  creation  by  the  Council  of  a  joint  group  of  experts  to 
work  towards  this  end  is  a  first  encouraging  step  and  asks  to  be  informed  on  its 
findings; 
11.  Asks  for  firm  action  to  be  taken,  first  w~thin the  Association  and  then  at 
World  Level,  to  resolve  the  crucial  problem  of  rationalization of  prices  which 
is  basic  to  the  essential  stabilizing of  prices of  raw  materials; 
12.  Stresses  the  need,  particularly  as  regards oils  and  fats,  for  the  provisions 
of  Article  11  of  the  Convention  and  the  resolutions  of  the  EEC  Council  concerning 
the  products  of  the  Associated  States  which  are  similar  to  and  competitive  with 
European  agricultural  products  to  be  implemented  swiftly  and  effectively; 
III.  Financial  cooperation 
13.  Approves  the  general  guidelines  for  financial  and  technical  cooperation 
determined  by  the  Council  while  deploring  the  delay  in  meeting  the  times  set  out 
in  Article  27  of  the  Convention; 
14.  Proposes,  taking  into  account  the  factors  which  delay  the  action  of  the  ESF 
in  aiding  development  in  certain  countries,  that  special  measures  be  taken  to 
ensure  that  allocations  from  the  Fund  are  fairly  distributed  in order  to  promote 
the  harmonic  and  balanced  development  of all  the  Associated States; 
15.  Welcomes  the  energetic  approach  of  the  EEC  Commission  towards  the  rate of 
commitments  assumed  in  administering  the  second  European  Development  Fund; 
16.  Remains,  nevertheless,  concerned  at  the  considerable  and  continuing  time-
lapse  between  the  approval  and  the  execution  of  projects; 
- 51  -17.  Asks  for  greater  funds  to  be  placed  at  the  disposal  of  the  EEC  Commission 
for  administering  the  Fund,  and  hopes  that  it  will  be  possible  to  speed  up  the 
execution  of  projects  by  reinforcing  the  departments  responsible;  -- -
18.  Recommends  that  encouragement  be  given  to  make  use  of  Loans  on  special  terms 
from  the  resources  of  the  Fund  and  that,  to  this  end,  a  reasonable  balance  between 
the  need  for  profitability  and  the  essential  requirements  of  d~velopment be 
established at  the  stage  when  projects  are  assessed; 
19.  Recommends  that  at  the  same  time  access  to  European  Investment  Bank  Loans  be 
made  easier,  in particular  by  granting  interest  rebates  from  Fund  resources; 
20.  Draws  attention  to  the  importance  of  the  provisions  of  Annex  VI  to  the 
Convention  concerning  the  review  of  financial  aids,  whose  forthcoming  implementation 
should  enable  the  Association  to  reap  the  maximum  benefit  from  the  experience  gained 
during  its first  years  of  operation; 
IV.  Technical  cooperation 
21.  Welcomes  the  development  in  the  assistance  connected  with  the  preparation 
and  implementation  of  Fund  projects,  and  the  importance  of  the  programme  of  study 
grants; 
22.  Calls  for  greater efforts  with  regard  to  the  advancement  and  vocational 
training of  management  staff  in  the  Associated  States,  together  with  new 
initiatives  in  the  field  of  education; 
23.  Stresses  the  importance  of  the  Council's deliberations  as  regards  establish-
ing  a  close  Link  between  the  training of  management  staff  and  the  implementation 
of  Fund  projects,  in  order  to  facilitate the  replacement  of  European  technical 
assistants  and  ensure  sound  management  of  the  investments  involved; 
V.  Right  of  establishment  and  freedom  to  provide  services 
24.  In  order  to  encourage  European  private  investment  in  the  Associated  States, 
calls  for  the  provisions  of  Title  III  of  the  Convention  to  be  applied  in  full  and 
for  the  Council  to  do  its utmost  to  this  end; 
25.  Emphasizes  once  more  the  need  to  resolve  within  the  Association  the  problem 
of  guaranteeing  private  investments  in  the  Associated  States; 
VI.  Euratom  and  the  ECSC 
26.  Notes  with  satisfaction that  the  studies  carried out  by  the  Euratom 
Commission  on  the  peaceful  use  of  nuclear  techniques  in  the  Associated  States 
have  Led  to  the  formulation-of  extremely  important  projects; 
27.  Hopes  that  the  steps  taken  by  the  ECSC  High  Authority  to  stimulate  steel 
consumption  in  the  developing  countries  will  open  up  new  prospects  for  the 
Associated  States  in  the  field  of  industrial  development; 
- 52  -VII.  The  Association's  external  relations 
28.  Insists  on  the  importance  Qf  the  undertakings  given  by  the  parties  in  the 
Association  under  protocol  No.  4,  annexed  to  the  Convention,  to  take  account  of 
their  reciprocal  and  shared  interests  in  the  international  sph-ere; 
29.  Draws  attention,  in  this  connection,  to  the  disastrous  consequences  which 
could  result  from  the  failure  by  the  partners  in  the  Association  to  establish  a 
coordinated  position  at  the  International  Conference  on  Trade  and  Development; 
30.  Notes  with  satisfaction that  the  Yaounde  Convention  has  opened  the  way  for 
close  Links  to  be  forged  between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  Republic 
of  Nigeria; 
31.  Instructs  its President  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the  Association  Council 
the  European  Parliament  and  the  Parliaments  of  the  Associated  States,  the  Commission 
and  the  Council  of  Ministers  of  the  EEC,  the  Euratom  Commission  and  the  High 
Authority  of  the  ECSC. 
- 53  -PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COM:NIUNITY 
AND  THE ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  MALAGASY  STATES 
STRASBOURG,  4-7  DECEMBER  1967 
RESOLUTION 
on  the  annual  revenue  and  expenditure  account  of  the Parliamentary 
Conference  of  the  Association for  the  financial year  1966  and  the 
draft  estimate  for  the  financial year 1968 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Ass.ociation, 
-Having  regard  to its financial  regulations,  and  in particular to 
Articles  6  and  11, 
- having  regard  to  the  report  of its Joint  Committee, 
1.  Adopts  the  findings  of  the report; 
2.  Notes  that  the  expenditure  of  the Conference  to  be  borne  by  the 
Associated States,  pursuant  to  the  third paragraph of Article  2 
of  Protocol  No.  6  annexed  to  the  Convention  of  Association,  is 
FF  169,517.54 for  the  financial year 1966; 
3.  Discharges  the  Secretary-General of  the  Eurooean  Parlia~ent for 
the  revenue  and  expenditure account  for  the  fina;cial year  1966; 
4.  Notes  the  draft  estimate  for  the  financial year  1968  of the 
ex?enditure  to  be  borne  by  the  European Parliament,  pursuant  to 
the  third paragraph  of  Article  2  of  Protocol  No.  6,  which  is  fi~ed 
at  IT  225,000; 
5.  Approves  the  draft  estimate  for  the  financial year 1998  of  the 
expenditure  to  be  borne  by  the  Associated States,  pursuant  to  the 
ttird paragraph of  Article  2  of  Protocol  No.  6,  which  is fixed at 
FF  180,000; 
6.  Decides  that  for  1968  the  contribution of  each Associated State 
s~all remain at  the  1967  level,  that  is, C.F.A.Fr.  500,000  for  each 
Parlia~ent of  the  Associated States,  on  the  understanding  that  any 
subseauent  surplus of  revenue  over  expenditure  shall be  carried over 
to  the  following  financial year; 
7.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this resolution and  the  report 
to  which  it  relates  to  the  Presidents of  the Parliaments of  the 
Associated States and  of  the  European  Parliament  and  to  the  Association 
Co'.lncil. 
- 54  -RESOLUTION 
on  the  solutionsappropriate for  promoting  the  marketing of  the  products 
of  the  Associated States within  the  EEC  at  stable  and  rernunerative-~rices 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- having  regard  to  Articl~ 1  of  the Convention,  under  which  the 
Association  has  the  objective of  increasing trade  between  the  Me~ber 
States  of  the  EEC  and  the associated African  and  Malagasy  States and 
~  ~r~thening their  economic  ties; 
- insisting that,  given its global  and  original nature,  the  Association 
participates  in  a  wider  context  than  that  of  trade  and  has  at  its 
dis?osal  a  set  of  measures  which  aim,  above  all,  to  strengthen the 
economic  independence  of  the  Associated States, 
- noting that at  the  end  of  the  Kennedy  round  the  intention to  increase 
aid to  the  developing  countries was  confirmed,  and  hoping  that  this 
intention is translated into  specific  proposals  at  the  second  United 
Nations  Conference  on  Trade  and  Development, 
- concerned at  the  excessively  harmful effects of  fluctuations  in 
listings for  tropical  products  for  the  economies  of  the Associated 
States, 
- having  regard  to  the  report  submitted by  Mr  Armengaud  on  behalf  of 
the Joint  Committee  on  the  solutions appropriate  for  promoting  the 
marketing  of  the  products  of  the Associated States ·within the 
EEC  at  stable  and  remunerative  prices, 
.I.  Invites  the  European  Economic  Community,  the  Member  States and 
the  Associated States to  adopt  without  delay all  th~ provisions 
•hie~ will: 
1.  Promote  and  speed  up  agreements  to  organize  the  markets  for  tropical 
pro~ucts in the  International Conference  on  Trade  and  Development 
a~d its organs; 
2.  Ensure  that  the  provisions of  existing  international agreements 
are  scrupulously  observed; 
3.  ~i~hin the  framework  of  the  Association,  and  making  use  of its 
fi~ancial resources,  and  with  a  view  to  the  provisions  to  be  adopted 
when  the  present Convention  expires if the  measures  already  initiated 
do  r.ot  swiftly  lead  to  international  agreements  on  individual products, 
set  up  mechanisms  to  ensure  that,  if  the~e is a  fall in listings which 
gi7es  cause  for  concern  for  products  whose  exports constitutes their 
main  source  of  revenue,  the  Associated States are  granted  temporary 
aids  which  take  into  account  the  measures  already  adopted  by  the 
Community  to  assist  oleaginous  products originating in the  Associated 
States,  on  the basis of  which  a  fair  and  remunerative  price is 
guaranteed  for  each  product  up  to  the  quantities  fixed  annually 
by  the  Association Council;  these  mechanis~s would  represent  a  first 
step  along  the  way  to  the  international  ~arket organization of  tropical 
products; 
4.  Consider,  having  regard  to  the  ne~ provisions  to  be  adopted  when  the 
present  Convention  expires,  the  creation of  a  "Fund  for  stabili~ing 
the  tropical  products  of  the  Association",  which  would  be  financed 
initially  by  funds  from  all twenty-four States belonging  to  the 
Association  and  from  various  resources  to  be  determined,  the  administration 
of  which  would  be  undertaken  by  the  Co~~ission of  the  Communities 
according  to  criteria laid down  by  the  Association Council; 
- 55  -5.  Invite  importers  of  tropical products  to  contribute  actively  to  the 
organization of  the  market; 
6.  Invite  the  Member  States  concerned  to  reduce  the  effects of  taxes 
imposed  by  them  on  the  consumption  of  certain tropical products  or at 
leats to  maintain  receipts  from  such  taxes  at  present  levels,  since  they 
increase  the  selling price of  tropical products  and  so  constitute an 
obstacle  to  the  consumption  of  these  products; 
7.  Insist  that  the Associated States  continue their efforts  to 
-coordinate  tasks  and  production  a~ong themselves,  sharing  them  out  by 
com~on agreement, 
- give  priority  to  sales promotion  of  some  of  their products  in  the  EEC, 
develop  on  the  spot  exploitation of  their primary  products, 
- reduce  costs  as  far  as  possible, 
- follow  in all this the  recommendations  of the Joint Group  of  Experts 
for  the  disposal of  products originating in  the  AAMS; 
II.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this resolution to  the  Association 
Council,  the  European  Par:iament,  the  Parliaments  of  the  Associated 
States and  the  Com~ission and  Council  of  the  European  Co~~unities. 
- 56  -RESOLUTICN 
on  the  third Anr.ual  Report  o!  the  activities of  the  Association  ~ouncil 
The  ?arliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- meeting  in Strasbourg  from  4  to  7  Dece~ber 1967,  purs~ar.t  to 
Article  50  of  the  Convention  of  Association  between  the  European 
Economic  Co~munity and  the  Associated  ~frican and  Malagasy  States, 
signed at  Yaounde  on  20  July  1963, 
- having  noted  the  third Annual  Report  of its activities of  the  Association 
Council  (Doc.  17)  and  the  Second  Report  of  the  EEC  Commission  to  the 
Co~~cil on  the  ad~in~stration of  financial  and  technical  cooperation  (Doc.  16), 
- having  regard to  the  report  submitted by  ~r Troclet  on  behalf  of  the 
Joint  Co~~ittee (Doc.  19), 
- having  heard  the  oral report  of  the  President  of  the Association 
Council, 
- having  regard  to  its resolutions  of  10  December  1964,  8  December  1965 
and  14  December  1966, 
I.  Institutional provisions 
1.  ~sks that  the  necessary  measures  be  ta~en to  avoid  any  delay  in  the 
working  of  the  institutional  mechanis~s of  the  Association  considering, 
i~ particular,  that  the  Association  Co~ncil, as  the  only  political body 
with  the  power  to  take  decisions,  sho~ld :eet at  least  twice  a  year; 
2.  ~otes with  satisfaction that  relati~ns between  the  various 
Inst1tutions  of  the  Association  have  increased and  become  standardized; 
3.  Considers  unsatisfactory  the  reply  of  the  C:~ncil on  the  procedure 
fo~ written  and  oral  ~uestions laid  down  :y  the  Rules  of  ?rocedure 
of  the  Conference  and  invites the  Coun:il  to  consider provisions  for 
imple~enting this procedure  in  the  spirit of  cooperation  and  trust 
whic~ has  come  about  between  the  Ins:ituti~ns of  the  Association; 
4.  Hopes  that  the  resolutions  of  the  ?~rliareentary Conference  will 
be  discussed  by  the  Council prior  to  subsequent  detailed examination 
by  the  Association Committee; 
5.  Asks  that  the  Annual  Report  of  the  :a~~cil to  the  Parliamentary 
Conference  should  be  drawn  up  in a  less formalistic  ~an~er,  in  order  to 
allow  the  proble=s  discussed to  be  exaoined; 
6.  ~elcomes the  work  of  the Associated States within the Coordinating 
Co~~ittee towards  concerting their  rel~t:ons with  the  European 
Co=~unity  and  especially  within  the  Asscctaticn Council; 
II.  Trade 
7.  ~otes the  ~ore favourable  trend  st~w~ in  1~66 in  the  general 
develooment  of  trade wittin the  Association  while  observing  that 
sales ;r agricultural  products  from  the  Associated States  did  not 
inc~ease  to  the  extent  of  sales of  =in~rals; 
- 57  -8.  Asks  the  Euro~ean Co~~unity, its Member  States  and  the  Associated 
States to  adopt  without  delay  specific  measures  to  implement  the  --
unanimous  findings  of  the  Joint  Group  of  Experts  on  promoting  the 
marketing  of  products originating in  the  AA~S; 
9.  Hopes  that  particular attention  ~ill be  given  to  the  suggestion  of 
this  group  that  some  internal taxes  on  consumption  should  be  lo~ered 
to  help  the  marketing  of  tropical products; 
10.  Having  regard  to  its resolution  of 5  December  1967  on  the  marketing 
of  products  from  the  Associated States,  renews  its wish  that  the  members 
of  the  Association  should  agree  on  joint  action  to  resolve  the 
difficulties arising  fro~ the  fluctuation  of listings of  tropical 
products;  the  problem of  the  level of  these listings and  their 
stabilization should  be  considered  as  one  of  primary  importance  for 
a  realistic  and  cohesive  policy  of  cooperation  bet~een tha signatories 
to  the Yaounde  Convention; 
11.  Insists  on  the  need  to  treat  the  import  regulations  for  products 
from  the  Associated States similar to  and  competing  ~ith European 
agricultural  products  in  the  same  way  as  import  regulations within  the 
Community,  while  noting  with satisfaction the partial measures  alrea~ 
adopted  by  the  Community  for  these  products; 
12.  Hopes  that  the  Co~wunity will adopt  suitable  measures  to  prevent 
the  implementation of  the  common  agricultural policy  from  har~ing the 
legitimate  interests of  the  Associat  e.cLS.t.at..e.s_~a.rds  _ma.rk~.t  $ __  i_n  ~~e 
EEC  for  products  processed  from  agricultural  raw  materials; 
13.  Asks  the  Co~~unity, its Member  States  and  the  Associated States, 
in  accordance  with the  letter and  spirit of  the Convention  and  especially 
of  Protocol No.  4  annexed  to  it,  to  endeavour  to  ensure  effective 
coordination  of  their policies,  taking into  account  their mutual  interests 
in the  international  field,  at  the Second Session  of  the United  Nations 
Conference  on Trade  and  ~evelopment; 
14.  Invites  the  ~embers of  the  Association  to  act  rapidly  and  decisively 
to  conclude  s~iftly an  international  agreement  on  cocoa  and  to  renew 
the  international  agree~ent on  coffee; 
15.  Notes  the  view  out  for~ard by  the Council on  the  agreements  reached 
in Geneva  at  the  end  of  the  Kennedy  round that"these  ~hould be 
beneficial both  for  the  t·:e:nber  States  of  the  EEC  and  for  the  Associated 
States",but  does  not,  however,  consider  that  these  agreements  are  totally 
satisfactory  for all the  developing  countries; 
III.  Financial cooperation 
16.  Accepts  the  resolution  of  the  Council of  Association,  of  7  June 
1967,  in  general  guidelines  for  financial  and  technical  cooperation  both 
as  regards  investments  and  aids  for  production and  diversification  and 
as  regards  managerial  training and  vocational training; 
17.  Welcomes,  in ~articular,  the  undertaking  by  the  Com~unity  to  give 
special attention to  the  study  and  investment  projects  contained  in  the 
unani~ous findir.gs  of  the  Joint  Group  of  Experts  on  the  marketing  of 
products  originating in  the  A~MS; 
- 58  -18.  Stresses  again  the  need  to  ensure  that  funds  from  the  EDF  are 
distributed fairly  in  order  to  promote  the  har~onious and  balance~ 
development  of  all the  Associated States as  regards  long,  medium  and 
short-term planning; 
19.  Notes  ~it~  sa~i~faction that  allocations  from  the Fund  to  the 
recipient  countries  have  been  distributed in  a  more  balanced  ~ay  than 
in  the  past,  but  consid~rs that  there  should  be  an  overall balance  for 
all funds  and  for  the  whole  five-year  period; 
20.  Hopes  that  the  European  Investment  Bank  will,  within  the  framework 
of its Statutes,  examine  ways  of  making  its modes  of. operation less 
rigorous,  in order  to  allow  the  Associated States easier access  to 
its resources; 
21.  Hopes  that  effective  use  will  be  made  of  the  opportunity  provided  for 
in the Convention  for  granting interest  rebates,  borne  by  the  EDF,  on 
loans  from  the  EDB; 
22.  Welcomes  the  way  in  which  the  EEC  Commission  has  administered the 
Fund,  especially  as  regards  the  rate  of  commitments; 
23.  Expresses  its concern  at  the  considerable delay  which  continues  to 
exist  between  the adoption  and  the  imple~entation of projects,  while 
noting the  information  provided  by  the  EEC  Com~ission on  the  reasons 
for  these  delays  and its intention  to  reduce  them  by  all possible  means; 
24.  Reco~~e~ds that  the  Co~munity should  increase its efforts  to  coordinate 
the  work  of  t~e  EDF  with  the  aids  granted  to  the  Associated States  by 
the  Member  States of  the  EEC  and  by  international organizations; 
IV.  Technical ani  ~ultural cooperation 
25.  Ropes  ~hat  the  work  of  the  Fund  to  assist the  preparation and 
implementation of  projects will  be  increased; 
26.  Stresses  the  fundamental  importance  of  ~aking the  best  use  of  hu~an 
resources  in all phases  of  economic  developme~t and  asks  for  an  additional 
effort  to  be  made  in the  field of  vocational  t~aining,  in particular 
by  increasing  the  number  of  study  grants  and  drawing  up  more  effective 
programmes  for  vocational  training,  paying  special attention to  the 
new  needs  arising  from  the  implementation  of  economic  and  social 
development  plans; 
V.  Right  of  establishment  and  freedom  to  provide  services 
27.  Notes  with  satisfaction that,  in spite of  the  difficulties which  may 
arise,  the  provisions of Title III of  tne  Convention  are  being  adhered to; 
28.  Expresses  again  the  hope  that  action will  be  taken within the 
Association  to  resolve  the  problem  of  safeguards  f~r  invest~ent in  the 
Associated States; 
VI.  The  future  of  the  Association 
29.  Reco~~ends that  the  Com~unity, its Member  States  and  the  Associated 
States should  make  provision  without  delay  for  renewing  the.Association  when 
the  Yacunde  Convention  expires,  so  that  effective negotiations  may  begin  on 
l  June  1968  and  be  concluded  in  good  time,  and  any  lack of  continuity  may 
be  avoided; 
- 59  -30.  Considers  that  a~ong the  prov1s1ons  to  be  adopted  to  this  end 
the  following,  in particular,  sho~ld be  re-examined: 
- measures  to  promote  increased  trade  between  the  members  of  the  Association, 
taking  particular account  of  the  concern of  the  Associated States about 
market  organization, 
- criteria for  the  use  of  financial  aids,  which  should  be  concentrated 
on  priority areas  and  aim  to  achieve  medium  and  long-term  objectives, 
- the  importance  of  vocational  training,  which  should  be  considered 
essential for  the  progress of  the  Associated States, 
- the  conditions of  intervention of  the  European  Bank  for  investments 
in  the  Associated States; 
31.  Instructs its President  to  for~ard this  resolution  and  the  report  to 
which  it relates to  the  Association Council,  the  European  Parliament 
and  the  Parliaments  of  the  Associated States  and  the Council  and 
Com~ission of  the  Europea~ Communities. 
- 60  -PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIAT-ION 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMJ\tlUNITY 
AND  THE  ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  MALAGASY  STATES 
TANANARIVE,  10-15  JANUARY  1969 
RESOLUTION 
on  the  revenue  and  expenditure  account  of  the  Parliamentary Conference 
of  the  Association  for  the  financial year  1967  and  the  draft  estimate 
for  the  financial year 1969. 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- having  regard  to its financial  regulations,  and  in particular to 
Articles 6  and  11, 
-having regard  to  the  report  of  the Joint  Committee  (Doc.  23), 
1.  Adopts  the  findings  of  the  report; 
2.  ~otes that  the  expenditure  of  the Conference  to  be  borne  by  the 
Associated States,  pursuant  to  the  third paragraph of  Article 2  of 
Protocol No.  6  annexed  to  the  Convention of  Association,  is FF  98,619.4o 
for  the financial year 1967; 
3.  Discharges  the Secretary-general of  the  European  Parliament  for 
the  revenue  and  expenditure  account  for  the  financial year  1967; 
4.  notes  that  the  draft  estimate  for  the  financial year  1969  of  the 
expenditure  to  be  borne  by  the  Euro~ean Parliament,  pursuant  to  the 
third paragraph  of Article No.  2  of ?rotocol  No.  6,  is fixed at 
FE'  318,000; 
;.  Approves  the  draft  estimate  for  the  financial year  1969  of  the 
expenditure  to  be  borne  by  the  Associated States,  pursuant  to  the 
third paragraph  of  Article  2  of  Protocol No.  6,  which  is fixed  at 
FF  150,000; 
6.  Decides  that  for  1969  the  contribution of  each Associated State 
shall  remain  at  the  1968  level,  equivalent  to C.F.A.Fr.  5C0,0CO  for 
each Parliament  of  the  Associated States,  on  the  understanding that 
any  subsequent  surplus of  revenue  over  expenditure shall be  carried 
over  to  the  following  financial year; 
7.  Instructs its  Pr~side~t to  forward  t~is resolution and  the  report 
of  the  Joint  Committee  to  the  ?residents of  the Parliaments o:  the 
Associated States  and  of  the. Euro?ean  Parliament  and  to ·the  Association 
Council. 
- 61  -RESOLUTION 
following  up  the  working  document  on  the  problems  of 
industrialization and  the  difficulties of  furthering 
scientific  and  technical  progress  in the  AAMS 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Associatio~, 
- convinced  of  the  need  for  all parties to  the  Association  to  increase 
their concerted  efforts in the  field of  the  industrialization of  the 
AAMS, 
- considering that  increasing the  pace of industrial development  must 
be  one  of the  overriding  aims  of  the  new  arrangements for  the  Association 
to  be  introduced when  the  Yaounde  Convention  expires, 
- welcoming  the  considerable studies carried out  by  the  EEC  Commission 
into  the  opportunities for  industrialization in the  AA}$, 
- having  regard to  the  discussion  on  the working  document  of  Mr  Dewulf 
on  the  problems  of  industrialization and  the  difficulties of 
furthering scientific  and  industrial progress  in the  AA~ffi,  which 
has  been  submitted  to it on  the  initiative of its Joint  Committee, 
Instructs  the Joint  Co~~ittee to  present  to it, at  its next  annual 
meeting,  a  report  on  the  industrialization of  the  Associated States 
and  the  means  to  speed  this up. 
- 62  -rtESO:UTION 
on  the  fourth  Annual  Report  of  the activities of  the  Association Council 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- meeting  in Tananarive  from  10  to  15  January  1969,  pursuant  to 
Article  50  of  the  Convention  of  Association  between  the  European 
Economic  Co~~unity and  the African States  and  Madagascar  signed at 
Ya~unde on  20  July  1963, 
- having  regard  to  the  fourth  Annual  Report  of  the activities of  the 
Association Council  (Doc.  22-I/II)  and  the  report  of  the  Com~ission 
of  the  European  Com~unities to  the  Council  on  the  administration of 
financial  and  technical cooperation  for  the  financial year  1967 
(Doc.  22-III), 
- having  regard  to  the  report  submitted  by  ~r Ebagnitchie  on  behalf 
of  the Joint  Committee  (Docs  24  and  25), 
- having  heard  the  statement  of  the ?resident  of  the Association Council, 
- having  regard  to  its resolutions  of  10  December  1964,  8  December 
1965,  14  December  1966  and  7  December  1967, 
I.  Institutional provipions 
1.  ~elcomes the  number  of  increasingly  fertile  exhanges  between  the 
partners  to  the  Yaounde  Convention  and  the positive  outco~e of  the  work 
of  the  Association  Co~ncil during  the year  in question; 
2.  ~egrets,  however,  that  the  only  ~eeting held  ~y  the  Association 
c~~ncil,  which  is the  only  political organ  with  the  power  to  take  decisions, 
was  deferred  a  number  of  times  during  the year,  leadin; on  the  one  hand 
to  interference with  the  work  of  the  Institutions of  the  ~ssociation and 
on  the  other  to  a  considerable  jelay  in beginning  the  nebotiations 
prov~ded for  under  Article  60  of  the Convention; 
3.  Grges  the Association Council  yet  again  to  take  suitable  measures 
to  avoid  any  delay  in  the  running  of  the  institutional mechanisms 
of  the Association  and  considers  that  the  Association Council  should, 
in tr.is  regard,  ensure  that  its annual  report  reaches  the  ?arliamentary 
Conference  in June; 
4.  Jeplores  the  fact  that  the  resolutions of  the  ?arlia~entary Conference 
have  not  been  considered  in  detail  by  the  Association  Co~~cil and 
Com=ittee  and  insists  that  these  two  bodies  should  exa~i~e these 
resolutions  carefully  and  inform  the  Conference  of  the  o~tcome of their 
exa=.ination; 
~I. Trade 
5.  Expresses  its concern  at  the fall in  exports  in  196  from  the 
A~sociated States to  the  EEC,  and  in  particular at  the  onsiderable 
reduction  in minerals,  w~ile polnting  out  that  during  t  is year 
the  economic  activities of  the  Me~ber States of  the  SEC  slackened off 
to  some  extent; 
- 63  -6.  ?oi~ts with  satisfaction to  the  increas  ng  diversification of  the 
so~rces of  supply  of  the  Associated States  n  their trade  with  the 
siy  Member  States of  the  EZC,  which  is in  1  ne  with  the  aims  of  the 
Association; 
7.  welccmes  the  first  measures  ad.:Jpted  by  the  EEC  under  Decision 
No.  67/491/EEC,  of  25  July  1967,  which  makes  provision  for  granting 
financial  aid  to  the  oleaginous  products  of  the  Associated States; 
8.  Deplores  greatly  the  long  delay  in  implementing  this  Decision, 
caused  ~y  the  slowness  of ratification procedures  in  some  Member  States 
of  the  E.::c; 
9.  Expresses  its great  concern  at  the  ~easu~es taken  to  restore 
the  EEC  market  for  ~ilk and  milk  products  which,  as  the  result  of  a 
tax  on  all imports  o:  vegetable  fats  and  oil cake,  threaten  to  have  a 
serious  effect  on  the  level of  revenue  accruing to  the  developing 
countries and  to  the  AA~~  in particular from  the sale of  these  products, 
which  are often  a  major  part  of  their exports; 
10.  Regrets  that  the  work  undertaken  on  the  basis of  the  unanimous 
findings  of  the Joint  Group  of  Experts  in  March  1967  on  the  marketing 
of  products  originating in  the  Associated States has  not  given rise  to 
specific results,  apart  frcm  the  planning  of  a  progra=~e  for  the 
participation of  the  AAMS  at  trade  fairs  and  exhibitions  in  Europe, 
and  hopes  that  the  study  which  was  funded  to  look  at  the  creation of 
a  common  organization for  exports  will  have  a  swift  and  positive outcome; 
III. Financial ani  tech~ical cooperation 
ll.  Welcomes  the  high  rate of  com~itments made  by  the  European  Development 
Yund  in  the  form  of  grants,  so  that  when  the  present Convention  expires 
all the  resources  available  for  grants will  probably  have  been  allocated; 
12.  Notes  that  the  second  European  Developme~t Fund has  directed its 
ac~ivities towards  produc~ive sectors,  but  that  the  EEC  has  not  made 
a  large  contribution  towar~s the  crea~ion of  new  industries  as  most 
of  the  economic  projects have  been  concerned with agriculture; 
13.  Draws  the  attention of  the  Association Council to  the  slow rate at 
which  com~itments are  made  for  loans  and  to  the  fact  that  when  the 
Convention  expires  there  may  well  ~e considerable  sums  left unspent; 
14.  Regrets  the  considerable  delay  which  still exists  between  the 
approval  of  projects  and  their  implementation; 
15.  Consiiers that  the  decisions  taken  by  the  EEC  Co~~ission within the 
guidelines  established  by  the  Association Council  constitute  an  attempt 
to  share  out  funds  in  a  zore  suitable  way  so  as  to  promote  har~onious 
and  balanced  development  in  the  Associated States; 
15.  A~~roves the  resolution of  the  Association Council  of  23  July  1968 
on  general  guidelines  for  financial  and  tech~ical cooperation  both 
as  regards  investments  and  technical assistance  and  as  regards 
~anagerial training; 
17.  Insists,  in particu:ar,  on  the  importance  of  training  schemes 
and  on  the  need  to  increase  efforts  in  this field  especially  through 
allocating a  higher  number  of  study  grants; 
13.  Re~rets the  restric:ive  and  for~alistic way  in  which  ~he six 
~e~ber ~tates of  the  EE:  have  interpreted  the  provis1ons  of  Annex 
VI  of  the  Final  Act  of  the  Convention  concerning  the  review  of 
flnancial  aids; 
- 64  -IV.  External relations 
19.  Welcomes  the  fact  that,  at  the  second  session of  the  United  Nations 
Conference  on  Trade  and  Development,  the  partners  to  the  Association 
determined  and  agreed  on  their position,  in  accordance  with Protocol 
No.  4  annexed  to  the  ConTention; 
20.  Hopes  for  further  cooperation in the  future,  especially at  the 
negotiations  for  the  implementation  of  the General Preferences System 
for  finished  and  se~i-finished products  of  th~ developing  countries 
recocmended  by  UNCT~D; 
21.  Considers  that  the Association is not.,  and  should  not  constitute, 
an  obstacle  to  the  implementation  of  the General Preferences System, 
as  that  should  not  in  any  way  call into  question the  duty-free 
system in the  EEC  for  products  exported  from  the  AAMS;  the  AAMS  countries 
appear  on  the list of least-favoured countries within  the  terms  of 
resolution  24  (II)  of  UNCTAD  II; 
v.  The  new  Convention  of  Association 
------------------------ --
22.  Welcomes  the  agreement  reached  within  the Council  to  renew  the 
Association  and  to  implement  Article 60  of  the Convention; 
23.  Insists very  firmly  on  the  need  for  the  Association Council to 
complete  the  negotiations as  soon  as possible,  and  recommends  that 
the  24  States  should  proceed  swiftly  to  take all the  measures  necessary 
for ratification,  having  recourse  to  urgent  procedures if necessary; 
24.  Considers  that  the  new  Convention  should  be  bas~d on  the  form  and 
principles of  the Yaounde  Convention; 
25.  Considers it particularly  indispensable  to  retain Comrnun-i ty 
preferences,  which  have  not  prevented a  normal  increase  in trade 
between  the  EEC  and  other  developing  countries; 
26.  Asks  that  under  the  new  Convention  there  should  be  some  adjust~ents 
to  the  present  system,  in  order  ,  particularly,  to: 
- improve  procedures  for  consultation and  the  exchange  of information,  so 
as  to  establish  a  dialogue  which  will allow  propoer  account  to  be  taken 
of  the  interests of  all parties, 
- implement  new  measures  as  regards trade  which will lead to  a  substantial 
increase  in  exports  from  the  Associated States to  the  EEC,  given  that 
one  of  the  fundamental  objectives of  the  Association is to  increase trade 
within  the  preferential system, 
- make  available,  with  these  factors  in  mind  and  in  accordance  with the 
proposals  submitted  by  the  EEC  Commission,  mech~~isms which will 
provide 
a.  import  arrangements  for  products  of  the  Associated States which 
are  similar  to  and  competitive  with  European agricultural products 
wh:ch  ensure  greater  economic  and  commercial  advantages  than  those 
res~lting from  the  implementation  of Article  11  of  the  Yaounde 
Convention; 
b.  support  for  other oroducts  which are  not  the  subject  o: international 
agreements,  to  allow  p~ice  stablizati~n and  the  elimination of 
short-term fluctuation  of  world  prices; 
- 65  -- recognize  the  notion of  a  remunerative  price  for  the  producers  of  the 
Associated States and  take  account  of this notion  when  applyins  th~e 
mechanisms, 
- examine  in detail  mechanisms  to  be  introduced  within  the. Association 
for  stabilizing the  main  tropical  products, 
- provide  a  more  precise definition of  the  notions  of  similarity  and 
competitiveness  as  regards agricultural products, 
- set  up  a  special regime  based  on  the  norms  of  frontier  zone  travel  for 
the  export  of agricultural products  from  Madagascar  to  Reunion, 
- ensure  that all the  processed agricultural products  of  the  AAMS  benefit 
from  the  intra-Community  system,  with  the  provision that,  on  the  model 
of  the  Associated States,  the  Member  States  may  introduce  safeguard 
clauses if their markets  are  adversely  affected, 
- abolish  the  differences  in  the  import  regulations  of  the  Member  States of 
the  EEC  for  products  from  the  Associated States, 
- begin  to  revise  taxes  on  consumption which,  in certain Member  States of 
the  EEC,are  detrimental to  tropical products as  a  ceiling is fixed  for 
receipts  from  these  taxes  and  their rate is progressively  reduced, 
- revise  the  amount  of  funds  made  available  to  the  European  Development 
____ f\J.nd,  whi_ch  should  have  at  least  1,000,000,000 units of account  at its 
disposal for  a  period of  five years,  taking into  account  the  increase 
in  the  gross  national  product  of  the  Member  States of  the  EEC,  the  increase 
in  export  prices  of  European  products,  the  increased cost  of  projects and 
the  worsening  in terms  of  trade  and  increase  in population of  the 
Associated States, 
- maintain  the  present  proportions  between  grants  and  loans,  and  provide 
for  any  sums  re~aining for  loans  to  be  used  in the  form  of  gifts one year 
before  the  ~ew Convention  expires, 
- maintain  the  present  system  for  allocating aids  between  the  recipient 
countries  and  invite  the  body  administering aid to  take  greater account 
of  the  factors  which  delay  the  administration of  aid in certain 
countries,  of  different  levels of  development  and  the  special position 
of  the  most  isolated countries,  in order  to  ensure  the  har~onious and 
balanced  development  a:  the  Associated States, 
- further diversify  the  ways  in which  aid is granted,  with  a  view  to 
increasing efforts to  assist industrialization and  developing  parts of  the 
economy  which  are  directly  productive, 
- reconsider  the  conditions of  intervention of  the  European  Investment 
Bank,  which  should  be  granted  wider  powers  to  encourage  further  investment 
in  the  Associated States;  when  it intervenes the  Bank  should,  moreover, 
take  account  of  the  profitability of  projects rather  than  the 
credit-worthiness of  the  Associated States, 
- examine  the  various aspects  of  implementing  a  multilateral price 
increase  guarantee  to  assist  private  investment  fro~ the  E~:,  so  as 
to  find  the  solutions bes:  adapted  to  the  interests of  the  ~ssociated 
States; 
- 66  -27.  Considers  that  the  new  Convention  should  give  special  encouragement 
to  development  on  a  regional  basis,  in· particular· through: 
- a  joint  undertaking  by  the  parties to  the Convention  to  encourage 
regional  groupings,  especially  of  an  economic  or commercial  nature, 
- a  range  of  incentives  in the  field of  technical and  financial  cooperation 
to  give  special  encouragement  to  productive  projects  implemented  on  a 
regional  basis,  esRecially  those  concerned  with  industry; 
28.  Insists on  the  need  for  further sustained efforts  to  promote  the 
industrialization of  the  Associated States,  especially  by: 
- referring to  industrialization in all the  basic  provisions of  the  new 
Convention  on  economic  development, 
- providing also  for  a  more  intensive  and  Taried use  of  measures,  and  espeeiallY, 
after undertaking  the  necessary  studies,  setting up  capital and  reserves 
for  industries,  while  retaining the  political authority  of  the 
Association Council  to  ensure  simil~rity of  approach  and  operations, 
- offering the  Associated States the opportunity  to  increase the  production 
of  their new  industries at  both national  and  regional level, 
- increasing  the  measures  already  taken  and,  possibly,  providing  ne~ 
scope  for  further  improvements  to  infrastructures  linked  with  industrial 
enterprises  and  for  training and settling the  workforce  and  management 
of  these  enterprises, 
- seeking active  cooperation with national  and  inte~national bodies 
which  operate  in  the  field of  industrial development; 
29.  Asks  that,  if transitional measures  prove  necessary,  these  should 
be  taken  in  good  time  so  as  to  ensure  continued  cooperation particularly 
in  the  fields  of  financial  and  technical aid,  and  that  the  EEC  Comoission 
should  be  given  authority  to  take  advance  decisions  on  the  financing of  the 
European  Development  Fund  and  of  the  continuation  of  the  program~es 
for  study  grants  and  trade fairs  and  exhibitions; 
30.  Instructs its President  to  for~ard this resolution  and  the  report 
to  which  it refers to  the  Association Council,  the  3uropean Parlia:ent 
and  the  Parliaments  of  the  Associated States and  the Council  and 
Commission  of  the  European Comrr.unities. 
- 67  -PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMJY1UNITY 
AND  THE  ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  MALAGASY  STATES 
HAMBURG,  12-14  JANUARY  1970 
RESOLUTION 
on  the  revenue  and  expenditure  account  of  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of 
the  Association  for  the  financial year 1968  and  the  draft  estimate  for 
the  financial year 1970 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the Association, 
- having  regard to its financial  regulations,  and  in particular to 
Articles 6  and  11, 
-having regard  to  the  report  of  its Joint  Committee  (Doc.  28), 
1.  Adopts  the  findings  of  the  report; 
2.  Notes  that  the  expenditure  of  the  Conference  to  be  borne  by  the 
Associated States,  pursuant  to  the  third paragraph of Article  2  of 
?rotocol No.  6  annexed  to  the Convention  of Association,  is FF  220,443.41, 
that is,  FF  40,443.41  more  than  the  expected allocations; 
3.  Discharges  the Secretary-General of the  European Parliament  for  the 
revenue  and  expendi  tu.re  account. for  the  financial year 1963; 
4.  Decides  to  carry  over  the  excess  expenditure  for  1968  to  the 1969 
budget,  under  the title of  expenditure  incurred in  the previous  financial 
year; 
5.  Decides  to  sup~lement the  1969  budget  with  the  follo~ing additional 
budget  in order  to  cover  these  su~s: 
Receipts 
a.  unused  balance of 
1969  contribution.....  30,000.00 
b.  bank  interest  ••••  10,443.41 
Expenses 
a.  Item 6 
(car hire  etc.) 
b.  Item 7 
(travel and 
living  expenses 
c •  I t ems  9  and 
10  (various 
telecommunications 
(in IT) 
16,816.15 
22,17?.34 
expenses)  •••••••••  1,449.92 
40,443.41  40,443.41 
- 68  -6.  Notes  the  dra!t  estimate  for  the  financial year  1970  of  the  expenditure 
to  be  borne  by  the  European  Parliament,  pursuant  to  the third paragraph 
o: Article  2  of Protocol No.  6,  which  is fixed  at  FF  286,000; 
7.  Approves  the  draft  estimate  for  the  financial year  1970  of  the 
expenditure  to  be  borne  by  the  Associated States,  pursuant  to  the third 
paragraph of  Article  2  of Protocol  No.  6,  which  is fixed  at  FF  216,000; 
8.  Decides  to  fix  the  contribution of  each  Associated State at 
C.F.A.Fr.  600,000  for  1970; 
9.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this resolution and  the  report 
of  the Joint  Com~ittee to  the Presidents of  the Parliaments  of  the  · 
Associated States  and  of  the  European Parliament  and  to  the  Association 
Council. 
- 69  -RESOLUTION 
on  the  fifth  Annual  Report  of  the  activities of  the  Association-~ouncil 
The  ?arliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- meeting in Hamburg  from  12·  to  14  January  1970,  pursuant  to  Article  50 
of  the  Convention  of  Association  between  the  European  Economic_Community 
and  the  African  and  Malagasy  States signed  at  Yaounde  on  20  July  1963, 
- having  noted  the  fifth Annual  Report  of  the activities of  the Association 
Council  (Doc.  27/I-II),  the  report  of  the  EEC  Com~ission to  the  Council 
on  the  administration of  financial  and  technical cooperation for 1968 
(Doc.  27/III)  and  the  new  Convention of  Association  signed at  Yaounde 
on  29  July  1969, 
- having  regard to  the  renorts  submitted  by  Mr  Laudrin  on  behalf of  the 
Joint  Com~ittee  (Docs  29  ~nd 30), 
- having  heard  the  statement  of  the  President  of the  Association Council, 
- having  regard  to  its resolutions of  10  December  1964,  8  December  1965, 
14  December  1966,  7  December  1967  and  15  January  1969, 
I.  The  activities of  the  Association 
1.  ~elcomes the  continuing  cooperation as  regards Institutions between 
the  partners to  the Association  and  the  positive results of  the activities 
of  the  Council  during  the year  under  review,  but  hopes,  nevertheless, 
the  the  ~ember States of  the  EEC  will play  a  more  active part within the 
Council; 
2.  Notes  the  climate of  fruitful  cooperation  which  has  characterized 
relations between  the Council  and  the  parliamentary  organs  of  the 
Association; 
3.  Deplores yet  again the  delay  in submitting  the  Annual  Report  of  the 
activities of  the  Cou~cil; 
b.  Trade 
4.  Welcomes  the  increase  in trade  within  the  Association in 1968,  which 
contrasts well  with  trends  in  previous years,  and  especially  the 
considerable  increase  in  European  imports  coming  largely  from  the 
Associated States and  without  harming  relations with other  developing 
countries; 
5.  Stresses,  moreover,  that  the  Association has  encouraged  the  AAMS  to 
integrate their  economies  better within Africa  but  has  not  lessened their 
opportunities in  the rest of  the  world,  as  during  the  last  few  years 
trade  has  been  increasingly  directed towards  third countries; 
6.  Is  concerned at  the  fluctuations  in the  prices of  raw  materials  and 
at  the  worsening  terms  of  trade  in  some  fields  of  exports  of  the  Associated 
States; 
7.  Deplores  again  the  fact  that  Decision  491/67/EEC,  which  provides  for 
financial aid  to  be  granted to assist  the  oleaginous  products  of  the  -
Associated States,  has  not  yet  been  implemented  as it has  not  yet  been 
ratified  by  two  Member  States of  the  EEC; 
- 70  -c.  Financial and  technical  cooperation 
8.  Notes  with  satisfaction that  during  the year  under  review  the _ 
commitments  of  the Second  European  Development  Fund  towards  grants have 
increased steadily  and  that  when  the  first  Yaounde  Convention  expired 
almost  all the  funds  had  been  used; 
9.  Regrets  the  considerable  delay  which still exists in  implementing 
some  of  the  projects of  the  European  Development  Fund  and  hopes  that 
this  preble~ will  be  resolved  by  greater efforts  on  the  part  of  the 
Associated States,  which  as  contractors are  responsible  for  carrying 
out  the  projects,  and  on  that  of  the  EEC  Commission; 
10.  Welcomes  the  steps  taken  by  the  EEC  Commission  to  harmonize  the 
interventions of  the  European  Development  Fund  with  the bilateral and 
multilateral aid  given  to  the  Associated  St~tes and  hopes  that  the 
operations of  the  European  non-governmental  organizations will be 
similarly  harmonized  and  extended  with  the  help  of  the  Community; 
11.  Stresses  the  importance  of  training  programmes  and  welcomes 
the  increased outlay  on  them,  but  regrets that  this outlay  is still 
too  small  a  proportion  of overall aid; 
d.  Transitional measures 
12.  Notes  with  satisfactio~ that  the  pro~s~ons adopted for  the 
transitional period in  force  since  l  ~une 1969  have  ensured  the 
continuity  and  normal  functioning  of  the  Association; 
13.  Hopes  that all measures  ~ill be  taken  to  aid the  preparatory  work 
so  that  the  EEC  Commission  can  take  decisions  about  financing  from  the 
funds  of  the Third  European  Development  Fund  from  the  time  of  the  entry 
into  force  of  the  new  Convention  of  Association and  better  ensure 
the  continuation of  financial  and  technical aid; 
II.  The  new  Convention  of  Association 
a.  Legal  aspects 
14.  Welcomes  the  conclusion of  a  new  Convention of  Association which  is 
based  on  the  form  and  principles of  the  first  Yaounde  Convention,  and  the 
fact  that  increased  trade  within  the  framework  of  a  preferential system 
has  remained  one  of  the  essential tools of  the  Association in working 
towards  the  overall harmonious  development  of  the  AA~~; 
15.  Regrets  the  delay  in terminating negotiations  which  prevented the 
new  Convention  from  coming  into  force  on  1  June  1969,  and  therefore 
invites  the  Xe~ber States of  the  EEC  and  the  Associated States to 
bring  ratification procedures  to  a  speedy  conclusion; 
b.  Financial  cooperation 
16.  Notes  that  total financial  aid  made  available to  the  Associated 
States  has  been  increased  by  25%  in  absolute  terms,  even  while 
pointing out  that  the  O?erati~ns of  the  Third  European  Development 
Fund  will,  in fact,  cover  more  than  a  five-year  period; 
17.  Recommends  that  a  sc~edule be  fixed  for  the  payment  of  contributions 
by  the  Me~ber States of  the  EEC  to  the Third  European  Development  Fund 
so  that  the  Fund  can  earn  interest  on  the  sums  deposited; 
- 71  -18.  Welcomes  the  fact  that  the  new  provisions for  granting aid will 
lead  to  greater efforts to  promote  the  development  of  directly 
productive  parts of  the  economy,  and  especially  the  industrialization 
of  the  Associated States,  taking  into  account  the  specific  preble~$ 
facing  the  poorest  countries; 
19.  Recommends  that  full advantage  should  be  taken  of all the  new 
opportunities  provided for  loans  (special_loans !rom  the  European 
Development  Fund  and  normal  loans  from  the  European  Investment  Bank, 
possibly  with interest  rebates)  and  for  contributions; 
20.  Asks  that  a  chapter of  the  Annual  Report  of the activities of  the 
Council  should  be  given  up  to  the  operations of  the  European  Investment 
Bank  in the  light  of  the  important  contribution  made  by  the  Bank  to 
the  development  of  the  AAr~  and  the  need  for  close  coordination of 
all  forms  of  aid  from  the  EEC; 
c.  Trade 
21.  Hopes  that,  in  accordance  with Protocol  No.  5,  the  Member  States 
--------~n  agreement  with  the  Associated States will act  swiftly  on  the  measures 
neces_s_a_ry--to-concTude  fnfernatio-naJ::--agreein-ents- on  tropical products; 
22.  Asks  that,  pending  these  agreements,  effective  measures  should be 
implemented  within  the  framework  of  the  new  Convention  to help  the 
~A~S  to  resolve  the  problems  arising  from  the  considerable fall in 
world  prices  for  their  major  exports; 
23.  Deplores the  fact  that  the  new  Convention  does  not  take  sufficient 
account  of  the  specific  proposals  put  forward  by  the Parliamentary 
Association  of  the Conference  in its resolution of  5  December  1967 
concerning  the  solutions appropriate  for  promoting  the  marketing of 
the  products  of  the  Associated States within the  EEC  at  stable  and  remunerative 
prices; 
2~.  Regrets  the  lowering of  preferences resulting  from  the  reduction 
o:  the  EEC  customs  duty  tariff :or  some  tropical products  which  concern 
the  Associated States  and  hopes  for  specific  measures  of sales promotion 
to  help  the  marketing  of  these  products  which  will at  least  offset this; 
25.  Notes  that  the  introduction of  general preferences at  an  international 
level  for  the  finished  and  semi-finished products  of  the  developing 
countries  should  be  accompanied  by  special  measures  for  the  least-favoured 
countries,  to  include,  in  particular,  measures  to  offset  the  loss of 
be~efits to  the  AAMS  arising  from  the  extension of  preferences  to all 
the  developing  countries; 
d.  General  policy 
26.  Hopes  that  during  the  negotiations  provided  for  under  Article  62 
of  the  new  Convention  consideration will  be  given  to  the  possibility 
of  making  the  EEC  - AAHS  Co::1vention  of  Association  an  agreement  of 
unlimited  duration,  in  the spirit  of  the Treaty  of  Rome  itself,  and  whose 
measures  are  periodically  reviewed,  while  noting that  the Convention of 
~ssociation is becoming  a  permanent  instrument  for  joint action  on  the 
development  of  the  A:rican  and  Malagasy  partners; 
27.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this resolution and  the  reports 
to  which it relates  to  the  Association Council,  the  European  Parliament 
and  the  Parliaments  of  the  ~ssociated States,  the  EEC  Council  and 
:om~ission and  the  2uro~ea~ Investment  Bank. 
- 72  -RESOLUTION 
on  the  problems  of  industrialization of  the  Associated States  and  ~he 
means  to  be  used  for  speeding it up 
~he Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- meeting  in Hamburg  from  12  to  14  January  1970, 
noting  once  more  the  vital importance  of  trade  in basic  products  and 
in particular in tropical products  for  the  economies  of  the  ~AMS,  which 
are still largely  dependent  on  agriculture,  and  the  urgent  need  to 
improve  the  terms  of  trade  through  measures  to  stabilize  the  prices of 
these  products, 
- stressing also  the  essential contribution  made  by  the  development  of 
agriculture  to  the  accumulation  of  the  investment  capital necessary  for 
the  economic  progress  of  the  AA~~. 
- recognizing,  however,  the  past  limits  and  shortcomings  of  trade  in 
basic products  for  the  purposes  of  the  harmonious  ec~no=ic development 
of  the  Associated States, 
- aware,  therefore,  of  the  urgent  need  to  promote  further  the  diversification 
and  balanced  development  o:  the  economies  of  the  Associated States within 
the  frameNork  of  the  Association, 
. - sole~~ly reaffirming,  as  a  result,  that  in its view  the  industrialization 
of  the  ~A~S is one  aspect  of  development  which  should  be  given  priority, 
- noting  the  report  submitted to  Kr  Dewulf  to  the Join:  :om~ittee on 
the  problems  of  industrial:zation of  the  Associated States and  the 
me~~s to  be  used  to  speed it up  (Doc.  31), 
- noting  the  resolutions  ajo;ted at Tananarive  on  15  Ja~~ary 1969,  just 
before the  new  Co~vention entered  into  force, 
1.  ~elccmes the  fact  that  under  the  new  Convention  the  promotion of 
industrialization of  t~e  AA~~ is  a  fundamental  objective  of  the 
cooperation  on  development  policy  ~hich it intends  to  ?Ursue; 
2.  Welcomes  the  presence  in the  new  Convention  of  ne~  ~d specific 
instruments  which  should help  to  achieve  this objecti7e; 
3.  Considers,  however,  t~at  the  use  of  these  new  inst~~~ents is 
conditional,  on  the  one  ha~d,  on  a  more  precise  for~ulation of  the 
policy  to  be  followed  on  i~dustrialization in future  years  both at 
regional level  and  at  tha:  of  the  individual Associated States  and, 
on  the  c~her,  on  the  a?plication of  the  other  instrume~:s to  promote 
this industrialization; 
4.  Therefore  invites  the  EEC  Co~~ission 
- to  deter~ine the  policy  t~  be  followed  in this area,  in  close  cooperation 
with  the  Association :our.:il, 
- to  undertake  the  necessa~ studies without  delay,  p~r:i:ularly of 
basic  industries and  ex~crt  ~ndustries and  the  conditions  ~hich will 
further  regional  economic  integration,  taking  into  acco~nt the  natural 
resources  of  the  AA~i.S  a:1d  : 'r.e  i:1 t erpenet rat ion  of  markst s  at  regional 
and  international  le7el; 
- 73  -5.  Invites the  EEC  Com~ission to  adjust  its services  responsible~for 
financial  and  tectnical aid  to  the  new  requirements  of  a  sustained 
policy  of  industrialization  in the  AA~~'  and  insists,  in  particular, 
on  the  value  of  effective  cooperation  between  the  European  Development 
Fund  and  the  European  Inv~stment  Bank  in this field,  in accordance  with 
the  pro7isions of  the  new  Convention; 
6.  Is  convincejof  the  urgent  need  to  improve  coordination of official 
bilateral  and  multilateral aid  to  industry  and,  mnreover,  invites  those 
responsible  in  Africa  and  Europe  to  provide  guidelinee,  within their  own 
area of  competence,  for private  investment  to  industry  within  the 
framework_ of  these  concerted  measures; 
7.  Asks  for  studies to  be  m~de leading,  as  rapidly  as  possible,  to  a 
system  of multilateralized guarantees  for  private  investment  within the 
Association; 
8.  Recom~ends forcefully  that  the  AAr~ should  increase  their efforts 
towards  regional consultation,  cooperation  and  collaboration,  vhicft-----------
are  essential to  the  success  of  industrialization and  the  harmonious 
and  balar.ced  development  of  all these States; 
9.  Recom~ends forcefully  that  the  EEC  and its Member  States should review 
some  as?ects  of  their commercial  and  industrial policy  and  consider 
all the  ways  in  which  the  AA~ might  share  in  new  industrial ventures; 
10.  Stresses  the  need  to  inform  the  public  about  the  problems  of 
industrial  develo~ment in the  Associated States; 
11.  Asks  that  a  special chapter o:  the Report  of  the  activities of  the 
Council  should  be  given  up  each year  to  the  specific  problems  of 
industrialization of  the  AAMS; 
12.  Instructs its Joint  Co~mittee to  follow  the  evolution of  problems  of 
ir.dustria:ization overall,  by  sectors  and  by  region,  and  to  report  on  them 
to it; 
13.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this resolution,  which  it has 
adopted,  and  the  report  to  whict it refers,  to  the  Association Council, 
the  European  Far~iament and  the  Parliaments  of  the  Asso~ia~ed States, 
the  E~C  Counci~ and  Commission  and,  :or reference,  to  the  European 
Investwent  3ank. 
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YAOUNDE',  11-13  J~;UARY 1971 
RESOLUTION 
on  the  revenue  and  expenditure  account  of  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of 
the  Association for  the  financial year 1969  and  the  draft  estimate for 
the  financial year  1971 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
- having  regard  to  its financial  regulations,  and  in particular to 
Articles 6  and  11, 
- having  regard  to  the  report  of  the Joint  Committee  (Doc.  33), 
1.  Adopts  the  findings  of  the  report; 
2.  Notes  that  the  expenditure  of  the  Conference  to  be  borne  by  the 
Associa~ed States,  pursuant  to  the  third paragraph of  Article  2  of 
P~otocol No.  6  annexed  to  the  Convention of Association,  is 
FF  150,000  for  the  financial year  1959; 
3.  Discharges  the S·ecretary-General  of  the  European Par!.iament  for  the 
revenue  and  expenditure  account  for  the  financial year  1969; 
4.  Decides  to  carry  over  the  excess  exuenditure  for  1969  to  the  1970 
budget  under  the title of  expenditure  incurred  during the'previous 
financial year; 
5.  Notes  the  draft  estimate  fo~ the  financial year  1971  of  the 
expenditure  to  be  borne  by  the  Euro?ean Parliament,  pursuant  to 
the  th:rd paragraph of  Article  2  of Protocol No.  6,  which  is fixed 
at  FF  410,000; 
6.  Approvesthe  draft  esti~ate for  the  financial year 1971  of  the 
expenditure  to  be  borne  by  the  Associated States,  pursuant  to  the third 
~aragraph of Article  2  of  ?rotocol No.  6,  which  is fixed at FF  216,000; 
7.  Decides  to  fix  the  contribution of  each  Associated State for  the 
financial year  1971  at C.F.A.Fr.  6c0,000; 
8.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this  resolution  and  the  report 
of  the Joint  Committee  to. the Presidents  of  the  Parliaments of  the 
Assoc:ated States  and  of  the  European  Parliament  and  to  the Association 
Council. 
- 75  -R~SCLUTION 
on  the  sixth Annual  Report  of  the  activities of  the  ~ssociation Council 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
-meeting in Yaounde  from  11  to  13~January 1971,  in  accordance  with 
Article  52  of  the  Convention of  Association  between  the  European 
Economic  Co~munity  and  the  African  and  Halagasy  States,  sign~d at 
Yaounde  on  29  July  1969, 
- having  regard  to  the  sixth Annual  Report  of  the  activities of  the 
Association Council  (Doc.  32/I-II)  and  the  report  of  the  ESC  Cocnission 
to  the Council  on  the  administration of  financial  and  technical 
cooperation  for  1969  (Doc.  32/III), 
- having  regard to  the  statements  of  the Presidents of  the  Association 
Council  and  the  EEC  Council  and  of  the  representative of  the  Coo~ission, 
- having  regard  to  the  reports  of  Mr  Guillabert  submitted on  behalf of 
the Joint  Committee  (Docs  34  and  35), 
1.  Velcomes  the  entry  into  force  of  the  second  Ya~unde Convention  on 
1  January  1971,  the  expiry  date  of  the provisional  measu~as which 
ensured  the  continua~ion and  normal  functioning  of  the  ~ssociation during 
the  transitional period; 
2.  Notes  that  the  Association  is the  permanent  framework  for 
ESC  measures  to  aid  the  development  of  the  Associated States,  and is 
based  on  the  mutual  desire  of  all  the  partners for  cooperation 
their feelings  o:  solidarity  particularly as  regards  relations within 
Africa; 
3.  Notes  with  pleasure  that  the  entry  into  force  of  the  new  Convention 
coincides with  the  beginning  of  the Second  United Nations  Development 
Decade,  which  has  the  support  of all the  partners  to  t~e Association; 
I.  Institut~onal provisions 
4.  Stresses  that,  while  taking  into account  the  pol~cr guidelines 
put  forward  by  the  ~arlia~entary Conference,  the  Association Council 
must  re~ain the  decision-oaking  body  for  policy  and  should  meet  in 
the  presence  of  the  Ministers  responsible  of  the  24  S~ates so  that  decisions 
can  be  taken  after  hearing  the  vie~s of  the  govern~ents of all the 
partners to  the  Association; 
5.  Hopes  that all the  consultations provided  for  by  the  Convention  ~ill 
take  ~lace so  that  nrocer  acc)~nt is taken  of the  inte~~sts of  the 
Associated States  a~1 that  for  this  same  rea~on the  Me~ber States of  the 
EEC  will  not  take  binding  decisions  which  might  af:ect  the  course  of 
the  Associat~on before  consulting  the  Associated States; 
II.  Trade 
6.  Notes  with cleasure  t~at  for  the  second  consecut~7e year  exports  from 
th~  AAP£  to  the.Community  increase1 overall  by  17~ in 1969,  ~hich 
is at  a  rate  above  the  average  for  exports  to  the  Comw~nity  from  the 
Third  World  as  a  whole; 
7.  Notes,  however,  that  there  are  appreciable  diffe~~~ces in the  increase 
in value  of  exForts  fro=  :he  A~~S  bet·~een individual :oun:ries and 
products; 
- 76  -8.  Notes  with  s~tisfaction that  there  is greater diversification  in 
the  type  of  exports  of  the  A.-1.:-'.S  both  to  the  six !-\ember  States  and  to 
the Third World; 
9.  Notes  that  there  have  been  improvements  in Corr.muni ty  inpor.t-
regulations  for  some  AA~~ products  similar  to  and  competitive with 
Euro~ean products  and  considemthat  further  measures  should  be  taken, 
in particular for  sugar  from  the  AAMS; 
10.  Deplores  the  fact  that  the  decision  to  suspend  duties  for  some 
products,  which  has  resulted in a  lowering of tariff preferences for 
the  AAMS,  was  implemented  before  the  measures  for  trade  pro~otion laid 
down  in  the  new  Convention  became  operative  and  before  provision  was  made 
for  a  policy  of price stabilization for  basic  products,  which  might 
prove  an  effective  remedy  for  the  worsening  in  terms  of  trade  which 
continues  in  most  of  the  developing  countries  and  in  the  AAMS  in 
particular; 
11.  Notes  that,  if there  are  cyclical price  changes,  and  especially 
if there  is a  fall in price of  products  on  which  duties have  been 
suspended,  the  Com~unity will  reconsider its decision and will amend 
the  suspension  measures  if necessary  to  take  account  of  the  interests 
of  the  hAMS; 
12.  Welcomes  the  provisions of  the  new  Convention  which  are  intended 
to  strengthen opportunities for  the  sales  promotion  of  AA~.S  products 
and  the  measures  already  taken  by  the  EEC  Commission  to  further 
this aim,  while  noting that  it will  be  some  time  before  these  measures 
have  real effect; 
13.  Invites the  AAHS  to  tak~  vigoro~s measures  within their countries 
to  icprove  their commercial  structures and  to  train and  increase  the 
nu~bsr of  business  managers; 
14.  Considers,  however,  that  such  measures  of  trade  promotion  do 
not  absolve  t~e  Co~munity  and  the  Associated States  from  the  need  to 
act  together  to  promote  a  real policy  on  basic  products  by  ensuring the 
renewal  at  international level of  initiatives~ready taken  within 
U:~CTAD and  the  International :·1onetary  Fund;  these  aim  to  determine  and 
implement  ~easures,  among  othersr  to  equate  supply  and  demand  more 
closely,  to  establish  prices  which  are  remunerative  for producers  and 
fair for  consumers,  possibly  to  finance  stock  for  market  regulation 
and,  if necessary,  to  implement  a  programme  ~or the  diversification of 
production; 
15.  Stresses firmly  that,  on  the  basis  of  the  United Nations  Economic 
Commission  for  Africa,  the  general  preferences  proposed  by  UNCTAD  for  the 
manufactured  and  semi-finished products  of  the  developing countries 
risk,  because  of  the  low  level of  industrialization of  the  poorest 
countries  which  include  two-thirds  of  the  A~~~'  causing further  delays 
in  development  in these  countries  unless  the  following  principles 
are strictly observed: 
these  general preferences  stould 
- be  in  real accordance  wit~ the  spirit of  resolution 24/II of  New 
Delhi  and  therefore  be  applied without  discri~ination or  desire  for 
reciprocity, 
- enter  into  force  simultaneously  and  ~or the  same  range  of  prorlucts 
in all the  develoned  countries  which  have  offered preferences;  simultaneous 
aoolication is an· essential  ~ondition if the  general  preferences are  to  be 
im~lerr.ented on  a  fair  and  e~uitable basis  for  everyone,  as  their 
impleoentation  depends  on  the  outcome  of  the  consultations  on  reverse 
preferences; 
77  -16.  Also  considers it essential that  the  general  preferences 
- should  be  accompanied  by  the  indispensable  guarantees  laid  down  at  the 
New  Delhi  Conference  for  the  less-developed countries  and  for  those 
countries  which  benefit  from  regional preferences  and  would,  therefore, 
be  harmed  by  the  implementation of  ge~eral preferences, 
- should  not  in any  instance  replace  the  regional preferential system, 
which  is fundamental  to  the Association  unde~ the  terms  of  Protocol  No.  4 
annexed  to  the Convention; 
III.  Financial and  technical  cooperation 
17.  Welcomes  the  increase  in  total financial  aid to  the  developing 
countries  granted  overall  by  the  six  ~ember States of  the  Community, 
which  corresponds  to  more  than  1%  of their total gross national product 
and,  in particular,  increases  the  aid granted  to  the  AAMS  under  the 
second  Yaounde  Convention; 
18.  Notes  the  gradual  improvement  in coordination between bilateral 
and  Com~unity  programmes  for  financial  and  technical  cooperation  and 
considers  that  further  improvements  should  be  made; 
19.  Welcomes  the  steps taken  by  the Association Council  and  the  work 
of  the  ZEC  Commission  during  the transitional period  to  study  investment 
projects to  be  financed  by  the  third European  Development  Fund  so  as 
to  forestall,  to  some  extent,  delays  in taking  decisions  on  finance 
which  have  resulted  from  the  length of  time  taken to ratify  the 
second  Yaounde  Convention; 
20.  Co~siders it necessary  to  continue  measures  to  diversify. and  develop 
the  agriculture  of  the  AAY~  and  to  adjust  provision for ·technical 
assistance  to  present  needs  in  this field; 
21.  Considers it important  that  the Association has  been  resolute  in 
choosing  the  industrial option,  with  the  active  cooperation of  the 
European  Investment  Bank,  as  an  essential if not  exclusive contribution 
to  development  in  the  AAt~; 
22.  Hopes  that,  independently  of  the technical  measures  laid  down  in the 
Convention,  the  Com~unity will  in its  com~ercial and  industrial policy 
acce~t all the  conseauences  of  its  res~onsibilities towards  the 
deveioping  countries:and particularly  towards  the  AA~~~  by  adopting 
a  policy  of  industrial transfer along  lines still to  be  defined; 
23.  Welcomes  the  steps  taken  by  the  governments  of  some  Me~ber States 
to  establish price  increase  guarantees  to  safeguardthoseinvest~ents of 
their nationals  which  contribute  to  increased  wealth  in  the  AAl~,  as 
these  provisions  are  a  useful  encouragement  to  industrialization; 
24.  Considers  that  the  problems  of  industrialization can  be  overcome 
esoeciallv  if the  AA~£  themselves  succeed  in  enlarging  their  markets 
th~ough  e~onomic groupings  and  better coordination of their policies 
on  ind~strialization; 
IV.  The  future  of  the  Association 
25.  Considers  that  the  noss:i,ble  e:tl-argement  ·of  the  A.ssociat. ion  could 
assist  regional  economic. groupings  and  so  make  a  useful contribution 
to  African  unitYi 
- 78  -26.  Notes,  however,  that  enlargement  would  also  involve  some  risks 
for  the  AAI'.S,  esFecially  as  regards  trade,  because  of  increa·sed 
competition  for  their basic agricultural products; 
27.  Asks,  therefore,  that  the  AA~S  should  be  able  to  assert  their 
interests  within  the  Council  and  Committee  of  Association  during  the  course  of 
parts of negotiations  with  applicant  states  to  the  Com~unity  ~bich concern 
them  and  regarding  the  op9ortunities  which  an  enlarged  Corn~unity  would 
present  for  the  AAMS  especially  when  receiving  the  information  which 
the  Co~munity is obliged  to  provide  in  accordance  with its obligations 
under  the  Yaounde  Convention; 
28.  Instructs  i~s President  to  forward  this resolution and  the  report  to 
which  it refers  t  the  Association Council,  the  European  Parliament  and 
the  Parlia~en~s o  the  Associated States,  the  EEC  Council  and  Commission 
and,  for  in:ormat  on,  to  the  European  Investment  Bank. 
- 79  -·PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMlvlUNITY--
AND  THE  ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  MALAGASY  STATES 
THE  HAGUE,  12-14  JANUARY  1972 
RESOLUTION 
on  the  revenue  and  expenditure  account  of the  Parliamentary  Conference 
of  the  Association  for  the  financial year  lJ70  and  the  draft  estimate 
for  the  financial year  1972 
The  Parliamentary Conference  of  the  Association, 
- having  regard  to its financial  regulations,  and  in particular to 
Articles  6  and  11, 
-having  regard  to  the  report  of  its Joint  Committee  (Doc.  37), 
1.  Adopts  the  findings  of  the  report; 
2.  Notes  that  the  expenditure  of  the  Conference  to  be  borne  by  the 
Associated States,  pursuant  to  the  third  para~~anh of  Article  2  of Protocol No.6 
annexed  to  the Convention of  Association is FF  215,922.89  for  the  financial 
year  1970; 
3.  Discharges  the  Secreta~-General of  the  European Parliaoer.t  for 
the  revenue  and  expenditure  account  :or the  financial year  1970; 
4.  Notes  that  the  draft  esti=ate  for  the  financial year  1972 of 
the  expenditure  to  be  borne  by  the  ~uropean Parliament,  pu=suant  to 
the  third paragraph  of  Ar:icle  2  of Protocol  No.  6 is fixed at 
FF  350,000; 
5.  Approves  the  draft  estimate  for  the  financial year  1972  of  the 
expenditure  to  be  borne  by  the  Associated States,  pursuant  to  the 
third  paragraph of  Article  2  of  Protocol  No.  6,  which  is fixed at 
FF  216,000; 
6.  Decides  to  maintain  the  contribution of  each  Associated State 
at C.F.A.Fr.  600,000  for  the year  1972; 
7.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this resolution and  the  report 
of  the  Joint  Co~~ittee to  the  ?residents of  the Parliaments  o:  the 
Associated States and  of  the  European  Parlia~ent and  to  the  Association 
Council. 
- 80  -RESOLUTION 
on  the  Seventh  Annual  Re~ort of  the  activities of  the  Association Council 
The  ParliamentarJ  C~nference of  the  Association, 
- meeting  in The  Hague  from  12  to  14  January  1972,  pursuant  to  Article  52 
of  the  Convention  of  Association  between  the  European  Economic  Community 
and  the  African  and  Malagasy  States  signed  at  Yaounde  on  29  July  1969, 
- having  regard  to  the  Seventh Annual  Report  of  the  activities of  the 
Association  Council  (Doc.  36/I-II)  and  the  report  of  the  EEC  Commission 
to  the  Council  on  the  administration of  financial  and  technical 
cooperation  for  1970  (Doc.  36/III), 
- having  heard  the  statements of  the  President  of  the  Association 
Council  and  of  the  EEC  Council  and  the  representative  of  the  EEC  Com~ission, 
- having  reg~rd to  the  report  and  the  supplementary  report  submitted 
-by- Mr-Armengauaon.--oenarrortn:e-----;Jo1n:r-commit-tee  (Docs  38  and  39)' 
I.  The  present  problems  of  the  Association 
a.  Institutions 
1.  Welcomes  the activities of  the  Institutions of  the  Association  since 
the  entry  into  force  of  the  new  Convention  and  the  high  degree  of 
cooperation  which  this has  ensured  between  the  EEC  and  the  AAMS; 
2.  2egrets,  however,  that  meetings  of  the  Association Councilare  sometimes 
too  formalistic  and  hopes  that  appropriate  ways  will be  sought  to 
ena~le all the  partners  to  the  Association,  whose  governments  should 
alwavs  be  represented before  the  Council,  actively  to  pursue  the 
establishme~t of  a  real political dialogue  between  the  EZC  and  the  AA}ffi; 
b.  Trade 
3.  Notes  ~ith regret  that  while  trade  has  inc~eased  withi~ the  Association, 
during  1970  this  increase  ·o~~as  not ~a~:.y as  great  as  that  for  the  previous 
two  years  and  that  this  trend  has  become  more  marked  during 1971; 
4.  Points out  in:ormation  on  the  development  of  trade  shows  that  the 
existence  of  the  Association  has  not  i.n  any  way  harmed  trade  relations 
between  the  ZEC  and other  developing  countries  nor has it prevented 
trade  between  the  AA~~ and  the  rest  of  the  world; 
5.  Expresses it profound  concern  at  the  present  difficulties facing 
international trade,  especially  as  regards,  on  the  one  hand,  the 
:rends  towa~ds protectionism which  have  recently  become  apparent  on  the 
world  scene,  the  effects  of  which  coincide  with  the  begin~ings of 
competition between  the  developing  countries  themselves,  and,  on  the 
other,  the  fluctuation of  prices of  raw  materials  and  the  worsening  in 
the  terms  of  trade  for  these  countries; 
6.  Is also  concerned  at  the  present  imbalance  in  the  provisions  made  by 
the  industrialized countries  as  regards  general  preferences; 
7.  Recommends,  within  the  framework  of  the  renewal  of  general  preferences 
decided  on  by  tt:.e  EEC  on  1  Jan'.Jary  1972,  that  the  clause ·under  which  the 
EEC  reserves  the  right  to  review its  syste~ of  preferences  by  taking 
the  necessary  measures  to  rectify  any  unfavourable  situation  should  be 
rigorously  observed  in  order  to  avoid  har:ning  the  AA!·:S; 
- 81  :.. 8.  Considers  that  the  EEC  should,  in  the  future,  undertake  a  detailed 
review  of  the  state of  general  preferences  as  reg~rds the  AAMS  since 
these  countries have  lost  their  exclusive  access  to  the  preferential  syst~m 
of  the  Community  market  and  have  not  been  able  to  benefit  from  the 
counter-concessions  which  should  have  been  established by  preferential 
access  to  the  markets  of  other industrialized countries,  in particular 
of  the  United States; 
9.  Expresses  the  hope  that  the  consultation  mechanisms  between  the 
ESC,  the  Member  States  and  the  AAMS  for  drawing  up  and  defending 
joint  positions will  be  strengthened at  the  next  United Nations  Conference 
on  Trade  and  Development  at  Santiago; 
10.  Invites  the  EEC  and  the  AAMS  at  this Conference  to  work  together 
to  promote  effective  measures  to  regularize  trade  in  basic  products 
at  international level,  since  the  success  of  such  a  policy  is an  essential 
prerequisite  for  the  economic  progress of  the Third World; 
11.  Invites  the  EEC  Commission  and  Council  to  adopt all appropriate 
measures  to  ensure  that  in all the  ~ember States  there is a  clear 
distinction between  natural tropical  foodstuffs  (for  example  vanilla) 
and  their substitutes,  so  increasing  consumption of natural  products, 
which  should  be  valued  not  only  because  they  are  harmless  but  also 
because  of  their auality  and  origin; 
c.  Financial and  technical cooperation 
12.  Expresses  its great  pleasure  at  the  rapidity  with  which  the  third 
European  Development  Fund  has  been  set  up,  thanks  to  the  effectiveness 
of  the  measures  laid  down  by  the  departments  of  the  EEC  Commission; 
13.  Welcomes  the  direction  taken  by  the  third EDF  in  concentrating 
on  efforts  to assist  directly  productive  parts of  the  economy  particularly 
through  modernizing  agriculture  and  professional  training not  only  as 
regards  production  but  also  as  regards  marketing  and  management; 
14.  Considers  that  the  AA~~ should  uce  the  financial and  technical aid 
of  the  EEC  to  make  further  efforts to  ~mprove the  marketing of their 
products  and  effectively  to  pro~ote sales on  the  European  market; 
15.  Considers  that  such  efforts  to  orooote  trade  co~ld also  help,  in 
part,  to  r~solve the  problems  arising  from  the  manufacture  in the  AA~ffi 
of  products  intended  for  the  markets  of  developing countries,  as 
industrialization in  the  AA~~ should  not  seek  just  to satisfy  local 
markets; 
16.  Considers it essential for  the  industrial  development  of  the  AA~ffi 
that  the  African  countries  themselves  should  make  greater  efforts  towards 
reciprocal  coordination  in  areas  which  are  economically  valid; 
17.  Stresses vigorously  the  need  for  the overall interventions  of  the 
European  Development  Fund  not  to  be  affected  by  changes  within  the 
international  monetary  system  and  for  the  Member  States of  the  ESC  to 
adopt  any  special measures  which  might  prove  necessary; 
d.  The  accession of  the  island of  Mauritius 
18.  Notes  the  a~~lication for  accession  to  the  Yaounde  Convention  submi:ted 
bv  the  island of.Mauritius  and  invites  the  EEC  to  act  swiftly  to  conclude 
n~gotiations with this  country,  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
Article  60  of  the  Convention,  to  allow  the  association  agreeme~t to  ent~r 
into  force  within  the  present  Convention; 
- 82  -e.  The  enlargement  of  the  Community 
19.  Points out  that  the  AAMS  have  been  regularly  informed  of  those 
aspects  of  the  negotiations  ~ith the  candidate  states  ~hich concern  them 
and  of  the  opportunities  ~hich an  enlarged Community  ~ould provide 
for  the  Associated States; 
20.  Notes  with  pleasure  th~ agreements  concluded  bet~een the  Community 
and  the  candidate  states on  the  guidelines  to  be  follo~ed after the 
second  Yaounde  Convention  expires  by  the  future  enlarged Community 
regarding  the  AA~~  and  the  developing  countries  of  the  Com~onwealth; 
21.  Welcomes  the  commitment  made  by  the  Com~unity .,  ~hich vill be 
included  in  the  Accession Treaty,  on  a  possible  extension of  the 
policy  of  association,  ~hich means  that  on  the  one  hand all that  the 
Com~unity has  gained  in  terms  of  relations  ~ith the  initial associates 
will  be  safeguarded  and,  on  the other,  account  vill be  taken  of the 
interests of  the associated  countries  and  of  the  developing  countries 
cf the  Cornrnon~ealth,  "~hose economy  depends  in considerable  measure 
on  the  export  of  basic  products  and  of  sugar  in  particular"; 
II.  The  future  of  the  Association  - --· ---------~-------
22.  Considers  that  in future  the  Association  and  its mechanisms  for 
cooperation  should  be  founded  on  a  ~hole series  of  mutual  com~itments 
which  go  beyond  the  fields of  financial aid  and  tariff preferences  so 
as  to  create  a  wide  community  of  interests between  the partners 
on  the  basis  of  mutual  development; 
23.  Considers that,  with  this aire  in  mind,  the  policy  guidelines of 
the  Association  should  be  as  follows: 
a.  in  the  field of  economic  cooperation,  the  coordination of  the 
economic  policies  of  the  part~ers and  the  adjustment  of  tasks  as  regards 
production  sh:uld aim  to  enco~rage soce  of  the  agricultural and 
industrial products  of  the  AA::s,  ~hile the  European  countries,  in  vie~ 
of  the  increasing res?onsibilities of  Europe  as  regards  aid  to  the 
Third  ~orld,  should  accept  that  their  economic  structures oust  adapt 
not  only  to  the  requireoents  of  improved  mutual  coordination 
but  also  to  those  of  increasing and  speeding  up  the  participation of 
the  developing  countries  in  econom~c progress; 
b.  as  regards  trade,  the  strengthening of  trade  of  the  Association 
should be  based  above  all on  a  series of structural  measu~es and  aids 
wh~ch is as  co:nplete  as  possi·ole  so  as  to  develop  and  diversify  production  and 
improve  ~arketing; 
These  measures  should  include: 
- market  organization 
- recourse  to  international  agree~e~ts and,  if this is not  possible, 
the  conclusion  between  the  enlarged  Co~~u~ity and  the  Associated States 
of  regional  agree~ents to  which  other partners  conce~ned may  accede, 
- the  cor.clus:on  for  sooe  products of  agree~ents similar to  those  which 
the  enlarged  Corn~unity  is  coo~itted to  i:nplement  for  s~gar, 
- Co~~u~ity aids  to  help  the  activities  of  the  organizations  of  the 
individual States  as  regards  price stablization,  productivity  ~nd 
diversification.  These  aids  shoulc  be  adjusted  to  ~~rket  jevelopments 
and  to  ~he value  o:  the  products  in auestion  for  the  econo~J of the 
state  concerned  and  should  a~:n  to  improve  the  position of  producers; 
- 83  -c.  as  regards  financial  cooperation,  the  EDF  and  the  EI3  should  provide 
finance  which  is not  less  in  amount  and  is applied  in  the  same  ~ay 
as  the  cooperation  given  so  far  to  the  AAMS  and  which  enables  the  new 
associates similarly  to  receive  a  proper  contribution  from  the  enlarged 
Community; 
d.  as  regards  technical  cooperation,  there  should,  in particular;-be 
a  wider  diffusio~  of  science  and  modern  technology,  appropriate  for 
the  environment  in  which  the~ will  be  used,  as  they  are  essential 
for  the  cultural and  economic  develop~ent of  young  countries  and  of 
the  A~MS  in  particular; 
e.  as  regards  institutions,  in order to  pursue  and  strengthen the  dialogue 
between  the  partners it  is necessary  for  the  Association  to  provide,  in 
particular,  for  an  effective  policy  on  trade,  to  ensure  and  safeguard 
a  real  co~~unity of  economic  interests; 
24.  Instructs its President  to  forward  this  resolution  and  the  report 
to  which it refers  to  the  Association Council,  the  European Parliament 
and  the Parliaoents of  the  Associated States,  the  EEC  Council  and 
Com~ission and,  for  reference,  to  the  European  Investment  Bank. 
RESOLUTION 
on  the  memorandum  of  the  EEC  Commission  concerning Community  policy 
on  development  cooperation 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
_  having  regard  to  the  importance  which  the  memorandum  ~f  the  EEC 
com~ission concerning Community  policy  od  development  ald  might  hold 
for  the  future  of  the  Association, 
Proposes  to examinethis  document,  on_the  basis of  the  report  of  the 
Joint  Com~ittee during  the  next  sess~on. 
- 84  -PARLIAMENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATrGN 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMNfUNITY 
AND  THE ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  MALAGASY  STATES 
KINSHASA,  29  - 31  MARCH  1973 
RESOLtrriON 
on the  man:~.gement 3ccounts of the Parliamenury Conference of the Association for the 1971 
financial  year  and  the  draft estimates  for  the  1973  financial  year 
Tl1e  Parliame11tary  Conference  of  the  Associatio11, 
- having  ..regard  to  its  Financial  Regulations (1}  and in particular to Articles  6 and 11  thereof; 
- having  regud  m  the  report  of  its  Joint  Committee (Doc 43); 
1.  Endorses  the  views  contained  in  the  report; 
2.  Notes  that  the  expendirure  of  the  Conference,  to  be charged to the- Associated Scates  under Article 2 (3) 
of  Protocol  No 10  anne:-<ed  ro  the  Convention of Association,  amounts  to  FF  160 312·56  for  the 1971  finan-
cial  year; 
3.  Gives  discharge  to  the  Secretary-General  of the  Europe:m  Parliament  in  respect  of  the  management 
:1ccounrs  for  the  1971  financial  year; 
4.  Takes  note  of the  draft  estimates  for  the  1973  financial  year  of  expenditure chargeable  to  the  European 
Parliament  punuanc to  Article  2  (3)  of  Protocol  No  10,  the amount of which_has  been fixed at FF  390 000; 
5.  Approves  the  draft  estimates  for  the  1973  financial  year  of  e.-cpenditure  ch:ugeable  to  the  Associated 
States  pursuant to  Article  2  (3)  of Protocol  No  10,  the amount of which  has  been  fixed  at FF  216 000; 
6.  Decides  to  maintain  the  contribution  of each  Associated  State  at  600 000  CFA  francs  for  the  1973 
financial  year; 
7.  Instructs  ics  President  to  forward  this  Resolution  and the report of the Joint Committee to  the Presidents 
of  che  Parliaments  of the  Associated  Scates  and  of the  European  Parliament  and  to  the  Association  Council. 
(')  OJ 220, 24.  12.  1965, p.  3232165. 
- 85  -RESOLTJTION 
on  the  eighth  annual  report  on  the  activities  of  the  Assoco:iation  Council 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of the  Associatio1t, 
- meeting  at Kinshasa  from  29  to 31  March  1973,  pursuant to  Article  52 ·of  the  Convention of Association 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  rhe  Afric:m ·and  Malagasy  Scates  associated  with  that 
Community, signed at Yaounde on 29 July 1969; 
- having noced  the eighth annual report on the activities  of  the  Association  Council  (Doc  42-I/Il)  and  the 
report of the  Commission of the European  Commu nicies  to  the Council on the  administration of financial 
and technical  cooperation in  1971  (Doc 42/Ill); 
-.having heard statements by the Presidents of the Association Council  and  Council  of the  Communities  and 
by  the  representative of the  Commission of  rhe  European Communities; 
having  regard  to  the  report  and  supplemencar~·  report  submitted  by  Mr  Perret  on  behalf  of  the  Joint 
Committee (Doc 45  and 46), 
I.  Present  problems  of  the  Association 
(a)  Enlargement of the Community 
1.  Wdcomes  the  enbrgemenc  of  the  European  Community which  will enable Communirj· development aid w 
be consolid:ued  and expanded to  march  Europe's  growing responsibilities  throughout the world; 
2.  Nares  char  che  present  Association  arrangements  will  remain unch:mged until Januuy 1975; 
3.  Notes  wirh  satisfaction  that  the  Treaty  of  Accession  confirmed  once  again  chat  chc  aim  of  the  enbrgcd 
Community  in  its  Association  policy  remains  to  preserve  the  achievements  and  basic  principles  of  the 
Association  and recognized  that any extension  of this policy  must noc  be  allowed  to  weaken  relations  between 
rhc  Community and che  A.\5~1; 
- 86  --t.  Is  well  satisfied  with  the  commitments  enccred  inro  hy  the  P:uis  Summit Conference, 
confirming  the  ''ita!  importance  which  the  enbr~cd Community attaches  ro  the  association  policy, 
inviting  the  insti:utions  of  the  enlarged  Community  and  the  Member  States  to  progressively  adopt  an 
overall  policy  of  development  cooperation  on  a  \Vorldwide scale; 
5.  Hopes that the enlarged  Community, as  the third world's largest trading partner, will  take resolute steps ro 
implement solutions capable of giving a more satisfactory and better babnced structure to _international economic 
relations,  in  particular by  regulating and improving the  export revenue of the  developing countries  and giving 
increased support for the di,·ersification of the economies of these countries, especially the least advanced  amen~ 
them; 
{b)  Acccssio1t  of Mauritius 
6.  Recommends  that all  necessary  steps  be  taken  to  ensure the entry into  force  at the earliest possible date of 
rhe  agreement on the Accession of tviauritius to the Yaounde Convention which emphasizes the outward-looking 
:tnd dynamic character of the  Association; 
{c)  Actit'ities of the i11Stitutions 
7.  Draws attention to irs  attachment to the joint institutions  of  the  Association  and  nares  that their  activities 
have continued to be fruitful; 
8.  Welcomes the fact that, as  a  result of the enlargement, the three new Member Scates of the Community, while 
not having che  same terms of reference  as  the six  ~{ember Scares  which  are partners in  the present association 
com·enrion,  will  in  future  be  represented  in  the  institutions of the Association; 
(d)  Trade 
9.  Noces  with  regret  th;lt  while  total  European  imports  from  all  the  developing  countries  increased,  imports 
from  the associated Scates  showed a  sharp decline in value in  ~971; 
10.  Accepts  that  these  results  are  essentially  due  on  the one hand to  the  rise  in  price of petroleum products 
which the AASM do not supply in  substantial quantities,  and on  the  other to  a  fall  in  the price  of cocoa  and 
copper; 
11.  Expresses  irs  serious  concern  over the present international  trade  difficulties,  stemming  m  particular  from 
fluctuations  in  primary  commodity  prices; 
12.  Deplores  the  repercussions  of  the  prolonged  closure  of  the  Suez  Canal  on  the  economies  or  certain 
associated Scares, in particular on banana exports from S amalia, and hopes  that a  peaceful settlement will  soon 
allow rhe  reopening of this waterway which is  of worid  interest; 
13.  Is  also  disturbed  by the  negative  consequences  of  recent  monetary  events  for  the  international  economy; 
14.  Hopes  that  the  forthcoming  worldwide  multilateral negotiations in  GATT and the IMF __;_  i_n  which  the 
developing countries  will  all  be participating for  the first  time - will  result in  a  inore equitable organization 
of world trade and inrernarional monetary relations and char concertation between the partners of the Association 
will  be continued and intensified  during these  negoti::~.ti ons; 
15.  Expects the Europe:m Community to· play an active  part in  the  inter:governmental consultations which  the 
Secretary-General of UNCT.\D  has  begun  pursuant to  Resolution 73  (X), and to  contribute to the search  for 
and implementation of effective solutions for rhe products in  respect of which consultations could be envisaged 
with a  view to  an  inrernacionJ.l  agreement or arr::tngement; 
16.  Notes with satisf=tccion  th:~t the multilateral negotiations with a  view  to  the c_onclusion  of an imernational 
cocoa agreement ha,·e fin:1lly  been completed, while regretting that the largest consumer country has not become 
::t  party ro  it,  and recommends  that  the  necess:trr steps be t:.1ken  to ensure that the ::tgreement comes  into force 
as  s·cheduled on 1 July 1973; 
- 87  -17.  Hopes  chat  all  necessary  seeps  will  be  taken  to  break  the  present  deadlock  on  che  lmcrnational  CoHee 
Agreement  and enable  it  to  be  renegoti:J.ted  in  the  near  future;  · 
18.  Urges  the  Community  co  pan:icip:ue  actively  in  the  renegotiation of the  International Sugar Agreement; 
19.  Srresses the importance ro  the AASM  of an international agreement or arr::mgemenc  on ole:1ginous  products 
:1nd  accordingly expects  the Europe:1n  Community to give priority to  the search.  for solutions in  this  area; 
20.  Notes with concern that under the EEC's system of generalized  preferences  which has  been extended from 
1 January 1973, the AAStvi,  after forfeiting their exclusive right of preferential access to  the Community market, 
have  not  obtained  in  return  preferential  access  to  the  markets  of ocher  industrialized  countries,  particularly 
rhe  United Scates; 
21.  Regrets chat the Council of the European Communi ties has departed from che  principle of duty-free imports 
of fruit and vegetables from  the AAS.M,  while noting th ac  che  latest incerim  decisions  of the EEC allow a  satis-
factory outlet on the European market for  che  products of the associated Scares  in  the off-season; 
22.  Asks  for  the  dury  exemption  to  be  restored  when  chis  matter is  next  considered  by  the  Council  of  the 
European  Communities; 
23.  Recommends  that  appropriate  measures  be  taken  at  an  early  date  by  the  EEC  to  facilitate,  through 
harmonization of legislation on health protection, plant health controls and protection of natural food products, 
the  marketing  in  Europe  of  certain  agriculcural  products (such  as  beef and ve:1l,  fresh  pine:1pples,  vanilht,  oil 
cakes ...  ) which are of panicular interest to the  associ~ced Scates;  · 
24.  Invites  the EEC  to pursue and intensify efforts  to  promote the  sale  of exports  from  the  associated States 
and  improve  the commercial structures  of these States; 
;e)  Financial and technical cooperation 
25.  Welcomes  the  fruitful  activities  of  the  Third  Europe:m Development Fund; 
26.  Endorses  the  guidelines  adopted  by  the  Association  Council  on  the  objectives  of  financial  and  technical 
cooperation, with particular reference  co  the training of supervisory staff co  handle development operations and 
also  of  trade officials; 
Ti.  Again recommends that seeps be taken co  ensure that parity changes do not affect che  overall capacity of the 
Fund to provide assistance; 
2S.  Hopes chat, in  the spirit of Article 23  of the Yaounde  Convention,  the  guidelines  approved  at  the  Third 
Session of UNCTAD in Santiago on the treatment co  be  accorded to  the le:J.st  advanced countries will  be borne 
in  mind when the Fund's resources,  are allocated; 
29.  Stresses  the need for effective coordination between  che  Afric:1n  countries  at  the  level  of  viable  economic 
areas  as  an  essential  prerequisite  for  the  industrial  Je velopment of the A  ..  AS~vl; 
30.  Hopes  that in  the  context of the financi:1l  assist:J.nce  provided by che  EEC, gre:uer efforts will  be  made t.o 
develop  the  tourist  potencial  of  the  associated  States,  bearing  in  mind  at  :1ll  rimes . the  need  for  the  States 
concerned  co  safeguard  the  qu:1liry  of  che  environment  and  of  the  tourist centres; 
88  -II.  The  future  of the  Association 
31.  Is  opposed  ro  any  move  m 
J.id  agreement; 
deprive  rhe  Associationof  its  pJ.rtnership  concenr and  rr:msform  it  inco  a  mere 
32.  Poincs  our char  the  Heads  of Sc:uc  or Gove::rnmem  of che  EEC  ~(cmbe::r Scares  have  formally  seated  their 
politic:J.l  resolve  to  maint:J.in  special  links  between  the  enbrged  Communit!·  and  chc  Afric:1n  and  Malag:1sy 
Sc:tces; 
33.  Notes  wich  s:tcisflccion  chJ.c  wich  a  view  co  the  renew:tl  and  extension  of  the  Association,  che  African 
States  have  :tlready  begun  efforts  ro  seck  common  pos icions  vis-a·vis  rhe  en!J.rged  Community; 
34.  Points  our  that  the  results  achieved  by  the  Third  Session of UNCTAD in  Santi:J.go,  which appc:1r modest 
in  comparison  with  the  practical  achievements  of  the  Y:tounde  Convention,  confirm  the  need  for  the  efforts 
undertaken  in  the  Associa.tion  ro  he  continued,  until  comparable  results  can  be  obtained  on  a  worldwide 
sca.le; 
35.  Notes  char  rhe  Yaounde  AssociJ.tion  alone  is  based on  an  a.rrangement  which  sir11ultaneously  mobilizes 
three  insrrumenrs  of  cooper:uion  in  the  legal  framework of free  trade are:1s  and therefore strongly emphasizes 
the  need  to  le~\·e  the  present  structures  and  bases  of  the  Association unimpaired; 
36.  Recalls,  in  regard  to  the  future  comenc  of  the  Association  policy,  the position  it adopted in  irs  Resolu-
tion  of 13  January  1972  on  the  seventh  annual  report on rhe activities of the Association Council (1); 
37.  \'7elcomes  in  this  connection  the  fact  that  under  Protocol No 22  annexed co  the Association Treary, the 
Community has  undertaken co  safeguard rhe interests of those countries whose economies depend sub'stantially 
on  exports  of  primary  commodities  and  chat,  by  analogy with the existing arrangements for Commonwealth 
sugar,  the  principle  of  regional  agreements  on  raw  materials  has  accordingly  been  adopted; 
38.  Calls  for  resolute  action  by  the  European  Communiry  on  regional  agreements  of  this  kind,  in  the 
spirit  of  the  solutions  proposed  for  several  years  by  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association; 
39.  Recommends  that  the  negotiations  provided  for  in  Article  62  of  the  Yaounde  Convention  should  be 
opened  as  scheduled  on  1  August  1973  and  brought  to  a  conclusion  early  enough  for  the  ratification  pro· 
cedures  co  be  completed  in  rime  for  the  future  association arrangements to enter into  force  on 1 February 
1975,  when  the  present  agreement  expires; 
40.  A~cordingly  im·ices  all  the  parties  concerned  to  take  timely  measures  co  ensure  strict compliance  with 
those  deadlines; 
41.  Instructs  irs  President  co  forward  chis  Resolution  and  the  accompanying  report  to  the  Association 
Council,  rhe  European  Parliament and  the Parliaments  of the associated Stares,  the  Council and Commission 
of  the  European  Communities  and,  for  information,  to  the  European  Investment  Bank and  to  the  Govern· 
ments  of  the  countries  referred  to  in  Article  109  of the Treaty on rhe  enlargement of the Communities. 
(I)  OJ !'\o  C 11, 7.  2.  197Z,  p.  9,  para. 23. 
- 89  -RESOLUTION 
on  the  memorandum  by  the  Commission  of  the  European  Communities  on  a  Community 
policy for development cooperation 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
meeting  at  Kinshasa  from  29  to  31  March  1973,  pursuant to  Article 52 of the Convention of Association 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  African  and  Malagasy  Scates  associated  with  that 
Community,  signed  lt  Yaounde  on  29  July  1969, 
having  reg:ud  to  the  Commission's  memorandum  on a  Community  policy  for  development  cooper:Hion 
and  to  the  programme  for  a  first  series  of  me~su  res  attached  thereto, 
having  regard  to  the  report  of  the  Joint  Commi tree  (Doc  47); 
1.  Welcomes  rhe  initiative  taken  by  the  Commission  of the  Europeo.n  Communities  and signifies  its  agree· 
ment  to  the  stnlctur:d  review  of  the  Community  policy  for  development,  as  proposed in  the  memorandum; 
2.  Expl!cts  the  Community  and  the  .Member  Scates  to  be  accordingly  better  able  than  in  the  po.st  to  meet 
their  growing  responsibilities  co  all  the  developing  countries; 
3.  Draws  attention  to  the  const:mt  responsibility  which the Europe:m Community and the associated African 
Scares  and  ~1adagascar have  for  the  success  of  the  EEC/  AASM  Association; 
4.  Stresses  in  po..rcicubr  that  the  EEC/  AASM  Associ a cion  is  demonstrably  an  original  form  of  cooperation 
between  the  developed  and  less  developed  countries  which has proved justified from the commercial, financial, 
rechnicll  and  institutional  as  well  as  political  angles; 
5.  Considers  therefore  that  the  new  dimension  which  the  Community  intends  to  give  to  its.  development 
policy  must  not  be  substituted  for  the  Association  with  the  AAS~l but  could  be  a  most welcome  addition 
to  the latter; 
6.  Hopes  that  the  forthcoming  negonat1ons  on  a  new Association  Convention will  lead to  the enlargement 
and  strengthening  of  the  Association,  not  only  in  terms  of the  number of States  \vhich  are  associated  buc 
also  in  respect  of the  content of the  Convention; 
7.  Requests  the  parties  involved  in  the  negotiations  to  give  particular  attention  to  the  social  requirements 
and  culrural  structures  of  che  countries  concerned; 
8.  Believes  that  the  Community  will  only  be  able  to  fully  implement  its  development  policy  to  the  extent 
chat  it  succeeds  in  adapting  its  own  economic  aims  accordingly; 
9.  Considers  it  necessary  for  this  to  be  done  in  concertation ·with the  ocher important commercial  powers, 
since  the  Community  cannot  on  its  own  support  the  consequences  of such  a  policy; 
10.  Considers  ch:11:  the  developing  countries  must,  co  a  greater  extent  than  in  the  past,  move  beyond  the 
national  framework  to  achieve  regional  cooperation; 
11.  Stresses  once  again  the  value  of  international  agreements  on  primary  commodities  for  the  improved 
funcrioning  of  the  world  markets  and  a  more  equitable  distribution  of earnings  between  the  industrialized 
countries  and  the  less  developed  countries,  and  emphasizes  the  responsibility  of  the  Community  and  its 
Member States  in  respect  of  the  international  agreements  which  have  still  not  been  concluded; 
12.  Urges  the  Commission  - in  working  out its  concepts  on  the  expansion  of  trade  with  the  developing 
countries  - to  take  into  account  the  experience  it  has acquired in  this  area in  its  relations with the AASN1, 
and if  necessary  to  broaden the existing  programme with  this  end in  view; 
- 90  -13.  Be!ieYes  char  the  1-1ember  Scares  muse  gradually  harmonize  excise  duties  on  tropical  products; 
14.  Urges  the  European  Commission  to  make  proposals  for  the  protection  of  designations_ and  indications 
of  origin  of  tropical  food  productS  and  to  give  technical  assistance  to  the  countries  con-cerned  which- so 
~equesc  to  enable  them  co  guarantee  the  authenticity  of such  products; 
15.  Shares  the  European  Commission's  view  of  the  need  for  a  continuous  flow  of  funds  co  enable  the 
internal  development  of  che  developing  countries  to  be  programmed, and stresses  specifically in  this  context 
chat  it  is  essential  for  the  technical  and  fin:mcial  aid  given  by  the  Community  under the  Association  with 
rhe  AAS.M  to  be  increased; 
16.  Considers  char  the  coordination  of  bilateral  aid  given  by  the  .Nlember  States  and  the  Community must 
noc  be  confined  to  an  exchange  of information  but m usc  gradually  be  extended to  the  instruments  used  and 
:tims  pursued; 
17.  Instructs  irs  President  to  forward  chis  Resolution  and  che  Joint  Committee's  report  co  che  Association 
Council,  rhe  Council  and  Commission  of  the  Europe~n Communities and to the Parliaments of rhe assodated 
Sr:tccs  and  European  Parliament. 
RESOLUTION 
on  coordination  of  the  activities  of  the  24  partner States  of the  Association  in  intemacion:~l 
organizations  for  economic  cooperation and  development,  pursu:lilt  in  particular to Protocol 
No 5  to the Second  Yaounde  Convention 
The  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association, 
meeting  at  Kinshasa  from  29  co  31  .March  1973,  pursuant to Article 52 of the Convention of Association 
between  the  European  Economic  Community  and  che  African  and  Malagasy States,  signed  at Yaounde 
on  29  July  1969, 
recalling  irs  Resolution  of  13  January  1972,  and  in  particular  section  2 (1)  thereof, 
having  regard  to  the  report  presented  by  lvtr  Glinne  on  behalf  of the  Joint  Committee ·(Doc  41),  . 
1.  Believes  thac  more  energetic  efforts  shoulds  be  made  by  the  partners  in  the  Association  in  order  to 
work  actively  tOwards  a  constructive  political  dialogue  between the EEC and AASM; 
2.  Invites  rhe  Council  of  the  Communities  to  rake  all  necessary  steps  to  prevent  the  consultation  of  the 
AASM,  for  which  provision  is  made  in  Protocol  No  5,  from  becoming  purely  formal,  in  particular  by 
organizing  a  constructive  dialogue  between  the  partners,  involving  derailed  examination  of relev:mt  issues; 
3.  Believes  that  closer  consultation  between  the  partners in  the Association - especially after the enlarge-
ment  of  the EEC  - should  result  in  common  internacional  action  with  a  view  to  the  conclusion  of world 
:tgreemencs  on primary  commodities; 
4.  Stresses  the  importance  of  the  procedure  for  consultation  and  information_  on  commercial  policy  and 
calls  upon  the  Council  of  Association  to  de\·ote  greater  space  in  its  activiry  report  to  the  implementation 
of  Decision  No  35/71  on  this  procedure; 
5.  Invites  its  President  to  forward  this  Resolution  and  the  accompanying  report  to  the  Council  of Asso-
ciation,  the  European  Parliament  and  the  Parliaments  of the  Associated States ·and  also  to  the  Council  and 
Commission  of  the  European  Communities. 
(1)  OJ  No  C 11,  7.  2.  1972,  p.  7. 
- 91  -PARLIAlv1ENTARY  CONFERENCE  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  C0!\.1.0/IUNITY 
AND  THE  ASSOCIATED  AFRICAN  AND  lvLALAGASY  STATES 
ROME,  30  JANUARY  - 1  FEBRUARY  1974 
·~------------------------------. 
RESOLUTION 
on the  management accounts of the Parliamentary Conference of the Assoc.i=.tion  for  the 1972 
financial  year and the estimates  for  the 1974  financial  year 
The  Parliamentary  Co11{erence  of the  Association, 
- having regard to irs  Financial Regulation  ·  and in particular Articles 6 and 11  thereof; 
- having regard co  the Joint Committee's Report (Doc.  49); 
- having regard to the level of expenditure incurred or still likely co  be incurred for che  1973 financial year; 
- having regard to the foreseeable effects of the current  international  situation  on  expenditure  for  the  1974 
financial ye::tr; 
- considering that, given the presenc level of reserves, i r seems possible to meet this  additional expenditure, as 
regards  the  Associated  Stares  as  a  whole,  without  raising  contributions, 
1.  enJorses  the  c  "'lnsider:~.rions  cont:1ined  in  the report; 
I.  notes  that  the  expenditure  of  the  Conference  chJrgeable to  the Associated  Sr~ues as  a  whole,  in  pur-
suance  of  Article  2  (3)  of  Protocol No  10  annexed  to  the  Association  Convention  amounts  to  FF  112 295·4 
tor the financial  ye~r 1972; 
3.  gives  ~ discharge  to  the Secretary-Gener:tl of the  European  P J.rliamenc  in  respect  of  the  revenul!  Jnd 
;;xpcndirure account for  the  finJncial  year  1972  as  submitted; 
4.  notes the drJft  escim~tes for the financial year 1974 of expendicur~  ch.uge~blc to the European Parli~unem 
in  pursuance of Article 2 (3)  of Protocol No 10, totalling FF  450 000; 
5.  appro\·es the estimates for the financial year 1974 of expenditure  ch~rge::1ble ro  che  Associ:ncd States JS  .l 
whole in pursuance of Article 2  (3)  of Protocol No 10,  totalling FF  355 000; 
6.  resolves  to  maintain  the  contribution  of  each  Associated  Sta.te  for  the  year  197-+  at  600 000  CF.-\ 
tr:mcs; 
7.  instructs  its  President to  forward  this  Resolution  and the report -of  the Joint Committee to rhe  Presiden;: 
uf  rhe  Parliaments  of the  Associated  Scares  and of the  European  Parliament,  :.md  Jlso  to  the  Council  ot the 
Associ:ltion. 
92  -RESOLUTION 
on the Ninth Annual Report on the activities of the· Association Councir-
The Parli.:zmelttary  Co1zfere1Zce  of the Association,· 
meeting  in  Rome  from  30  january  ro  1  February  1974,  pursuant  co  Article  52  of  the  Convention  of 
Association· between  the  EEC  and the  Africm countries  and  1--Ll.dagascar,  signed  in  Yaounde  on  29  July 
1969; 
having regard to the Nimh Annual Report on the activities  of  the  Association  Council  (Doc.  48/I-Il)  :m~ 
che  report from rhe  Commission of rhe  European Communities  to  the  Council  on  the  m:magemenc  ot 
financial  and technical cooperation in  the  financial  year 1972  (Doc.  48/Ill); 
noting the statements made by  the President of the Association Council, the Presidenr.  of the Council of rhe 
European Communities and  the representative of the Commission of the European Communities; 
having  regard  to  the  report  and supplementary  report,  subiT\it:ted  by  Mr  Bersani  on  behalf  of  the  Joint 
Committee (Docs 50  and 51); 
I.  Problems  of  the  present  Association 
(a)  ~~ctivities of the  institutio~rs 
1.  Nares  with satisfaction the activity engaged in  by  rhe  joint institutions of the Assocbrion, which is  called 
upon  to  giYe  rapid  proof of its  effectiveness  and  c:1pa city for change in the face  of new inrernation:1l  realities 
and the needs  of irs  present and future parmers; 
:!.  Is  gratified by rhc participJ.rion in  the work of thC"  P:1rliamcncary  Conference and che  Joinc  Commirrec of 
n:prc-scncacives  of the  ~lssociablc: countries; 
3.  Notes char che  inscicucions  of the  Europe::m  Community  arc  seeking  co  liy  down  an  initial  serr~  of 
guiJdines for the progressive implc:menrarion of a policy  of  development  coopcr:uion  on  :1  world-wide:  basis; 
(b)  Trade 
4.  Nares  th::Lt  in  1972,  l::Lrgel~·  as  the  result of increases in  c:1w  m::~.ceri:ll prices, the cr:1ding position of some 
Associ:1ted Sc:.1tes  vis-a-vis ·the EEC improved, p:1r:11lel  with :1  further subscand::~.l incre:1se in  Europe:1n  cr:1dc  with 
ocher developing countries; 
5.  Notes  rh:~c  rhe  tr:ldicional  rules  of  free  tr:1de  prevailing  in  the  rebtions  between  industrialized  and 
Je,·eloping counr:ries,  which ensured th::Lt  the  former obt:1ined  primary  products  :1c  optimum  prices,  h:1ve 
rc:~eived  :1  sc,·ere  setb:1ck  in  recent:  months. 
6.  Deplores  the fact char rhe extension of the EEC's  system  of  gener:tlized  preferences  h:lS  so  far  me:1nc 
:hac the  AAS.\f  h:1ve  nor received  in  righrful  recurn for the loss  of their exclusive :1ccess,  the guarantee of free 
~·.:cess  co  rhe  mJ.rkers  of ocher  industri:llized  countries  and notably chat of the United Sr:1tes; 
- 93  -7.  Underlin~s the urgent need for :1n  improvement of the present procedures for consulr:uion 1nd inform1cion 
on tr:1de  poliq·; 
S.  Deplores che her thlt ce:t:lin suggestions made by  the  AASN1  to  promote  their  exports  co  Europe  h:1ve 
noc  been Jdopred by che  Cornmunir;:; 
9.  Insisrs  on the need for  mc:::sures  r:o  fJ.cilirace  che  s<1le  within  the EEC,  through  h::~rmoniz:uion oi  le;is-
larion on he:1ith :1nd  plane he:tlrh procecrion :1nd  the s:1fegu:1rding  of  n:1tur:1l  producrs,  of  certJ.in  lgriculrurll 
products  of.  plrticulJ.r  imporrJ.oce  to  che  Associlted  ScJ.res; 
10.  Once .1g1in  dr:1ws  :lttention tache negltive repercussions of the. prolonged closure· of the:  Suez cnll on 
rhe  economies  of c:rtlin Associ1red  Stlres  :1nd  a~in expresses the hope char l  peaceful solution to the prob· 
l~m will  le:1d  as  soon  as· possible  co  the  reopening  of chis  intern:1rionally important wacenvar; 
11.  Notes \\;th keen concern, in chis  connection, che  serious effe.:cs  which chis  situation has long lud on ex-
ports of b:J.nanas  from Som::1lia  co  chc:  Europe::1n  m:1rker,  stresses the urgent need for special  measures, ilia our-
side  the  EDF,  co  resolve  che  problc:m  and re;rers  ch::1t  none luve so far been taken to 1ll.ay the prejudice which 
this  country has suffered ::1nd  co  cope with chose which it continues to suffer  . 
. --------------------------
(c)  Worldwide  cooper.Jtiou  betwee11  the  partuers 
11.  Nores  wich  sarisfl.:rion  the  entry  into  force  of che  international cocoa :1greemenc and urges  che  EEC 
to  make  ~ positive concribution ro  current international initiatives for che conclusion of ocher world agreements 
on  primary  commodities  (sugar,  coffee);  -
lJ.  E.xpresscs  its  deep  ~oncern  :J.t  rhe  present  inn:rnacional  economic  difficulties  and  hopes  that  close 
~oopc:racion berwecn  the  Association  partners  will  contribute to the definition of new policies aimed lt ::z.  more 
l!quitlblc  :1nd  balanced  or;::1niurion  of  world  trade; 
t4.  Notes the commitment of che  industrblized cou ncrics  to  take into :1ccounc  the interests uf rhc devc:!op· 
ing  countries  during  the next round of multilateral tllks in GA TI :1nd  rccontmends ch:1t speci:11  consider::z.tion 
be given tCO  the siru:lrion of rhe lc:1St  :1dv:lllcc:d countries; 
(dt  Fin.mci..zl  .md technical  coop£'ration 
U.  Notes  ~h:lt  cffccti,·e  mc;1~ures  h~vc been  t:tken  by  rhc  European  Dc,·clopmcnt  Fund  in  accordance 
,  .. ,.:rh  rhe guic.idines provided b~· rhc developing countries,  co  provide gre:uer h:tckins for immedi:ttcly productive 
aaivirics and  inrer·Africln  re~iC'In:li  projects  and  hopes  rh:tc  its  :lctivirics  will  be  devcJoped  in  eYen  closer 
Jccord  with its  nature and objcc:i,·es; 
16.  Hopes  that more  intense  me:1surcs  will  be  undcrr.aken co  foster rhe dc,·clopmcnc of industry ~nd c:r:tfts 
in  the  Associ:m:d  St:1res  by  making  use  of all  types  of  finance  :1\'lillble  under  the  resources  of  ·the  Fund 
:md  of  :1ll  forms  of  privJte  inn~stment :1nd  of existing  or future  gu:1r:1nrees  desi;nc:d  to promote such invest-
ment; 
17.  Notes  with  s:1tishaion  the  new  cr:umng  and  instruction  policies  now  being  followed~  co  :11low  the 
implemen::1tion of multi-annual programmes; 
- 94  -{e)  A.i,f to  tbc  drought-s~rik.c1l countries  of the Sahel 
IS.  Is  deeply  conce:-ned  ::H  rhe  extremely  serious  si ruation  which  continues  to  affect  the  droushr-scriken 
cour.:ries  of  rhe  SJ.hel  re;ion,  where  the  period  before  the  new  harvest  in  1974  seem  likd;·  in  many  cses to 
be  still  :nore  dif.ficulr  thJ.n  bsc  yeJ.r; 
19.  Ex!)resses  irs  keen  appreciJ.tion  for  the  help  gi Yen  br the EEC  and its  ~1embers, br the associated and 
J.ssoci.:.ble s•:1res  :md by  non-go,·ernmental oq;:1nizJ.tions  to  these countries, both in  the form of urgent £inanci.1l 
:l.Ssist:tnc.:  .1nd  the  supply  and  transportation  of  food  aid; 
10.  Is gr:.uified br the re:ent EEC decision ro  :11locJ.te  co  the 1974 Community budget a supplementary :xppro-
pri:xrion  at  35  million  units  of  accoun':  for  structural  measures  and of 5 million  units  of account for  supple· 
men::uy  food  :1id  in  the  countries  afiected  by  drought,  including Ethiopia; 
11.  Strongiy  hopes  rh:1t  consid:r:1:ion  will  also  be gi"en to preventi\·e me:1sures to help the :1re:1s  bordering 
on the S.1hel  region  which :1re  espec:iall~· thre:Hened. 
21.  Addresses  :1n  urgent :1ppe:1l  ro  the  intemJ.tionJ.l  community :1nd  p~blic opinion ro  fully  underst:1nd  the 
gr:l\'ity of the  problem  :1nd  to  gh·e  all  possible support  to  effoas aimed  :1t  alleviating  the consequences of the 
present  :ngedy· and preventing the repetition of simibr cataStrophes; 
II.  The future  of the Association 
---·- ... ·-·· -···-- ----
1.3.  Nares  th:1r,  :1fter  strenuous and  fruitful  prep:u:1tions,  the  negotiations for the renew:1l  and cnhlrgemenr 
of the  AssodJ.tion  have opened  in  accord:mce with  the  deadlines  laid down  in  the  Yaounde  Convention  and 
the ,Act of .l.ccession; 
24.  Recommends  that the r:tlks  be r:1pidly  concluded so  that the orificarion procedure may be completed in 
time for  rhe  new  Associ:1rion  arrangement to  enter inco  force  on 1 February 1975, as  envisaged in the Yaounde 
Convention :1nd  Arusha Agreement, and, in  the case of the  Commonwealth countries, in  Article 115 of the  Act 
of  Accession; 
25.  \Varmly welcomes the face that almost all rhe Afric:1n  countries whose economic structure and production 
rc:$emble  chose  of the Assocbred Sr:1tes  are t:lk.ing  part in  the  negotiations :md  h:t.ve  adopted a  common st:lnd, 
pursu:1m: •o  the recommend:1tions of the Org:1nizacion of Afric:1n  Uniry; 
26.  DrJ.ws  attention to  the=  exceptional import:1nce of these  m.;1jor  negoti:uions  for  an  over:1ll  agreement of 
cooperation between  :1  large group of developing  countries and the Europe of Nine, given th:l.t the latter is  che 
Third \V'orld's  principal  crad.ing  partner, the main inrern:1cional importer of primary commodities and, both on 
:1  Community lnd bibtero.llevel, the nuin source of aid  co  development,  p~rticularly since they follow the recent 
..:hangcs  in  the  i.nternltion:l.l  economic situation  and  co me  on  the eve  of  the  nt!w  international  negotiations  in 
GATT; 
- 95  -27.  Considers  ch~t rhe  process  of change  now caking pbce in  the world's  e~onomy c:tlls  for  :1  fairer  org:-mi~ 
z:1cion  of inrern:1tional  rr:1de  and monet:1ry  rebtions :md the establishment of economic cooperation betwe~n the 
importers  and  exporters  of primary commodicies ·that  rakes greater account of the  problems of  the developing. 
::ue:1s  :1nd  especially  of the  difficult  pos~rion of the less  aJvanc~d countries  . 
.28.  In  regard co  the revision  and improvement of rhe  Associ~cion policy,  reolls •the  position  adopted m  its 
Resolutions of  13  JanuJ.ry 1972 and 31  March 1973, pointing out in  particular ch:lt 
the  Association's  trade arrangements must rest on  a  stable  contractual  basis  which  cannoc  be  Jitta.cked  by 
third parties, particularly in  relation  to  GATT; 
- the options for  cr:1ding  preferences between the fucu re  partners  must be  carefully considered so  that all  che 
le:;:d,  economic and commercial implications  for the countries concerned may be evalu:lted; 
substantial qu:mcities  of  products  which  are  particularly important ro  the economy of some· :l.Ssociated  and 
associable  countries  must enjoy  perman~nc access  to  the  Community  m::trket  ac  profitable  prices;  speci::ll 
means  of safeguarding the interests of countries whose economies are crucially dependent on sugar exports 
must be  found; 
EEC financial and technical aid should guar::mtee  at le:J..St  the present value of that received by the Associated 
stares,  so  that the  new  AssocLa.ted  states  will  be  ::tssured  of equivalenr  advantages;  in  alloc.:J.cing  this  aid. 
:1ccounc  should  be  taken  of the  level  of  development and  che  specific  situation  of each of che  beneficiary 
countries~ 
JS  from  197 5,  EEC  aid should be financed  our of the  Communiry's own  resources~ thus  ensuring  char  aid 
always  rem:1ins  in  proportion  to  Communicy resources. 
29.  Urges the Communiry to rake a  prompt: decision  on  the  terms  of referen"e  for  negori:1rion  on  rhe  still 
oursr::mding  problem of the Associated StaleS· export revenue. 
30.  On  rhe  basis  of  past  experience,  expresses  its  convrctlon  chat  rhe  Association's  ·insrirutions,  and  the 
P:J.rliamencary  Conference in  particular, provide a forum  for  a  highly useful dialogue and should be m:1inrained; 
31.  Scressed  the decisive  importance  in  che  present international  context  of  a  balanced,  stable  and  lasting 
overall cooperation agreement between ·the Europe of the Nine, the presen.c Associated Scates and che  'associable' 
Sraces  rhar wish to participate. 
32.  Instructs  ics  President  to  forward  chis  Resolution :1nd  che  accompanying explanatory statement m  che 
Association  Council,  the  Europe:1n  Parliament  and  the parliaments of che  Associated States, the Council and 
Commission of rhe European Communities and, for info rm:1tion, ro  the governments of the countries t:J.king  part 
in  the  negotiations  for the renewal  and enlargement of  the  Association. 
- 96  -PARLIA~·IENTARY CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION 
BET\VEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COM1·1UNITY 
AND THE ASSOCIATED AFRICAN AND iYLALGASY STATES 
ABIDJAN  I  2 7  - 2 9  ~NUARY 1 97  5 
RESOLUTION 
on the tenth :1nnual report on the activities of the Association Council 
The  parliamentary conference of the association, 
- meeting in Abidjan from 27 to 29 January 1975 pursuant to Article 52 of the convention of association between 
the EEC and the Associated African countries, 1-iadagasc::tr and Mauritius, signed at Yaounde on 29 July 1969, 
- having regard to the tenrh annual report on the activities of the Association Council (Doc. 5:!-VII) and the report 
from the Commission of the European Communities co che Council on che management of fin::mcial and technical 
cooperation in  the tinan..:ial  year  1973  (Doc.  52-III), 
- having regard to the statements  m~1Jc by the President of c:he  Associ:1tion Council, c:he President of the Council 
of the Europe:1n Communities and the represenc:uive of the Commission of the Europe:m Communities, 
- having regard co  the report and supplementary report submitted by Nr Booldl on behalf of the Joint Committee 
(Doc. 54 and Doc. 55), 
1.  The  '"'orking of the present associ:uion 
(a)  Activities  of the  institutions 
1.  Notes ch:lt there has been useful and successful concerted action between the different bodies of the association; 
2.  Is  gr:uified by the improvement in consultation procedure :lt the level of the Association Committee, in parti-
cular as  reg:~.rds  problems relating to preferential tr:tde arrangements; 
- 97  -3.  Regrets, however, thac the Association Council h~s not met since 15 June 1973, contrary to-the provisioftS of 
Article 44 of the convention; 
4.  Calls on the Associ:ltion Council to adopt as  soon as possible such transitional measures as will be necessary 
from 1 February 1975; 
5.  Deplores the excessive deby in  ~orwarding the tenth  ~nnual report to the conference and the fact that full 
and detailed data on the breakdown of EEC/  AAS1\·1  trade in 1973 were not available to the Joint Committee and 
its rapporteur; 
(b)  Trade 
6.  Considers that the improvement of trade terms as  a result of the increase in prices of certain raw materials, 
particularly agricultural produce, and the consequent rise in the export revenue of a number of Associated States, 
will  have a positive effect at world le,·el; 
i.  Notes with satisfaction the development of activities to encourage trade in AASM produas; 
8.  \\~elcomes the favourable response, to a certain degree, of the Community to the difficulcies encountered by 
certain  Associated  States  in  securing supplies  of cereals in that the Community has reduced the level of export 
ta.xes on such products for the benefic of chose States; 
9.  Is  gratified that the Community has finally  been able to work out specific measures for Somalia- under the 
aid arrangements provided for in Article 11  of che convention - in the form of aid which should make ir: possible 
to reorganize che production and marketing network for bananas; 
(c)  Food aid and supplememary measures for  the Sahel countries and Somalia 
10.  Appreci:nes the increasing efforts made by the European Economic Community to provide food aid under the 
general phased programme of supplies to the Sahel countries and the Decision taken on 17 December 1974 by che 
Council on a substantial supplementary interim programme for the Sahel States and for Somalia; 
11.  Also appreciates the special mc:saures adopted in favour of the counuies and recommends their prolongation; 
(.:i)  Financial  and technical cooperatioiZ 
12.  T:1kes  noce  of the effort made by the Communiry to encour:1ge  integrated regional development projects 
and methods of  implernenc~tion which are better ad:1pced to the economic and social conditions prevailing in the 
Associ:1ted  Scates; 
13.  Noces, as shown in  the report on che m:tn:tgement of aid for 1973, that efforts to provide supporting services 
to agriculture  can  only  lead  to  re:1l benefits  to farmers - whose  productivity  is  thereby increased.- i£  it is ac-
companied by equit.:tble earnings for producers; 
- 98  -14.  Emplusizcs che  importance of :t  policy of self-sufficiency in foodstuffs implemcnrcd by the Assodaccd Scares 
:md  is  llso  gr:lCiti~d  th:.1c  the Europc:m Development Fund has given still  greater encouragement to Jgriculturc 
:tnd  :tgri~.:ulcur:d,  induscri~tl development projects; 
15.  Noces  ch:tc  che  diversiF.c:~.tion of the financing  instruments employed b)•  the Europc:m Development Fund 
:1nd  the  Europe:m  Investment  B~1nk (including  the  contribution  to  the  formation  of  risk  capital)  allows  the 
Associated Sca.tcs means of fina.ncing which 01re  better a.d:tpted to their development projects-
II.  Negotiations  on the renewal  nnd  enla.rgement of the  association 
16.  Emphasises the constructive policica.l spirit in which the negotiations have  been  broached and pursued by 
all parties and consenquendy hopes tha.t they will be brought co a successful conclusion; 
17.  \'qelcomes the bet chat ACP countries have decided in fa\·our of concluding a single global agreement with 
the Col\'\munity covering trade in the widest sense and financial, technical and industrial cooperation, at the same 
time ensuring the safeguarding of the economies and interests of the Associated St<ltc:s; 
18.  Recalls irs  hope that the partners' continued desire for cooperation will be expressed in the new con,·encion 
while allowing for possible periodical review or conditions; 
(a)  The  institutions 
19.  Re:tffirms irs attachment co rhe inscitution:1l provisions of the association which provided it with a completely 
original scruccure and made a continuing dialogue between the pa.rrners.possible on a footing of complete equaliry, 
and feels chat the institutions muse be m:1incained, subject to adapc:1cion co  the new realities for the association; 
20.  Feels, in particular, chat :1longside a decision-making and administrative institution ar ministerial and ambas· 
sadorial level, there should also be an institution representing the peoples of the association which should be of a 
joint character and whose work should be prepared by a smaller ad boc committee; 
(b)  Trade 
21.  Points ,,·irh the gre:J.tesc satisfaction to the decision taken at the Kingston 'minisceri::tl conference on the sc:tbiliz-
arion of export earnings for the m:tin ACP  products; this decision cre:ttes an exemplary precedent which should 
open the way to genuine world-wide agreement on a product by product basis; 
!!.  Feels that under an innov:uive policy for the scabiliz:nion of ACP export e:trnings, the Communiry should 
commit itself  co  laying down special ::trr:mgemencs for imports of sugar from the ACP countries, with provision 
not only for :1long-cerm guar::tncee co purchase 1 400 000 metric cons of sugar, but also for fair prices to the producer 
countries,  on the  understanding  that these prices should be revised :1nnual!y, t:tking into account production costs, 
pric:s paid co Europt!:tn producers and rates prev:tiling on the world sugar market, it should ::tlso be understood that 
the ACP countries will  undcrta.kc to deliver the agreed qua.ntities; 
23.  Considers it vitally import:tnc for the Concr:tcting Parties co gr:inc e:tch ocher most favoured nation r:re:ltment; 
24.  Expresses support for the request m~Je  by numerous st:ltes of the 'Third ':Q" orld  • th:tc .11l  ~eneralized  preference 
~ystcms shoulJ be ::tmcnJcJ in respect of  discrimination ~g:1inst developing countries cndc:tvouring co  procc:ct chc 
value of thc:=ir exports. :md asserts char: the principles of ;tctivc coopt!r:lcion based on n;ttion:tl indcpcnJence9  on the 
right of every ..:ouncry co dispose freely of irs own resources and on ntucu:1licy should be universally upheld! 
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existing between certain ACP countries and certain EEC ~1cmber  States, will  guar:~.ntee the development of banana 
exports from the ACP countries at remunerative prices in all the l\:1ember  Sc~ues of the Community; 
(c)  Fi1umcial  and teclmic.zl  cooperation 
26.  Feels  that  the:  volume  of  aid granted  by  the  European Economic Community should  correspond  co  the 
increased size of the enlarged associ arion and to the real development needs of the ACP countries while also guarantee-
ing  retention  of the benefits, in  updated terms, accorded to the present Associated States and treatment on :m equal 
footing for the new Associated States; 
27.  Considers it  desirable to  fi.x  the total amount of  aid  which  the ACP  countries can expect throughout the 
period of application of the future convention, wl1ile emphasizing the advantages of financing the European Develop-
ment Fund from the Community's own resources; 
23.  Notes p,articularlr the new list agreed br common accord between the Community and the 46 ACP countries 
of the least developed countries ·which, faced with particular difficulties, will have the benefit of appropriate measures 
provided for under the new agreement; 
29.  \X'elcomes  the increasing participation of a  number of states in the search for a solution to the problems 
of de\·eloping countries as a result of the change in the world situation regarding raw materials; 
expects chat this support will increase and improve in line with the responsibility of such states; 
would consider it deplorable if certain countries whose world position and political responsibilities indicate that 
they should be able -to contribute, were to shrink, to a substantial degree, from providing such support; 
(d)  Industrial  cooperatiotz 
30.  Regards as fundamental the decisions on industrial cooperation between the European Economic Community 
and ACP  countries to enable the latter to benefit from industrial know-how, adaptation of technology to ACP 
needs, imprO\'ed international division of labour and the conclusion of agreements which will encourage investments 
and reconcile the interests of investors with the policy of control of industrial structures pursued by the Governments 
of the Associated States; 
(e)  Transitional  measures 
3 L  Hopes that in an initial transitional phase, and in order to prevent a legal vacuum arising between the old 
association conventions and the new convention, suitable provisions will  rapidly  be made to preserve the status 
quo after 31 January 1975; 
32.  Further, favours the rapid conclusion of an interim agreement between the ACP and the European Economic 
Community to  make possible - in  a second  transitional phase - the advance introduction  of the provisions 
relating to trade, in particular, and preparation for the implementation of the provisions laid down in the fourth 
European Development Fund; 
.J.).  Instructs its President to forward chis resolution and the report of it::;  committee to the Council and the Com~ 
mission of the European Communities and, for information, to the Association Council, the competent authorities 
of rhe Associated and Associable Scates and the members of the parliamentary conference of the association. 
- loo -DECLARATION 
on the conclusion of the current negotiations between the EEC and the ACP countries 
The parliamettt.1ry conference of the association, 
- bc::1ring  in  mind the import:mce of the new convention between the Community :md the ACP countries for all 
their peoples, 
- emphasizing thlt this convention - puc into effect :md administered in the framework of joint institutions Jnd 
covering in one global agreement the fields of economy ana trade and financial,  technical- and industrial cooper-
ation - will constitute ::m  example of international cooperation and an important contribution to the economic 
and social 4evelopment of peoples in  peace, independence and freedom, 
1.  Solemnly appe:1ls to all the Contracting Parties to contribute to the successful conclusions of the negotiations 
at the earliest possible opportunity in response to unanimously expressed hopes and expect~tions; 
2.  Ins.tructs its President to forward  this  declaration  co  the Council  and  Commission  of the  European Com-
munities and, for information, to the Association Council and the competent authorities of the Associated and Asso-
ciable  St:ltC:S. 
RESOLUTION 
on the  revenue  and  e.~penditure account  of  the  parliamenta11·  confermce  of the  association 
for the financial  year 1973, the supplementa11·  draft estim:ltes  for  the financial  year 1974. and 
the draft estimates for the financial year 1975 
The  parli.2mentary conference of the association, 
- having regard to its Financial Regulation  , and in particular Articles 6 and ll.thereof, 
- ha\·ing regard to the joint Committee's report (Doc  . .53), 
1.  Endorses the considerations contained in the report; 
2.  Notes that the expenditure of the conference chargeable to the Associated States as a whole, pursuant to Amcle 
2 (3)  of Protocol 10 annexed to the Association Convention amounts to FF 279 675·16 for the financial ye:tr 1973, 
whkh is  FF  63 67.5·16 in excess of the budgetary appropriations; 
3.  Gives a discharge to che Secretary-Gener:ll of the Europe3n Parliament in respect of the revenue and expendi-
ture account for the financi:1l  rear 1973 as submitted; 
5.  Resolves to c:1rry forward to the 1974 budget as 'expenditure incurred in the. last financial year'  excess  expen-
diture incurred in 1973; 
5.  Resolves  that, in  order to cover the ctrrying-forward of these credits, the following supplemenury budget 
should be  added to the 1974 budget: 
Revenue 
Non-allocated  balance  of  previous  contributions 
..•..•.  FF 63 675·16 
E.'tf]enditllre 
He:tding  6  (hire  of cars,  etc.) 
·Heading  8  (reception  costs)  •• 
Heading 9  (other administr:ltive  costs) 
42 886·68 
14 463·47 
6 325·01 
FF 63 675·16; 
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~tddicional expenditure still co be met  .for the 1974 fin~ncial ye::r which cannot be covered by the normaf budget for 
that finan.:i:1l  ye:.1r: 
Reve11uc 
Non-allo~:.lted b:.1bnce  of previous contributions .... 
FF  92 000. 
E."':peuditure 
1.  Interpreting  at  meetings  .  .  . 
3.  Renting, 
premises 
cleaning,  lighting 
FF  45 000 
:1nd  fitting  out 
....  FF  15 000 
8.  Reception costs of Presid~ncs and Chairmen of the 
conference  and Joint  Committee  .  .  FF  6 000 
9.  Other  oper:lting  costS  (including  telec:ommuni· 
cations)  • .  .  .  • • • • .  .  • .  • .  .  .  FF  6 000 
FF  92 000; 
7.  Notes the  dr:~.ft estimates for the financial  year 1975 of expenditure chargeable to the European Parliament 
--------in accord;mce wirh Aaicle .,  (3)  of Prorocoll.Q.__mulling FF45_0 000; 
8.  Approves the transitional estimates for the financial year 1975  of expenditure chargeable to the Associated 
Scates as a whole, in pursuance of Article 2 {3}  of PrococollO, totalling FF 228 000; 
9.  Resoh-es to maintain the contribution of each Associated State for the ye:1r 1975 at 600 000 CFA francs; 
10.  InstructS irs  President to forw:~.rd this resolution and the report of the Joint Committee to the PresidentS  of 
the Puliaments of the Assocjared States and of the European Parliament, and also to ~e  Council of the Association. 
REC0~1MENDA  TION 
on the crc3tioa of the institutional app:1r:1tus  to be provided for by the new F:£CJ ACP 
convention 
The  parliame71tary  conference of the association, 
- J.nxious to facilica te,  beyond the present EEC/  AAS?\1. association com•ention, the cre:ltion of the new instirurional 
:1pparacus to be provided for by che new EEC/  ACP convention, 
1..  Hopes ch.:1r the Presidents of the parliamentary conference of the association and of the European Parliament 
w1ll by  ~ommon_accord est:1blish all the necessary conc:~.cts for the practical application of the provisions of the new 
c:onvennon relat.mg to the organ which is  to represent the peoples of the signatory States and propose the requisite 
me:tsures  for thts purposes; 
2.  Requests, meanwhile that its Joint Committee should continue ics  activities. 
102  -CONSULTATIVE ASSEivlBLY OF THE AGREE?v1ENT BET\VEEN T8E AFRIC-\N, 
CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC STATES  AND  THE EUROPEAN ECON0.011IC 
COM1V1UNITY 
LUXEMBOURG I  1  - 3  JUNE  1976 
RESOLUTION 
adopting the internal financial regulation of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
The A.CP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- having:  reg:ard  co  Article 2  of Prococol  4  annexed to the Convention of  Lome on  the operating expenditure 
ot the institutions; 
- having regard co  che need co  lay down the procedures for implementing che provisions of chat protocol; 
- having regard co  Article 23  of its Rules of Procedure; 
adopts the following internal Financial Regulation: 
Internal Financial Regulation o·f  the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
Article 1 
The ACP Scates and che  European Parliament shall be severally responsible for expenditure resulting from their 
participarion  in  the  activities  of  the  institutions  provided  for  in  Article  80  of  the  Convention,  pursuant 
to Article 2 of Prococol 4. 
Article 2 
Each  parry  shall  establish  internal  guidelines  laying  down  procedures  for  implementing  the  provlSlons  of 
Protocol 4, with particular reference co the charging of expenditure according to place of meeting, its commicmen  t 
and settlement, and co  che  provision of the funds required co  cover such expenditure. 
- 103  -RESOLUTION 
on  activities  under  the  Convention  of  Lome  during  the  interim  period  and  since  its  entry 
into force 
The ACPIEEC Consultative Assembly, 
- having  heard the speeches  by the representatives  of  the ACP/EEC  Council  of  Ministers  and  of  the  Council 
and the Commission of the Europe::m Communities; 
- rec:1lling  the final dedc:irarion  adopted at the preparatory meeting and reaffirming irs  r~solve to maintain the 
spirit of solidarity and open-mindedness evinced during the negotiations on the Convention in order to create a 
genuine  model  of  cooperation  based  on  equality  between  the  partners,  respect  for  their  sovereignty  and 
mutual  interests,  with  a  view  to  pursuing  effective  action,  both within  the  organs  of  the  Convention  and 
towards the outside world, leading to the construction of a new, more equitable and more balanced international 
economic order more in accordance with the aspirations of the international  communicy,  --- --~--------
- stressing that the Convention of Lome :1nd  the spirit which has infused it can  and should provide a  positive 
indication for other negotiations between industrialized :1nd developing countries; 
1.  \'<lelcomes the entry into force of the ACP!EEC Convention of Lome on 1 April 1976; 
2.  Notes  that,  thanks  to  the  work  of  the  Interim  Committee,  part  of the  provisions  of the  Convention  of 
Lome have been satisfactorily applied in advance; 
3.  Emphasizes  its  support for  the  provisions of the Con\·emion setting up  a  system for  sc:tbilizing  the export 
earnings of the ACP  countries, and notes  rhac  it  h~s been  ~1greed chat these provisions will  be  applied from  che 
period  beginning on 1  J~nu~ry 1975  which  will  allow financial  transfers  co  be  made  in  the  near future  co  che 
ACP;  expresses  the hope,  moreover,  th~t the number  of  products  covered  by  the Scabex  system  will  soon  be 
incre~sed; 
4.  \V'ekomes  the  fact  that Protocol 3  on  sugar  h:ts  been  applied  since  1  M:1rch  1975,  while  regretting  that 
negotiations concerning the guar:mteed price for  ACP  sug:tr. which has  to be fixed for 1976, have not yet been 
completed; 
5.  .Makes an urgent appeal to the participants in  these negotiations to find a satisfactory and equitable solution 
as  soon as  possible within the framework of Protocol 3 on sugar; 
6.  Draws the attention of  the  Council of  the Europe::m  Communities to the concern of those ACP States that 
export beef and \·eal over the difficulties encountered on the Community market; welcomes the fact that an interim 
agreement has been concluded and c:tlls  for its  consolidation; 
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Commission of the European Communities was able co  adopt the initial  decisions on financing under the fourth 
European DeYe!opment Fund on 11  !vby 1976; 
8.  Notes that the policy for European Development Fund financing permits great  flexi~ility in  that it  includes 
boch  non-repayable aid, loans on special terms and ordinary loans from the European Investment Bank and that 
it  recognizes the priorities chosen by  the ACP Scares themselves; 
9.  Supports  the  practical  measures  co  be  undertaken  \vichin  the  framework  of  the  European  Development 
Fund  in  fa,·our of the lease-developed  countries  referred  co  in  Article 48  of rhe  Convention and of the  regional 
and inter-regional cooperation projects between the ACP Stares; 
10.  - Notes  wirh  regret  char  although  the iftstirutional  arrangements  concerning. .  the  Consultative  Assembly 
have been completed in  the  best possible conditions, the date for the inaugural meeting of the ACP/EEC 
Council of .Nfinisrers has nor yet been set; 
stresses  that chis  is  seriously  detrimental  to the smooch  operation  of  the  Convention, especially  in  the 
field  of industrial cooperation; 
- rhereiore urges the Council to meet as  soon as possible; 
11.  Insists th:lt in all matters affecting the parties co  che  Convention the fullest possible consultation should take 
place as  proYided  for in  the ConYention; 
12..  w·elcomes in  this context the political good sense shown by the Commission of the European Communities 
in  proposing the opening of negotiations with Sao Tome and Principe and with the Cape Verde Islands without 
waiting for formal  acceptance of their applications for accession to the Convention of Lome; notes at the same 
time with pleasure the applications made by  Surinam, the Comoro Islands and Papua-New  Guinea;  invites  the 
Council co  gi,·e  a  favourable  response  to  their applications for  accession and urges  that aid and assistance be 
granted as  soon as  possible co  enable these countries to cope with a difficult and often tragic economic situation 
due, in  some cases, co  the special circumstances under which they achieved independence; 
13.  Instructs  irs  Joint Committee co  submit  to  it  as  soon as  possible  proposals for  consulting organizations 
represencatiYe  of the economic and social sectors, pursuant to Article  SO  (5)  of the Convemion of Lam<!;  hopes 
that the ACP:'EEC  Council of  ~linisters will  adopt at the earliest opportunity the procedures for the implemen-
tation of Article 74  (6)  of the Com·encion; 
14.  Instructs  its  Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the  Council  and  Commission  of  the  Europe:m 
Communicjes, and to the competent authorities in the African, Caribbean and Pacific Scares. 
- lOS  -CONSULTATIVE  ASSElvfBLY  OF  THE  AGREE!v1ENT  BET\VEEN  THE  AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN- ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG,  7  - 10  JUNE  1977 
RESOLUTION 
on  chc:  A.nnu::U  Report of the ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers :1nd  on  current problems connected with 
the: lome Convention 
The ACP-EEC Collsultati:~e Assembly meeting from  8 to  10 ]uue 1977 in Luxembourg, 
- h:1ving  he:~rd che  statements  of the  President  of the  ACP-EEC  Council of  ~[iniscers, the  President of the  ACP 
Council of Ministers and the representatives of che  Council and Commission of the European Communitiesy 
- h:1ving t:tken  note of the .Annu:~l Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers (Doc 5/77), 
- welcoming the accession of the Comoro St:lte,  the Republic of Seychelles and the Republic of Surinam as  well  as 
the:  sig:1ing of accession :1greemencs with che Republic of Cape Verde, Papua :s'cw Guinea and the Republic of Sao 
T orne and Principe, all of which bears witness to the attraction of the Con\""1=ncion, which remains open, under cer-
tain  condition.s....t~JUcions...-\vishing  -to- acc:ed~, and expressing the hope char the necessary  r:1tificarion  pro· 
cedures will  be completed as  soon as possible, 
1.  Scresses the generally satisfactory application of u;e provisions of the Convention of Lome such as those concern· 
ing the exemption from duty of almost all exportS from the ACP States, and the smooth functioning of .financial and 
rechnicl cooper::1rion; 
2.  No  res  \\ith satisfa'-"'rion that the work of the ACP-EEC  Council of  ~1inisters. md the Interim Commit'!ee which Wl.S 
open  rive before the full  entry into force of che Convention, made possible the cscblishment oi most oi the pro\risions 
of the Convention, as well as the necessary institutions, before the end of the iint full ycr of appl.ic.tion of the Con-
vention; 
l.  Nares che positive results  alre::~.dy achieved with respect to the applic::~.tion. for the first year, of the pro\""isions of the 
Convencion reb.ring  co  che system for stabilizing e."'Cport  e::~.mings, and welcom~ the recent ex:ension of the system co 
ocher products and che  e."'Ctension  of che  derog:1tion  provided for in Article 17 (4j of the Convention to  cert::~.in ocher 
ACP St:tces.  while dr:twing attention to che  need  to extend this system furthc:r and to strengthen and improve it as a 
contribution oi che ACP-EEC Group to the search for and establishment of a new international economic order, which 
is essenaal :md urgent; 
4.  ~  .. elcomes the fact that at the recent mt:eting of the ACP-EEC Council ol Ministers in Fiji on 13/14 April 19ii, it 
w:1s  possible co  dJ.rify a number of problems that had arisen in the tr:1de  sccror~ thus underiining the politic.al .,.,;u  by 
all parries ro  ac.'lieve  the goals set by  the Convention; 
- 106  -5.  Corr.rr:c:::ds  che  Community on irs decbred willingness r:o  ex:~.mine practi~ proposals for  facilir:~.ting the:  exoort ar 
::H·;::";::-l·:1r:..li  ;:ri..:::s  or SL:r?lus  Jgnculru:Jl produces from the Community co  ±c: ACP Scares; and urges  c.~e  Com~un!r:,· 
to d.:vtsc  J.  mt:choJ of r>:~.ymc:nc for chose and othc:r exports co  rhe ACP  Sc:~.r:es such as would place che  !e:l.Sr:  possibie 
fore:gn  exch.:~.r.gc: burden on chose Scares; 
6.  U  r;c:s  chJr:  iniorm:uion :md consult:~.  cion  procedures provided for in  che Con'"enrion be strengthened and expresses 
~he: e~m~sc  desire  rh.:~.r: they should be  effc:~:rive, i.e. applied boch by ACP Scares md by rhe Com:nuniry prior co  :he cak-
mg or J~s10ns: 
7.  :--Joccs wich  s~risfacrion chat all the necessary seeps have bt:en cakc:n  co set up che insrirur:io.nal  ~mcwork  reh1ting to 
inJusrriJ.l coopc:r:1cion, anJ hopes  ch:~.r: irnplcmeming  :~.crion will now eke pb.:e: 
8.  Beiic:ves  ch:~.r rhc provisions of the Convention rebring to mi'"-ro-projeas .ue of gror: imporcn~c in responding co 
chc:  neeJs  of loci communiti'--s,  :mJ  hopc:s  ch:1c  r:he  method of irnplc:mcncing  ch~ projcas an be simplified :1nd 
speeded up; 
9.  w·etcomes the Community's recent decision  ro  reinstate the  ql1oras  of cerr:~.in  counrric:s whidl  h:~.d  not delivered 
their agreed q•1anrirics of sugar during che  1975/76 marketing year and urges the Communry to enrer into 12rgcnc con-
sultation \\ith the ACP  in  urdcr that such a decision can be smoothly implemented; 
10.  Nares with satisfaction that the positions of the ACP and the EEC have moved closer in respect of the application 
of Article 5  (4} of the Protocol on Sugar, but having regard to rhe unsarisfacrory results of the Ia rest  negori:~.tions on 
the guar:~.nreed price for 1977 ns, c:~.lls upon the Community and the ACP ro explore fully all possible avenues of con-
sultation in  order char a common understanding be  re:~.ched on che  imerprer:~.rion of the provisions of the Protocol on 
Sugar so char subsequent talks on prices leave real  scope for  negoti:~.rions as claimed by rhe ACP; 
11.  Considers that the special treatment accorded to those ACP States which are exporters of beef and veal producrs 
muse be maintained after 1977 because of the urgent needs of these countries whose economies are largely dependent 
on those products and who need co  plan their production in advance;. 
12.  Urges the Community in che context of the joint Ban:~.na Group to make a rapid and construCtive response to the 
proposals put fonvard by the ACP States in connection '\vith the implementaion of Protocol No 6 of the Convention on 
bananas; and eipresses che hope chat che  Community's response will  give priority to the interests of che ACP Scares; 
13.  Again underlines the importance it attaches co  the provisions of the Convention on regional and inter-regional 
cooperarion, welcomes che  first indicative programme recently proposed by th~ Commission and calls for the drafting 
at the earliest opportunity of a second indicative programme co  promote the regional and inter-regional development 
of the other ACP Scares, and in particular the least developed countries in the ocher regions; 
14.  Considers that the setting up, recommended by  the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers in Fiji, of an ACP-EEC sub-
committee with special responsibility for investigating the specific problems facing the least developed, landlocked or 
island countries is  entirely consistent with the spirit of che  Convention of Lome; 
15.  Expresses the hope that the Communi[)' generalized  preference scheme for 1978  will  take account of che  legi-
timate concern  of the ACP  countries;  and therefore welcomes  rhe  agreement of the ACP-EEC  Council ro  set up  a 
\\·orking Parry co  srudr this question; 
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the latest major international meetings, for example the UNCT  AD Conferences in ·Nairobi and Geneva and the North-
South dialogue, to ensure that the spirit of solidarity of the Convention of Lome which has prevailed over recent dif-
ficulties governs forthcoming meetings of the international community; 
17.  Stresses that the economic situation of the member countries of the  Convention of Lome engaged  in sourhern 
Africa in  the-joint struggle of the African peoples for independence and against racialism is  part of a political  ~risis in 
which the EEC muse concern itself, necessitating the use of speci:1l  measures within the framework of the Convenrion; 
welcomes. in this connection, the use made of the provisions of the Convention relating to exceptional aid, and recog-
nizes  that in view of the worsening of the crisis further and more urgent help will be needed; 
18.  Urges  the need,  in  this  connection,  for  careful consideration of the  economic activities  of investors  from  the 
Member States of the EEC in the region; 
19.  Requests all signa=ory States of the Convention to observe with the utmost stricmess the resolutions adopced by 
rhe United Nations, the OAU and the recent Maputo Conference in support of the peoples of Zimbabwe, Namibia and 
the Republic of South Africa for independence, the unequivocal affirmation of the principle of majority rule and the 
equ:diry of all peoples in this area; 
20.  Urges die  Coun,il of Ministers  co  pursue appropriate action at the:  level  of the Committee of ACP-EEC Am-
bassadors co  ensure ways of establishing, within the meaning of Title 3 of rhc C01wenrion, dfective conr:1cts, consul-
rations and coopcrarion between the economic and social sectors of rh~ Member $races and the ACP  Sc~tes; 
21.  Considers char cooperation in  the:  Jgri.:t.drur::d  proJuce sector is  of major importance for  all  the countries char 
hJVI! Jcceded ro  the!  Convention and char it is  necessary to prm·ide in chis  field  institutions and instruments simibr to 
those  providc:d  for  in  the!  Convention of LomC:  for  industrial cooperation; feels,  therefore,  that provision siroutdb  ne-----
m:1 ... ic. ·on rhe b.1sis of Article 80 (5) of the Convention. for representative org:1nizations of the economic and social sec-
tors. especi:tlly  agricullure, co  be effectively consulted; 
22.  Notes the resolution adopted by the ACP-EEC Council of ~vliniscers in Fiji recommending rhat the Committee of 
Ambassadors srudy the viabiliry of a Joint Centre to promote agriculture in  rhe ACP countries; 
23.  Instructs irs Presidents to forward this resolution and the report by Lord Re:1y  co  the ACP-EEC Council of  ~linis­
ters Jnd co  che  Commission of che  EuropeJn Communiril!s. 
RESOLtmON 
on  cooperation with the  representatives of the economic and social groups in  the  ACP  St:ues and  the 
EEC 
The ACP-EEC Consz,[tative Assembly meeting from 8 to  10 June 1977 in  L~'xembourg, 
having heard the statement by the Chairman of the Joint Committee on 8 June 1977, 
having regard co  the positive results of che  first meeting of 9 June 1977, 
reaiizing the need to organize regular meetings between the members of the Joint Committee and representatives of 
rhe l!'onomic :1nd  social groups of th~ ACP  ~ounrries and the EEC, 
requests its Joinc Committee co continue ro  invesrig:J.te the possibilities of closer cooperation with the representatives of 
the economic and social groups in  the ACP Sr:1ces .1nd the EEC as part of the implementation of the ACP-EEC Conven-
tion of Lome, Jnd to  report co  it. 
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CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOl'vliC 
C0l'v1J\!1UNITY 
LUXEMBOURG,  25  - 29  SEPTEMBER  1978 
RESOLUTION 
on coopc:racion  '>\;th  representatives of economic and social groups in  the ACP and EEC countries 
The ACP-EEC Consult.Jtit1e Assembly, meeting from 25 to 29 September 19iS in  Luxembourg, 
- h<J.ving  heard the srarernent by the Chairman of rhe Joinr Committee on 8 June 1977, 
- ha\·ing regard in this connection to rhe posiri\·e results of rhe first meering of 9 June 1977, 
re:1lizing  rhe  need to organize meetings  berw~en the members of the joint Committee and  repres~nratives of rhe 
economic and social groups of the ACP countries and rhe  EEC~ 
requests the Joint: Commirree to organize informal me~tings with representatives of the economic and social groups in rhe 
ACP and EEC Sraces on an ad hoc basis and whene,·er necessary. 
RESOLUTION 
on the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers and on the present st:Jte of the Convention of 
Lome 
The ACP-EEC Conmltatit•c Assembl)'. meeting in  Luxembourg from 27 to 29 September 1978, 
- ha\·ing regard to the statemenrs by  the Pn.:sidem of the ACP-EEC Council of 1\.linisrcrs, the President of the ACP 
Council of .\linisters and rhc  rcprescnt3tivcs of the Council and Commission of the European Communities, 
- having taken note of the annual n:port of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers (Doc. ACP-EEC 8178), 
- log  -haY ill!; regard  w  the rl'port of irs  Joint Commim:l: (Do('.  ACP-EEC  1  0/78). 
wckn:.ning  :h~.·  =tcccssinn  of the  R~.·public of Jibuti  co  rhe  Convention  ~nJ rhc  steps  currencly  beinet  rakcn  for  the 
acccsswn  ot rhe Solomon Islands Jnd Tuvalu,  :;,  · 
wckn1~1ing rhc: _3ccession  to  rhe  Convention of Cape Vc:rdc,  SJ.o Tome and Principe and  P:.tpu:d~Jew Guinea,  \Vhil~ 
r~grc:mng rha.r  It  \Vas  undulr ~.kby~:d because of tht::  s!own~ss of the ratificJ.rion procedures in  the .\1c:mbl.!r StJres of 
rhe  Community, 
srressi1~g once J.gJif' thJt th~ Conven.tion i:l snll open. under chc prm·isio11S bid down, to ocher fret! :1nd independent 
counmes and those!  who wtll be so  m rhe  future, 
recal.ling  the.  will  of ~he .partners to the  ~orne Co~'"e.ncion to maintain and develop  the friendly relations  e~isring 
bet\\ t:en  rhetr counrnes m accordance with rhe  pnnctples of rhe United 0:arions Charter, 
considering char the Lome Convention remains a unique example of multibcer::tl cooperation berween industrialized 
and developing countries.  . 
emphasizing  rh.e  need,  through  improved  im?lemencarion  of the  Lorn~ Convention,  ro  promote  the  econorr,ic 
de\·dopmc:nr ot the ACP Scares  and the Member Stares of rhe  Community. 
hoping. rh.:u the achievements of  Lorn~ will provide a foundation for the ne~oriarions on the new Convention. and so 
allow turrher progress to be  achieved in  cooperation ben'leen the ACP Scares  and  the Communirv  · 
·' 
~J.)  OH  thf!  implementatioll of the Lome Com..'ention 
l.  Exprcss(!S  irs  concern  char  the  trading  position  of  the  ACP  Stares  with  respect  to  the  Community  is  still 
uns:ltisr.acrory; stresses, therefore. the urgent need for  further measures ro strengthen the posicion of the ACP Scares on 
rhe  Communicy markc:r; 
2..  :-\ores char rhe Community's generalizc::d  preferences schc::me, one elemc::nt in the liberaliz:ltion of international trade. 
is leading co a progressive reduction in  the::  advantages which the Convention provides for ACP Scares, and consequently 
calls  for  measures to be  taken to  safeguard these inreresrs  in  keeping with the Unctad IV  resolution. 
3.  Calls for rhe necessary measures co be taken co safeguard· che interests of the ACP Stares on rhe basis of the results of 
rhe working parry set up, and hopes char other industrialized countries will grant preferential bendirs to the de\·eloping 
countries equal ro  chose granted by  the Community; 
4.  Considers char the::  Communit:-' decisions on the import rreatmenc for beef and \·eal and tomatoes originating in ACP 
Scares  do represent progress, bur 
(a)  urges chc Community to consolidate che preferenri;.Il regtmc for beef and veal currently in force raking full account of 
all  conditions and facror·s  within the terms  and the spirit of rhe  Lorn~ Convenrion; 
(b)  calls for an increase in the quota for tomatoes, caking account of the production faciliri~o-s of the ACP  Sc~tes and rhe 
Jbilicy of rhe  European marker to Jbsorb this produc:ion: 
5.  F~ds th.1r  J.  spirit of solidarity and mutual understanding should make ir possibl\! m overcome the pres~nr difficultie!S 
...:onn<.:cred  with  the import imo the Communiry of rum  origin~cing in  the ACP  Scares: 
6.  ~l>res the  decision  of  rhe  ban:.1na-cxpnrring  ACP  Stare::;  ro  cscabli~h  a  ~.:ommon org:mizacion  to  promote  ~md 
;arcgu:.1rd  their inrcn:srs,  :1nd  the support which  the  Commission  is  givtng to these Stares  for chis  inicianvc;  urges the 
\ .ommuntty and the: ACP ro make every dforr to Jcvdop the marketing of ACP banJnas in rhe various ~1cmbcr  Srarr.:s nf 
rhc  Cnmmunicy; 
7.  Condemns the  b~.:k of genuine negotiations on  rhc:  fixir.~ of the ).!Uar:mreed  price  for  ACP sugar for  the  197&/79 
mark<.:tmg  ycar ami the fatlun:  ro comply wirh  the! spirit of the provisions of Arridc:: 5 (4)  of the sugar Prorocol which. 
Jc~.:orJing co  <he  Convention. should ensure  "J  jUSt :md  n.:mun~:r:uive price for che  ACP  Star~..-s; 
- 110  -S.  \v~lcomt.'$ rhc  fa(t that the concept of force  maicure has finally  bet:n ddined, thus f:H.:ilirating  rhc impl<.:mentanon of 
rhc  sugar Pruro.:ol: 
':-!.  lrwirc~ rht:  Coun~.."il to suhmir new proposab .,.,·irhour delay on  rh~.: supply of surplus agriculmral produ(tS ro rht: ACP 
Scare!>  and thl' o.id  ro  bl..' granrcd ro thc:m  in  n:$pcct of rr:msporr and  stora~l..' in  ortkr to c.:nsun:  rhc.:  carriage.:, consc.:n·:triur. 
and  disrriburion  ot these produ.:t$; 
I 0.  ln\·irc~ rhe .  .l..CP  State~ and the.: Community to work out together solutions to the difficulri<.·s arising in the opcrariur. 
of  th~ Srabt.·x  sprc;-m,  in  p;Jrticular as  regards  the tr:msfers  to which  cc.:rrain  ACP  countries can  legirimardy lay clam:: 
t I.  Nor~s rhl' resolution  aJopc~d br the ACP-EEC Council of .t-.Iinisrcrs  ~1r irs mt:eting of 13 and 14 t.brch 1  ~7.8 on tne 
impl~ment~uion of common objectives in  rcp.rd to the export of basic  products~  · 
12.  Calls  for  speedit!r realization of objectives in  the!  field  of industrial cuoper:uion; 
13.  Requests the joint Committee to organize, whenever net.:essary, informal ad hoc meetings with the representati,·es 
of the economic and  soci~l groups of the ACP  Srares  and the Member States of the Community; 
14.  Oeplort:s the dt:bys in payments in connection with financial and technical cooperation and delays in appraisal and 
implementation of ·projects notably affecting certain Pacific Stares; 
15.  Reminds  the  Council  and  Commission  of the  Communities  of rhe  serious  siruation  of rhe  least  developed, 
landlocked  or  island  ACP  Srares  and  urges  that  special  measures  and  specific  action  in  their  favour  should  be 
implemented  or  intensified;  believes  that  encouragement  of  regional  cooperation  among  ACP  States  may; in 
culbbo:ation with  che  EEC  or indi,·idual Community countries, contribute to solutions ro  these difficulties; 
(bi  Pu  rl.!g.Jrds  ;hi.!  ~tegori.1t!Oil of the Agreenumt tt·hich might foilozL'  the Cum.,.entio1t of Lome 
16.  Notes rhe  t:l\·ourable dimate in which the negotiations for a new ACP-EEC Convention opened on 24 July 19/S: 
17.  F~ds rhar  rhe  furure  Convention  should  pro,·ide  an  opportunity  for  strengthening  the  pattern  of  relations 
established between de"e!oped and developing Stares by the Lome Convention in the perspective of a new international 
et.:onomt(  order. taking into  account  in  particular the changes  which  have  occurred since the  signing of the existing 
Agreemt!nt  and  rhe  principal  claims  pur  forward  by  rhe  developing countries,  in  particular in  connection  with  the 
common fund formmg part of the integrated programme for raw materials and the dt:bt burden, especially as regards the 
le:lst-f:l\·oured countries: 
18.  Su£gests th:lt the new Convention should be \'alid for a longer period and that it should contain the revision clauses 
needed  to  provide rhe  ..l...CP  States and the Community with greater guarantees, a formula which would also stress the 
permanem nature of ACP-EEC coopera.tion; 
19.  Re(ognizes  char  the  prospecti\'e  enlargement of the  Community  from  nine  to  12  Member Scares  provides  the 
possibility  of ad,·antages.  as  well  as  of problems, for  the ACP  States,  which  are  themselves  likely  to  be  incre:1sed  in 
numbt'r in rhe years immcdiatdy ahead; and calls on those who will·be engaged in the negotiation of a new Agreement to 
rake those factors  fully  into  ac~ount in  their deliberations; 
20.  Hupes ch;.u  rhe  negotiations will  provide an  opportunity to extend, innovate and reinforce all  the instruments of 
cooper.ltion cont.1ined  in  the Convention; 
21.  Srn.:sses rh.tt the  nt."w  Convenrion should ta.ke  suffi~.:ient account of the Lu:t that 19 ACP Sr:Hes number among the 
29  pt)vrest,  landlocked  and  island  Scares  in  the  world  and  that therefore  particularly  favour:.1ble  arr;;mgemenrs  art.· 
nt:~~o:s:..try  ro  hdp them overcome their spec1fic difficult:ics; 
22.  C.11ls for tht: successor Corwcnriun ro  cht:  Lome Convention ro make special provisions for aiding the ACP Scates to . 
rcsoh·~.:  the  problc!m  of marketing  mining  products  (p~uticularly copper and  phosphates)  and  rubber,  at stable  and 
remunc.:r~Hivc pri~es, acc.:ording  to the Srabcx mt:thod, or by  orhcr appropriate means; 
- 111  -13.  Considl:rs th.u rh~ qw  .  .:stion of a  n:fen:th.:~ to  human righrs in  tht•  furur~ Convention should. when rhc time  ~.:om~s. 
l't' .1pproadH:d wirh  gre:.1t  c:tr~ and a high sense of n.:sponsibiliry; then: must bt:  no compbcetKy orprejudi<.:e, nOt'  musr 
rhis  m:Irter be  used  .1s  a wik·d pretext for  interfering in  the internal :.1ffairs  of the Nkmber Scates  of thc Com·enrion: 
2:+.  Hopes due the possibility of including, in  the fururc Cotl\'Cntion.  pro,·isions on  the  promotion and prore·.:tion  of 
ftm:ign 111\'L'Stmcnt will b(,.'  c~1rdully studied. due acr..:vunt being taken of tht' rro\'isions of ACP inn!stmcnr codes .mJ the 
in\·~stmcnr guJrJ.ntt't'  poli~.:"it's of the  ?vlemb~r States of the Community; 
25.  Emph:.1sizes  rh;lt  a break in  r..:onrinuity  between  the.  present and  future Convt'ntions would  be disastrou.s  for  the 
p.1rrnt:rs  co  the Agreement, and urges that the::  negori:.1rions  be concluded in  time to  allO\v  ratification co  be  completed 
before  rhe  present  Convention  expires;  and  char  after  the  new  Agreements  have  been  concluded  the  ratification 
procedures be simplified and speeded up; 
(d  Oil the political sitLIL1tion  i•z  southem Africa 
26.  Rl.!calls  th~ resolution on the siruarion in  sourht!rn AfricJ.  adopted by  irs  Joint Committee in  Maseru. Lesotho on 
1 Ol.!cember  1977 .md paragraph 17 of rhe resolution of the ACP-EEC Consultative Ass~.:mbly meeting in  Lux\'!mbourg 
111  June  1977; 
27.  Condemns the racialist policy of apartheid pursued by South Afric=t, pays tribute co the courage of the peoples and 
go\·ernments of Borswana, Lesotho, Swaziland and Zambia and reaffirms irs solidarity with them; 
2S.  Urges that the special measures already taken for their benefit be stepped up and in  particular char a special action 
programme be  insrirured urgently for  them; 
29.  Srrongly condemns the violation of rhe r:mbargo on Rhodesia by three m:tjor European oil companies and requests 
rhar \'igorous action be taken by  the Community wirh a view co  putting an end co  the collaboration of these companies 
\\'itn  the  racialist  regimes  in  Pretoria  and  Salisbury,  :1nd  char  effe\..-rive  sanctions  be  rapidly  :1pplied  in  rhe  e\·enr  of 
v1obnons; 
30.  Strongly condemns rhe  decision  by  Sourh  Africa  to  organize e!et.-rions  in  ~amibia unilaterally and calls  for  rhe 
immediate  holding  of  free::  elections  under  UN  supervtston,  ro  be  prepared  in  dose  '-=Oilaboration  with  :11l  the 
represem::u:ive  forcc=s  of rhc:  Namibian people; 
31.  \Vdcomes  rhe  Community's  efforts  to  int1uencc  the  condu'-=t  of mulrin:uional  companies  in  South  Africa.  in 
particular through rhe  establishment of a -:odt::  of .;onduL"'t  for companies operating in  that country; 
32.  Urges  furthr:r speedy :J.ction  to end the colbboracion of these comp:mies wirh  the Government of South .\frica; 
33.  Instructs irs President to torw:~rd this resolunon and  th~ report of the: Joinc Committee ro the .\CP-EEC Council of 
~1imsrers and the Commission of tht' European Communities. 
- 112 CONSULTATIVE  ASSE1v1BL Y  OF  THE AGREEMENT  BET\VEEN  THE  AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONO!VJJC 
COtvlMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG,  10  - 12  OCTOBER  1979 
----------------------·. 
RESOLUTION 
on  particular  problems  and  difficulties  chat  have  arisen  in  connection  with  the  implementation  of 
certain provisions relating to the commercial aspeCtS  of the Convention of Lome 
The  ACP-EEC Consultative  Assembly,  meeti1rg  in  Luxembourg  from  10  to  12  October 
1979, 
- h:.1,·ing  reg:ud to rhe  report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 11n9), 
(a)  Ge11er.:zli;.ed preferences 
1.  Considers ir absolutely essential for the Community to provide the ACP Stares \\ith full 
and abO\·e all prompt inform~tion on rhe preferences system ro be applied the following 
ye:.1r; 
2.  Is  deeply concerned ar the way in which the special tariff advantages granted ro the ACP 
Scares ha\"e hitherto been eroded anJ therefore calls for a system for conciliation and for 
assessing  the  effects  of the  generalized  preferences  system,  and  also  for  3.ny  adverse 
effects estJblisht:J jointly by  both p:.1rries  to be adequately compensated; 
3.  Ur~es rht:  Community, in  view of rhe continuous decline in competitive ldvantages, to 
hdp  rhe  ACP  Stares  co  rake  correcti\·e  measures,  in  parricuilr  by  improving  trade 
strucrures and establishing an effecci,·e marketing policy; 
4.  C1lls  for  the  continuation  and  strengthening  of  dose  contacts  between  the  ACP 
countries ;.md  the Communi()· before and during the negotianons in  the context of all 
multilateral trade talks; 
- 113  -5.  T <lkt:s  tht:  view char thl!  Communiry should ensurt: that it does not harm rhc inraests of 
the poorest dcn:loping countries in  t:.\:t~nding the  gener~tlized prcteren,cs systl!m; 
b.  C:t!ls  for  ::tdequ:ue  compensation  for  ACP  Sc.u-:s  whid1  suffer erosion  of rlh:ir  t:lritf 
ad\·antages  gr~mced undl!r thl.!  Convention of Lome; 
{b1  Beef ,md veal 
7.  Considers that the  time and quantir.uive limits on the Jrrangemencs unJer che  present 
system are not in  the interests of certain .\CP countries bec:1use of the importance of their 
beef and veal exports and therefore calls for J  satisfJ.ctory long-term arrangement in the new 
Convention; 
S.  Is  not  satisfied  with  the  implemem~1tion of  Proco,ol  7,  particularly  as  regards  the 
.:onsulrarions  for  which  it  provides,  and  ho.pes  char  the  procedure  for  obtaining  tht: 
necessary  import licences  will  be  impro\·ed:  considers it necessary  for  the  Communiry co 
consuir  with  the  ACP  Scares  co  formuL.lCe  a  precise  det'inition  of  rum  and  calls  for 
improvements in the are:1s of standardiz:uion of rum import statistics and explanation of the 
procedure used to determine quotas; 
9.  Calls  on  the  Community  co  consult  the  ACP  countries  before  finally  adopting  the 
regulation on the common org::mizarion of che  marker in ethyl alcohol of agriculrural origin 
lnd recommends that special arrangements be made for the .\CP countries in the proposed 
regubrion:  · 
(  dl  Bc.Znanas 
10.  Deplores  the  f::lct  that the Communir;.· has  nor yet fulfilled  all  itS  obligations arising 
from the banana protocol and therefore urges the Community to review irs  position; 
11.  Considers  ir  important  for  a  kind  of  'pre!imin:1ry  agreement'  on  the  common 
org:1mzarion of the  marker in  bari:1n;.1s  ro  be concluded  b~rween rhe  Community and che 
.\CP Scates, co  e::1sure  char the ACP Scares, :md Somalia in parricuiJ.r, enjoy  conce~sions in 
the  m::ttter  of access  co  cheir  traditional  markers  and  J.re  gr:1nred  preferential  treatment 
i.:is-.i-r.1is  third countries with respeCt  ro  banan:1s; 
12.  Is  ..:om-meed  chat  Proco...:ui  6  impiies  an  obligation  en  gr;.1nt  investment  aid  to  che 
ban:.1n;.1  se...:cor.  rhus  provtding  rhe  b;1nana-proJucing  A.Cr  'ountric:s  wtth  additional 
resources,  which could be used nor only to  <1id  individu:1l  banana-producing countries but 
aiso for specific projeL"tS  in the banan~l sector of joint interest co  the ACP countries; 
13.  C.1lls  on tht!  Community actively co  support the 'common organization· of rhe banana 
producing  ACP  -:ounr:ric:s,  po.rricubriy  J.S  regards  ad~1prarion  of  che  marker  and  trade 
?remotion, and in  this ..:onncction n:g.1rds dire't contacts benveen ACP  ~:xporrers and EEC 
;mporccrs as essential; 
14.  Requests ch~u che Cummuniry shuuiJ use cho~e leg:1l  n:medi~s av:1il.lbll! ro it for Jc::;.1ling 
wir:h  .1ny  <.::hcs  of unCJir  ..:umpc:nnon  c.::-.pc<.:iJI\y  on chc  p~trt of mulnn.monJ.l -:omp:mics,  r:o 
.;aic::guard  che  lc~irimar:e rights of che  ACP countries; 
15.  Asks che Community to examint! rhc::  proposal made::  b}' rhe [vory Coast's repn."Sentative 
Jt  the  Joint  Commirree's  mct::ting  in  \1aseru.  char  when  che  new  Convention  is  being 
- 114  -tH:~oriarcd. an  arr:m~cmcnr for  h.m~ma~ simibr w  rhc  prorocol on sug=tr.  =tnd  in  an~· case 
!:!'"ing  the  ACP  States  viral  gu:1.r:1.ntee~  Ill  rec;pccr  of  pnces  :md  quanriru:s,  should  be 
included: 
16.  Regret~ th:lt rhe- sugar protocol ins nor so  tar  ~c:en properly implemented and hopes 
rh=tt  iururc.:  sugar negotiations will  t.lke  pi.11.:-e  ir.  a spirir oi trust and genuine willingness ro 
cooperate.  ro  the  satisfaction  of all  rn!  rartners  concerned.  particularly  since  the  sugar 
protocol is  a cornerstone oi rhe Lome ConYt:nt:ion; 
1  ;,  Cannot accept that the Community should comider irself empowered hy  the protocol 
to amend  price strucrures unilaterally. to  ~x a  new  inren·ention price and to present, as  a 
kind  of fait  .:Jccompli,  the  resulting  i:~n.:re  ro  the  ACP  countries  as  its  final  offer  of a 
guaranteed price; 
18.  Asks thar the guaranteed price for  -~CP sugar should be properly negotiated in future, 
taking  account  of all  major economic t.letors  in  order to ensure economic stability  and 
growth in  the ACP countries; 
19.  Recommends  that  the  cuJri,·::trion  of  sugar  beer  in  the  Community  be  kept  at  a 
reasonable level; 
20.  Urges  the  Communi~·, pursu::tnr  to  -~nnex 13  oi rhe Lome  Convention~ to reconsider 
irs  decision on Zambia's application for  a~~ession ro rhe sugar protocol; 
21.  Urges the Community to sign the lnre:narional Sug::tr Agreement as  soon as  possible; 
(f)  Fruit and r:egeubles 
22.  Hopes rhar the Community will con:inue ro g:iYe  the ACP States preferential treatment 
in  respect of fruit and vegetables, even aiter the enlargement of the EEC; 
23.  Asks  char  rhe preferences granted to  the ACP  for agiculrural products should in no 
case  be  lower th::tn  preferences  which  will  be accorded to third countries or under other 
agreements; 
(g)  Tr.Jd~ promotion 
24.  Draws  atrention  ro  the  fundamenrJ.l  import::tnce  of  trade  promotion  as  a  crucial 
starring point for the improvement of th~ economies of the ACP States and insists that the 
ACP Stares should be able to take full  ;ldYantage of the tr::tde  faciliries  provided under the 
Lome Convention; 
25.  Asks rhe Commission ro investigate. before conclusion of rhe new Convention, to what 
extent Arricles  12  to  15  of the Lome Con\·ention  relating  ro  trade prumotion have been 
implemented; 
26.  Emphasizes that the objective of fin~mcial and trade cooperation should be to imprO\·e 
both production, in  terms of quality and quanti£)·, and trade promotion; 
27.  Regards the crc::trion  of a  trade promotion centre and  m::trketing offices, an adequate 
kno\\'lt:Jge  of markers,  and  the .organi:urion  of exhibitions  and  rrade  fairs  as  essential 
requirements for  trade promotion;  rcqu~.:~rs the Commission to make avaibble ro  rhe  ACP 
countries in  a  simplified  form  all  nece~:ury documentation and information on producrs, 
markets. pricing, channels of distriburion. Jdvcrrising, ere.; 
- 115  -2S.  Considers  it  impt,rt":1nt  to  rn:1ke  every  possiblt:  effort  co  f.1cilirarc  ::md  promorc 
m:1rkcring coordin:uion .1mong  rh~ ACP  Sure.:-;  and ro  rhis  end requt:sts  the  Communicr tO 
a:,sist A(P SrJ.res  in  e\·cry  possibk way; 
29.  Furtht:r r<:!qucsrs  rh.1r  consiJ.:r.nion bt:  gi\·~o?n to d1<:!  .1ctive promotion of tourism in  ACP 
Sr.ues  be:J.ring  in  mind tlur this  'invisible.:  t::-.:port'  Ius the  S:.lml.!  t:fft~'t as  the  promotion of 
product exports; 
30.  Bdie\·es  th:u.  bearing  in  mind  the  importance of trade  promotion  and the  nl.!ed  for 
adl.!quace financial  resources, the:!  question of  :.1  spe,i;1{ fund, or some orher sp~cific scheme ro 
further these  :.1cri vi ties, should be srudied. 
RESOLUTION 
on the situarion in  Southern Afri~a 
The  ACP-EEC  Consuft.ztive  Assembly.  meeting in  Lz.txembourg  {rom  lO  to  11  October 
llJ79, 
rcc::dling  rhc  resolmion Jdoprt:d by  rhe Cunsuit.lrive Assembly on 28  September  19":"'3  in 
Luxembourg  :.1nd  the  r~soiurion  of  rht:  Joint  Committe~ Jdoprcd  in  Bordeaux  on 
I  Fc.:bru:1ry  l979, 
l.  Condemn!) Sourh  Afric.1  r·or  its  ..lp.trrh~:iJ  poli~v ;.1nd  irs  pr~cnr  acrivtri~.-'S in  :"hmibi:1 .1nJ 
Zimb;Jbwc-RhoJcsi:J. wntch .trc:  t.lcri~s .limc:=J  ;1[ Jdaying indcpc:=ndence ro the people: of tnt."SC 
rwo  ~ounmc:s .tnd  for  pur•min~ orhc:r  .tctivicics  whi~h run  ~ountc::r co  human  ri~hrs  Jnd 
fundamc:=nr:J.l  frc:c:doms  ;IS  l:liJ Jown in  rhc  Charter of the::  Unir~:J :--.;;mons  ;  ' 
2..  Condemns  ;tlso  ccrt:tin  mulrin:triona!  companies  and  ocher  undertakings  in  rhe  EEC 
which continue. hy  the manner of their J.cti,·ities,  co  give Jcrive support Jnd encouragement 
ro  tht..·  .tparthcid  regime  in  Souch  Afric;.1.  :1nd  asks  rh:u  the  principles  defined  and  the 
dc::ct')ion>  taken  br  the  United  Nations  should  be  respected  and  particularly  that  these 
compamc:s shou!J discontinue rhctr relations with the Government of South .-\frica ; 
3.  Rcp~o>;H<;  ir~.;  formal condcmn;Hion of rht: ,·ariou!'i  forms of cconotni( :111d  military support 
afforded  by  cerr;lin  EuroRc:ln  countries  to  rhe  Jparthcid  regime,  in  breach  of the  United 
~arion:.·  rc::~uiunom ; 
4.  In,·ires  the Council of che  European  Communines co  report :lS  soon as  possible on the 
result~ obtained as regards the :lpplication of the code of conduct for  European comp:1nies 
operarint! in  South Africa ; 
S.  Pays  tribute  to  the  courage  of the  peoples  and  Governments  of Borswana,  Lesocho, 
Tanzania. Swazil:lnd and Z:1mbia :tnd urges that the special measures alread}' taken for their 
benefi: be  stepped  up  and  in  p:lrticular th:lt a  special  action  programme be  instituted  for 
them: 
6.  Condemns the recent s.mguin.1ry  acts of aggrcso;;ion  carried out Jgainst sovereign Scates, 
pamcubr!y Angob, Nlozambique and Z:1mbia ; 
7.  Hopes  that  the  Conference  currently  taking  place  in  London  on  the  future  of 
Zimba~we-Rhodesia will  achieve a peaceful  and truly independent future  for  that country 
and pro,·ide protecrion for all  the popubtion groups. 
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on  the:  conclusion of the: Joint Committee's proceedings 
The  A.CP-EEC  Consultative  Assembly,  meeting  in  Luxembourg from  10  to  12  October 
1979, 
having he:1rd  the statements by the President of che  ACP-EEC Council of ~liniscers. the 
President ot  the:  ACP  Council of Ministers and che  representariv~s of che  Council and 
Commission of the European Communities, 
having deliberated thereon, 
welcoming the accession to the Conn:ntion of Dominica. che  Solomon Isl.mds. Sc  Lu~i.l 
Jnd Tuvalu. and the steps  being taken for the J.ccession  of the Republic of Kiribati. a 
development which  demonstrates the vitJ.!ity  of the Convention, which  remJ.ins  open. 
pursuant co  rhe provisions laid down~ co  ocher free and independent countries and those 
that are about co  become so, 
stressing the commitment of the peoples and governmentS of the ACP countries and the 
Community .\'!ember Scates  co  forge  3n evergrowing and stronger link based on equal 
partnership for mutual benefic, · 
recalling i£5  commitment co  the establishment as  a macrer of urgency oi J.  new and more 
equitable world economic order, :md regretting, therefore the delays and disappointing 
outcome achieved at the Fifth Unctad Conference in  Ylanila, 
p::~.~·ing tribute co  rhe effectiveness of many provisions of che  first Com·ention of Lome. 
which,  despite  some:  disappoinrmenr,  formed  the  b::~.sis  on  which  :1  new  Convention 
could be built, 
raking  note  th::J.t  the  following  problems  are  still  pending  before  the:  responsible 
authorities : 
how che  ACP  Scates  are to  deal  with  investments originating in  the EEC  fvlember 
States ; 
rhc::  extension of chc fic!J of Jpplication of the provbion!» of  Arrid~: l S uf rhc Scarute 
of che  ElB; 
the  lisr  of .1griculrur:1l  products  granrc:d  free  .1cccss  ro  the:  Communic:·  markers, 
particularly rice ; 
rhc: Jr:1wing up of .l policy for promoting investmc:ncs in  rhc lc::ss-dendoped  ~ouncrics 
J.nd  making  compensation  for  chc  loss  of commercial  ouders  suifered  by  tht..:se 
counrncs; 
rhe  definition  of  rhe  criteria  for  enrc:ring  coumri<..'S  on  che  list  of  !J.nJiockcd 
~ounrncs; 
- 117-1.  Sm:s~es the need to o\'ercome rhc speci:1l  difficulric.:~ at present cxisrins.  ~o that tht: new 
Com·cnrion can C,e  ~ign~o·~.i J.S  soon as possible. thus dt>monstr:uinr; the poilri..:.1l  willin~nc:~5> of 
rhc  r:-~rrner!>  rn  extend  and  srn:ngrhcn  this  initial  a~reement  w  tne  t"~•,:nefit  of  :11l  the 
imen:sred paitlt'S : 
1.  \\.-c:lcomes  rh~ fa~r that rnc  new draft Convennon has taken into  con~i.:ierarion certain 
sug~est1ons  made  by  the  Consult:ltivc  A!->sembly  and  It5>  .Joint  Com:ntttt:.:.  such  as  th::-
esrablishmenr of an  A;n~ui:ural Centre.  an  aid  prugramme ro  ACP .:uumries  producin~ 
certain  mineral!'  and  soci~l  me:1sures  in  Ln·our  of ACP  workers  in  6e Community,  and 
hopes that these measures will  he implemented and will  prove effectin: : 
3.  Hopes th~u the system put inro operation for mineral products with a ,.tew to countering 
the decline in  producrion capacities :1nd  in  the export: oi these produc::s t0 the Community 
will  prove more successful. rhus meeting the  concern voiced  by  the ACP  counrries that  :1 
system comp:1r:1bie to the Srahex system should be established ; 
4.  Regrets~ hcw;e,·er. th:lt :he \·olume of the EDF in  the new ConYenrion has h:1rdiy  been 
increased in  real  re:ms. notes that it is insufficient to meet the substantial needs of the ACP 
countries and  the hea,·y  hurden of their  debts and  appeals,  therefore.  to  the Community 
i\1ember State!: to increase ior  the future the volume of aid  granted ~y them so  a5  to mee:: 
these needs; 
5.  Notes  the  specific  mention  made  in  the  new  Com·ention  of the  work  of the Joint 
Commmee and  beiie\'e!'  that  the  effectiveness  of the  Convention's  parliamentary bodies 
must be Impro,·eC.: 
6.  'X'elcomes rne iormal recognition given to consultations which haYe taken pbce berween 
the Joinr Committee and rne soaal and economic sectors and urges :hat the joint declaration 
on the  importan.:~  of-inrrociu~ng a  direct and efiecrive dialogue ,,;th the social partners. 
in\'olving the Council and tnese groups, be implemented; 
7.  Hopes finally  rh:~t the r~1rli~1menrs of the Community  ~·1emher Sr:ues will :;oon proceed 
to ratif) the Convention so :hJ.t ir  can enter imo force on 1 l\1arch 1980, thu!o  .1\'0iding rhe 
delays and difficulties entJ.iied by  ha"ing to apply transitional measures. 
- 118  -RESOUJTION 
on the sug:1r  of the ACP States 
The  ACP-EEC Conmlt.:ztir:e  Assembly,  meeting in  Luxembourg {rom  10  to  12  October 
1979, 
Conscious  oi  che  gre~r  and  continuing  imporr:mce  co  the  economies  of  the  ACP 
countries concerned of rht:  guar:mreed access  for  their sugar ro  the EEC  marker under 
che rerms and conditions set our in che Sugar Prorocol annexed to the Lome Convention. 
0:oting  rh~t, apart from  cen:ain  problems  relating  to  the  adoption  of force  majeure 
decisions  and  the  annual  negotiation  of  the  guar:mreed  price  for  ACP  sugar,  the 
arr:mgements  under  the  Protocol  for  supply  of ACP  sugar  co  the  EEC  market  have 
worked satisfactorily, 
Hoping char  the  review  conducted since  Yiay  1979  by  the  EEC  Commission of force 
mt~jeure decisions  relating  m  certain  ACP  Sc~tcs  will.  in  the  lighr  of che  ;.tdditional 
inform;.ttion already fully supplied by chose StJ.tes, lead co  ~ decision in .1ccordance wirh 
che criteria jointly ;1greed  by  chc  ACP  Sc~tes .1nd  che  Cummumry, 
Concerned co ensure chat the review of che EECs incern~i sug;:;.r  arr~ngements, due to he 
implemented  in  July  1980,  ..... ;!1  in  no  way  :1dversely  aifect che  interestS  of the  ACP 
Sc~ces. 
1.  Rec:J.lls  che  need  for  the EEC  co  cake  inco  consideration in  appro:1ching che  question of 
its  domesti..: production of sugar ics  hisrorical .md leg:1lly  bindin~ commicmenrs  co  che  ACP 
Sc.1res  anJ  urges  rhc:  Commumry  m  sign  che  Incernanon:.1i  Sugar  Agreement  JS  soon  .1s 
possible: 
J.  :'\ores  wirh  concern  prcssurc:s  m  Jcny  ACP  sugar provided for  undc::r  rhe  Protocol  trs 
hi!)tori~.:al ..:ommcrcrJ.l  pLlce  in  ch~ mark..:ts of the CummunirY: 
3.  Welcomes rhe  .tssur~mce ot  rhc  EEC  Commission co  rhc  ACP  sugar supplying Sran.-s  ro 
rhc  dfct..-r  rhar  the  revic::w  of  chc::  EECs internal  -;ugJr  regime  would  in  no  way  ~tJvcrscly 
aiiccr the nf!ht!.  now enjoyed by  the ACP State!. under the Sugar Protocol. and that the ACP 
sugar  supplied  under  rhe  Prorocol  is  part  of  the  Community  trade  and  nor  its  aid 
arrangements; 
4.  T:1kc~ non.:  and  cxprc~sc~ it!.  .tppn:~:iarion for  the spirir dispbycd by  rht.:  EEC  Commi~­
~ion in  tts  commtcmcnr  to  the  ACP  <;ug:1r  supplying  Sr~ucs,  ro  consult  them  fully  bdore 
submitting its  fin:1l  rccommend.uions on che  new  internal sugar arr;tngemcnrs; 
5.  C.1lb  upon  the Community to ensure char  this  review in  no w:ty erod..:s  the position of 
the ACP  sugar supplying Scares  from  that prO\·ided  for in  the Protocol on sugar. 
- 119  -CONSULTATIVE  ASSEMBLY  OF  THE  AGREEMENT  BETWEEN  THE  AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONO.NHC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG,  24  - 26  SEPTEMBER  1980 
RESOLUTION· 
OD the new insriturionaJ provisions of the Lome ll Convention 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in Luxembourg from 24 to 26 September 1980, 
- ha,ring regard to the new instirutional provisions of the Lome ll Convention, 
- having regard to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC/17/80), 
- ha\"ing discussed this report, 
1.  Is  pleased that the institutional provisions of the Lome II Convention were formulated 
on the basis of mutUal consultation betWeen the two institutions concerned; 
2.  Stresses that consultation of this  kind is  in  rune with the Assembly's repeated wish for 
closer relations leading to genuine cooperation berween the institutions of the Convention; 
3.  Notes  the  improvement  in  instirutional  provisions  in  relation  to  the  previous 
Com·ention, mainly as regards:  · 
- recognition of the role played by  the Committee of Ambassadors, which is described as 
the third institution of the Convention, thus formalizing a de faao situation, 
·- expansion of the role of the Consultative Assembly and sm:ngthening of links between 
the latter and the ACP-EEC Council, 
- recognition  of the  existence  and  duties  of the  Joint Committee  as  an organ of the 
Assembly, 
- recognition of the  possibility  of the Consultative  Assembly  establishing  the necessary 
contacts with economic and social circles; 
4.  Hopes  that as  a  result  of these  provisions  the  instirurions  will  be  better equipped  to 
achieve the  aims of che Convention; 
5.  Deplores  the  fact  that the  new  Convention  makes  no  mention  of the  possibility  of 
members of the Consult:ttive Assembly putting written and oral questions to the A.CP:-EEC 
Council, with the result that the provisions of Articles  17 and 18 of the Rules of Procedure 
remain a dead letter; 
6.  Instructs its Bure.1u  to ..:ontinue negoti3non') w1rh  rhe ACP-E£C Council with a view  to 
concluding  an  agreement  lln  measures  for  implemcnrmg  a  system  of  written  and  oral 
questions. 
- 120  -RESOLUTION 
amending che Rulc:s  of Procedure of the Consulc:u:ivc: Assembly 
The ACP-EEC Consultati:.:e Assembly, 
- h:1ving  reg:1rd  to the report of ics  Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC/17/80), 
- having discussed this report, 
- noting rhat the Rules of Procedure will have to be adjusted having regard to the entry into 
force of rhe Lome II  Convention and to, its insrirurional provisions, 
- considering that it would be appropriate at this  rime to draw on recent experience in 
adjusting the Rules of Procedure, 
__________  Q_e~_d~s  _to  amend its Rules of Procedure 
RESOLUTION 
on the  annu~l repon of the ACP-££C Council of Ministers and on :1n analysis of the results obuined 
under the Fine i.omc Convention in the 'light of the fonhc:oming may into force of the Second Lome 
Convention 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in Lu..xembourg from 24 to 26 September 1980, 
- having  reg~rd to che  statements by the President of the ACP-EEC Council of .Ministers  .. 
the President of the ACP Council of  ~linisrers and the repre$entatives of the Council and 
Commission of the European Communities, 
- having regard to the report of the ACP-EEC Council of  ~linisters drawn up pursu:mt to 
Articles 7  4- and SO  of the First Lome Convention, 
- having regard to the report of its Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC'l9/80), 
- welcoming the accession of the Republic of Kiribati :md Sc.  Vincenr-md-the-Gcen:1dines 
to the First Lome Convention,  · 
- stressing che  particular value and the great political signifiance of the  flrs~ imminent 
enlargemc:u of che Second Lome Convention to include che Republic of Zimbabwe! md 
hoping dlat this will come into effect as soon :LS  possible; 
1.  \V  dcomes  the .conclusion  of  a  new  Convention  between  the  ACP  Stares  and  the 
Community,  and stresses  rhe  polinc:1l  stgnificJ.nce  of this  new  internation:ll  cooper:1tion 
conrra~.."t between c::qual  partners, whi..:h  is  viral  for the economic and soci:1l  de,·eiopment oi 
the ACP countries and is  consistent wtrh che siruarion of ~onomic  ·incerdependc:ncc: be:-."'een 
the developing <:ountries  and the industrialized countries: 
- 121  -.,  CJ.ils  on chc:  .\lc:mber Sates of che  Cummunicv ro  ratify the new Convention  J.S  soon :1s 
possibic:;  requests  char  co  acrenuace  che  eifeccs  of the  bre~k in  ~onrinuicy berween  rhc:  1:\VO 
Conventions.  ~he cransirional measures should indude ail rhc:  provisions of Lome II  '""~th no 
financial impliC.ltions dependent on che  rarifiC.ltion of rhe Convention;  -
3.  Scresscs thJ.t in the implcmencarion of rhc new Con\'c:nrion the: lessons l~mt  uncic:r Lome 
I should be cakcn  inco  a~.:counr so as  co avoid repeating nc:;arive e.xperiences and co  preser'\·e 
achievements so far:  . 
(a) Trade coopttrtion and promotion 
4.  Stresses that the opening of the Communicy market is not sufficient in itself to ensure the 
Jevelopmc:nt of ACP e."Cports  to the Communicy; 
5.  Requests  th:lt  under  Lome  Jl  trade  cooper:ltior.  and  promotion should  he  inregr:m.·d 
more fully  into the various cooper:ttion policies, and expects. in  accordance with the spirit 
and provisions of Lome, the ohstacles (quantitative. administrative and other restrictions) to 
ACP exports ro the Community. especially rexriles :md milled rice, to be lifted; 
6.  Notes the individual improvementS co  the trade arrangements in  Lome Il; 
7.  Considers  that the  results  of trade  promotion prove that the  resources  and  method!; 
deployed were nor adapted ro  the requirements of the ACP States; 
8.  Emphasized  the advantages of the  new  approach  under Lome  II  to trade promotion, 
which will  henceforth be extended to the various stages of production and to all  markers: 
stresses the need for practical promotion schemes such as the holding of specialized fairs and 
the training of marketing experrs; 
9.  RequestS the Community and its Member Stares ro  refrain from  having recourse ro  !:he 
safeguard clause by  making the best possible use of the consultation procedures; considers 
that the case of ACP textile exports which is  illusrrariv.e of the enormous difficulties of ACP 
States  in  embarking  upon  the industrialization  process  and  taking ad\'anrage of the  tree 
access  rule,  provide  a  test of the  readiness  of the  Community and irs  Member Scares  to 
honour their commitments in  this area; 
10.  ~'ams the  Community  and  the  Member  States  against  protectionist  practices  and 
tendencies, the adoption of which have disastrous effects not only for the ACP countries bur 
also for the Community itself; 
- 122  -(b/ Sug.1r 
11.  Remains  convinced of the great and  continuing importance to the  econo.mies  of the 
ACP countries concerned of guaranteed access for their sugar co  the EEC marker under the 
terms and conditions set out in the Sugar Protocol annexed to the Lome Conven~on; 
12.  Deplores  the  fact  that  the Commission  proposals  on  revised  quotas  for  EEC  sugar 
producers for  the 1980 to 1985 period have received  neither the consent of the European 
Parliament nor the approval of the Council of the European Communities; 
13.  Is  persuaded rha~ in so doing, the Community has merely avoided the probiem, which 
must  again  be  put  before  the  European  Parliament  and  the  Council  of  the  European 
Communities by the Commission; considers in  fact that, despite the economic fluctuations 
in the world sugar market, the reduction of surpluses of beet sugar in rhe EEC is essential in 
view of the Community's historical obligati~the.,.\CP  countries; 
14.  Affirms  that the quantity of ACP sugar supplied to Member S:nes  of the Community 
has nor increased over the last 15  years and hence has in no way contributed to the sugar 
surpluses to be exporred from the EEC; 
15.  Notes the decision  of the  ACP-EEC Council of l\1inisters  to im·oke  the good offices 
procedure to  settle  the  dispute over  the :lpplication of the notion of 'force  maieurc',  and 
expresses  the  hope th::tt  the  use  of that procedure will  strengthen  the  affirmation  of the 
Community's resolve, as set out in  Protocol 22 of the Treaty of Accession, to safegu.:~rd the 
interests  of all  the  countries  referred  to  in  th::tt  Prorocol,  whose  economies  depend  to a 
considerable extent on the export of commodities, and particularly sugar; 
16.  Emph:1sizc:s the irre'fo~~lble namre of the undertakings made in the context of the Sugar 
Proto..:ol;  · 
17.  Rc:1.1uc!sts  cht:  ACP·EEC Council of Minisrc!rs  ~nd the Community: 
to respect fully  the tr:tdirional position of ACP sugar on the Community m:uker, 
to p;1rricipate  irnmedi;1tcly  in  the  International  Sugar Agreement  as  a  supplementary 
measure to ensure the stability of world prices of this produa, 
to look for ways of further increasing ACP sugar quotas and encouraging EEC sugar 
beet farmers to produce crops which will not compete with ACP production; 
(c) St.Jbex and Sysmin 
18.  While recognizing the existence of certain difficulties related, in particular, to transfers, 
considers that as  a whole Stabex has been applied sarisfaaorily; 
- 123  -19.  \"C'dcomes  the decision  of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to  alloc:~.re to  rhe  Sc:~.bex 
appropri::uion under the  s~cond Convention the balance  rern:~.ining from the Lome .f-Sr:tbex 
fund; 
20.  R~quesrs the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to conven: into  gr:~.nrs the  cr:~.nsfers made 
under  Lome  I  :1nd  due  co  be  replenished,  taking  inro  considc:r:~.rion, esc by  C:lSe,  the 
p::trticubr situation of the countries concerned as provided in Article 44 of che·s~cond Lome 
Convention; 
21.  ~ores the:  new  fe::trures  of  Sc:~.bex,  including  che  list  of productS,  the  conditions  oi 
intervention and the  incre:~.se in  the  appropri:~.rions allocJ.ted  co  che syscem,  and noces  with 
sarisiJ.crion  th:1r  henceforth  the  ACP-EEC  Council  of  :Vlinisrers  will  be  able,  on  a 
ose-bv-.::~.sc basis~ to  extend the bene firs  of Scabex to inrcr-ACP tr:1dc, a me:1sure which is-
likely  ~o promote inrer-ACP  cr::tde cooperation;  · 
2.!.  Rc:quesrs  the ACP-EEC Council co e..-cJ.mine, case by cse, requests to extend the lise of 
SrJ.bex  products~ particularly chose  rel:~.ring to r:1w  tobacco and sisal product:s? 
2.3.  Rc:que~rs che  Commission of the  Europc::~.n Communities co  prescn_t a repon: assessing 
rhc:  impact at  Sc:~.bcx '·""  che Jcvdopmc:nr of rhe economies of chc:  ACP countries an~  given 
rhc:  imporcnce oi this  lssessmc:nr,  urges  ch:~.r chis  dc:r:~.iled srudy should be orried our by 
exrern:~.l .:onsuitJ.nts sdC\:red  with  the: :lpproval of che  ACP countries; 
24.  E.'llphJ.sizes  the v::tlue  of Sysmin,  the  implemenr:~.rion of which  may  hdp co  cuint:tin 
JnJ Je.,..eiop  the  mining industry  in  the ACP  ScJ.tes;  stresses chJ.t  it will  not be possible  tO 
:.l'hic:•:e  •his  objecive  unless  suir:1ble  prep:~.rJ.tory  me:1sures  are  taken  immeciiarciy,  in 
p.lmaJiJ.r by  the Cummission of the Europe::1n Communities; 
(J} lndustri.:l ,·oopt!r.Jtion 
1S.  D~piores rhc  i.11.'t  undc:r  LomC:  I inJu~criJ.l coopc:r:~.rion produ~.:ed only lirniced  resulcs; 
~6.  Norc:s  rhJ.t  the  tH.:guctJ.mrs  ot rh..:  new  Convc:nrion  hJ.vc  a~.:knowlc:Jgcd  ch..:  nc:c:J  to 
inrens1fy  inJu~cnJ.l coopc:rJ.rion.  in  partkular by  extending  irs  scope:  co  the  mining  J.nd 
cnc:rgy  set.'tors  and by  IJ.ying  down non-Jiscrimin:1tory  ruJc:s  rq;J.rding investmentS in  ACP 
(ouncries from  ~lc:mbcr St:1ces; 
27.  Welcomes  the  p~rricular  srre~s  laid  on  energy  in  Lome  II  and  n:~ffirrn~  that  the 
av~ilabiliry  on  energy  resources  :u  reasonable  price~ consrirutcs  a  condition  for  tht: 
development  of  the  ACP  counrries:  rt:quesrs  rhar  t!u:  ACP  Sr:ncs  should  receive  aid  t() 
den:lop other energy  sources so  J.s  to ::mcnuarc  the  cfiect~ of  rh~..·  incre:tsc  in  tht.·  price!>  nf 
petroleum  products  and  their  h:trmful  repercussion!'  on  the  dc:\'elopmenr  effort  of thcst· 
countries and  places  special  imporrJ.ncc on  the  urgent need  for  the  Communiry  ro  fm:1ncc 
surYeys  for oil  and  exrensi,·e explor:ltion drilling; 
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development  aid  in  1979,  US  S 50 000  million  for  energy  supplies)  is  one  of  the  most 
important tasks of development policy, the Community, the oil-producing countries and-The 
Eastern bloc must assume their collective responsibiliry in  this  respect; 
29.  Hopes that the procedures in  the industrial sphere set up  by  Lome  II  will  induce  the 
Community, after consulting the economic and social groups. ro  take gre:uer account of the 
needs of rhe ACP economies in  determining its  inrcrn:1l  restructuring measures;  · 
30.  Stresses the \'alue oi the new provisions of Lome II on co-financing. a system which has 
already produced appreciable results under Lome I; 
31.  Expresses its interest. given  the inadequacy of public aid. in  the provisions of Lome  II 
designed to encourage the inflow of private capital in  the industrial de,·elopmenr process of 
the ACP countries, particularly in respect of small and medium-sized undertakings; 
31.  Stresses  the  need  to  encourage  the  establishment  and  promotion  of  small  and 
medium-sized undertakings in ACP countries as  they are the basic and indispensable means 
of developing both the industrial sector and agriculrure and trade; considers that sm:1ll  and 
medium  sized  undertakings consrirute an appropriate framework for  training  programmes 
and transfers of technology; 
3 3.  Considers that one of the preconditions of any industrial cooperation must be to assist 
the ACP States in  the definition of an industrial development strategy C:lpable of producing 
suitable projects; 
34.  Calls  in  particular for  the  establishment of a  Business  }.1anag:ement  College  for  the 
Lome  Convention,  funded  by  the  Community,  to  train  large  numbers  of  competent 
managers from the ACP States in techniques and technologies appropriate to their economic 
environments. 
35.  Recognizes  the  gap  in  the  flow  of  reqmstte  financial  resources  for  the  industrial 
development of the  ACP  Stares  and the urgent need  for  complementary financing for  the 
implementation of industrial  progr::~mmes under Lome II  in  order to achie,·e more positi\"e 
results chan  obtained under Lome I; 
(e) Regional cooperation 
36.  Stresses the fundamental role of regional cooperation in the de,·elopmenr process of the 
developing  countries,  and  hence  the  ACP  countries,  and  regrets  th:tt  the  opportunities 
offered by Lome I have nor been more fully exploited; 
37.  Urges  that  the  implemem::~tion of Lome  II  be  used  ro  lay  the  found;nions  of  real 
regional  cooper:J.tion,  thanks  in  particular  to  increased  financial  resources  and  a  better 
idenrific::~rion of objectives; 
38.  Urges that the support ;md aid schemes for specific bodies and projectS implcmenred by 
ACP  countries  within a regional  or sub-regional  framework,  particularly  in  the  field  of 
infrastructures, should be reinforced; 
- 125  -39.  T.tkes  norc  in  ch~:  s~me conrext  of  th..:  L:1gos  Action  Pbn;  strongly  urs~s  che 
Community ro  proviJc the  ;,1ppropri~tt! polit:ic.1l  support for chis Pbn and co t:lke account of 
rhc:  impli~:~rions of its  imp!~mcncation in  formubring irs  cooper:1tion and  dc:Ydopmenr  aid 
policy:  IJys  p:trricubr  srrc:ss  on  rhe  need  for  and  advisability  of  ::m  increase  :1nd 
con..:~ncr;:ttion of rhe  Community's financial  and  technical aid on strengthening or cre:~ring 
srrucntr~s for  sccroral  or  sub-regional  coopc:r:1tion.  especially  the  constru~rion of d:1ms, 
schemes  co  comb:u the encroachment of the desert, communications, etc. 
(f)  .J..gricuiwral coopt!ration 
40.  Notes clue under Lome I more  th:~n one third of rhe EDF appropriations was alloc.ted 
co  the Je,·elopment of the  rural sector,  and  in  particular to integr:ued projeas, but notes 
ch.::.c.  f:1r  from  mo,·ing cowards  self-sufficiency,  the food  situation of the  majoriry of .-\CP  • 
countries. espedally the Afrk:m countries, has deteriorated; 
41.  Considers  th:lt  in  order  to  cope  with  the  siru:~tion  in  the  future  in  the  counaies 
concerned: 
- Lom~ U shouid be implemented in such a w:~y as ro  en:~ble the ACP  Sc:~res concerned to 
Je,·dop a food  str:ltegy, 
---~- --- --- - --- ----;1n e,·en gre:lter proportion of EDF resources should be set :J.Side for agriculrural projectS, 
tood  :1id  should  be  incegr3ted  into development programmes  for  the rural sector and 
food-work schc:mes should be e:cperimcnred; 
41.  Stresses  the  v:~lue of deYeloping  fisheries,  which  may help  co  improve  che  securi~· of 
ACP  :ood supplies: 
43.  Asks  rh~ Community,  in  line  with  previous  ACP  requests,  to invesrig:1te  r:1pidlr  with 
rh~ ACP  Sc.1res  w:1ys  in  'vhic:h  it might contribute. on special terms,  co  the food  security of 
the Jc,·eioping councric:s  by  providing itself with 3ppropriare resources under the Common 
A~rulrur:~l Policy;  · 
44.  ConsiJ~rs char.  in  che  longer rerm, 3n  adequ:~te solution to this problem and to all  the 
lnorr.:~.lies  in  th~ J.g:riculrural  cr:~de rebrions  between  the  Community and the developing 
'ouncries c:1n  be  found only if:  · 
r:he  Community  finally  :~.dopes  an  agriculrur:~l  cr:1de  policy  compatible  with  irs 
Jeveiopmc:nc Jid policy, 
.1nd  J.t  rhe  same  rime  guar:1ncees  priority  :1ccess  to  the  Communiry  market  for 
Jg:i~o.-uitur:ll  products  :1nd  processed  Jgriculrur:J.l  produCtS  from  the  poorest associated 
Jnd non·J.Ssoc.:iaced developing  councri~; 
the Community reduces ics  ~o.-urrenc strucrur:U.  surpluses of ceruin agricultur:ll products; 
4;',  R~qu~cs rhac  sp~\."ialJctenrion and  im:re:~sed :lssiscance  b~  gr:~med ro ACP  ~ouncries hie 
by Jrou;nr. p::1rnc-.. darly chose in the Sa.hcl  ::1nd  rhc:  Horn of .·Uric:J. which :1re r:hre:1cened, and 
ury:~ the:  imroJucr1on  Js  :1  m:1ctc:r  of urgency q( J speci:1l  Jction programme ro  cn:1ble  r:he 
st:ick~:1 ..:ouncric:s  co  curb, by  mc:ans  of wacer control. rhc:  h:1rmful  effects of drought; 
- 126  -4&.  Nucc::~  with  s~nstKrion  rhc  prompt  ~crion  tJ.ken  by  chc:  Community,  co  furnish 
tin.tr:.\.1J.f  Jnd oc.hr:r  :J.ssistJncc  ro  ~ounrri~-s which  have  r~endy suffered serious loss  of life: 
.tnJ  ~rop~rry Js J  rr:sulc  of hurnc:1nc:s;  lnd urges  rhc:  incrodu'--rion  by  chc::  Community ot a 
c~..~nnnuing  prusr~mmc of assi::.rJ.ncc  Jimc::J  J.t  cn.tbiing  rhc:  p~-ople of those  councric:s  ro 
rrt"~lre  ch~tmc!vcs .1g~1insr.  ~nd ro  ailcviarc:  the::  dtc!~ts ot. chc:  pc::rennial  ha~rJs co  which 
ch~·y .uc c::.xro~c::c.i by  the occurrence of such hurric:.mc:s; 
4i.  Requests  the  Commission  to  enter  in  the  Community's  1981  ~udget  special 
supplcmt.'ntJry :1ppropri:niun of 150 million EU:\ JnJ ;m :tppropri:rrion for tht.•  purch:t~c of 
lOO  miliion  tonnes of cereals for war refusees or thost: made homeless by n.:nural  disasters 
in  the ACP countries; oils. in particular, on the Commission :md the Council to draw up. as 
soon a~ possible. an emergency food-:tid and technical :tssistance programme iur refugt.-es  in 
the ACP countries who are facing de:tth; 
48.  Hopes  th:tt  the  setting  up  of  the  Technical  Centre  for  Agricultural  and  Rural 
Cooperation  will  meet  the  needs  of the  ACP  countries;  requests  that  the  prepar~tory 
measures necess3ry  for its establishment be  uken rapidly and that adequJ.re  resources be 
placed at itS  disposal; 
49.  Condemns any attempt co  use food  as  a weapon against any coun~· on any pretext 
whatever, 
(g) Fin:mci.%1 a1id technical .cooperation 
$0.  Notes  that,  on  the  expiry  of  the  First  Lome  Convention.  one  quarter  of  the 
programmable funds had still not been committed and that payments amounted to 43  % of 
total EDF commitments, 28 % of which were for indic3rive programmes; 
51.  \\-arns against prolonging this situation, which might weaken confidence in ACP-EEC 
cooperation;  once the  quality  and  value of projeas has  been  recognized.  funds  must be 
utilized speedily; 
52.  Considers it essential  therefore that the experience acquired  from  the application of 
Lome I should be fully  exploited in che irnplemenraron of Lome II  and in particular that: 
de,·elopmenc programmes  for  the ACP  countries should  be  drawn up, specifiying the 
type of aid desir:1ble, 
the self-development c:tpaciries of projects should be taken into account, 
sufficient vocational training for each project should accompany its implementation, and 
more generally that the cost thereof and also the cost of the subsequent maintenance of 
projectS should be included in the financing plan, 
- the maintenance and operaqon of the installations should be ensured; 
- 127  -53.  Recognizes  the \'ery  great ,·alue of the work of the non-governmental  org:miz.arions. 
concerned  \\ith de\'elopment and  emphasizes  the  role  these  organizations  might play  in 
connection with micro-projects in the ACP countries; 
54.  Calls  upon Community  institutions to give  higher  priority  co  the encourasement of 
non-governmental  financial  institutions  to  invest  in  capital  projects,  and  co  do  so  by 
underwriting such investment in whole or in part; 
55.  Considers th:1t  voluntary aid  to de,·clopmcnt should be  cncour:t~::J and requests the 
Commission  of the  European  Communities  to  m:1ke  relt:\':lnt  propo~.1ls with  a  view  to 
adopting .:1  European starute for technical cooperation assist:lntl\; 
56.  Stress(."S the need co  m:1ke :1ll those concerned ~1ware of the ~u.lv:lnta~cs of reducing to a 
minimum rhe period between the :1pprnisal ::md  the implcmenta~ion of 01  project; 
57.  Emphasizing rhe ,·ery real  problems encountered by the Commission of the European 
C0mmuniries,  dem:mds  that  it  should  at  last  be  provided  with  the  st:1ff  necessary  to 
implement the Convention of Lome; 
(h}  Least-der.leloped,  l.mdlocki!d and island countries 
·---- --- -·- -----. ---------------
5S.  Requests  that, on  the  basis  of the provisions of Lome II,  solutions be  found  to  the 
problems encountered by the le:J.st-dc:veloped, landlocked and isl.:l.nd ACP Scares in the fields 
of invesrmcm, transport and communic:Jtions and as regards the application of the rules of 
origin; 
59.  Urges  that special  measures be taken co  mobilize more resources for  agricultural and 
rural development in che least-developed, landlocked and island ACP States in order to raise 
Jgriculrural production substantially; 
60.  Requests chat the pro"·isions of the joint declaration on the special situ:J.tion of Zaire be 
implemt:nred; 
61.  Calls·upon che EEC countries to take all necessary·me:1sures co ensure the success of the 
Unired 'Nations Conference on the Leasc-OevelopedCoumriesscheduled for 1981; 
(i)  Institutional provisions 
61.  Rc:quests the ACP-EEC Council of ?\.linisters c:1refully to ensure chat the economic and 
soci:1l  groups :1re  invoived in the life  of the new Convention, pursuant co  Article  168  (6)~ 
and to begin the essential consultarions concerning trade :1nd  industrial cooperation and the 
full  ..1pplicarion of the joint decbrarion on migr:mt workers contained in Annex XV to che 
Convention; 
- 128  -~.3 ·  R.<!grers  that the  negoci~tions for  an  adaptation and transition pro  coco!  for  Lome II, 
tollowtng the enlargement ot •he Community co  include Greece from  1 JanuarY 1981  have 
opened so  late in  rhe day;  ·  '  · 
64.  Notes  th~  concern  s~own  by  many  ACP  Stares  at  the  prospet.-r  of  a  possible 
e.n~arge~~m.  or the EEC  to mdude rhree new countries and requests  char the ACP State be 
uutv nonnea; 
65.  Notes che improvement in Lome n  ;J.S  regards institutional provisions and h~pes th;J.t as 
J.  result of these provisions the institutions will  be better equipped to achieve the aims of the 
Convention: 
66.  Stresses che  need co  .lttain as  soon as possible the aim of allocating 0·7 %  of the Gi'IP 
of rhe developed countries to public development aid; urges th;J.t developed countries which 
havt: not yet rea,hcd chis  target of O·i% of GNP in publir.: dcveiopmenr aid in  1981 should 
make rhcir bt:st dforts to  rea~h it bv  l9H5. and in anv case noc beer than in the second half 
\Jt  the decade: the target of t %  sh~uiJ be reached  a~ soon as  possible thereafter; 
67.  Rl!quc:scs.  in  rhe light 0t the very serious implications of the burden of foreign debt for 
rht:  ~t.:{>nomtes of the devd\>ping .;ounrrics. :he JJopcion of measures to provide immediate 
.lSsi~r.uH.:c.  rdid or the  writing  otf of rhc  Jebts of chose!  developing  countries  whi'h :1rc 
.:xpcr:l.!ncing parti'--ular  dirii~-ulcies Js is  rhc case for muse ACP  ~ounrries; 
6i3.  Also  srr~scs  chat  -;crious  prngrL"SS  row:1rds  Jisann:11ncnc  would  release  subsr:mcial 
t·unJs  ior Jcvdopml!nt; 
69.  Points out that, while in  other respects the Lome Conventions are exemplary. they can 
become  fully  effective  only  if  they  form  part  of  :1  world-wide  system  of  North-South 
relations; regrets chat ir  was nor possible to decide on the agenda and procedures for  ~;lobal 
negotiations  at  the  Xlth  UN  Extr:.tordinary  General  Assembly  in  ~ew York;  ur~es  the 
Community  and  the  ACP  States  to  make  every  effort  ro  ensure  th:lt  the  North-South 
dialogue :.1chieves some concrete results; hopes that the Community and the ACP States will 
endeavour to achieve re:1l  results and attaches particular importance to the establishment of 
a world-wide system  ~o assist the least-developed countries; 
70.  Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution and the report of the Joint Commicree 
to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, to the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors and to 
the Council of Ministers and Commission of the European Communities, and also asks that 
steps be taken to give the report and the resolution wide publicity. 
RESOLUTION 
on  the  proposals  designed  to  ensure  respect  for  and  protection  of  the  rightS  of migrant  workers, 
srudencs  and trainees who are nationals of one of the Contracting P:mies and regularly resident in a 
Member State or an ACP State 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Lu..xembourg from 24 ro  26 September 1980, 
referring expressly  to che  declaration adopred in Bordeaux on 31 January 1979 by its 
Joinc Committee, 
- 129  -h:1ving  rcg:1rd  ro  th~ provisions of Annt!x XV of th!!  s~~ond Lome Con";enrion,  re!Jcing 
to workers who are n:1rionals  of one of th!!  Contr::h:ring P:1rties  and are residing leg:1lly 
in :1  ~[c:mber State or an  ACP Scare,  --
h:1ving  regJrd co  the:  report of ch~ joint Committe~ (DC?c.  ACP-EEC/18/SO), 
1.  Welcomes the:  f:1ct  chat rhe  new Convention takes  :1ccounr of the situation of migr:mc 
workers from  ch~ ACP countries residing in  th~ countri~ of che  Community with a view co 
ensuring  respect  for  and  protection of  the  fundamentJl  hum:1n  righcs,  and  also  of the 
situ:1cion of workers from the Community residing in  ACP countries; 
2.  Stresses  the political significance of this  seep  by which the negotiators have recognized 
thJt  the  two  Parries  could  nor  confine  themselves  to  an  economic  and  commercial 
Jgreemenc,  and  chat  the  b_onds  which  unite  them were such  that the situation of certain 
social groups could no longer be ignored by the Convention; 
3.  Deplores,  however,  the  un~mbitious  narure  of  the  provisions  adopted  which  are 
confined  co  guaranteeing non-discrimination with regard  to working conditions, pay and 
social securiry; 
4.  Notes chat these provisions are far from adequate in view of the difficulties encountered 
by ACP  migrant workers; 
5.  Considers  that  the  proposals  and  guarantees  contained  in  this  resolution  must  be 
implemented as  a  matter of priority to Jssist ACP migrant workers, whose social situation 
and problems with integration into their host counct;.• :1re  particularly acute; 
6.  Desires non-discrimination co  apply fully  to all workers' righrs, irrespective of whether 
their families are living with them or have remained in their own counay, but considers at 
the s:1me time that the re-uniting of families  must be encour:1ged; 
7.  T:1kes  the view th:1t it is  responsible for ensuring that these provisions are enforced and~ 
for  this  purpos..:,  insrrucu  the  ACP-EEC  Council  co  report  to  it  annually  on  their 
implc:mencarion; 
8.  Considers  th:1t~ on che  b:lSis of undertakings conc:Uned in the Second Lome Convention; 
chc:  Community and irs  ~{ember Scares  should embark upon a  policy of coordination :1nd 
harmoniz:1rion  of  the  v:1rious  n:1tion:1l  policies  rel:lring  to  the  rights  of  ACP  mign.nt 
workers; 
9.  Requests that the ACP·EEC Council reconsider the matter of ACP mig~nt  workers with 
:1  view co  e.~tending the:  present provisions; 
10.  Invites  the  ACP-EEC  Council  to  involve~ through its ad hoc committees,  the  soci:ll 
partners, both of the ACP and of rhe  EEC.  in  the consideration of the matter of migr:1nt 
workl!rs: 
11.  Recall!i  ch:1t,  in  line  with  rhe  dedaration  :1dopred  in  Bordeaux,  the  objective  to  be 
.1'hieved  in  this  regard  is  co  gu:1r:1ntee  to  ACP  migr::tnc  workers resident in  the  ~lembcr 
Sca.ccs of rhc CommuniC)I: 
- 130  -rccogmcion of th~ir ~:conomic.. social and  tr:tJ~ union rishcs, 
recognition of their individual rights ;1nd of rhus~ oi thc:ir families, 
improved living  ~onJirions. 
the: a'-"ttlal  excrc:is«: llt their rc:cognizc:d  rightS; 
12.  Requests  the  Council  of  the  European  Communities  to  adopt  the  propos~!  for  a 
Directive on  cbndestine immigration which,  while  laying down preventive :1nd  restrictive 
me:1sures  to  combat  illc~al  migration  and employment,  s~feguards the  rights  of workers 
arising out of the work they perform; 
13.  Underlines  the  need  for  the  Member  Scares  of  the  Community  co  undertake.  in 
agreement  with  che  parties  concerned  and  their  organizations,  J.  detailed  study  of  the 
situation  of ACP  students  and  trainees.  in  order to  be  in  a  posicion  at  last  to  define  a 
coherent and comprehensive policy in  this  regard; this policy should include, in  particular, 
vocational  training  and  grant,  study  and  training  programmes  and  facilit:ne  the 
reintegration of those concerned at the end of their studies in  their country of origin; 
14.  Recalls that in order for ACP studentS and trainees to be properly integrated into their 
new environment, they must be  briefed in advance on the situation chat awaits them and in 
particular on the reception and temporary care facilities provided; 
15.  Invites  the  Member States of the Community to take account in  their legislation on 
aliens of the special status of ACP studentS and trainees, by putting an end to discretionary 
powers as  regards expulsion and by guaranteeing to trainees and students receiving grants 
the right of appeal against arbitrary administrative decisions; 
l6.  Is  of  the  opinion  that  it  is  the  responsibility  of  the  Community  to  promote  the 
coordination and harmonization of the various national policies on the subject so as to give 
more weight to the concept of ACP sr-udentltrainee; 
17.  Stresses that there is  work to  be done in  informing and educating Community public 
opinion with regard to the problems of Third World citizens and particularly those from the 
ACP countries; 
18.  Considers that, in order for such an information and education policy to be effective, it 
should be backed up  by the competent non-governmental organizations,. which should be 
given moral and financial support; 
19.  Invites those Member States which do not as yet possess legislation enabling racism to 
be combated, to adopt such legislation as  soon as  possible. 
RESOLUTION 
on ACP-EEC cooperation on the development of fishing in the ACP States 
The ACP-~EC  consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Lu..xembourg from 24 to 26 September 1980, 
recalling the Joint Declaration on sea  fishing  annexed. to  the Convention signed  b~ ~he 
ACP Scares and the European Communiry in Lome on J 1 October 1979 and recogmzmg 
131  -chc:  contriburion  char  the  dcvel0pmenr  of  fishery  resources  in  w:uers  within  the: 
juri:;Jicrion  of the  ACP  Scares  c~m make  ro  the overall  development process of these 
Sr:\Ces. 
rec31ling  also  chc:  Joint  Declar:1cion  on  rhe  ongm  of  fishery  products  :mne:<ed  to 
Proroc:ol  1  co  che  Convention,  which  re~-:ognizes th:lt ch:mges  in  rhe  existing  rules  of 
origin concerning fishery produces m:1r have to be made co  enh3nce the development of 
che  fishery seccor. 
1.  Considers  that there is  an urgem need for intensified ACP-EEC cooper:1tion  co  en:1ble 
each ACP Stare  co  maximize the benefits of its  fishery  resources and retain full  control of 
these viral  resour~es to ensure a balanced system of fishing and conservation of fish stocks in 
the ACP Scares; 
2.  Notes the interest expressed by many ACP Scates in developing their fishing industries; 
3.  Urges the Community and the ACP Scates to carry out without delay an examination of 
the problems posed by the c:nrry  into Communi~  markets of fishery products from cuches 
made in  zones within the jurisdiction of the ACP Scates; 
.4.  Instructs  i~ Joint Committee co  continue ics  examination of the problem of ACP·EEC 
cooperation on fishing and to submit 3 report to it in due course. 
RESOLUTION 
on Zimb:abwc 
Th~ ACP-EEC Consu/tativ~ Assembly, 
- meeting in  Luxembourg from .!4 to 26 September 1980, 
- welcoming the  decision  of the:  ACP-EEC Council  in  Nairobi to agree  co  Zimbabwe's 
applic3tion foe  accession to the Second Lome Convention, 
- noting  that  the  negori:1tions  on  che  terms  of  accession  for  Zimb:1bwe  are  m:1king 
progress. 
stressing  the::  p:lrti\:ui:J.r  v3luc::  .1nJ  the:  great  politic:ll  sigmtlcan\:e  of  chc:  imminent 
:.1ccession  l>f  chc  Rc:public of Zimb:lbwc: co  the Sc:conJ Lome Convention, 
aware  of  the::  importance  of  sug:r.r.  bc::et  and  vc::~l  :md  tob:1cco  to  the  economy  of 
Zimbabwe 3nd of their imptl'-"t' on the prosperity of its people:. 
1.  Urges  char  chc:  nc:goci.Jrions  on Zimbabwe's accession to  the:  Convention be concluded 
r:r.picily  and,  in  chis  ~onneccion, uq,:c:s  the:  Community and its  Mc:mbc:r  States to provide 
substanci:1l  :1id  for  Zimbabwe,  caking  :1~count of the  nc:ed  for  Zimb:tbwe  to  rebuild  irs 
economy as  r:r.pidly :u possible; 
2.  Requests the Community to ~r~nt Zimhah\ve, 011  tt~ accession. sug:u and b::cf .md vc:1l 
quotas over and above those prcn·icied ior  under the  s~cond Lom~ Convcmion. 
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on  cocoa 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Luxembourg from 24 to 26  Seprembe: 1980. 
seriously concerned at the fall  in  rhe prices of commodities, parriculariy co.:oa. 
regretting  the failure  to  reach  a  Communit')'  decision  on a  minimum price  for  cocoa 
during  the  recent  Geneva  consultations,  which  would  have  made  possible  the 
resumption of negotiations on the condus10n of a new internaoonal agreement, 
having regard to the viral  importance of cocoa for the econornies  of many :\CP stares 
and, in particular, the political and social consequences of a fall  in the price of cocoa, 
1.  Requests the Communit]•,  as  the world's major consumer of cocoa,  to assume irs  full 
responsibilities  so  that  negotiations  on  the  conclusion  of  a  new  International  Cocoa 
Agreement can be resumed and completed; 
2.  Calls on the Communit')': 
(a)  to agree to the fixing of a  minimum price for  cocoa, taking account of the overriding 
need to guarantee a fair level  of remuneration to and protect the interests of the ACP 
producer states; 
(b)  to agree to the fixing of a guaranteed seasonal price for cocoa and to accept the principle 
of a periodic review of cocoa prices; 
3.  Consequently  requests  the  Council  of  the  European  Communities  to  take  all  the 
necessary steps to enable the Community to assume !n full  its special responsibilities in this 
field in accordance with the spirit and letter of the Lome II  Convention. 
RESOLUTIQ;-.; 
on the siru3rion in southern Afric.1 
The ACP-EEC Consuit.1trve Assembly, 
meeting in Luxembourg from 24 ro  26 September 1980. 
having reg:J.rd  to the resolutions adopted by the Consult:.ltiYe Assembly on 28  September 
1978 and 11  October 1979 in Luxembourg and by  r.he Jomt Commicree on  1 February 
1979 in  Bordeau_x. 
1.  Reaffirms  its  condemnation  of South  .\£rica  for  its  .1parrheici  policy  and  its  present 
acrivines in ::-.:amibia.  which are mrended to delay the lacrer·s mdependence and underm.me 
fundamental liberties as  defined in the United ~arions Chane:; 
133 .,  Strongly  urges  rhe  South  AfricJn  aurhoriries  tO  free  J.il  prisoners  of conscience  and 
gu.:;.r:mtee.  wirnout discrimin:J.rion, the right to legal  defen~e. and to safeguard fundament:ll 
iiberties in respect oi persons and society as  a whole; expresses itS  solidarity with a-U-victims 
of the  regime  and  urges.  in  particul.J.r.  :hat militants  :lnci  le:1ding  figures  of the  Afric:1n 
Nanonal Congress who have been un1usdy imprisoned :1nd  sentenced should be freed: 
3.  Considers that the measures adopted by the apartheid regime following the compulsory 
embargo on arms decreed by the United Nations mean th:u foreign companies operating in 
South  Africa  may  become  involvec..i  tn d1e  :1partheid  r~~me·s military  programme:  these 
Western  compantt.-s  prO\'tde  virruJily  all  South  AfricJ·s  oiL  computers  and  advanced 
technology; anything short of total withdrawal on their p3.rt would therefore have no effect; 
4.  Considers.  more :Jarticubrlv,  rh~u rhe  so-~lled fair  ~.·moio\·ment measures, such as  the 
Community coJe of ~onduct :1nd  rhe Suiliv:1n  principies  j~opardize the struggle for freedom, 
despite  the  ar3umc:nr  chat  chese  m~:l.Sures  m:1y  be  inr~~cied  to  help  promote  foreign 
investment in Sourh AfricJ; 
5.  Condemn~. furthermore. the  star~s .1nd mulrin:ttional ..:omp:tmc:s Jnd other undc::rt:lkings 
in  the Communi~· which continue. by  \·irrue of their oper  .nions. ro  give :1crive support and 
encouragement to  the ap:lrtheid  regime in  Sourh AfricJ  • .1nd  urges  that rhe  principles and 
decisions Jdopn:d by rhe United Nations 5houlJ be  respe~:tt>d and  . .1bove all, rhar these st:ltes 
:lnd ..:ompanics should Stop  invesrin:: .md op~t:lting in  $,'1Uth  .-\fric;.t  in cin.:umsrances which 
l.!nc.:our:lgc  the  ~ounrry\ ra~ist ;;ovcrnmc:.1t; 
6.  Requests the Council of the European Communities ro prO\·ide details of the activities of 
the multinationals and to inform the joim Commirree of the measures it intends to take:  to 
ensure that they do not continue to violate rhe commitments given at the United Nations; 
7.  Reiterates  irs  formal  condemnation  of the  \"Jrious  forms  of economic  and  milit:try 
support given to the :tpartheid regime in tlagranr \·iolarion of United N;uions resolutions; 
8.  Notes,  however,  the  fact  that a  number of cultural  agreements  between  Community 
countries and the Premria Governr;nenr haYe  been suspended; 
9.  Pays  homage to the courage of the  people  :~nd  Governments  of Bor.;wana,  Lesotho, 
Tanzania, Swaziland. Zambia and Zimb:tbwe. and strongly urges that the special  mea~ures 
which have already been taken to help  them should be intensified;  regrets that, despite its 
earlier requests, a special action programme has not yet been initi:lted for them; 
10.  Condemns the  recent  bloody acrs  of' aggression  perpetrated against sovereign  Stares, 
notably Angola, Moz.ambique and Zambi:1. 
- 134  -CONSULTATIVE  ASSEMBLY  OF  THE  AGREEMENT  BETWEEN  THE  AFRICAN 
CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG,  2 8  - 3 0  SEPTEMBER  1 981 
RESOLUTION 
on the Fifth Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministen and an analysis of the early experience 
of the Second Lome Convention with recommendations for its optimal implementation 
The ACP-EEC Consultatir;e Assembly 
- meeting in  Luxembourg from  28 to 30 September 1981, 
- having examined the general report submitted by MrS. R. lnsanally on behalf of the Joint 
Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 29/81 ), 
1.  \Vekomes the entry into force of the new Convention between the ACP States and the 
Community as  an  international cooperation contract between equal partners reflecting the 
situation  of  economic  interdependence  between  the  developing  and  the  industrialized 
countril.'s; 
2.  Notes with approval that programming missions under the new Convention have been 
accomplished; 
3.  Regrets that, despite the effort made to ensure early submission on this occasion, the Fifth 
Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers was not available to members of the 
Consultative Assembly  in  sufficient  time  to allow  detailed examination before the annual 
meeting; 
- 135  -(a)  '\/lith  regard to the enlargement of the ACP and of  the EEC 
4.  Is  parti~::ularly  pleast!d  ro  welcome  the  accession  to the  Convention  of Vanuatu  and 
Zimbabwe, and  hopes chat the Zimbabwe Accession  Agreement will  be  ratified  by  all  the 
Community !\1ember States with the least possible delay; 
5.  Warmly wekomes the indication given by the new Caribbean State of Belize of its desire 
to accede  ro  the Convention of Lome and looks forward to its taking irs  place in  the joint 
Commirtt!c: and the Consultative Assembly; 
6.  \\'ekomes the imminent signarure by Greece of the Second Lome Convention but regrets 
the  inJdequate nature of consultation with  the  ACP  partners concerning the accession of 
Greect'; 
7 ..  T akl.'s  note  of  the  Joint  Dedararion  of  1  ':J  June  1981  pursuant  to  which  certain 
oursr.mdmg differences between the ACP and the EEC regarding the effects of the accession of 
Greece to  the Community on ACP trade will  be dealt with and particularly the provision 
whereby  all  the  procedures  for  information and consultation  would be  put into practice 
should difficulties arise for the ACP States in  matters of trade cooperation; 
8.  Is  pleased to note that in  the Declaration of 19 June  1981  the Community, within the 
frJmework of consultation  procedures provided for  by  rhe  Convention, has undertaken to 
keep  the  ACP  States  appropriately  informed of developments  in  the  negotiations  for  the 
ao.:es.sion_ui.S.pain.and Portugal and shall proceed in good time to any necessary discussion of 
the possible effects for the ACP States of the enlargement of the Community; 
9.  Calls on the Community ro  honour these undertakings and to commence, in good time, 
real negotiations with the ACP for appropriate measures of adaptation and transition; 
(b)  With regard to trade cooperation 
10.  Notes with  concern  rhat while  the nominal value of trade between the ACP  and the 
Community mcreased during the period under review, and that while the trade balance was in 
favour of the ACP, 
(a)  the pattern of trade between rhe ACP and EEC has remained unchanged since the signing 
of the First Lome Convention and 
(b)  the decline of exports of raw materials in  total ACP exports to rhe Community was not 
compensated by  a corresponding increase in  exports of manufactured goods; 
11.  Stresses  that the opening of the Community markets to ACP  products is  not in  itself 
sufficient ro  ensure the development of ACP trade with the Community; 
12.  Emphasizes the  prin~iple of free  access  to the Community marker for  ACP  industrial 
products, induding textiles, and urges the Community to take a~:count of this principle in  all 
international agreements; 
'  - 136  -13.  Nores  that the  ACP  States  account for  only  1 · 8% of total  EEC  textile imports, and 
consequently maintains that the ACP should nor be held responsible for the  genera~-crisis 
affe~ring the European textile industry; 
14.  Urges the Commumty and its Member States not to adopt protectionist measures which 
would  h.1ve  disastrous  effe~o.:ts  on the ACP  'ountries. and  would  not be in  the long-term 
interest of the Community; 
15.  C.11ls  on  the Community and  its  Member States  to make full  and timely  use of the 
consult.ltion procedures in  order to avoid the need to have recourse to the safeguard clause; 
16.  Urges the Commission of the EEC to encourage and grant adequate financial support to 
initiatives of the ACP States in export promotion of manufactured products, particularly of 
small and medium-sized industries, from ACP States in the EEC market through financing of 
trade fairs and other related export promotion activities; 
17.  Emphasizes the importance of trade promotion and calls for the flexible interpretation 
and full  implementation of the provisions governing trade promotion in the Convention; 
18.  Con,!ders rhat 'ompliance with the letter and spirit of the Lome agreements requires the 
Community to uphold the trade advant.1ge~ obtained by the ACP States and to protect them 
against any erosion as  a result of ochu agreements signed by  the EEC; 
19.  Requests the Commission of the European Communities to revoke the rule by which it 
limits an ACP State's trade fair exhibition space to 60 square metres, and furthermore urges 
the continuation of the system under which EEC  Member Stares have so far made free space 
available for ACP  participation in  fairs taking place in their territories; 
20.  Calls  on  the trade partners,  in  the  light  of the difficulties  encountered in  this  most 
important area. to undertake as quickly and seriously as possible a detailed study of the root 
causes of the meagre results obtained so far in the ACP-EEC trade cooperation, and to take 
appropriate remedial action; 
{c)  With regard to agricultural products 
21.  Emphasizes  the  importan~e of ACP  agricultural  products being granted the greatest 
possible!  access  to Community markets especially given  the possibilities now offered by the 
new chapter on Agricultural Cooperation in rhe Second Lome Convention; 
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Jnd rc~ue~ts .:1Jt rhc prl·sent reorganization of the Common Agricultural Policy rake account 
of rhc  inrac~cs of the ACP; 
23.  Rc4ucsts  rhc  Council  and  Commission  to  undertake  an  examination of the  means 
whereby the Community could supply available agricultural products to the ACP on a regular 
basis and on preferential terms; 
24.  Recognizes .that such a scheme is  by  no means inconsistent with the efforts of the ACP 
Stares ro  fosrcr gre.Her .1griculrural development;  · 
25.  Is  therefore of the opmion that such supplies as well as food aid should take place in the 
framework of national food security programmes, aiming at self-sufficiency in food; 
\d)  \f.'ith regard to  food aid 
2.6.  Calls  on  the  Community  instttutions  when  regulating  the  Community  agricultural 
m;ukt·r also ro  tJkc pJrticular ac~:ount of those Community agricultural products which are 
suitable for use as food a1d.  in particular, cereals; 
27.  Demands that Communiry food aid should be increased and diversified to a larger range 
of products, including products not produced in the EEC, raking more account of the food 
needs .1nd  habits of the reciptent countries, and increasing also food aid in sugar which is at 
present limited to the 6 086 tonnes allocated to UNRWA; 
(e)  With regard to  the system of  generalized tariff preferences 
28.  Recognizes  the  porential  value  of  the  system  of  generalized  tariff  preferences  to 
developing countries hut urgt"S  that great care he taken to ensure that is expansion in  no way 
jeopardtzes the position accorded by the Convention to the ACP Group, among which are to 
bt!  found  most of the poorest developing countries; 
29.  Sees  the need for a systematic exchange of information between the parties on matters 
rdatmg-co the GSP and therefore calls for the early activation of the Joint Working Parry; in 
--- ~JJition requ~o:sts the:  Comm1ssion to submit its  annual GSP  proposals in  time to allow for 
sruJy and eventual suggestions for  modification by  the ACP States before approval by  the 
EEC Council of \linisters; 
(f)  '"'ith regard to Stab  ex and Sysmin 
30.  Recognizes  that  Srabex,  as  an  instrument  designed  to  reduce  the  effect  of  price 
t1uctuations, serves to allow ACP countries to plan ahead with a certain degree of set.-uriry 
regarding the income they can derive from  the exports of products covered by the system; 
31.  Notes that the need for coverage of a wider range of products has been admitted by the 
provisions of the new Convention and that there is scope for further expansion of the list; 
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new Convention have proved to be quite inadequate• 
33.  Calls therefore for the prompt provision of additional resources, which is necessary if the 
system is  to adt:quately fulfil  the purpose for which it was designed; 
34.  Reiterates  its  request  to  the Commission  to present a  report assessing the impact of 
Srabex on the development of the economies of the ACP countries and, given the importance 
of this assessment, urges that this detailed study should be carried out by external consultants 
selected with  the approval of rhe  ACP countries; 
35.  Insists on the necessity for the conclusion of world commodity agreements in  order to 
assure remunerative and stable prices in order to alleviate coo  rapid a depletion of Stabex; 
36.  Requests rhe Community to expedite the entry into force of Sysmin and to this end, to 
work out :n c~nsultation with the ACP States the mechanics for the effective operation of this 
new system; 
37.  Observes. however, that there is already apparent danger of the resources provided being 
quickly  depleted;  further  calfs  for  a  fundamental  examination  of the  problem  that  this 
presents; 
(g)  \i.lith  regard to  st~gar 
38.  Notes that despite the disquiet previously expressed by ACP cane sugar producers at the 
increasing level of European beet sugar production the Community has adopted quotas for 
1981/82 - 1985/86 which are not significantly reduced from previous levels; 
39.  Further notes that the level  of Community sugar production forecast  f.pr  1981182 is 
o~er 2 million tonnes higher than in  previous years; 
40.  Notes also that ·rhe world marker price for sugar has recently fallen  below the bottom 
end of the range prcscnbcd in  the lntemational Sugar Agreement; 
41.  Additionally notes that following the closure of a major cane sugar refinery at Liverpool 
some ACP sugar will  have to be diverted from its traditional market in  the Community to 
markets elsewhere in the Community; 
42.  Notes with surprise that the Community has offered a price increase of only 7 · 5% for 
unrefined sugar (in which form almost all ACP sugar is supplied) even though the Community 
interventJon prices for white sugar (in which form most beet sugar is manufactured) has been 
incr~ased by 8 · 5 ~'o and that in the price negotiations with the ACP suppliers the Community 
has so  far faded to remove this discrimination; 
43.  Calls upon the Council of ~1inisters to recognize that because cane sugar production is 
based upon a cyde of seven years and because the margin of profit for its producer countries 
can he  gn~arly reduced by the surplus production of competing beet sugar it is  necessary that 
the long-term production levels of beet sugar must be based upon a realistic assessment of the 
likely long-term world demand and supply for sugar; 
44.  Further  urges  the  Community  to  revise  its  sugar  production  quotas  at the  earliest 
pra~--ricable opportunity in order to reduce the surplus on the world market and in order for 
rhe Community to accept ACP sugar in accordance with its contractual obligations under the 
Sugar Protocol; 
45.  Continues to emphasize the importance of the Community maintaining its contractual 
obligations under the Sugar Protocol to accept the full quantity of ACP sugar; 
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own  raw  m.lt'l'nals,  notes  that  the  transfer of cane sugar refining capacity  to  some  ACP 
counrries JnJ the m;:trkcting of such refined sugar on Community markets cannot be effected 
for the rime  bcmg; 
47.  Expresses  the  hope that European  cane  sugar  refining  capacity  will  continue in--the 
med1um term to be sufficient to meet the needs of the ACP sugar exports to the Community; 
48.  Recognizes that rhe discrimination against the ACP in  the guaranteed price offered for 
their unrefined sugar in  1981/82 is unacceptable and calls upon the Community to agree to 
consultations  at  the  highest  political  level  so  that  an  acceptable  price  increase  can  be 
negotiated for  the current year; 
49.  Calls for provision to be  made in  future years as  well as  in  respect of 1981/82 for real 
joint negorianons with regard to the guaranteed price for ACP sugar; 
50.  Dr::1ws  anention ro  the negative  effe~ts of shipping freight costs on the profitabiliry of 
ACP sugar exports and to the need  to find  ways of providing compensation for these costs; 
51.  Calls for an enlightened approach by  the Community to the interpretation of the force 
majeure provisions of the Sugar Protocol, and calls also for an early positive response by the 
Community to the specific requests for reallocations of quotas already made to it by the ACP 
sugar exporting States; 
52.  Urges  the  Community  and  the  ACP  sugar  producing  States,  in  view  of the  many 
difficulti~  encountered  in  the  implementation  of  the  Protocol,  to  formulate  a  joint 
imerpretation of the Protocol; 
53.  Urges  the Community to contribute towards future stability of world sugar pJices by 
early and full  participation in the International Sugar Agreement; 
(h)  With regard to industrial cooperation 
54.  Notes  the  failure- so  far  to  achieve  any  significant  results  in  ACP-EEC  industrial 
cooperation. and hopes that means will  be  found whereby additional impetus, particularly 
capital,  including  bank  and  private  and  public  capital,  can  be  mobilized  for  industrial 
development in  the ACP States; 
55.  Requests the }omt Committee to set up the Working Group on the impact of the Chapter 
on Industrial Cooperation under Lome I and prospects under Lome II; 
56.  Proposes on-the-spot processing of natural resources as one of the priority ob1ectives of 
ACP mdustrialization; 
57.  Seeks  the assurance that the procedures in  the industrial sphere set up by Lome II  will 
induce  the  Community, after  consulting the economic  and  social  groups,  to take greater 
account of the needs of the ACP economies in determining its internal restructuring measures; 
58.  Srres!'les  the  importance  in  the  ACP  coumries  of  the  trainmg  of  large  cadres  of 
management staff, an activity which should be given financial support from the EDF; 
59.  C.:11ls  on  the  Centre  for  Industrial  Development,  the  Commission  and  the  EIB  to 
vigorously  encourage the setting up of industrial projects in  the ACP and the transfer of 
suitable technology; 
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adopt  adequate  measures  which  would generate  the  additional  capital  required  for  ACP 
industrial  development and  calls  for  the  taking of immediate steps  whereby  this  can  be 
achieved;  --
(i)  wtth regard to energy cooperation 
61.  Views with great coOi:ern  the acute crisis in the energy sector which in catastrophic for 
nearly every ACP State, and partiL-ularly the poorest of them, and therefore awaits the report 
of its working party on ACP-EEC cooperation in the. field  of energy; 
62.  In  recognition of the finding by the Nairobi Conference on new and renewable sources of 
energy rhat developing countries need to be urgently assisted in financing the development of 
alternatives, urges  both the ACP and the Community to make the fullest possible use of all 
relevant provisions of the Convention,  in  particular Articles 57 to 59 and 76, in orde·r to 
dc=velop  the energy porenrial of the ACP States; 
(j)  With regard to agricultural cooperation and the alleviation of  hunger 
63.  Notes  the  European  Parliament's  resolution  of 18  September  1980 on hunger in  the 
world ih·rrero Report)  and awaits the results of the work of the ad hoc group created in 
the Joint Committee; 
64.  Notes that und~r Lome l,  even  though more than a third of the appropriations of the 
EDF were allocated to the development of the rural sector, the food situation in the majority 
of ACP countries, particularly in  Africa, deteriorated; 
65.  Stresses that prionry should be given to increasing agricultural and food production in 
the ACP States; 
66.  In view of the increasingly tragic situation of refugees in the ACP countries. calls for the 
measures  taken by  the  ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly  of 26  September  19HO  · to be 
c:fte(tivdy implemented; 
Demands that regional aid programmes for ACP  refugees he worked out and implemented 
wtthout delay and that to this end the fullest use be made of all the instruments and financial 
possibdiries  available  under  the  Lome  Agreement  and  the  additional  funds  required  be 
spe(ificd; calls on rhe Commission to submit plans for such programmes at the next meeting 
of the Joint Committee; 
67.  Recalls  the  request  made  by  the Consultative Assembly  for  particular attention  and 
in(reaseJ assistance ro be given co  ACP countries afflicted by drought, in particular those of 
the S3hcl  region and the Horn of Africa which are especially endangered; 
6S.  Aiso recalls the request made by the Consultative Assembly for the urgent mstitunon of 
:In emergency acnon programme to allow the countries affected to use their water resources in 
sul"h  a way  as  to cut down the tragic effects of the drought; in  this connection, hopes that 
urgent prJ.ctical measures will  be  taken to launch this emergency programme; 
6'1.  Recogmzes the importance of the development of ACP sea and inland fishery resources, 
and strongly encourages the condusion of further bilateral fishery  agreemt:nts becween  the 
Community and imereste!d ACP coastal Stares or groups of States under mutually satisfactory 
conditions as provided fof:  in the Joint Declaration on Sea Fishing annexed to the Convention 
of Lome II; 
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and of providing  as~isrance in  training instructors and fishermen,  in  resource research, 
and m sm.1ll  ves~d design, supply, and building, ro enable these Scares to fully exploit their 
coastal fishenes resoun.:es; 
recognizes the importance of developing fish-farming in the ACP States, and recommends 
char  high  prioriry  be  given  to  this  activity  in  research,  development,  and  resource 
allocation, to enable these States to fully exploit their inland fisheries  potential; 
70.  Regrets the failure of the Member States of the European Community to conclude an 
inrernJI Community fishery agreement and calls on them to intensify their efforts so that such 
an  agreement  can  be  concluded  in  the  very  near  future  so as  to  provide  the  necessary 
impetus for ACP-EEC fishery cooperation; 
71.  Emphasizes  the  importance  of  the  Technical  Centre  for  Agricultural  and  Rural 
Cooperation as a mud. n~eded catalyst for agricultural development in the ACP Statl:S and 
stri!Sses  the consequent need for  its  becoming operational with the least possible delay; 
(k)  With regard to financial and technical cooperation 
72.  Nores that full  implementation of the Convention requires that all the funds available be 
utilized. and hopes that appropriations under the Fifth EDF will he more quickly committed 
and dishursed than w.ts rhe case under its  prede~.:essor; 
73.  Re~.:ogmzing that the net beneficial value of aid can be increased by the introduction of 
more  efficient  administrative  procedures,  calls  for  a  joint  study  which,  as  part  of  the 
connnuing evaluation of EDF  aid,  may  be  aimed at improving procedures for the proper 
control and management of aid funds; 
74.  Emphasizes  in  this  regard  the  important role  which  should  be  played  by  the  Joint 
MimstenJI  Committee as  a  high-level  policy  instrument for  devising  ways  and  means of 
J''ckranng  and  strcamlming  mt.·thods  of  implementing  overall  finam.ial  and  technical 
~.:"oopcrarton; 
75.  Welcomes the Convention's improved provisions on co-financing with their recognition 
of the need for harmonization and flexibility of procedures adopted and reaffirms the crucial 
role to be played by the Community in  en~.:ouraging and facilitating the participation of other 
donors; 
76.  Warns against the risk of allowing considerations alien to the spirit and letter of the 
ACP-EEC Convention to determine the granting of appropriate financing to requesting ACP 
States; 
{I)  ~ 1ith regard to regional cooperation 
77.  Emphasizes  the  imporran~.:e of regional  cooperation and  acknowledges the increased 
funding made available in  the new Lome Convention for  thi_s  purpose; 
78.  Stresses the need for these resour,es to be fully  and rapidly allocated with respect for the 
priorities set by the ACP regions themselves in order to maximize the benefits obtainable and 
to fully  explore the possibilities of mtra-ACP cooperation; 
79.  Urges chat the support and aid schemes for specific bodies and projects implemented by 
ACP  countries  within  a  regional  or subregional  framework,  particularly  in  the  field  of 
infrastructures, should be reinforced; 
142  -80.  Asks  che  European  Community,  in  agreement  with  the  ACP  countries concerned,  to 
draw up  and carry our a programme of spcctfic practical activities for the Sahel territories to 
pur Jn l'nJ to the tragic and unacceptable ...:onditions in  which rhe people there live, with the 
aim of Jcvdoping Jgriculrure, particularly rhe animal breeding areas, and trade in  thi~ region 
of Africa. This pbn should be established by  the European Community over and above the 
appropriations  already  allocated  for  the  implementation  of  agreements  resulting  from 
Lome II; 
(m)  With regard to the least-developed, landlocked and island ACP States 
81.  Reaffirms its concern at the growing difficulties and specific obstacles encountered by the 
least-developed countries, notably certain ACP States; 
82.  Wekomes the political will shown by rhe signatories of the Lome II Convention to assist 
.:~ese States m solving their problems by means of specific measures (Tide VIII of the Lome II 
Convention); 
83.  Takes  note  of the  results  of the  United  Nations  Conference  on  the  least-developed 
countries held  in  Paris from  1 to 14  September 1981 and of the positive role played by the 
EEC and its  Member States at the conference; 
84.  Calls on the Community and its Member States to devise and implement effective and 
immediate measures  to  put into effect the substantial New Programme of Action and the 
Immediate Programme of Action adopted by  the Paris Conference; 
85.  Strongly urges  the EEC  and its  Member States to use  all  possible means to secure the 
active partkiparion of all  other industrialized countries in  implementing these programmes; 
86.  Calls on the Community and its  Member States to take all  possible steps to promote 
these efforts at international level, notably at the forthcoming Cancun (Mexico) North-South 
Conference; 
87.  Requests the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers and all the institutions of the EEC and its 
Member States to ensure that rapid and full  use is made of the specific measures provided for 
in  the Lome II  Convention to assist the least-developed countries, notably those contained in 
Artide 82 of the Convention; 
88.  Stresses the need to activate the ACP-EEC Subcommittee on least-developed, landlocked_ 
and island countries which was set up in  1977; 
(n)  '1/ith  regard to institutional aspects of  the Convention 
89.  Welcomes the attempt to expedite ·and facilitate the work of the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers by providing for consultations and regular exchanges of view by the Co-Presidents 
in between the Council's annual sessions; 
90.  Reminds,  however,  that  this  new  mechanism  should  be  auxiliary  to  and  nor  in 
substitution of the main meetmgs of Council; 
91.  Sees the need for greater political effort to be  undertaken in all ACP-EEC instirurions 
toward the solution of outstanding problems; 
92.  Firmly believes that the operation of the Convention can be significantly improved by a 
readiness to take and implement bold and timely decisions; 
- 143  -93.  Calls on the parties to display at all times an active, open and constructive participation 
in  rhe  implementation of the  Convention and, within  its  several institutions, to be guided 
continuously by political goodwill; 
(o)  With regard to global development policy- situation and trends 
-J4.  Is  ...:onvin.:eJ  that multilateral cooperation bem·een Jevelopmg and developed countries 
is particularly mdispensable for the necessary sm:ngthening of the socio-economic position of 
the developing countries in  the context of efforts to create a new world economiC order; 
95.  Expresses its concern at the lack of progress made under the agreements negotiated to 
launch the construction of a new international order; 
96.  Stresses the importance of an early resumption and successful conclusion to the global 
North-South negotiations; 
9i.  Constders,  moreover,  that in  view  of the  present  world  economic  crisis  and  in  the 
common  intere~r of the  Community  countries• and  the  ACP  countries,  far-reaching  and 
imaginattve solutions are necessary at the global level in order to make the Lome Convention 
a truly coherent and viable agreement; 
98.  Expects that the imminent conference in Cancun will provide the necessary impetus for 
such a resumption; 
99.  Underlines, in this context, the responsibility of the worldwide community towards the 
poorest countries and, in particular, that which rests upon the shoulders of the members of the 
European Community; 
100.  Stresses the incredible wastage of material and human resources involved in  the arms 
race and the constant growth of military expenditure which will swallow up 550 000 million 
dollars this year although there is  a lack of funds to check the scourge of hunger; 
101.  Recalls the proposal drawn up by the non-aligned countries and the Group of 77 for the 
creation of a development fund made up of resources from the reduction and transfer of arms 
expenditure on the part of all  countries; 
102.  Notes the aspirations expressed at the Paris and Nairobi Conferences, but urges the 
continuous necessity ro pursue the measures required to bring the results of these Conferences 
ro  fulfilmenr and demands that the European Community and its Member States specifically 
develop concrete policies  and mechanisms both for  individual least-developed countries as  . 
well  as  for its  global programmes; 
1  n·J.  Rc:ncr;ltl'S tht· nt·t:d ro attJin as soon J.S  pos~ihle the  respc~.:rive aims of 0 · 7 'Yo  and 1 Of,  of 
the G:'\P of the dt·vdopt•d counrm:s ro  puhlt~: development aid, and at the same time h1ghlights 
the  mtnimum  aim  of providing  immediJ.tely  0 ·15%  of the  GNP  for  the  least-developed 
counrric:s. all of which n:quircs more cquirahlc participation by the developing countries in the 
m.m..Igl·mcnr of international economic bodies, especially the World Bank, the International 
~toncrary Fund and GAIT, anJ not only reliance on the present inadequate transfer of goods 
and financial resources from  North to South; 
104.  In  this context, notes with concern the threat of certain major industrialized countries 
to  reduce  commitments  as  regards  development  aid,  representing  a  renewed  threat  to 
implementation of UN Resolution No 2626 of 24 October 1970; 
105.  Appeals to all the industrialized countries to guarantee the volume of their aid to the 
developing countries, particularly the least-developed countries, and to respect their previous 
commitments by rejecting any reduction in this aid;  · 
- 144  -106.  Instructs irs  Presidents to  forward this resolution and the  report drawn up by  H.  ~· 
Mr  Insanally  to  the  ACP-EEC  Coundl  of  Ministers,  to  the  ACP-EEC  Committee  of 
Ambassadors and to the Council and Commission of the European Communities;  __ _ 
107.  Calls on the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers to give due attention to this resolution of 
the ACP-EEC Consultative A'semb!:t. 
RESOLUTION 
on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic Community 
The ACP-EEC Consultutive Assembly 
meeting in  Luxembourg from  28  to 30 September 1981, 
having regard to the report of its Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 27/81), 
having  n:gard  to  the  various  speeches  and  the  contributions  made  by  the  European 
parliJml'ntarians  and  the  ACP  parliamentarians  and  other  representatives  in  the 
discu.;swn on the report, 
whereas  the  cultural  aspect  is  mcreasingly  recognized  as  essential  in  cooperation and 
development and whereas the aim  of development must be human self-fulfilment, 
recalling the Declaration on the principles of international cultural cooperation adopted 
by  the  UNESCO  General  Conference  ac  its  fourteenth  session,  which  proclaims  the 
'\..llue', the 'digmty'. and the 'origin.1liry' of all  cultures, 
_,.-- whereas  the  right  to  culture,  knowledge  and  scientific  information  constitutes  a 
recognized malil.'nable right of all  peoples, 
n:calling the intergovernmental <.."'nfercnce  on <..-ultural  policy held in  Accra in  1975 and 
organized by  UNESCO in  cooperation with the OAU, 
recalling the  intergovernmental conference on cultural policy  held in  Helsinki in  1972, 
whi~h recommends the European States, including the Member States of the Community, 
which took part to take measures jointly with the developing countries to prest:rve and 
promote the cultural heritage and popular traditions of these countries, 
aware of rhe efforts which the ACP countries are making to assert their cultural identity 
both at national and regional level and at international level and to restore their national 
cultural heritage, and desirous of supporting the action they are taking towards intra-ACP 
cultural cooperation, 
noting that cultural exchanges between the  Member States of the Community and the 
ACP Stares are too one-sided and that it is necessary to redress the balance in the inrerests 
of equality and reciprocity, 
- 145  -. l.  Srn:sses the (on:-iJerahlc importance that cultural exchanges have horh for the ACP Statc'i 
Jnd for  rhe  :\let~lhl·r Searl's of the Community and therefore welcomes the fact that cultural 
<.:oopcr;Hion  is being given dose attention for the first time within the framwork of ACP-EEC 
cooperanon; 
2.  Feels  that  the  development  of  the  ACP  countries  cannot  be  fully  realized  unless 
~oopt:rJtion hetwecn them and the EEC. which is  recognized as a  positive step towards the 
scmng  up  of  a  new  international  economi<.:  order,  takes  in  the  cultural  aspect.  which 
presupposes the re<.:ognition  by  the Community of the contribution made by the cultures of 
the ACP wu.ntries and their peoples to the <.:ultural  heritage of all  mankind; 
3.  Re(ngntzcs the legitimate view of the developing countries which, while acknowledging 
rhe extsrc.:n<.:e  of intl·rdL'pl·ndt"tlce at inrcrnanonal level, maintains that political independence 
mu!:!r  he  (onsolidated by  economic Jnd cultural independence; 
4.  Is  convinced  that  the  industrialized  countries  and  the  developing  countries  can  only 
cooperate effectively if cultural relations are regarded as a source of mutual enrichment and 
are not tmposed from a pos-itimrot-duminatiotrbtrr-proposed co a  futt~rmerwlrn  aview-to 
dialogue and exchange; 
5.  Considers  that culrural  cooperation  between  the  ACP  and  the  EEC  based on mutual 
respect for each other's identity and on the principles of respect for national sovereignty and 
independence,  non-interference  in  internal  affairs,  equality  and  mutual  interest  would 
promote  and  accelerate  the  development  of  the  ACP  countries  and  the  socio-economic 
progress of their peoples;  -
6.  Considers that increased cultural cooperation between the ACP States, the Community 
and its \{embers States, in addition to existing multilateral and bilateral cooperation: 
would enable cooperation schemes to be better coordinated and integrated into planning 
and the development process; 
would be more neutral than bilateral cultural cooperation; 
would encourage a more efficient and dynamic system of exchanges; 
would enahle the ACP countries as a whole to take advantage of the Community's aid and 
support; 
would ~nJ.ble certain cultural evenrs and arrangements to reach a wider public; 
i.  ~ores that certain provisions of the Lome Convention are directly or indirectly concerned 
wtth the question of cultural cooperation, particularly in the sectors of industrial cooperation, 
agncultur.1l cooperation, financial and technical .cooperation and regional cooperation; 
8.  Notes  that a  rational  and coordinated programme of cultural cooperation capable of 
boosnng the development of the ACP was not incorporated into the various sections of the 
present Convention; 
9.  Requests that as part of the implementation of the provisions of Lome II greater-attention 
should be  p.:lid  to the culrural aspect of development and that, in particular, in  carrying out 
financial projects under the EDF, the cultural identities and socio-cultural environment of the 
ACP.countries should be taken into consideration; 
- 146  -I.  Socio-cultural sphere 
Immediate objectives 
10.  Feels  that joint research on the impact of development programmes on the physical as 
well as the socio-cultural environment of the recipient countries might be very useful, as might 
joint research into the imract of local cultures on certain development programmes; 
11.  C..11ls  to this end for the  joint work of assessment co  be strengthened and stepped up, 
especially in  the fields  of health, water and rural development; 
12.  Calls  on  the  Community to  respond  to the  needs  of the  ACP  States  in  the field  of 
education and research and thereby help them ro step up their efforts to devise development 
modds in  keeping wtth their own genius which meet the aspirations of their peoples; 
13.  Stresses that if the ACP countries are to be helped to strike a balance between tradition 
Jnd modant!>m, it  is  e~senrial that training and information schemes be  jointly undertaken 
with  the  aim  of  encouraging  innovation  and  facilitating  the  development  of  native 
technologies, the  assessment,  selection  and adaptation of technologies  imported from  the 
industrialized countries and their harmonious integration into the socio-economic pattern of 
the ACP countries; 
14.  Stresses the important role of NGOs in  the field of development and takes the view that 
these  organizations could  play  a  more effective  role  in  cultural cooperation if  they  were 
endowed with increased funds in the next Community budget; 
11.  Training 
Immediate ob;ectives 
15.  Recommends that the ACP Stares and the EEC step up their training efforts ro enable the 
ACP to t..1kl· maximum advanragc of the opportunities affordl·d by the Lome Convention, and 
acwrdingly  requests  that a  largt:r  share of the  aid  granted  under the  EDF  be devoted  to 
training; 
16.  Re~ommends that the Community and the Member States grant a1d  ro universities and 
institutes in  Europe or in  the ACP countries which  are interested  in  providing specialized 
study courses on rhe ACP and other developing countries. to enable the history, geography 
and culture of the ACP and other developing countries to be taught in schools; 
17.  Recommends  that  the  Member  States  and  the  national  institutions  responsible 
reorientate their  tea~hing programmes so as  to encourage a better understanding of the ACP 
and other developing countries; 
18.  Recommends that the Community; 
provide .lppropriate orientation and better training suitable to conditions obtaining in 
ACP States for  as~isranrs and experts sent to ACP countries; 
involve ACP  representatives  and experts in  the planning and running of seminars  and 
introductory courses for  ACP officials and students; 
arrange European university study  periods in  the ACP countries to enable srudenrs to 
familiarize themselves with realities in those countries; 
encourage  and  make  arrangements  for  inter-university student exchange programmes 
between the Community and the ACP States; 
- 147  -19.  Appeals to the Member States of the Community to review their policies on the granting 
of suhsidies  to  universiric:s  and  ~:omparable institutions  and  continue  financial  support to 
students trom ACP l.."ounmes so that studc.:nts from the ACP countries can attend them, and to 
readjust study grams to a reasonable level; 
20.  Asks  che  EEC and the Member States to take appropriate measures to support the ACP 
States' efforts to encourage students and trainees to rerum to their country of origin once they 
have finished  their training; 
21.  Draws the attention ot the Community and the Member States to the social and cultural 
situation of ACP immigrant workers and students and calls on them to do their utmost to 
provide them with appropriate personal and cultural support; recalls in  this connection the 
study by  the Commission of the European Communities on the situation of ACP students in 
the Community and trusts that it will  rapidly lead to practical results, particularly as regards 
the recognition of diplomas and the material situation of those concerned; 
22.  Calls on the Community to help finance literacy programmes in the ACP countries; 
Ill.  Information 
(a)  Immediate ob;ectives 
23.  Hopes that cultural  cooperation  between  the ACP  and  the Commumty will  include 
~:ooperarion in  the area of information. which is  a vital aspect of culture and development, 
w1th  the primary aim of correcting the imbalance in the flow of information between the ACP 
and rhe EEC;  · 
24.  Appeals to the press and the. other media and to all instirurions concerned with culture, 
to universities and government organizations to help with the realization of the ACP-EEC 
cultural cooperation project; 
(b)  Medium-term ob;ectives 
25.  Feels  that exchanges  in  the  field  of scientific and technical  information are of great 
imporran~.:e  and  rhat  th(!  Community  could  make  a  substantial  contribution  to  the 
developmenr of the ACP by  placing scientific and technical knowledge at the disposal of the 
re~earch workers and the economic and political leaders of the ACP; 
26.  Calls tn this regard for the Euronet sysrem  to be extended to ACP countries which so 
desire. and for ACP acce!ls  co  the data bank networks of the Member States to be considered 
by  the institutions of rhe Community and the ACP States; 
- 148  -IV.  Cultural exchanges 
Medium .2nd long-term objectives 
27.  Deplores the imbalance in  the trade in  products of a culrural nature and calls on .the 
Community to help the ACP States to develop their cultural industry;  . 
28.  Recommend~ the creation of a cultural data hank establishing in one place the archives 
on the:  ACP  countries,  which  are at present scattered throughout the  Member Stares,  and 
particularly those of value for the reconstruction of the history of the ACP peoples; 
29.  Calls  on  the  Community  ro  encourage  mutual  cultural  enrichment  through  better 
knowledge and  appre~.:iation of the <.:ultures  of the ACP peoples, to make the cultures of the 
ACP countries more widely known to Europeans and to develop in the Member Stares a more 
open  attitude  towards  ACP  cultural  values  in  order to  improve  the  balance  of· cultural 
exchanges which  have so far taken place almost entirely in  one direction; 
30.  Proposes the setting up of a foundation for the promotion and popularization of ACP 
cultures on rhe basis of contribut1ons by Member States of the Community and of voluntary 
contributions by the ACP States, to be administered on a joint basis by ACP and EEC citizens 
free  from  any political influences; 
V.  Cultural works 
Medium-term objectives 
31.  C.tlls the att<.·ntion  of the Mcmhcr States and of the Community to Resolution No 529, 
aJopt~.·J  on  18  O('tc.)h~..-r  1  ~79  Jt  rht•  34th  UN  General  Assembly,  anJ  to  Resolution 
No 4/7/6.4, adoprcJ hy  UNESCO at its 20th Genera!  Asscmhly, concl..'rning  the return of 
~ulturJI works ro rhc l.."ountries  of origin; 
32.  Invites in  thts connt'<.:tion  the Member States of the Community to consider favourably, 
in  a spirit of so!iJJ.riry and mutual understanding. the requests by  the ACP Scares concerned 
for the rerurn or restitution of cultural works which, under the criteria defined by UNESCO, 
are of fundament::tl spiritual and cultural .value and enable representative collections of their 
cultural heritage to be ~stablished; 
33.  Recommends ro  <.:oncerned  international organizations the establishment of a  fund or 
funds  ro  rc<.:ovcr  and  rerum  indigenous  artefacts  of spiritual  and  cultural  value  to  their 
countries of origin; 
34.  Further recommends that in rhe interim the UN should consider declaring such cultural 
artefal.."ts  universal property or- the common heritage of man; 
- 149  -35 . .  -\1-.o  tnvir~s the Cnmmuniry: 
to dra\\ up a complete inventory of all  items in museums, libraries and other institutions 
of rhe  ;\1ember Stares,  rhus  providing the ACP countries  with information on  __  all  their 
..:ulrurJ.I  works which are m Europe;  -
ro  parncipare in  the setting up  of museums and similar institutions in  the ACP States; 
ro give effective assistance v·:irh  the conservation or restoration of the cultural heritage of 
the ACP; 
to award a certain number of grants to ACP students and to redesign certain courses to 
rake account of the spc:cific needs of the ACP  countries; 
ro  make every  effort to provide  ACP  citizens  at the  earliest  juncrure with  the widest 
possible opportunities for access to works of art originating in the ACP States and held in 
the EEC; 
Vl.  Tourism 
Immediate and medium-term objectives 
36.  Stresses the importance of the tourist trade in the economy, culture and social evolution 
of the  ACP,  referring  in  this  connection  to  the  conclusions  of the World  Conference on 
Tourism held in Manila in  1980, and therefore requests: 
greater support for the efforts by the ACP countries to develop their human and material 
resources and the training of ACP experts in  the tourist trade, 
the development of a cultural and human tourism based on a sincere desire to understind 
others and their way of life so as to avoid 'ghetto tourism', 
the setting-up of a permanent discussion body to study ways and means of attaining these 
objectives  and of promoting greater European awareness of the cultural riches and the 
tourist potential of the ACP countries, 
the  incorporation of these considerations in the present studies on the development of 
tourism in the ACP countries, 
consideration by  the appropriate committee of the European Parliament of the relevant 
problems of the tourist trade in the ACP countries; 
VII.  lntra-ACP action 
Immediate objectives 
37.  Recommends the ACP States and the Community jointly to examine ways and means of 
providing assistance under lome II for the intra-ACP action programme in the area of cultural 
cooperation; 
38.  Stresses  that  ACP-EEC  cultural  cooperation  should  in  no  way  hamper  intra-ACP 
cooperation, but should enhance it; 
39.  Recommends the provision of funds to encourage the development of cultural skills and 
local technical skills; 
- 150  -VIII.  Continuation of activities 
40.  Cm::.tJcrs rha: rulrural ~ooperarion will be unlikely to succeed unless rhe ACP Scares and 
rhe  EEC  first  carry our preparatory work, before  joining ferces  in  a second phase for  the 
implementation of ACP-EEC cultural cooperation; 
41.  Recommends chat the ACP and the Community set up a joint high-level working party to 
undertake this task; 
42.  R,equests that this group of  ex~erts be given the task of examining in depth the report on 
ACP-EEC cultural cooperation which would be considered jointly by the ACP and the EEC 
during negotiations on  any agreement to succeed the present Lome Convention; 
43 ..  Srr~sse~ that this new philosophy of cultural cooperation, based on a genuine sense of 
reciprocity,  would  represent  a  turning  point  in  the  process  development,  encourage  a 
rapprochement between the peoples of the Community and those of the ACP S~ares, and thus 
mark a new and decisive step towards the introduction of a new international order·  , 
44.  Requests that this resolution and the report on ACP-EEC cultural cooperation be given 
careful and thorough consideration hy the other ACP-EEC institutions with the immediate 
aim  of translating  the  objectives  and  principles  of  this  resolution  and  its  explanatory 
statement into concrete,  binding criteria inter alia  for the programming, commitment and 
utilization of the funds of the Fifth EDF in the context of Lome II; 
45.  Requests that this report be widely distributed in the Member States and the ACP States; 
46.  Recommends that the working group of the Joint Committee should be entrusted with 
the mandate permanently to monitor the realization by the joint institutions of the ACP and 
the EEC  and other bodies and institutions of these -proposals and to bring forward some 
concrete measures for the next meeting of the Joint Committee in  Zimbabwe; 
47.  Instructs  its  Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  and  the  relevant  report  to  the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, to the ACP-EEC Committee: of Ambassadors and to the 
Council and Commission of the European Communities. 
RESOLUTION 
amauling the Rules of Procedure of me Consultacive Assembly 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- having regard to the report of its joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 28/81), 
- having regard to the proposals made by its Bureau pursuant to Article 24 of its Rules oi 
Procedure, 
- having dicussed these proposals, 
Decides to amend ics  Rules of Procedure 
- 151  -RESOLUTION 
on hunger in the world 
The ACP-EE.C Consultative Assembly 
- having  heard  the  statement of the  rapporteur on  progress  in  the Working Group on 
Hunger,  · 
- noting the following motions for  resolutions tabled on this subject, 
- on the  reform  and  extension of Stabex  in  order more effectively  to help the ACP 
countties to become self-sufficient in food (CA/CP/238) 
- on hunger and disarmament {CA/CP/241} 
- on improving standards of public health in the ACP States (CA/CP/243) 
- on  the  immediate  implementation of a  plan  to combat_ hunger and malnuaition 
(CA/CP/248) 
- on  the  ltali:m  Government's  initiative  in  the  struggle  against  hunger  and 
under-development (CA/CP/249) 
- on hunger ·and malnutrition, tabled by the ACP Group {CAICP/252) 
- aware of the critical  deterioration  of the world  food  situation, particularly in  several 
African countries which are signatories to the Lome II Convention; 
1.  Supports  the  initiatives  for  emergency  and  structUral  aid  to  combat  hunger  and 
malnutrition;  stresses  in  this  context  the  willingness  of the  EEC  to  contribute  to  the 
formulation  and  implementation  of the  plan  proposed  by  the  Italian Government for  an 
extraordinary campaign against hunger; 
2.  Encourages the Working Group to continue its efforts to complete its mandate before the 
next meeting of the Joint Committee and asks it to examine and take account of the motions 
for resolutions submitted to the joint Committee and to documents from the EEC and ACP 
States; 
3.  Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of  Ministers~ 
and to the governments of the Member States. 
- 152  -RESOLUTION 
on southern Africa 
THE ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- recalling past resolutions adopted by the Consultative Assembly and joint CDmmittee on 
Southern Africa, 
1.  Reaffirms the inalienable right of the people of Namibia to self-determination, freedom 
anJ national independence in a united Namibia in accordance with the Charter of the United 
r\acions; 
2.  Condemns rhe repe:Hed· and persistent c&cts of war carried out in  flagrant violation of the 
UN  Charter  by  South  Africa,  particularly  from  Namibian .territory,  contravening  the 
sovereignry  a~d integrity of the 'front-line' States; 
3.  Deplores the  fa~o.-r that most of the national governments of the EEC have not drawn up 
coorJmatc::d reports on the results of the application of the Code of Conduct for companies 
opcr:Hing  tn  South  Africa;  requests  such  national  governments  to  take  necessary  and 
adequate measures  to prevent the multinationals from  pursuing activities in  breach of the 
undertakings made at the UN; 
4.  Notes the effective suspension of several cultural agreements between certain EEC States 
and the Government of Pretoria, and wh!le _e_xp!_essing  i.!_s  aJ'prcciat_ion_~<>. ~~ese  ~ountries, calls 
upon the rem3ining EEC States that have not taken action to do so without further delay; 
5.  Asks  the EEC  and ics  Member States  ro  give  a  favourable  response to all  appeals for 
material  aid  for  the  people  of Angola  who  have  recently  suffered  from  South  African 
incursions and to observe strictly the embargo on arms and oil for South Africa imposed by 
UN resolution 418; 
6.  Demands  the  rapid  and  full  implementation  of  all  sections  of resolution  435  and 
partkularly appeals in this respect to the 'contact group' of the five western countries and the 
Politi,al Cooperation of the Ten; 
7.  Decides to send out as soon as possible a faa-finding mission to obtain information in the 
countries affected by the consequ!nces of South African acts of aggres~ion, and instruct~ it to 
draw up a report thereon for the next joint Committee meeting; 
8.  Pays  tribute  to  the  sacrifices  made  by  the  peoples  of Botswana,  Lesotho,  Malawi, 
Tanzania,  Zambia,  Zimbabwe:,  Swaziland,  Mozambique  and  Angola  and  urges  that the 
spe~tal measures already taker. for their benefit be stepped up; congratulates the Community 
on  thC'  positive  role  it  played  at the  recent. Maputo Conference by  pledging support for 
regional programmes for collaboration between these countries; 
9.  Instru~:ts  irs  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the  ACP-EEC  Council  of 
.\iinisters and to the governments of the Member States. 
- 153  -CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AFRICAN , 
CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
··cOMMUNITY 
ROME,  3  - 5  NOVEMBER  1982 
RESOLUTION 
on the Sixth  Annual Repon of the  ACP- EEC Council of Ministers for  the period from  1  April  to 
31  December 1981  and an analysis of the early experience of the second Lome Convention 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Rome from 3 to 5 November 1982, 
having regard to the Annual Report by th! ACP- EEC Council of Ministers, 
having regard to the report submitted by  Mr Vergeer on behalf of the Joint Committee 
(Doc. ACP- EEC 381 82), 
having regard to its resolution on ACP-EEC cooperation in the energy field, 
havi.1g regard to its resolution on the fight against hunger  1 
(a)  as  to the form of  the report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
1.  Welcomes the fact chat the Sixth Annual Report ofthe-ACP- EEC Council of Ministers 
was submitted in good time; 
2.  Regrets,  however, that the report contains only vague comments and gives hardly any 
specific indication as to possible solutions to current problems; 
3.  Therefore hopes that the next Annual Report of the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers will 
contain a critical stocktaking that reports on successes, failures and difficulties and establishes 
priorities for  future cooperation; considers it essential for the Annual Report to assume a 
political dimension; 
(b)  ws  to cooperati('lrr on trade policy 
4.  Notes with great concern that ACP exports to the Community have shrunk considerably 
both m absolute value and in percentage terms, and are still fast declining, whereas the exports 
of other developing countries to the Community have remained stable and are fas: increasing, 
relatively; 
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export trade in finished products in the industrial, commercial and even agricultural sector to 
complement the trade in raw materials; 
6.  Considers  it  even  more  disturbing  that  ACP- EEC  trade  structures  have  remained 
substantially  unchanged,  even  under  Lome  II,  because  ACP  exports to  the  EEC consist 
overwhelmingly of raw materials; 
7.  Draws attention co  the fall  in commodity prices on the international markets and to the 
resulting decline in the value, in terms of purchasing power, of ACP exports; considers chat the 
objectives of trade cooperation cannot be achieved without an increase in  the price of these 
products; 
8.  Stresses that free access of most ACP products to the EEC market has not led to an increase 
in  ACP  exports;- therefore considers  it  essential  to  provide every  possible support for  the 
development of ACP trade by combining and implementing joindy such important instruments 
of trade policy as suitable rules of origin, marketing policy, investment promotion, industrial 
cooperation .:md  agricultural policy; 
9.  Stresses in  this connection the principle of free access for industrial products, including 
textiles, from the ACP to the Community, and calls on the EEC to take full  account of this 
principle m the context of the Lome Agreements; 
10.  Calls on the Community, taking account of the recent Regulation (August 1982) raising 
the levy on imports of certain manufactured agricultural products from all countries, including 
ACP  Scates,  to  pursue  a  policy  on  trade  in  agricultural  products  compatible  with  its 
development  policy  in  general  and  with  its  commitments under the Lome  Convention in 
particular; recalls in  chis  connection paragraphs 45 and 46 of the motion for a resolution 
contained in the Ferrero Report on the fight against hunger 
11.  Urges the Community to consider favourably, and without further delay, the request by 
the  ACP  Group  for  free  access  of strawberries  originating  from  ACP  countries  to  the 
Community market, during the off-season periods, in  view of the efforts the ACP States are 
making to expand their agricultural production and to diversify their export base; 
12.  Further urges  the  Community to  apply,  liberally,  the provisions of the Convention 
governing importation of horticultural products, including flowers, from ACP countries into 
the  EEC and to desist from  calling upon ACP States to exercise self-restraint on  exportation of 
such products in  order to boost the share of rhe ACP exports in  the Community market; 
13.  Considers it  absolutely  essential  to abolish  continuing administrative and non-tariff 
barriers that are a hindrance both to ACP- EEC trade and in  the intra-ACP trade; 
14.  Takes the view that improvements to_ local economics, and consequently the food-supply 
situation, can only be achieved if opportunities for the ACP countries to trade with the EE Care 
even  more intensively  promoted than hitherto, which  involves in  particular increasing the 
prices of their commodities exports; 
15.  Points out that the Lome agreements provide for genuinely preferential treatment for the 
ACP  countries;  notes.  however,  that  major  concessions  have  been  granted  to  some 
industrialized  countries,  in  particular  the  United  States,  which  may  jeopardize  the 
implementation of the objectives of ACP- EEC trade cooperation; therefore requests the EEC 
co  take due account of its  commitments under Lome on the occasion of the forthcoming 
renegotiation of GATT; 
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will, as soon as possible, produce proposals on the enlargement, improvement and, above aJI, 
structural reform of ACP  rrade; expresses the need  for  the Sub-Committee co  pinpoint the 
facrors that have hitherto had a negative impact on ACP- EEC trade; 
17.  Regrets char the possibilities provided for under Lome II to promote trade have hitherto 
been inadequately used for various reasons; consequently requests the Commission to apply a 
less restrictive interpretation of Article 22 of the Lome II Convention so as to allow the ACP 
Scates to truly.benefit from  the provisions of this article; 
18.  Therefore calls  on  the  responsible  ACP- EEC  bodies  to  provide  a  forum  for  the 
attainment of the objectives set out in Article 21; recalls that trade promotion must cover aU 
exports from ACP countries, i.e. to the Communicy, to third countries, and to other ACP 
States; 
19.  Views the generalized preferences scheme as significant for the Jeveloping countries as a 
whole, but reminds the Community of the undertaking it gave as long ago as  1976 co ensure 
that, in applying the scheme, the legitimate interests of  the ACP countries are respected so that 
they can continue to benefit from the preferences resulting from the Lome Convention; 
20.  Notes with satisfaction that the infonnation and consultation procedure with the ACP 
countries has improved' under the GSP  but stresses the need for reasonable deadlines to be 
allowed for the consultative procedure; 
21.  Asks ro be informed as to the extent to which application of the GSP has had a negative 
impact on the ACP countries, and in what areas; hopes that the joint working party set up under 
Lome I will  shortly submit the relevant data; 
22.  Recalls the importance of persevering with the efforts to achieve satisfaaory ACP- EEC 
cooperation in the field of rules of  origin. <tnd hopes that an acceptable solution will also shortly 
be found for fisheries products; 
23.  Notes that although exports of ACP bananas to the Community have fallen since 1980 as 
a result of natural disasters. action has been taken by the Community to assist the affected 
States to restore their production and exports to their former levels; 
24.  Calls on the Communicy to overcome all continuing difficulties affecting implementation 
of Protocol 5 (Rum); 
25.  Urges the Community to take a definite stand on the implementation of the consultation 
procedures which have already been the object of discussions betWeen the ACP and the EEC 
and which are intended to avoid as  far as possible recourse to the safeguard clause; 
(c)  as to available agricultural products in the Community 
26.  Notes  with  deep  regret  that  the  food-supply  situation  in  many  African  States,  in 
particular  in  the  sub-Saharan  region,  has  deteriorated  significantly,  and  points  to  the 
Community's major responsibility to help improve food-stuffs supplies in the ACP States, in 
particular under the· chapter on agricultural cooperation; 
27.  Calls on the ACP-EEC working party finally to complete its srudy into whether and 
how available EEC agricultural products could be supplied on more favourable tenns; this 
study shQU]d  also take account of the latest information on the questionable value of the 
previous regular supplies of food aid (other than in  the event of emergencies or disasters); 
praaical food strategies, to be agreed on, should be taken as the basis for any proposals; 
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the EEC, having been consulted qy one of the Member States, did not see fir to endorse the 
proposal for the implementation of long-term agreements;  -
(d)  ..:zs  to the conset.JOJences of the Communit)•'s enlargement to the south 
29.  Appreciates the political importance of the enlargement of the Community to include 
Spain and Portugal; urges in particular that the Communicy should extensively consult the ACP 
States in good time prior to its second enlargement to the south; 
30.  Urges that the applicant countries should, prior to their final accession, confirm that they 
accept the fundamental principles of the ACP-EEC Convention, a question of fundamental 
importance as regards the forthcoming negotiations on the Lome U follow-up programme; 
(e)  as  to Stabex and Sysmin 
31.  Expresses deep concern that the appropriations earmarked for the Stabex fund have 
again proved totally inadequate in the 1981 operational year; 
32.  Stresses in this connection its view that the real problem is posed not by conjunctural 
difficulties but by structural inadequacy combined with a lack of funds to meet the objectives 
set  out  in  the  Convention.  Affirms  that the  Stabex  crisis  must be resolved  by  political 
means; 
33.  Takes the view that the existing financial gap can only be closed by a substantial increase 
in  appropriations; therefore urges  that every  possible acrion  should  be  taken through the 
Community's financial instruments t~ enable the Community to meet the ACP States' rights to 
Stabex transfer; 
34.  Is  utterly astonished at the repeated difficulties affecting the method of calculation; 
considers it essential for this problem to be resolved on flexible and equitable terms as soon as 
. possible; 
35.  Calls upons the extraordinary meeting of  the ACP- EEC Council of  Ministers scheduled 
for December 1982 in Brussels to seek long-lasting solutions that would guarantee financing, 
and overcome structural inadequacies, thereby ensuring that Stabex continues to be a major 
and indispensable component of ACP- EEC cooperation and remains capable of attaining its 
objectives; 
36.  Considers the enlargement of the Scabex list of products - in the context of ACP- EEC 
trade cooperation - as essential co the economic development of certain ACP countries; calls 
upon the EEC co decide on the requests for the inclusion of new ACP products on the Stabex 
list; 
37.  Urges, subjecr to a favourable cost-effecriveness report, that Stabex should be extended 
to different levels of product processing as a contribution to the basic industrialization of the 
ACP countries; 
38.  Stresses the need for Stabex to serve as a model for stabilizing resources in world-wide 
raw materials agreements; calls upon the EEC to ensure that Stabex is viable in the context of 
international raw  materials agreements which should be expanded within the framework of  the 
integrated programme; 
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development policy  in  different are;,ts;  at the same time, however, points to certain critical 
remarks conrained in  the study by  the Overseas Development Institute; 
40.  Believes that further control measures need to be introduced to ensure that Stabex funds 
actually benefit as far as possible the specific producers of the commodity concerned and the 
general export potential of the recipient country; 
41.  Therefore  calls  upon  the  Commission  to  consider  the  conclusions_ of  this  report 
thoroughly, in particular as regards the shaping of the Lome II follow-up agreement; considers 
it particularly important to determine the extent to which the original objectives have been 
achieved and whether undesirable side-effects have arisen on implementation; calls also for a 
cost-effectiveness study to be carried vut; 
42.  Welcomes the fact that Sysmin was first implemented during the period under review; 
calls on the Commission, having regard to the economic importance of assistance to the mining 
sector, to consider current applications from the ACP States on a rapid and flexible basis; 
43.  Considers it important to create an effective instrument for the operation of Sysmin, and 
to do so in dose cooperation with the ACP Stares; 
44.  Takes the view that any Community contribution to the:  ·Carajas' project in Brazil must 
have no negative effect on the implementation of Sysmin, especially on the financial side; 
(f)  as  to sugar  -
45.  Reaffirms rhe resolution with regard ro ACP sugar adopted by the Joint Committee in 
Harare, Zimbabwe, in  February 1982; 
46.  Acknowledges that the Sugar Protocol imposes legal obligations for an indefinite period 
on the contracting parties, which obligations must be respected and honoured, both in letter 
and in spirit; 
47.  Emphasizes that, in view of the great economic importance of the sugar industries to the 
ACP Stares concerned, it  is  essential that, in order for  these to maintain and improve the 
efficient running of the sugar industries, which are so vital to the social advancement of their 
populations, a fair and remunerative level of prices should be received for their sugar marketed 
in the Community; 
48.  Observes that despite the various sugar regulations which have been adopted by the 
Community the ACP States have failed since the inception of the Protocol to secure such a level 
of prices; 
49.  Is mindful of the fact that the ACP States have no share of responsibility in the situation of 
beet sugar surplus within the Community and that the entry of their sugar on the Community. 
markets does not entail any financial liability on the part of the Community; 
50.  Realizes that because of the traditional patterns of production and trade, cane sugar has 
long been a major source of income for most of the ACP States signatories to the Protocol but 
that such  income  is  being increasingly  affected  by  the  continuing decline  in  world sugar 
prices; 
51.  Realizes further that because of serious economic, social and geo-climatic constraints, 
the process of  diversification in most ACP sugar-producing countries can only complement and 
not replace cane sugar production; 
158 52.  Requests  the  Community  to  honour  in  full  its  commitments  under  the  Protocol 
particularly  with  regard  to  the  need  for  effective  negotiations  for  the  ACP  guaranteed 
pnce by: 
(a)  taking  into  account  all  the  relevant  economic  factors  in  the  formulation  of- its 
proposals; 
(b)  having  genuine  consultations  with  the  ACP  States  at  all  stages  of the  price  fixing 
process; 
(c)  providing scope for effective participation by the ACP States in the joint determination of 
the guaranteed ACP  sugar price; 
53.  Stresses  the importance of the rapid conclusion of the  re-examination process by  the 
Parties concerned and especially the need thereafter for the Community to take the necessary 
corrective measures co ensure fuJI compliance with the terms of the Sugar Protocol as from the 
next delivery period; 
54.  Urges  the  parties  to  the  Protocol  to  review  the  machinery  presently  utilized  under 
Artide 8 ( 1)  of the  Protocol and consider the  adoption of more appropriate and effective 
machinery within the framework of  the Protocol and of the Convention which could ensure the 
proper implementation of all  the provisions of the Protocol; 
55.  Requests the Community to take steps in the context of  its common agricultural policy to 
adopt the necessary measures to ensure improved terms of access for the 'agreed quantities', 
which, subject to Article 7, are irreductible; 
56.  Calls on the Community to review  without delay its  sugar policy in  the interests of 
improved  ACP- EEC  cooperation,  to  limit  its  production  in  the  light  of  its  domestic 
consumption, the content of the Sugar Protocol and the world market trend, and to accede to 
the International Sugar Agreement so as to remedy the surplus situation obtaining on the world 
market and to put ·an end to the resultant unstable price situation on the world market; 
57.  Calls on the Commission, while appreciating its decision to re-allocate permanently a 
certain quantity of sugar to Kenya, to re-allocate to the People's Republic of Congo a quantity 
of sugar for which the Commission has acknowledged the Congo remains eligible under the 
terms of the Sugar Protocol; 
58.  Insists chat the Comm1ssion respond favourably and without delay to the application of 
the Ivory Coast for accession to the Prmoco! on sugar; 
59'.  Exhorts the Commission ro respond without further delay to the ACP's long-standing 
request for the permanent re-allocation under Article 7 (  4) of 801 tonnes of sugar and to agree 
in principle to the prompt re-allocation, among ACP States signatories to the Protocol, of any 
shortfalls available for  reallocation under Article 7; 
(g)  as  to industrial cooperation 
60.  Regrets chat where ACP- EEC industrial cooperation under Lome II  is concerned, no 
significant results hdve been recorded so far. because a balanced industrial policy geared to the 
specific needs of the ACP States is still in the initial stages, and also because many ACP States 
still lack any effective industrialization policy; 
61.  Stresses the positive role that public undertakings in  the EEC countries could play in 
industrial cooperation with the ACP States; 
62.  Refrains from further listing the numerous measures necessary for industrialization, 
since a Joint Committee working party is currently  .. engaged on a st].ldy of the impact of the 
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however, that the working party will submit concrete proposals as soon as possible so that they 
can be  taken into consideration on the opening of negotiations on the  Lome  II  follow-up 
agreement; 
(h)  as  to cooperation in the energy field 
63.  Regrets  that the  report of the  Council  of Ministers  does  not adequately· reflect  the 
problems of the energy sector, although prospecting of alternative and  ine~pensive energy 
sources is  of fundamental importance co  the industrialization of the ACP countries; 
64.  Regrets the absen.ce of joint guidelines for the energy field, despite the fact that these are 
covered by the agreement; is moreover astonished at the absence of  any reference to the Nairobi 
energy  conf~rence, even  although some very significant proposals were submitted to it; 
65.  Considers spec1fic  and systematic activities in  the energy  field  as  urgently necessary; 
refers in  chis connection to the concrete demands contained in its resolution on ACP-EEC 
cooperation in che  field of energy; 
( i)  as  to training 
66.  Stresses that the quality of training has a bearing on all sectors of the agreement; takes the 
view that the measures taken under Lome I and II  to promote training in the ACP countries 
were highly significant, but can only be termed inadequate by comparison with the task in 
hand;  asks  the  Community  to draw up  concrete  proposals  for  implementation of these 
demands; 
67.  Regrets chat the policy of many Community Member States in regard to fees and other 
access conditions to their universities by ACP students, discriminate against such students and 
thus vitiates the efforts of che Convention; 
68.  Insists that each project should include adequate vocational training for both men and 
women and that, in general, the cost of this training should be incorporated in the financing 
schedule; 
69.  Insists that the existing Working Party on Cultural Cooperation should, with a view to 
the next Consultative Assembly and taking account of the forthcoming negotiations, draw up 
concrete proposals designed to establish training as an essential part of che Lome agreements, as 
was recently urged in Unesco by  the President of the French Republic; 
70.  Emphasizes that all forms of basic education, vocational education and adult education 
must be accessible for women as  well  as for men; 
71.  Recalls that teaching more women co  read and write and providing them with specific 
education in  health  and nutritional  matters  benefits  society  as  a  whole as  well  as  future 
generations; 
72.  Considers it alarming that a high number of ACP nationals who have to come to study in 
the EEC member countries owing to inadequate internal educational infrastructures do not 
return to their home countries; therefore calls for measures to be taken under current training 
programmes co ensure that these students are encour:1ged to return to their home countries; 
asks for training to be given to studencs from the ACP Scates in keeping with the needs of their 
home countries chat will afford them the opportunity to become integrated into university -life 
and, on conclusion of their studies, to return co their home countries and to make available to 
their peoples the knowledge and proficiencies that they have acquired; 
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therefore urges that mass education of both men and women should be pursued with the same 
energy as is  devoted to the  mrellectua~ professions; 
74.  Calls once again for the establishment by the EEC of a Management Training College, to 
be Sited in a  Lome Member State, for the express purpose of training Lome citizens for the 
management of their industrial projects and for the greater effectiveness of public administra- · 
cion; 
(j)  as  to cooperation rn  the agricultural field and the fight against hunger 
7 5.  Reiter  .1tes  that  agricultural  and  rural  development  is  an  absolute  precondition  for 
progre!)" in  the economies of the ACP countries as  a whole; 
76.  Welcomes  the  fact  that  the  major  part  of appropriations  under  the  Fifth  EDF  is 
earmarked for proie~ts in the agricultural field; urges, in view of the continuing tension in the 
food-supply situation, that all instruments of the agreement be implemented in full complexity 
and under optimal conditions in this field; 
77.  Welcomes the Community's willingness to help implement genuine food strategies with a 
view to enabling those countries currently in deficit to achieve greater self-sufficiency and to 
facilitating the gradual transfer of food-aid resources to aid for the development of local food 
crops; 
78.  Refers to 1ts resolution on the fight against hunger and calls on the authoritie!i responsible 
in the Community .tnJ the ACP countries to make every effort to pur its recommendations into 
effect .1s  spt:~dily as possible; 
79.  Is disturbed that the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Coo~ration  provided 
for  in  Article 88 of the Convention  h<1s  still  not begun to  function,  and insists  that  the 
preparatory stage must now be succeeded by the implementing stage; 
(k)  as  to financiul and technical cooperation 
80.  Regards  the  smooth  operation  of  the  proviSlons  of  Title VII  of  the  ACP- EEC 
Convention as fundamental to the success of the agreement, since the implementation of all 
areas of Lome policy is  subject to the provisions for financial and technical cooperation; 
81.  R~grets that procedures for everything from  aid programming to project design  and 
implememJtion  are  still  too  complicated;  therefore  concurs  with  the  statement  by  the 
ACP- EEC Council of Ministers to the effect that procedur~s must be simplified and speeded 
up; hopes moreover that the time-lag between commitment and payment of  appropriations will 
be shortened~ 
82.  Emphasizes the need  for truly  joint management of financial  cooperation from  the 
ebborarion of projects until their realization; 
83.  Appreciates  the  importance  of  consultation  in·  the  European  Development  Fund 
Committee, but stress~s that it should not be allowed to cause significant delays; 
84.  Insists that the cost of technical consultants should be kept within reasonable limits; 
urges that all consultants and experts, some of which should be from ACP States, should be 
carefully selected and thoroughly briefed on the technical, social and cultural characteristics of 
the project and country concerned; 
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85.  Points out that supervision and continuation of projects that have been started up, as well 
as continuing support from experts unnl final completion, must be guaranteed; 
86.  Stresses chat economic results will depend overwhelmingly on the care with which the -
Community and the ACP  Scates embark on project monitoring, provision of the  nec~ssary 
infrastructures, staff selection and training, and on the involvement of the people concerned in 
the planning and implementation of these projects; 
87.  Welcomes the fact that the ACP- EEC Committee provided for under Article 108 is now 
operational and has held its first meeting in Libreville; hopes that the political w_eight of this 
committee will  help to give a new impetus to financial and technical cooperation; 
88.  Regrets that it has not yet been possible within the framework of financial and technical 
cooperation to resolve such macro-economic problems as the balance of payments difficulties 
of ACP Stares; therefore calls on the negotiating partners co take this aspect into consideration 
in ~haping  the follow-up agreement anJ to propose mechanisms that will enable this problem to 
be resolved; 
89.  Considers this matter to be  important for two reasons: 
international institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank make their aid conditiOftal------------
upon the implementation of measures that are freqently incompatible with the interests of 
the people of the ACP countries, 
the success of long-term EDF projects depends not only on the mode of  implementation but 
also on the overall economic situation of the recipient country; 
90.  Requests the governments of the member countries of the Lome Convention to intercede 
with the IMF and the World Bank with a view to: 
ensuring that the solutions  being  sought to the  problem of the  developing countries' 
indebtedness do not jeopardize their investment capacity, 
achieving a "Substantial reduction in interest rates to the mutual benefit of the ACP and the 
EEC countries; 
(1)  as to  regional cooperation 
91.  Stresses the major importance of regional cooperation; therefore considers it essential for 
the Community and the ACP States to improve the standard of  integrated development projects 
at regional and interregional level, in particular in the areas of trade promotion, agricultural 
development, industrial growth and infrastructures; 
92.  Considers the promotion of regional science and technology institutes and organizations 
in the ACP countries as absolutely vital to the economic and technological potential of the ACP 
countries, as specifically requested in the Lagos action plan; 
93.  Supports the efforts of the Southern African  Development Coordination Conference 
(SADCC) with a view to achieving economic independence from South Africa, and therefore 
calls for this regional association to be given active support; 
(m)  as to institutional problems 
94.  Takes the view that, in the context of the negotiations for a new Convention, the existing 
parliamentary institutional instrument should be reviewed so.  as  to guarantee the smooth 
functioning of the Convention; 
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past  has  increased -constantly, 'and  particularly  welcomes  the  fact  that they  have  given  a 
considerable impetus to the work of this body; therefore calls for specific rules to be drawn up 
concerning the setting up and operation of these working parties; 
96.  Considers  it  equally  important  for  the  regular  meetings  held  annually  between- the 
economic and social partners to be set in  a more formal framework; in particular a decision 
must be taken as to the form in which the results of  these meetings should be presented and how 
they should be  forwarded to the other bodies of the Convention; 
97.  li  rges that institutional proposals should be submitted for scrutiny to the bureaux of  the 
Consultative Assembly, the Committee of Ambassadors and the Joint Committee and that an 
ad hoc working party should be sec up to carry out this scrutiny so that specific proposals on the 
institutional  problems  can  be  submitted  before  negotiations  are  opened on the  Lome II 
follow-up agreement; 
9 8.  Decides to hold a debate at the beginning of  each session of the Consultative Assembly to 
study the implementation of the resolutions adopted at the previous Assembly; 
(n)  as  to maintaining the quality of the environment 
99.  Notes that the overwhelming majority of development projects have up to now been 
governed  by  purely quantitative objectives; stresses  that to pursue these objectives rigidly 
without taking scarcity of resources and environmental impact into account could acrually 
reduce productive potential and thereby jeopardize the original objectives; 
100.  Warns  the  industrialized  countries  against  centring  their  own  production  around 
environmentally benign methods while exporting capital in the form of transfers of technology 
to countries where production costs are lower because there is no premium on environment 
protection; 
101.  Urges that in the Lome II follow-up it should be generally recognized that conformity 
with ecological criteria must be an essential .component of development policy strategies; 
102.  Proposes in this connection that each country draw up a national conservation strategy 
in  the  same way  as  the UNEP,  Unesco,  WHO  and IUCN/WNF drew up a  new  world 
conservation strategy in  1980; 
103.  '\\'  elcomes  in  this  connection  the  fact  that the  Commission  has  announced  initial 
measures  in  the  campaign  against  hunger  in  the  world  and  chat  specific  measures  on 
environmental policy  and the careful use of natural_ raw materials are provided for  in  the 
chapter  on  Lome  policy  of  its  memorandum  of  29  September  1982  on  Community 
development policy (Doc. COM(82) 640 final); 
104.  In  ~ondus10n points out that the EEC budget contains an Article 946 •environmental 
management in  the developing countries',  which  could  make a  contribution towards the 
financing of these national conservation strategies and ocher ecological projects and urges the 
governments of che ACP countries to submit to the EEC proposals for joint financing in this 
field; 
(  o)  as  to the social aspects and cu!tur.zi cooperation 
105.  ConsiJers it essential  for  the parties to the ACP-EEC Convention to ensure that 
provision is made during implementation for the legitimate interests of different social groups; 
hopes  therefore  that  a  cuh:ural  cooperation  chapter  which  will  take  full  account  of 
socio-cultural considerations will be incorporated in the new Convention; 
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dose cooperation wirh the economic and social partners, for qualitative improvements in the 
so~ialaspe(ts of the new Convention taktng into ac..:ount rhe recommendations and a~reemems 
of the lntern;monal LJ.bour Organization; 
107.  Welcomes rhe conclusions contained m the reports on culcural cooperation; points out 
char a strengthening of ACP- EEC cultural cooperation can lead to improved coordination of 
cooperation measures and their incorporation in  the planning and development process as a 
whole; 
108.  Srresse~ the  importance of the quality of development programmes for  the  natural 
envtronment and the socio-cultural clim.ue in  the ACP States; therefore asks for the cultural 
aspects to be taken into considcr:uion in drawing up the new Convention, since a strengthening 
of cooperation in this area could not lead only to improved understanding between the partners 
but also to fundamental improvements in  social development; 
(p)  us  to the least-det'r!lopt'd,  land-locked and zsl  .. md countries 
109.  Insists,  in  view  of the  growing difficulties  of the world  economy,  that aid  co  the 
least-developed ACP States should be stepped up m all areas, having regard in particular to the 
decisions of the Paris Conference of September 1981; 
110.  Invites the European Parliament to propose in thts spirit a financial contribution by the 
EEC as such, which would indicate its considerable interest in the achievement of the objectives 
set out by  the Paris Conference in  respect or the least-developed countries; 
111 .  Calls  the  Community to take  vigorous  steps  to  ensure  that aid  to the hardest-hit 
countries is  activated within the framework of international development organizations and 
the North·South dialogue; 
112.  Would welcome  the submission  in  the  near future of concrete proposals on these 
matters by the sub-committee provided for under the Convention; 
(g)  as  to the enlargement of the group of ACP countries 
113.  Notes with satisfaction that Zimbabwe became a full  member of the Convention on 
1 ~1arch 1982, and  that  Belize,  Vanuatu and Antigua  and  Barbuda have  acceded  to  the 
Convention; 
114.  W'elcomes the fact that Angola and Mozambique envisage accession to the Convention 
under certain conditions, and calls on the Community actively to promote this move; 
115.  Hopes  to  be  able  to  welcome  an  independent  Namibia  as  a  full  member of the 
Convention as soon as  possible; 
{r)  cmzclusions 
116.  Not~s that implementation of the Convention has led to a number of positive results, 
but that a number of negative points must be  noted; 
117.  Stresses  that  the  implementation  of Lome  II  took  place  in  an  extremely  difficult 
economic context that has made itself felt  in  virtually all  areas of the Convention; 
118.  Stresses that the Convention can only operate as intended if progress is also made in the 
North-South dialogue; therefore cal1s for the global negotiations projected at the 1981 Cancun 
Conference to begin  forthwith, and for  the Community to take every step to persuade its 
international partners - in panicular the United States  - to agree to these negotiations; 
- 164  -119.  Decides to hold a dehate at the next meeting of rhe Consultative Assembly, on the basis 
of a report submitted ro the r.ew Joint Commirree, on rhe major guidelines co be adopre"l:f in the 
new  ACP- EEC  .:ooperarion  agre~mc:nc; in  this  connection  requests  the  special  working 
p..1rti~s to forward practical proposals rel.uing to their respective areas of activity; 
120.  Is ~onvmced  chat the objectives of the Lome Conventton can only be achieved if they are 
thoroughly  understood  by  all  sections of the  population  in  Europe and the ACP  States; 
therefore calls for public opinion to be more fully informed than hitherto; 
121.  Is delighted that rhe European Parliament h<Js,  in the 1983 EEC budget, given dear 
priority to development cooperation and to the Lome Convention; 
122.  Instructs its  Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  together with  the  report to the· 
ACP- EEC Council  of Ministers,  the  Committee of Ambassadors and  the Council  and 
Commission of the European Communities; 
123.  Calls on the institutions of  the ACP- EEC Convention responsible to give due attention 
to this resolution. 
RESOLUTION 
on the siruarioD iA 10utbcna Alrla 
Th~ ACP-EEC  Consultati11~ Assembly, 
Rec~lling its previous resolutions and those adopted by the ACP- EEC Joint Committee, 
the UN General Assembly and the Securiry Council on southern Africa which recognize the 
special  economic difficulties confronting the countries of southern Africa as a  result of 
diverting  funds  from  current  and  planned  developnaent  projects  to  make  effective 
arrangements for seCl.lrity  against acts· of aggression, subversion_ .and  de~tabilization by 
South Africa;  · 
Recalling  the  events  which  have  occurred · in  the  region  during  recent  months,  in 
particular; 
the acts of aggression perpetrated by South African forces against Angola since August 
19Rl, 
the attempted coup to overthrow the elected leaders of the Seychelles in November 
1981, 
the current impJ~~e in  the=  negoti3tions of the Conta~t Group in an effon to secure the 
independence of NJmibia, on the basis of UN Resolution 435; 
Taking note of the findings of the interim report submitted by the delegation sent by the 
Consulc.uivc: Assembly to the countries of southern Africa affected by the consequences of 
South Afrtc:1n  acts of Jggresston. notably: 
- 165  -the sr.lte of w.tr prevailing in southern Angola where South African troops repeatedly 
penerr~tre deep imo Angolan territory, destroying towns and roads and causing a severe 
refugee problem in  the area, 
the magnitude of the problems faced by Zambia arising from the Zimbabwean war of 
independence, especially with regard to the reconstruction of roads and bridges, the 
resettlement  of refugees  and  the  clearing  of landmines  from  various  parts of the 
country, 
the economic and political pressures exerted by South Africa on Zimbabwe, and its 
subversive activities in that country, as part of a systematic policy of  destabilization and 
economic str.1ngubtion; 
Reaffirming that the apartheid system, based on racial di5Criminarion, is a c:rime .againsr 
humanity and a threat to international peace and security and is therefore ~blc  aDd 
muu be vigorously foughc and toully eliminated; 
Reaffirming  that the  apartheid  regime  is  responsible  for  precipitating violent  conflict 
through irs  policy of apartheid and inhuman repression; 
Noting  with  deep  concern  the  loss  of life  and  wanton  destruction  of such  essential 
infrastructures as roads, railways, bridges, petroleum facilities, electricity supply, schools 
and hospitals, 
1.  Condemns unreservedly the policy of apartheid which is unquestionably the root cause of 
the diverse problems in  the region of southern Africa; 
2.  Condemns the occupation of Namibia and the constant acts of  aggression, subversion and 
destabilization perpetrated by South Africa against the countries of southern Africa in flagrant 
violation of the UN Charter; 
3.  Condemns  the  apartheid  regime  for  its  repeated  acts  of  aggression~ subversion  and 
terrorism against independent African  States~ designed to destabilize the whole of southern 
Africa; 
4.  Denounces the further institutionalization of the policy of apartheid by the creation of 
'bantustans', and the concentration there of the citizens of South Africa, depriving them in 
effect of their rights ofcitizenship in  their own country; 
5.  Expresses appreciation for the assistance provided thus far to the countries of southern 
Africa by the European Community and other countries; 
6.  Demands the liberation of Namibia at the earliest possible date in  order to ensure the 
removal of one of the major causes of tension and conflict in the region; 
7.  Demands full  respect by  the international community of the embargoes against South 
Africa called for in various UN resolutions with regard to the following: 
supplies of arms and related material of all types, including the sale or transfer of weapons 
and  amm~nition, military vehicles  and equipment, paramilitary police .equipment and 
spare parts, 
cooperation  with  South  Africa  in  the  manufacture  and  development  of  nuclear 
weapons, 
oil supplies; 
166 8.  Considers that the embargo on the export of advanced technology for potential miUtary 
use particularly in  the nuclear field should be seen in  the context of the UN resolution cited 
..1bove; 
9.  Is  convinced  that economic sanctions  have  to  be  incorporated into a  programme of 
increasing pressure on South Africa; 
10.  (a)  calls for an end to the expansion of economic contacts with South Africa and their 
subsequent reduction, 
(b)  ca1Is on all  European firms to refrain from further economic investments in South 
Africa, 
(c)  demands strict adherence by  all  European companies, including their subsidiaries 
operating in  South Africa, to the UN Code of Conduct; 
11.  Asks the Commission of the Europ~an  Communities together with the ACP Secretariat to 
establis~ a detailed report on the implementation of the EEC Code of Conduct by European 
compames; 
12.  Calls  for  measures  to  prevent  South  Africa  from  hiring  mercenaries  in  other 
countries; 
13.  Affirms that the call for sanctions as well as the call for aid are addressed to all nations, 
particulary the industrialized countries, and that the European Community should lead the 
way in this regard; 
14.  Believes that a State which on account of major difficulties cannot apply such sanctions 
fully  should at least agree co  the gradual Implementation of the sctid  measures, 
15.  Decides to set  up a special  committee to follow  up the policies pursued by  the EEC 
Member States vis-a-vis South Africa and to consider concrete proposals to take additional 
steps to increase the pressure on South Africa with the objective of eliminating apartheid; 
16.  Asks the Commission of the European Communities together with the ACP Secretariat to 
submit  a  report  analyzing  the effects  of economic sanctions  against South  Africa  on the 
economics of the EEC and ACP countries; 
17.  Invites ·all  governments, inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations and 
institutions  to  participate  effectively  in  rhe  observance  of  this  International  Year  of 
Mohtlization for Sanctions  a~:tinsr South Africa  in  cooperation with the United Nations; 
18.  Requests that special bodies be set up within the United Nations, the OECD and the EEC 
to ensure that the measures called for in  this resolution are applied; 
19.  Advocates increased economic assistance to all signatories of the Lome Convention in 
southern Africa and to all States cooperating within the framework of SADCC, with the aim of 
reducing their economic dependence·on South Africa and of encouraging regional cooperation 
among the countries of southern Africa, particularly irt  the followmg areas: 
humanitarian aid to refugees, 
aid for reconstructuring and developing infrastructures such as in the fie_ld of transport and 
communications; 
- 167  -20.  Reco~nizes the  role  being  played  by  SW APO  and  che  ANC  organizations  fighting 
respecnvely in Namibia and South Africa for the creation of a non-racial society committed to 
satisfying basic hum.m rights; 
21.  Expresses  its  encouragement of the work carried out by  all  groups and individuals 
working  cowards  the  elimination  of apartheid  and  the  creation  of a  free  non-racial  and 
democrJUc society in  South Africa; 
22.  Stresses the need to cre.1te a pool of technical and managerial skills co pave the way for 
majority  rule  in  N..1mibia  :1nd  South  Africa  and  proposes that the  European  Communi~y 
promote further assistance in  this field; 
23.  Is  convinced  of  the  need  to  hold  elections  tn  Namibia  ba~d on  a  system  of 
one-man-one-vote; 
24.  Recalls par:1gr;1ph 7 of irs resolution of 30 September 1981 1  which decided to send a 
bet-finding deleg:.ttion to the countries affected by the consequences of South African acts of 
aggression and urges chat the delegation should complete irs work as soon as possible by going 
to those countries not yet visited; 
25.  Calls on the European Community Foreign Ministers meeting within the framework of 
European Political  Cooperation to develop  a  dear policy  on South  Africa,  based on the 
recommendations in this resoJnrion· 
26.  Instructs  its  Presidents  to forward,  and  where  possible  to  personally  present,  this 
resolution  to  the  Secretary-General  of the  United  Nations,  the  ACP-EEC  Council  of 
Ministers, the Commission of the European Communities, the European Foreign Ministers 
meeting  in  Political  Cooper:ttion, .the  European  Parliament  and  the  parliaments  and 
governments of all the signatories co  the Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION 
on the fight against huager 
Th~ A CP-£EC Consultativ~ Ass~mbly, 
having regard to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP-EEC 35 /82), 
having regard to its resolution of 30 September 1981, 
aware that the fight against hunger is an essential form of respect for the right to life, a 
fundamental right of mankind; also aware that the other human rights, namely economic, 
social, cultural, ~ivil and political rights, have their origin in the right to life, 
1.  Expresses  its  profound  alarm  at  the  growing  deterioration  of  the  food  situation 
throughout the world and especially in  many ACP States; 
2.  Declares that the fight  against hunger and its causes must become a  top priority for 
cooperation between the industrialized nations and the developing countries and demonstrate . 
the credibility of the association between the EEC and ACP States; 
- 168  -3.  Requests, as a matter of the utmost urgency, that the EEC and the ACP States direct their 
efforts towards this priority, both through the Convention of Lome and their development 
policies; 
The food problem and the North-South Dialogue 
4.  Firmly  believes that chrome malnutrition of vast sections of the poor population is  a 
dramatic manifestation of the more general problem of underdevelopment and a factor in, as 
well as a symptom of, the existing and deepening social and economic imbalance both in the 
developing countries and between these and the industrialized countries; 
5.  Consaders that the scourge of hunger can be more effectively tackled within the framework 
of the estJblishm~nc of a new international economic order; 
6.  Stresses, therefore, the need to increase efforts to set up a new and more equitable system 
of incernarional relations without which the Convention of Lome wilJ possibly lose much of its 
thrust and emphasize's that this implies in particular that: 
on the one hand, a  growing share of the money at present being spent on armaments 
throughout the world must be diverted to peaceful and development purposes, 
on the ocher, sufficient financial and technological resources must be transferred towards 
the developing countries,  while  a  radical  change  must come about in  the production 
structures and living patterns in  the industrialized nations; 
7.  Appeals to this end to the European Community and the Member States, the ACP States 
and the organizations concerned with EEC- ACP cooperation to do their utmost in every form 
and in the most effective way possible to bring about an early and successful conclusion co 
discussions at present being held with a view to the opening of the global negotiations within 
the framework of the United Nations; stresses that this  is  particularly urgent because the 
discussions on the opening of the global negotiations have been held up for nearly two years and 
not even recent international meetings, such as the Cancun and Versailles summits, despite the 
hopes they might have engendered, have managed to secure their resumption; 
8.  Considers that until the global negotiations are completed, certain practical measures 
should be adopted as a matter of priority, including in  particular the need to: 
implement forthwith the conclusions of the Paris Conference on least-developed countries, 
initiall~· by  setting deadlines for the countries of the EEC to reach the 0·15 %  target, 
implement the proposal contained in the 'Plan of action to combat hunger in  the world' 
submitted by the Commission of the Eurepean Communities to make an annual increase in 
the Community's glob:.1l contribution to aid to the least-developed councries by 0·01 % of 
the GDP of the 10  Member States, 
adopt deadlines so that .111  the Member States of the EEC reach the 0·7% target the set 
themselves at the earliest possible moment, 
tackle urgently the problem of the indebtedness of the developing countries by  re-scheduling 
it and reducing it, priority being given to the least-developed countries, 
improve and strengthen the syscem of short-term facilities in connection with the IMFs 
offset financing arrangements for food, and establish a proper system of facilities, again in 
the context of the IMF, to help developing countries deal with their balance of payments 
difficulties, particularly those concerning energy, 
- 169  -ratify at an early date the agreement on the Common Fund for Raw Materials and resume 
the suspended negotiations on primary products as quickly as possible and speed up those 
designed to reach  new agreement!) on individual commodities; 
9.  Regrets that at the  last l.MF  Assembly  meeting,  the fundamental  problems of its--ewn 
reform were yet again not dealt with and hopes that the planned quota increases can be decided 
satisfactorily by next spring at the latest; welcomes the agreements on the re-establishment of 
the  resources  of  the  IDA  (International  Development  Association)  and  of  the  IF AD 
(International  Fund for  Agricultural  Development)  and hopes that these bodies can begin 
implementing appropriate programmes as soon as possible; 
The food situation in the ACP States 
10.  Notes ·with  concern  that  the  food  situation  in  many  ACP  States  is  deteriorating, 
particularly on the African continent where there is  a risk of increasingly serious famines; 
11.  Emphasizes the particular situation of some ACP  State~ in the Caribbean and Pacific 
which are subject to extreme climatic conditions; 
12.  Shares the view of the OAU that the food crisis in Africa has been brought about by the 
gradual  destruction of the  balance between  several  factors  - the  physical  environment, 
population, technology,  social  structures  and systems  - and  that the situation  has  been 
aggravated in  many cases by political instability and armed conflict; 
13.  Approves the guidelines of the Lagos Plan to boost economic development in Africa and 
endorses in particular the objectives and measures put, forward in this Plan as top priorities to 
increase the level of food self-sufficiency in  African countries by  1985;  · 
14.  Considers that the Lagos Plan should be regarded as an essential frame of reference for 
the African countries and the EEC and therefore requests that projects under the Convention of 
Lome be closely coordinated with the programmes for which the Plan provides; naturally, this 
coordination should complement other existing regional programmes in the ACP States; 
Agricultural and rural development and food strategies 
15.  Considers that the development of the agricultural and rural sectors should be given high 
priority within overall development programmes in every country and region so as to meet the 
increasing food requirements of the ACP States; 
16.  Stresses that, under these circumscancest there is a pressing need for individual countries 
to adopt appropriate national food strategies; considers that such strategies, which constitute 
firm evidence of the political will of each country concerned, should provide a sound basis for 
close cooperation between these countries and the various sou.rces of external aid; 
17.  Stresses that the strategies drawn up at national level are designed in such a way that the 
various aspects of the food problem (production, processing and marketing of agricultural 
products, food security, price-fixing) may be tackled in an organized and consistent manner; 
stresses the need for an adequate assessment of the impact of individual national strategies at 
regional level; 
18.  Is  fully  aware that decisions relating to agricultural and rural development· and food 
strategies should be taken by the ACP Scates themselves and that the achievement of these 
objectives is to a large extent: dependent on the prevailing system of economic relations and 
- 170-intern~tional trade,  the economic  policies  of industrialized  nations and  the  technical  and 
financial resources allocated by the latter countries for development cooperation, particularly 
in  the agri-foodstuffs sector; 
19.  Calls  urgently  in  chis  connection  upon  the  individual  countries  of the  EEC  a;;d  the 
Community institutions to give adequate financial and technical support co the ACP States in 
drawing up  and implementing national food  strategies;  hopes that the Commission of the 
European Communities will not oniy give direct support in certain cases and make every effort 
to expedite  procedures  but  also  coordinate the  supporting measures  taken  by  individual 
Member States through systematic checks and constant pooling of experience;  -
20.  Considers that cooperation between the ACP States and the EEC in this sector should 
involve, in  particular: 
supporting efforts to introduce development models which will not adversely affect the 
structural cohesion of the rural environment, 
seeking  a  balance between  food  production for  internal  requirements and agricultural 
---- ----preduEMt:HieS4:~~r export; this  re~-in-partic::ttla~ an- equitable prices policy, 
fostering the development of rural areas by  means of integrated programmes which are 
designed to expand craft trades and agricultural processing industries as well as improve 
services and infrastructures with a view to preventing the migration of the population from 
the rural zones and the balanced growth of agriculture and industry throughout the whole 
area; 
21.  Requests that the EDF and other financial instruments set up by the Convention of Lome 
will take account of these fundamental guidelines when funds are allocated for agricultural and 
rural projects by  maktng a more thorough appraisal than in the past of the impact of the 
programmes  and  agricultural  and  rural  projects  on the  immediate  economic  and  social 
environment,  reducing  to  a  minimum  the  delays  between  their  formulation  and 
implementation and ensuring that follow-up action is  better planned; 
22.  Invites the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers to consider the resources available with a 
view  to  increasing  the  appropriations  allocated  to  and  improving  the  efficiency  of the 
intervention mechanisms set  L 1p  in  th~ context of food security; and in  this connection to 
consider the desirability of  establishing a special food security Fund for urgent programmes and 
operations; 
23.  Is  ~.:onvinced that there is considerable scope for regional cooperation between the ACP 
States  in  the  coordination  of national  agricultural  prices  policies,  infrastructu.res,  major 
public-works programmes, certain services which could be pooled, the use of certain resources 
and,  in  general,  all  those  projects  which  would  be  beyond  the  means  of the  countries 
individually; 
24.  Takes the view  that in  certain cases  the  water problem  must  be solved  before any 
worthwhile  measures  can  be  taken  to  assist  rural  development  and  guarantee  food 
self-sufficiency and therefore invires the appropriate Community bodies to give priority to the 
consideration of all  projects designed to overcome this problem; 
25.  Considers that in cen:ain cases agrarian reform that is tailored to the needs of individual 
countries is  an essential pre-requisite for  rur_al  development and an increase in production; 
emphasizes that it would be beneficial to organize a system .of credits for agriculture that is 
- 171 geared to small-scale farmers  tn  developing countries; hopes that there will  be  an overall 
improvement in  the structures between the production and consumption stages; 
26.  Considers  that  the  mobilization  of  rural  populations,  and  the  promotion  and 
transformation of farming by farmers themselves can be achieved only on the .basis of the 
internal  stimulus  of  structures  maintained  and  kept  alive  by  the  village  communities 
themselves; 
27.  Stresses that rural populations and producers must be directly involved in drawing up 
and  implementing development  programmes, due respect  being  paid  to the socio-cultural 
environment; poants out chat agricultural workers' organizations and cooperatives have played 
a cru..:ial  role in  bringmg the dtfferenc sectors together; emphasizes further that NGOs have 
been prominent in devising and implememing rural development projects 'at grass roots level' 
and hopes that they will be better equipped and given more funds to enable them to cut through 
red-tape and extend the sphere of co-financing; 
28.  Recalls  the  paramount  importance  of  research  and  of  training,  education  and 
information projects so  that the population of the ACP States may utilize sc1ent1fic  findings 
more efficiently and the ACP Scates  use  local techniques and make a judicious selection of 
appropriate technologies; calls on the Community to step up· its efforts to promote special 
programmes whtch must be carried out as far as possible in the ACP States, and to take stock of 
research undertaken in  the field of human and social sciences in  the universities and sim1lar 
institutions within the EEC Member States, in particular research with which ACP research 
staff have  been  associated  and  which  has  a  direct or indirect impact on the problem of 
malnutrition, to ensure that the results of such  research  are distributed and turned to the 
maximum adv~ntage of all ACP States; 
29.  Emphasizes that research and training must, in the first instance, be carried out on the 
spot  and  must  take  better  account  of different  local  communities  and  their  individual 
development needs so as to ensure in  particular that agronomic research  is  always geared 
towards practical applications; 
30.  Regrets that it has not yet been possible to create the 'Technical Centre for Agricultural 
and  Rural Cooperation' as  provided for  under Article 88  of the Lome Convention; most 
strongly  requests  that it  be  established  as  soon  as  possible;  and  hopes  that  by  liberally 
interpreting Article 88, the Centre will contribute to the promotion of agronomic research in 
the ACP States and the Community and to the effective cooperation between these bodies and 
research institutes; 
31.  Calls upon both the ACP and the EEC authorities to ensure that this Technical Centre for 
Agricultural and Rural Cooperation, initially based on a 'transmission antenna', in Brussels, 
should be located in  the ACP countries and ensure the practical application of agronomic 
research on-the-spot; 
32.  Regrets the f..tct that in 1981, for the second success1ve year, rhe mechanisms of the Lome 
Convention were unable to ensure cover for the appropriations required by the Stabex system 
and th.1t  it was necessary co  look for  a compromise solution as a result of which the ACP 
countries saw their transfers under this heading reduced by 50%, calls on the aforementioned 
bodies to carry out a careful check to discover whether there are any structural causes to which 
these serious malfunctions can be attributed and, if need be, to prepare a careful study for the 
necessary reform; 
33.  Notes with satisfaction that the Commission has drawn up a specific, inregrated plan of 
action  against  hunger  and  has  begun  to  determine certain  operational  guidelines  for  its 
implementation; 
34.  Expresses its support in  particular for the efforts made to implement suitable national 
food programmes by the ACP countries; hopes that the initial schemes now underway will 
prove successful and can be progressively extended; 
- 172 35.  Also  emph.1sizes  the  rmportance of the  specific  measures  to which  the  Commission 
attaches priority (the fight against desertification, the rational utilization of firewood, village 
irrigation schemes, etc.) and insists that work be  started without delay to carry out major 
schemes in  these key  areas; 
36.  Finally, believes that the implementation of the Commission's plan requires a ·lasting, 
regular  and  increasing  commitment  of  financial  resources  and  therefore  calls  on  the 
Community institutions to cake appropriate and consistent account of this when drawing up 
future budgets, beginning with the 1983 budget; 
37.  Points out that in the sphere of technical and financial aid there is a pressing need for 
closer cooperation between, on the one hand, the EEC, the Member States and the ACP States 
and, on the other, the  organizations and funds  that have a  specialized  knowledge of the 
agricultural and rural sector; 
Security of  food supplies and food aid 
38.  Stresses that the ACP  States themselves should be involved in implementing plans to 
guarantee security of food supplies by setting up national reserves, rapidly constructing storage 
facilities, improving reserve stock management and providing better forecasting and warning 
systems; 
39.  Notes  with  satisfaction  that  debates  within  the  European  Parliament  and  in  the 
ACP- EEC context have resulted in new criteria for Community food aid and, in particular, a 
recommendation that food  aid must be  linked  to specific  rural development projects and 
programmes and  must help  the ACP  States to increase the level  of their self-sufficiency in 
food; 
-40.  Notes that the Council of Ministers of the EEC has agreed in principle to establishing a 
multiannual food-aid programme that could be used to set up reserve stocks and calls for early 
action to be taken on these recommendations; 
41.  Notes chat the cereals sector of the Community food-aid programmes for 1981 and 1982 
has been increased; considers that insufficient progress has been made in widening the range of 
products provided as food aid and hopes that more frequent use will be made of 'three-way 
transaCtions·; 
42.  Calls upon the Commission of the EEC to ensure that non-governmental organizations 
can participate directly in these diversified food-aid programmes; 
43.  Approves the EEC Decision - taken in the context of the special food-aid programme to 
be used first and foremost for the least-developed countries, including a number of ACP States 
- to earmark 100 000 connes of cereals for the emergency food reserve which means that the 
targets set in  1977 can at long last be achieved; 
44.  Hopes that the world emergency  food  reserve  will  be  maintained and, if  possible, 
increased; calls further for the various emergency measures to be coordinated as effectively as 
possible; 
45.  Calls for a special initiative to be taken in order to provide aid to those countries obliged 
to bear the burden of accommodating large numbers of refugees, to help then to cope with the 
immediate food requirements and enable them to carry our rehabilitation projects; 
46.  Condemns the failure of negotiations for a new international wheat agreement; calls on 
the Community and the Member States to do what they can so that negotiations are resumed as 
- 173 soon as possible and hopes that there will be a dear political will to bring them to a successful 
conclusion; 
4i.  Calls upon the EEC to take a more active part in the·various multilateral negotiations in 
the  different  fora  and  stresses  once  more  the  need  for  the  Community to  accede  to  the 
International Sugar Agreement; 
48.  Calls upon the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers to speed up the study of ways of meeting 
the ACP States' request that available agricultural products be made available on a regular basis 
and on preferential terms; 
49.  Stresses  the  need  to take account of the  increasing significance of freight  rates  and 
insurance charges in  the cost of food im.ports; 
50.  Hopes that the present reform of the common agricultural policy will  be completed, 
account being taken o( the objectives of Community development cooperation policy, and that 
as  a result the revised common agricultural policy will  mean tighter control of Community 
production in indivtdual product sectors, taking account of the trends in world demand and the 
agricultural situation in all  the developing countries, and in  particular in the ACP States; 
51.  Demands chat the Community market be kept open for agricultural exports from the 
ACP States and chat the EEC draws up appropriate mechanisms and strategies with a view to 
stabilizing supplies of agricultural products to the ACP Stares; 
52.  Stresses that food aid must not be determined by political factors and condemns che idea 
that  it  might  be  used  to  discriminate  against  particular  countries  or  to  apply  political 
pressure; 
53.  Hopes  chat  the  cont:lcts  and  preparatory  negouauons  for  the  new  ACP- EEC 
Convention can begin as soon as possible and chat, while they are proceeding, due account will 
be taken of the  guideline~, objectives and priorities contained in  this resolution; 
54.  In the light of the positive experience of the ad hoc working party and the need to take 
immediate and practtcal action on its analyses and proposals, decides to maintain the working 
party and instructs it to define, in liaison with the Bureau of the Joint Committee, the most 
effective ways and means of reviewing the application of the recommendations contained in the 
resolution and, at the same time, to pursue consideration and action in this pnority sector of 
ACP- EEC cooperation; 
55.  Instructs its  Presidents  to  forward this  resolution  and  the report to the ACP- EEC 
Council of Ministers, the Committee of Ambassadors and the Council and Commission of the 
European Communities. 
- 174-RESOLUTION 
on the implementation of the resolution of the Consultative Assembly on cultural cooperation ~..JWeea 
ACP States and the European Economic Community  -
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Rome from 3 to 5 Nover .ber 1982, 
- having regard to the resolutions on cultural cooperation between the ACP Scates and the 
European Economic Community adopted by  the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on 
30 September  1981  in  Luxembourg (  1 )  and  by  the  ACP- EEC  Joint  Committee  on 
3 FebruJry i 982 in  Harare (2), 
- v. hereas negotiation!!  between the ACP  States and the European Economic Community 
with a view to establishing a new Convention to succeed Lome II will begin on 1 September 
1983, 
- whereas the next ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly is  not due to meet until after this 
date, 
having regard to the report of the Joint Committee (Doc. ACP- EEC 37/82), 
1.  Notes with satisfaction the interest shown by the various institutions and individuals in the 
report and the resolution adopted by the ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly on 30 September 
1981  in  Luxembourg and stresses in  this connection that, if widely distributed, the report 
would undoubtedly attra<.:t  more support from active groups in  society and greatly increase 
public awareness of the issues involved; urgently reiterates, therefore, its demand for wide 
distribution; 
2.  Notes with equal satisfaction the specific activities undertaken  ·or abouno be undertaken 
by the Commission of the European Communities and urges the Commission, to the extent of 
its powers, to step up its activities, taking the fullest account of the socio-cultural identities of 
the peoples of the ACP countries; 
3.  Calls, in particular, on the Community to give its full  support to the efforts of the ACP 
countries  to  embark  on  mutual  cooperation  in  the  fields  of education,  research  and 
training; 
4.  Notes with the greatest interest the new positive assessment of the cultural aspects of 
development in  the memorandum of the Commission "f the European Communities on the 
Community's development policy; 
5.  Notes,  however,  that  the  report  and  the  resolution  adopted  by  the  ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assembly on 30 September 1981 in Luxembourg have not yet been considered by 
the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers and urgently requests that they be examined in depth at 
its next meeting; 
6.  Regrets also chat its recommendation that the ACP States and the Community set up a joint 
high-level group of experts has still not been implemented; 
- 175-7. ·  EmphJtically reaffirms the conclusions of last year's ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly 
me~tmg in  Luxembourg. regJrding the importance of the cuhural dimension in  cooperation 
and development, the aspirations and endeavours of the ACP States and the obstacles they face 
and the fundamental importance both of intra-ACP cooperation in  this field  and of broader 
cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic Community; 
8.  Invites  all  those  concerned  to  implement  promptly  and  realistically  the  short-term 
measures recommended in  the Luxembourg resolution and specified in  this report; 
9.  Calls more particularly on the ACP States and the European Economic Community, when 
implementing the present Lome Convention, to consider all  proposals which could help to 
ensure  wtder  and  more  effective  utilization  of  the  instruments  provided  for  in  the 
Convencion; 
10.  ~grets that the appeals made to the Member States of the Community concerni:1g the 
incn·asingly  difficult  situation  of ACP  students have  gone  unanswered;  emphasizes  most 
stron~ly that the discriminatory measures taken against these students run counter co the aim~ 
of  the  present  Lome  Convention,  calls  for  the  appropriate  measures  specified  in  the 
Luxembourg resolution to be taken as a matter of urgency and insists on the abolition of the 
discriminatory measures affecting ACP  students and their children, particularly as  regards 
enrolment fees  for primary, secondary, technical and university education; 
11.  Calls also on the ACP- EEC institutions, the ACP States and the Member States of the 
Community to examine carefully the proposals in this report designed to assist the social and 
cultural imegrati~-AC~  studeAts-and migram.wor:ker~in-their places of study and work in 
the Community; 
12.  Endorses the opinion, expressed by the ACP- EEC Joint Committee meeting in Harare, 
that  the  Convention  to  succeed  Lome II  must  take  account  of the  cultural  aspect  of 
development,  in  accordance  with  the  Luxembourg  resolution,  by  including,  where 
appropriate, specific provisions in the various chapters of the Convention and by providing a 
separate chapter dealing with cultural cooperation; 
13.  Recommends,  to this end, that the  parties  negotiating the third Convention  joindy 
examine in  derail the report adopted by  the ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly meeting in 
Luxembourg  and  the  present  report  and  take  into con:;ideration  the  practical  proposals 
cont.tined in  them on various specific cultural sectors, especially the socio-cultural sphere, in 
pJrt~~.:uiJr the role of women in development, education, training, research, the acquisition of 
technological  skills,  the  promotion  of craft  industries,  information  and  communication, 
culturJI exchanges, cultural industries, the development of tourism, the social and cultural 
position of ACP students and migrant workers in the Member States of the EEC and intra-ACP 
cooperation; 
14.  Instructs  the  working party of the Joint Committee to continue to ensure that the 
institutions implement these proposals; 
15.  Instructs its  Presidents to forward  this  resolution  and the  report to the ACP- EEC 
institutions, the Community institutions and the governments and parliaments of the ACP 
Stares and the Member States ot the European Community. 
- 176-RESOLUTION 
on  the  measures  co  follow  the  work carried  out at the  meeting  between  the  representatives oCthc 
ACP- EEC economic and social partners and a delegation of the ACP-EEC joint Committee 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
Having regard to the work carried our by the Economic and Social partners at their meeting 
in  Geneva on 4 and 5 June 1982; 
Stressing once again the importance the Joint Committee attaches to these meetings which 
allow the involvement of the representatives of the Economic and Social partners in the 
implementation of the instruments laid down in  the Lome Convention; 
1.  Requests the economic and social circles to continue their work on the probl_em of greater 
protection for the rights of and guarantees for ACP migrant workers and their families resident 
in  the  Community; furthermore  requests  them  to study the means,  in  the context of the 
Convention, of promoting occupational training; 
2.  Notes with satisfaction that these meetings are growing in importance and expresses the 
wish that under the present Convention their formal nature be reinforced and the structure of 
their organization be strengthened; 
3.  Believes in  particular that these meetings should end with the adoption of operational 
conclusions co  be submitted to the Joint Committee; 
4~  Urges chat the representatives of the Economic and Social partners be associated with tne 
negotiations for the future Convention which shall have to widen its seope to include the social 
aspects of ACP- EEC cooperation; 
5.  Demands equally  that in  the  future Convention the role of the economic and sociaJ 
partners be defined in an institutional framework; 
6.  Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution co the ACP-EEC institutions and to the 
Council and Commission of the European Communities. 
- 177 RESOLUTION 
oa the global nC3oriations for a new worldwide economic aad policical order 
The ACP- EEC  Consultatiu~ Assembly, 
meeting in  Rome from 3 to 5 November 1982, 
- recalling and confirming earlier resolutions and, in particular, that adopted on 4 February 
1982 in Harare by the joint Committee, 
recalling notably that it welcomed in the abovementioned resolution the Cancun meeting as 
a useful contribution to the reactivation of the North-South dialogue, 
1.  Deplores the blocking of global negotiations provided for within the framework of the 
United Nations; 
2.  Considers the United States to be primarily responsible for this but regrets nevertheless the 
insufficiently firm  attitude adopted by  the EEC countries; 
3.  Recalls that the full realization of the lome Convention's objectives cannot be achieved if 
North-South relations have not been thus transformed; 
4.  Considers that the attitude of the EEC and of its Member States in  the negotiations on 
commodity a~reements is not only not in line with the objectives of the Lome Convention but 
may also  gr:~vcly jeopardize their realization; 
S.  U rgendy renews its appeal to the signatory countries to the Lome Convention to take 
action as soon as possible to remove the obstacles to the opening of global negotiations within 
the framework of the United Nations; 
6.  Emphasizes the special responsibility of the EEC Member States; 
7.  Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC institutions and to the 
Council and Commission of the European Communitiei. 
RE.SOLunON 
on ACP-EEC cooperacioa ia die field of CDCrJ1 
Th~ ACP-EEC Corrsultativ~ Ass~mbly. 
having  regard  to the  report ol Ambassador Siddig drawn up on behalf of the Joint 
Committee (Doc. ACP- EEC 34/81  ): 
1.  Is  s~riously concerned by  the pr«arious energy situation of the great majority of  ACP 
na~ons,  particularly th~ir dangerously high level of  dependence on imported oil which imposes 
an &ntolerablc burden on the economies of the importing States; 
- 178  -2.  Notes: 
rh:~t energy con~umption per captta in  rhe  ACP  is  some 40 umes less than in  the EEC, 
that e(onomic de\'dopmem will  inevit.1bly  lead co  higher energy consumption, thereby-
imposing concom•rant srr.1ins  on  rhe  bal,mce of payments situation of those countries 
concerned, unless the most vigourous remedial measures are taken, 
rhac  while  rhc  very  dose link that had hitherto exrsted  between economic growth and 
increased energy  consumption has,  in  certain cases,  been  broken, thts  has been  made 
poo;sible only by a  level  of capital investment in research and equipment that would be 
beyond the  unas~i..;ted reach of almost all energy-importing ACP States, 
char ..  u  pre~ent, l.t~:k of readily available energy resources at reasonable cost is one of the 
primclpJ.l factors 1nhibitmg economic development in most ACP States, and particularly in 
the poorest among them; 
3.  Is Jware of the fact char available statistics of energy use in the ACP countries refer only to 
the commercial energy 'iecror, while tn some of these States non-commercial energy sources can 
a..:..:oum  for well  tn excess of 50 %  of energy needs; 
4.  Notes that increased population pressure and depletion of  forestry resources have reduced 
the availability of non-commercial fuels  in many ACP countries, thereby leading to further 
demand for imported commercial energy sources; 
5.  Shares  the  preoccupation expressed  by  the  UN Conference on New and  Renewable 
Sources of Energy (Nairobi, August  1981) regarding the disastrous effects of cutting down 
forests, which gives rise to soil erosion and desertification; 
6.  Feels  that, despite  some  positive  achievements,  the level  of funding  for  ACP-EEC 
cooperation in  the energy seetor to date has  been  inadequate, and maintains that greater 
emphasis on energy cooperation, and enhanced funding, is  called  foJ.Io  by the current world 
energy situation; 
7.  'X' elcomes  the  inclusion  of a  specific  sector  devoted  to  energy  cooperation  in  the 
Convention of Lome H, and notes that this agreement provides for wide-ranging assistance for 
energy and related projects both through EDF grants, special loans and EIB loans; 
8.  Recognizes, however, that the finance available under the EDF is limited, and that if funds 
are used for energy projects, then less is  available for other important seCtors; 
9.  lnsisrs. nevertheless, that the energy provisions of the Convention be fully implemented, 
..tr:d  nores th.H  rhe1r  utili1arion depends on tht>  priority accorded to energy projects by  ACP 
go' ernmc:nts and the encouragement given by the: Commission of rhe European Communities 
t6 such projects; 
10.  Calls on the Commission of the European Communitie~,  international bodies such as the 
World R.mk :md OPEC and rhe governments concerned, to contribute to the preparation of up 
to d.ne st .  .ui:.ti  .. :s of current energy consumption ..1nd levels of  dependence on external sources of 
supply. for all  the ACP Sr.1tes; 
11.  Draws attention to the need for energy information centres in developin-g countries, and 
for the establishment of an international energy data bank; 
12.  Calls  upon the Community  and  its  Member States to  contribut~ effectively  to  the 
extension of an appropriate information network on alternative sources of energy in order to 
- 179-increase public opinion awareness of potential economic and other risks in the use of certain 
techniques and types of equipment available to developing countries; 
13.  Sees, as  a pre-requisite .for harmonious economic development, the need_te elaborate 
energy strategies based on accurate estimates of energy supply and demand, and maintains that 
the European Community should, upon request from ACP States, provide assistance with the 
drawing up of energy inventories; 
14.  Welcomes the fact  that appropriations have been  entered against Article 706 of the 
general budget of the European Communities for 1983 to finance the drawing up of energy 
inventories; hopes that the European Community will continue its efforts in  this direction; 
15.  Calls on the governments of the ACP States ro  specify the energy projects required by 
their respective countries for  the next decade with  particular attention to the possibility of 
re-gionJI  cooperation in  h::trnessing different forms of power; 
16.  Nqtes wirl-t  inrerest the statement 10 the Programme of Action of the Belgian presidency 
preseiued on 21  January 1982 to the European P.uliamenr in Scrasbourg co the effect that the 
Community will need to pursue during the first half of 1982 the examination undertaken after 
the  UN  Conference  on  New  and  Renewable  Sources  of Energy  of problems  posed  by 
cooperation in the field of energy with developing countries and in view of the World Energy 
Conterence due robe held in  New Delhi in  1983; 
17.  Insists on a positive Communicy response to the UN Conference on New and Renewable 
Sources of Energy, and recognizes that this would require the granting of larger appropriations 
in the framework of the general budget of the European Communities; 
18.  Feels that the underlying principle behind ACP-EEC energy cooperation should be the 
reduction of dependence on external sources of supply through the optimal exploitation of the 
ACP's own energy resources; 
19.  Insists  on the  energy  component  being  included  for  consideration  in  every  project 
submitted under Lome II, as such a measure would make programme designers conscious of 
both  energy  production  and  energy  saving  potential,  and  enable  them  to  provide  for 
corresponding measures in  the context of the programme; 
20.  Stresses the importance of energy production potential being fully  utilized, wherever 
possible, in  all projects assisted by  the EDF; 
21.  Believes  that the  highest priority should be given  ro  the full  utilization of new and 
renew;1ble  energy  sources;  hydroelectricity  and  the  exploration  and  exploitation  of 
energy-producing mineral resources; 
22.  With regard to new and renewable energy sources: 
(a}  endorses the Programme of Action adopted at the Nairobi Conference, 
(b)  maintains that the problem of meeting energy needs in rural areas is of great urgency, and 
feels th;tt small-sc;tle projects using solar energy, biomass, wind power and peat, as well as 
micro-hydroelectricity, can play a particularly useful  role in  this respect, 
(c)  calls on non-governmental organizations to make full use of the energy sources referred to 
in  (b) above in  their projects, 
(d)  stresses  the  importance  of  decentralizing,  to  the  greatest  possible  extent,  energy 
production,  with  the  emphasis  being  given  to  rural  energy  requirements  and  the 
development of appropriate technologies, 
- 180  -(e)  sees the need to develop large-scale reforestation programmes with selected fast-growing 
tree  v~rieties, 
(f)  bdieves char cert~in new and renewable energy techniques, noc.tbly solar energy, biomass, 
geothermal energy and peat, can .tlso be used in large-scale projects where these ~_ould be 
appropriate, particularly in  urban  ~reas and for heavier industrial use,  -
(g)  notes  Jnd  welcomes  the  fact  that,  at  the  first  reading  of the  budget,  the  European 
P  Jr!i;tment :.1pproved by a massive voce the creation of a new Article 947 'energy aid to the 
developing countries' in  the general budget of the European CommunitieS for 1983; 
23.  With regard to hydroelectricity: 
(a)  stresses  the  value  of small-scale  projects,  situated  where  possible  near  the  points  of 
consumption, which  could  be  integrated with  agricultural, stock-raising, piscicultural, 
forestry or drinking-water projects, 
(b)  recognizes  the tmporcant contribution of large-scale hydroelectric projects while  being 
awJre of the poss1ble  economic and ecological  repercussions of such  schemes; insists, 
therefore, on detailed studies being carried out, before taking the final  decision, on the 
effects of major dams on all aspects of the environment, and on adequate measures being 
taken to deal with negative socio-economic or environmental effects; 
24.  With regard to energy-producing minerals, acknowledges that many ACP countries have 
not been subject to intensive geological surveys, and calls for full use to be made of  the relevant 
provisions of the Convention of Lome ll; 
25.  Sees the need, where large-scale energy production schemes are envisaged, for regional 
cooperation on the widest possible scale; 
26.  Recommends,  in  order  that energy  be  utilized  in  the  most  effective,  rational  and 
economic  manner,  that energy-saving  campaigns ·be  carried  out  both  in  EEC  and  ACP 
countries, and in this connection stresses the need to adopt life styles and policies less wasteful 
of energy; 
27.  Stresses the importance of using energy to maximum efficiency at all levels, and in this 
respect draws attention to the possible contribution to domestic energy efficiency that can be 
made by well-designed domestic appliances and equipment, including appropriate solid-fuel 
cookers;  · 
28.  Conscious of the fact that the transfer of certain types of technology involving extensive 
use  of energy  has  in  certain  cases  caused  extensive  damage  both  to  the  industrial  and 
agricultural  sector  of  ACP  countries,  recommends  that  appropriate  technologies  more 
adaptJble to the needs of ACP countries be adopted; 
29.  Calls for Community assistance with the development of suitable technology for both 
prodw  ..  L:ion and utilization of energy in developing countries, particularly in research centres in 
ACP States; in this respect believes that a Community contribution could be made: 
throu~h the provision of assistance for research and development being undertaken in the 
ACP  St.ue~. 
through the Joint Research Centre, 
through appropriate indirect action research programmes, 
through  Community  cooperation  with  other  bodies,  including  for  example  the 
International Energy Agency and non-governmental organizations, on R &  0  projects of 
use to ACP countries; 
- 181 30.  Calls for mnr~  efficienr use co be m.tde of draught animal power which would involve the 
te;tching of imrron.:d  t~chnique!:> at local  level; 
31.  Bdic::ves  ch.1t  the Convention of Lome can prove a  useful  vehicle  for  the transfer of 
suitable technology provided the will exists; calls on the Community institutions, its ~iember 
Sur~s. its educo.nion..II bodies and European industries to cooperate with regard to the transfer 
of suitable  technology  throu):!h  joint  vemures  and other forms  of industrial  cooperation 
between chi!  EEC .tnd rhe  ACP~ 
32.  Emj:>hasizes  the  importance  of  training  at  all  levels,  management,  operative  and 
cons~.&mer  .  .tnd recognizes that the Community can fulfil  a  useful  function  in  this  respect, 
repeats the d~mand for che establishment, as a matter of urgency, of a management training 
col!eg~ to be sited m .an ACP State with courses specially structured ro meet the vital needs of the 
e'onomies of the developmg world,  and calls  upon the Commission to present a  detailed 
proposal with a programme for action to the next ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly; 
33.  Calls for even greater use to be made of co-financing in the future, believing that the 
Community can thereby act as a catalyst for a braining greatly increased financial assistance for 
energy-related projects in ACP States; 
34.  Feels that a problem so vast as that posed by the energy crisis must be faced at world level, 
and  hores  for  the  rapid  openin~ of  global  negotiations  that  would  include  inter  alia 
discussions on energy  issues~ 
35.  Sees the need for a well-endowed fund, managed at mtemationallevel, be it in the form of 
an Energy Affiliate of the World Bank or a Special Fund for Energy, to assist the developing 
countries to fa~c the problems resulting from the world energy situation; calls on the European 
Community to srrive, at the highest incern.:ltionallevel, for the creation of such a fund, and to 
subscribe generously to it in the event of its being set up: 
36.  Believes  that  the  oil  exporting  countries  can  play  a  greater  role  in  asststmg 
energy-importing developing countries through the provision both of additional funds and of 
petrol~um products ar concessional rates; in this regard pays tribute to the exemplary action of 
certain oil produ'"ing countries; 
37.  Recognius the particular difficulties facing the least-developed countries, and hopes that 
the special provisions of rhe Convention designed to as!'>ist them be fully utilized and that their 
specific diffi..:ulrie,, notably lack of capital resources, be taken into account when approving 
energy-related proJects from these countrie'-'~ calls for special measures co be implemented and 
additional finance to be provided .1s  a follow-up to the Paris Conference (1 ); 
38.  Requeo;rs the Commiss•on of chc European Communities to prepare concrete proposals 
rdl~cung the view' expressed  in  this  resolution in  time  for  the  meeting of the ACP- EEC 
Consultative Assembly in  September or October 1982; 
39.  Reque~ts that considerations be given in  the context of the future negotiations of any 
successor agreemenc  co  the ACP- EEC Lome II  Convention to more extensive and closer 
cooperation between the ACP and EEC in che  field  of energy; 
40.  Instructs its  Presidents to forward this resolution and the report to the ACP-EEC 
Council of Minister, the Committee of Ambassadors and the Council and Commission of the 
European Communities. 
( 1)  ur-; Conference on the least-developed countries, Paris, September 1981. 
- 182  -CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AFRICAN, 
CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
BERLIN,21-23  SEPTEMBER  1983 
RESOLUTION 
taking account of the annuaJ report of the ACP - EEC Couacil of  Ministers for 1982, and looking towards 
the imminent negotiations for a successor Convention to Lome n  · 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in Berlin from 21  to 23 _September  1983, 
having regard to the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for 1982, 
having regard to the report submitted by  Ambassador Cavalevu on behalf of the Joint 
Committee (Doc. ACP- EEC 57  I 83 ), 
1.  W  clcomes the fact that the seventh annual report of the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers 
has been published earlier than in  previous years, but reiterates the criticism that a more 
analytical report would be of greater value; 
2.  Believes that, at this juncture, half·way through the Convention of Lome II and just as 
negotiations for its successor are beginning, the time is opportUne to review the implementation 
of the  Convention and its  effects  on the some  600 million people living in the signatory 
States; 
3.  Notes the serious nature of the current world economic, political and security crisis; calls 
consequently on the EEC and ACP leaders to take positive action for the mutual benefit of  their 
peoples; 
4.  Is convinced that the historical relationship between Europe and the ACP countries can 
further evolve in such  a way  as  to transform North/  South relations from domination and 
exploitation  into  relations of real  interdependence based on mutual  benefit, equality and 
solidarity; 
5.  Notes that the evolution of trade between the ACP States and the Community is far from 
satisfactory, and that despite the greatly increased number of  ACP States the ACP group is now 
relatively less important to the EEC both as  a supplier and as a market than it was in 1975; 
insists, therefore, that imaginative steps be taken ro remedy this; 
6.  Notes  with  concern  that the  number of ACP  Stares  classified  as  least-developed  has 
increased  since  Lome  I,  and draws  attention to  the  desperate  situation of most of these 
countries; 
- 183  -7.  Calls on the Community to translate its support for the outcome of the Paris Conference 
and the priority it  has decided to accord co  the  least-advanced countries into considerable 
financial aid; 
8.  Reaffirms the strong belief tbat there is a need to pay special attention to the ACP Island 
Developing Countries, whose economic, transport, communication, etc., problems are unique 
and pressing; 
9.  Recognizes the potencial value of Stabex, while being fully aware of its limitations due 
roainly  to  the  small  number  and  ineffectiveness  of  agreements  to  regulate  the  price  of 
commodities and its weaknesses, due among other things to ·inadequate funding; calls for an 
integrated approach to be adopted which includes the inuoduction of procedures to ensure 
productive ~  of the funds transferred and the provision of realistic financial resources; 
10.  Expresses concern over issues relating to sugar and Stabex unresolved at the eve of the 
formal opening of the negotiations of the successor agreement; 
11.  Insists that on that solemn occasion the Community should pronounce itself positively on 
these  matters,  thus  giving  a  measure of the  spirit in which it intends to embark on the 
negotiations; 
12.  Acknowledges  the  overwhelming  importance  of  agriculture  and  integrated  rural 
development in the ACP States and emphasizes the need to give the highest level of priority to 
the development of the rural areas; 
13.  Deplores that t!"te problem of hunger in the world has worsened and regretS that no really 
drastic or efficient step has been taken in this regard; 
14.  Proposes that special attention be granted to drought-suicken ACP countries together 
with increased assistance to combat deforestation and the encroachment of the desert; 
15.  Believes that it is necessary co review the sector of ACP - EEC cooperation dealing with 
industry  in  the  light of the  report drawn up  by  the joint working group chaired by His 
Excellency Chief Afolabi with Mr Fuchs as rapporteur; 
16.  Regrets chat, in real terms, the financial resources per capita per annum provided under 
Lome II  are some 20% less than under Lome I,  at a time when many ACP economies are 
experiencing crushing financial difficulties which seriously endanger development; 
17.  Believes it is essential to strengthen the aspect of  parity in  the ACP-EEC Convention and 
calls, therefore, on those negotiating the new Lome Convention to seek to ensure better ACP 
participation in  the implementation of cooperation; 
18.  Hopes that the next Convention will tackle the urgent problem of relieving the debts of 
the ACP countries which now amount to some US S 50 000 million, and that the EEC and the 
ACP Scares will be consulted on the international negotiations to reform the world monetary 
system and reduce the level of indebtedness that upsets the balance of the system; 
19.  Reiterates the view that the Joint Committee and Consultative Assembly duplicate effort 
and that they could be replaced in the new Convention by a single parliamentary organ with 
adequate independent budgetary resources; 
- 184  -20.  Recognizes rhe need to strengthen the ACP•s administrative institutions so as to enable 
them to assist the ACP States more effectively; 
21.  Firmly  believes  that man  himself  must  be  the  subject  of development  and that all 
development activities must be centred around his welfare and fundamental rights; 
22.  Feels chat it is necessary for the future Convention to cake full account of the social and 
cultural  values,  preferences  and  priorities  of the  people  for  whom  that Convention was 
designed; pays tribute to the several documents emanating from the Working Group chaired by 
Mr Turner with His Excellency Mr Chasle as rapporteur; 
23.  Feels that the next Convention shoukt link the ACP States' own objeaives of self-reliant 
development and South-South Cooperation with the specific policies chosen by the ACP States 
in such a way as to avoid the instruments of cooperation operating in isolation from each other 
or becoming ends in themselves; 
24.  Emphasizes  the  need  for  the· successor Convention realistically to provide adequate 
means for the attainment of rhe objectives mutually agreed upon; 
25.  Encourages both the ACP and the EEC to initiate. at this stage, a process of  consultation 
at all levels so as to identify clearly the priority areas for the next Convention and reach political 
agreement on key issues; calls on the appropriate authorities to engage in serious discussions at 
the  opening  of negotiations  with  the  aim  of reaching  consensus  on as  many  aspects  as 
possible; 
26.  Agrees that the main objective of development should be the achievement of self-reliant, 
autonomous and self-sustaining development at  national and regional level, and acknowledges 
the valuable contribution of the· European Parliament in funhering this concept; 
27.  Supports all efforts aimed at achieving a more just and balanced economic order and the 
cultivation  of mutual  understanding  between  the  peoples  of the  ACP  States  and of the 
European Community; 
28.  Emphasizes that the Convention must fully  respect the sovereignty of each signatory 
~tate, while recognizing the reality and desirability of interdependence; 
29.  Is  convinced that with goodwill, political courage and respect for human rights and 
dignity, cooperation between the ACP  and the EEC can fulfil  the high  aspirations of the 
signatories  of the  First  Lome  Convention;  in  this  context  underlines  the  importance  of 
resolutions 48 I 83  and 43 I 83  adopted with widespread consensus in Kingston; 
30.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and the report drawn up by His 
Excellency Mr CavaJevu to the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP-EEC Committee 
of Ambassadors and the Council and Commission of the European Communities. 
- 185  -RESOLUTION 
on ACP- EEC industrial cooperation and the impact of the Lome Convention 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting on 21  co  23 September 1983 in Berlin, 
- having regard co the report drawn up by Mr G. Fuchs on behalf of the ad hoc Working 
Group on Industrial Cooperation (Doc. ACP-EEC 55/83), 
(a)  having regard co the fundamental objective of development, which is to look beyond mere 
survival to meet the legitimate needs of peoples; 
(b)  having  regard  to  the  general  objective  of making  ACP-EEC  relations  a  model  for 
North-South relations by seeking mechanisms for cooperation which serve social justice, 
human dignity and peace; 
(c)  whereas the effect of this cooperation should be to reduce the dependence of the ACP 
countries,, thereby leaving them free to choose an appropriate form of development; 
(d)  having regard to the mutual advantages of industrial cooperation for: 
the  ACP  countries,  which  can  thereby hope to speed up the development of their 
industries and hence to satisfy their basic needs, including food requirements, 
the EEC, which can thereby hope to cake better account in future indusaial policies of 
the industrial progress of its partners, 
all partners concerned, who can expect it to bring the revival in their economies which is 
a vital ingredient for any lasting solution to the world crisis; 
(e)  whereas the ACP countries' share in world industrial production is today very small and, 
despite  real  potential,  will  remain  so  unless  further considerable effortS  are  made to 
improve both quantity and quality at home and abroad, within the framework of  effective 
strategies; 
(f)  whereas the differences between the ACP countries, together with the special difficulties 
facing  certain land-locked or island States, call for .a  diversified approach to industrial 
cooperation; 
- 186  -(g)  having  regard  co  the  external  difficulties,  mentioned  in  the  report,  affecting  the 
industrialization of the ACP countries, in particular: 
the  deterioration  and  unpredictability  of  revenue  from  their  exports  of  basic 
products, 
the continuing lack of balance in their relations with certain rich countries and certain 
multinational companies based in them, 
the magnitude 'of their debt problem; 
(h)  whereas these difficulties have been aggravated by the recessionary impact of the world 
crisis and the protectionist reactions it has aroused, in the EEC as dsewhere, although the 
balance of ACP-EEC trade in manufactured products is extremely favourable to the latter · 
and hence to its employment situation; 
(  i)  having regard to the internal difficulties affecting the industria!izarion of  the ACP countries, 
in particular: 
the after-effects of colonization, 
inadequate distribution of a satisfactory level of purchasing power, especially in rural 
areas, 
the small  size  of the potential market in certain States which necessitates regional 
cooperation, 
shortcomings in existing training systems and difficulties in using technology devised 
elsewhere; 
(j)  having regard to the proposals and objectives set out in: 
the  Lagos  plan  and  the  Programme  of the  Industrial  Development  Decade  for 
Africa, 
the CARICOM plan, 
the programmes for the Pacific area; 
(k)  having regard to the text of the Lome Conventions and, in particular, Tide V of Lome II 
concerning  ACP- EEC  industrial  cooperation  and  the  instruments  and  means  for 
achieving it; 
(I)  whereas  the  Consultative  Assembly  in  Rome  insisted  on:  'the  need  for  truly  joint 
management  of  financial  cooperation  from  the  elaboration  of  projects  until  their 
realization': 
- 187  -The achievements of Lome 
1.  Notes  that operations  contributing to  the  industrialization  of the  ACP  countries  -
including  energy  and  mines  - have  accounted  for  a  considerable  share  of the  finance 
committed under the Lome Convennons (28,3 % under Lome I and 37,6 %·for the first 30 
months of Lome II,  in 415 and 175 operations respectively); 
'  Regrets,  however,  in  this  connection  chat  the  finance  committed  under  the  Lome 
Convention for industrialization in the strict sense (excluding energy and mines) represents less 
than half of the amounts quoted in  paragraph 1; 
3.  Regrets also that a great many of these operations are concentrated in too small a number 
of countries, generally  speaking chose  that are  more  advanced,  and chat  this  tendency  is 
growing; 
4.  Welcomes the fact that a large (almost 15 %) and growing proportion of the expenditure 
committed is in the form of global loans to the Development Banks which are subsequently used 
to asslst small and medium-sized undertakings; 
5.  Welcomes also the fact chat the funds allocated by the Community institutions have often 
enabled co-financing operations to be carried out (two-thirds of the sums allocated have been 
used  in  this way, making it possible, roughly, to sextuple the initial outlay); 
6.  Considers, nevertheless, chat the results obtained in terms of  added value or the balance of 
payments are inadequate measured against the aims pursued and, despite the ambiguity of this 
criterion, regards the drop in EEC imports of manufactured goods from the ACP countries as a 
disturbing development; 
7.  Deplores the fact that one of the commitments undertaken in Lome II  - the study of 'the 
means of tapping additional resources' provided for in Annex X  - has not yet produced any 
concrete results; 
8.  Considers, however, chat the problem of identifying a sufficient number of high-quality 
industrial projects suitable for promoting the development of the ACP countries is  no less 
important  than  the  financial  problem,  as  a  key  element  in  strengthening  industrial 
cooperation; 
9.  Considers, therefore, that the only way of putting an end to the often fruitless debate about 
'lack of money' or 'lack of projects' is  co  associate the ACP countries more closely with the 
management of those of the EIB's  activities which concern them; 
10.  Considers in the same connection that the successful role played by the CID in promoting 
cooperation among ACP and EEC economic operators through information campaigns and 
the offer of expertise and technical assistance, should be consolidated; 
The strategtes for industnaliz.ation 
11.  Reaffirms its full support for the option preferred by the ACP countries - the strategy of 
self-sufficient and self-reliant development - not meaning autarky - which, while respecting 
the individual situation of each country, is  pnncipally aimed at satisfying the genuine local 
needs of the whole population of a country by making the best possible use of locally available 
human and material resources for  this purpose; 
- 188  -12.  Supports m this connecnon che  strengthening of regional or subreg10nal cooperation, 
which  for  reasons  of technology  or markets,  is  often essential·for rhe  implementation of 
self-reliant development; 
13.  Reaffirms its support, however, for the additional demand for more remunerative prices 
for basic products and fairer representation for the countries of the South in the international 
organizations directly or indirectly concerned with development; 
14.  Also views as positive all domestic efforts by ACP countries co enhance the value of their 
local mineral or agricultural resources, in order to increase the added value of products which 
are exported, which  could lead to the implementation of various major projects; 
15.  Believes,  however, that the internal purchasing power and added value necessary for 
structured  industrialization  can  also  be  achieved  above  all  by  fixing  farm  prices  at  a 
remunerative level and by creating a network of small and medium-sized undertakings, craft 
associations and cooperatives manufacturing useful products; 
16.  Believes  that these  are  the  foundations  upon  which  a  comprehensive  and coherent 
industrial  network  can  be  built,  based  on  clearly  defined  sectoral  priorities,  increasing 
intersectoral contacts, regional planning and infrastructural objectives and energy and training 
policies; 
17.  Considers it  necessary  for  the EEC to step  up its  contribution to the drawing up of 
national, and even regional development plans, a contribution which is vital for the technical 
and chronological coherence of the decisions aimed at establishing gradually this industrial 
network; 
18.  In view of the current state of private investment in many of  the ACP countries, considers 
that a dynamic public sector or mixed economy has an essential role to play in the realization of 
these plans; 
19.  Believes  too that public undertakings in  the EEC could offer a  panicularly positive 
contribution in this context; 
20.  Believes that private investment, both national and foreign, can, however, contribute to 
ACP development; 
21.  Maintains that the  EEC for  its  part must accept the concept of a  new international 
division of labour as a result of the industrialization of the ACP countries and considers that 
unilateral protectionist measures offend against the spirit of the ACP-EEC Conventions; 
22.  Considers therefore that future industrial cooperation should also seek to suengthen 
those  instruments  and  b<;>dies  capable  of resolving,  to the  benefit  of all  concerned,  the 
contradictions which may exist between the requirements of the national development of each 
partner and the need for a minimum of coherence and compatibility between the plans of each 
individual country; 
The means for implementation 
23.  Considers, in the light of the attached report and the remarks made above, that the 
following suggestions and proposals should be implemented, either during the last part of the · 
period covered  by  the present Lome  Convention, or when drawing up  the Convention to 
succeed it; 
24.  Considers it absolutely essential that in the new ACP- EEC Convention free access for 
processed  ACP  products,  including  sensitive  products,  should  be  stepped  up;  urges  the 
Community  to  liberalize  irs  market  for  processed  agricultural  products  from  the  ACP 
countries, even when these compete with Community agricultural products; 
- 189  -Considers that: 
25.  The current definition of 'rules of origin' should be revised and relaxed in respect of the 
least-developed, landlocked and island States; 
26.  The list of products covered by the Stabex system should be extended to include certain 
processed agricultural products and the system of guarantees expanded to take in the whole 
spectrum of inrra-ACP trade; 
27.  Encouragement  should  be  given  to  the  setting  up,  between  the  ACP  countries,  of 
monetary compensation zones, and even of forms of monetary union, as  these are vital if 
regional cooperation is  ro  function properly; 
28.  There  should  be  a  considerable  increase  in  the  volume  of resources  for  industrial 
cooperation  - particularly in  the form of in:.erest  rate subsidies (which help to offset the 
current increase in interest rates that are slowing down the rate of investment) and in the form 
of risk capital (which is  particularly well-suited to industrial development)  - while ensuring 
that the less-developed ACP countries receive their fair share; 
29.  Particular attention should be paid to development assistance for SMUs-SMis and the 
craft industry by  maintaining the growth in  global loans and creating a credit line to which 
firms  being  advised  by  the  Centre  for  Industrial  Development  (CID)  would have  direct 
access; 
30.  Provision should be made for industrial operations in the ACP countries to be eligible for 
loans  from  the  New  Community  Instrument,  which  has  as  one of its  priorities industrial 
investment in  Europe; 
31.  Information concerning all  the possibllities provided by  the ACP- EEC Conventions 
should be more widely disseminated to private and public investors in search of partners; 
32.  Reciprocal commitments should be entered into in respect of investment (including for 
example guarantees and provision for repatriation of profits on the one hand but also a certain 
obligation to reinvest and provide training in the host country); there should be a protection 
mechanism guaranteed by  funds  specifically earmarked for  this purpose limiting the risks 
covered to non-commercial risks; 
33.  Contacts and links should be fostered at EEC institutional level with countries with a 
balance of payments surplus, with a view to interesting them in new co-financing operations in 
the ACP countries; 
34.  Backing should be given to financial  support for  operations designed to rehabilitate 
existing production capacity and, in the case of certain projects, certain recurrent expenditure 
should be accepted which, while often low, is sometimes enough to ensure that a satisfactory 
level of real  production is  maintained;  · 
35.  Technology transfers should be improved by: 
strengthening the action already taken in this field by the CID, by providing, amongst other 
things, the necessary financial resources and manpower, 
encouraging  the  development  of  consulrancy  and  engineering  firms  in  the  ACP 
countries, 
encouraging joint ventures between ACP  and EEC consultants in order to achieve this 
aim; 
36.  Research and development in the field of technologies adapted to the specific situations 
and needs of the  ACP  countries should be stepped up by,  on the one hand, implementing 
mdustrial R  &  D programmes with  the joint participation of the EEC and any ACP States 
interested  in  the  sub1ecr  concerned  and,  on  the  other,  by  encouraging  the  growth  of 
mdependent research in  the ACP countries; 
37.  Assistance  should  be  provided  for  the  training of scientific  and technical  staff and 
industnal man..tgers, through direct local action, the development of specialized schools and 
- 190  -institutes (possibly at regional level)  and by  means of major grant programmes and training 
courses compulsorily linked co  the realization of any industrial project; 
38.  It shquld be made easier for ACP students and workers currently in the EEC to return co 
their country of origin, if they so desire, by giving them an opportunity to adapt their training to 
the situation and needs of their own country; 
3  9.  The responsibilities and role of the present Committee on Industrial Cooperation should 
be strengthened to enable it to keep in touch with all the problems and measures described here 
over and above simple control of the operation of the CID; 
40.  The possibility should be studied of creating an 'ACP- EEC Development Bank', based 
on the model of the World Bank, which could group together all the activities of the European 
Investment Bank in the ACP countries; the Ministers of Development as well as the Ministers of 
Finance should be  associated with the management of this institution; 
41.  Socio-professional, employers' and trade union organizations should be involved in the 
management of industrial cooperation, by setting up some form of ACP- EEC Economic and 
Social Committee; 
42.  Parallel social and industrial development should be ensured by recognition on the pan  of 
the ACP Scates and the EEC of social and trade union rights as laid down in the major ILO 
Conventions; 
43.  Considers in conclusion: 
having regard to increased world interdependence, the seriousness of  the crisis and the need 
to  establish  a  new  world  economic  order  to  free  the  third  world  from  hunger  and 
underdevelopment. 
having regard to scientific and technical progress, which opens up greater possibilities for 
production to take place on a broader scale and for the requirements of environmental 
protection to be  met, 
chat ACP- EEC relations in the field of  industrial cooperation should be based both on genuine 
medium-term joint planning and on joint revitalization, in other words on a new approach 
involving 'co-development',  which,  if  successful, would make ACP-EEC relations a true 
model for the management of the resources of our planet for the benefit of all mankind; 
44.  Requests the services of the European Parliament to ensure that this resolution, 'together 
with the report on ACP- EEC industrial cooperation and the impac:t of the Lome Convention, 
is  printed and widely circulated; 
45.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward chis resolution and the report drawn up by Mr G. 
Fuchs to the ACP- EEC bodies, to the Community institutions and to the Governments and 
parliaments of the ACP States and the Member States of the European Community. 
- 191  -RESOLunON 
on hunger in the world 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in  Berlin from 21  to 23  September 1983, 
in  accordance with the mandate given by the last Consultative Assembly to the specialized 
working parties, instructing them to forward to the Joint Committee concrete proposals in their 
respective sectors on the main guidelines to be followed for the new ACP-EEC cooperation 
agreement, 
A.  Draws  attention  to  the  gravity  and  continual  deterioration  of the  food  situation  of 
numerous ACP countries; 
B.  Stresses that hunger and chronic malnutrition are one aspect of the more general p;oblem"of 
poverty and underdevelopment and need to be dealt with as such; 
C.  Stresses once again that the fight against hunger must be an urgent and priority objective of 
the cooperation between industrialized and developing countries and, in particular, of the 
association berween the ACP States and the EEC; 
D.  Reaffirms the validity of the guiddines contained in the resolution on the campaign against 
hunger in  the world adopted by  the Consultative Assembly on 5 November 1982 
E.  Calls for greater account to be taken of  these guidelines in the forthcoming negotiations on 
the renewal of the Lome Convention; 
F.  Considers in particular that the new ACP - EEC Convention must take account of the 
following  main  points  as  regards  the  fight  against  hunger  and measures to promote 
agricultural and rural development:  · 
1.  Agriculture  and  rural  development  are  one of the  central  and  priority  axes  of the 
self-reliant development which must be the principal and fundamental objective of the new 
Convention;  · 
2.  The development of agricultural products, which will ensure that the basic needs of rural 
and urban populations can be met, will make it possible to combat hunger at its source and, at 
the same time1 contribute decisively to the overall development of the economy; 
3.  Some of the factors which tend to encourage the food dependency of a great many ACP 
countries  are  connected  with  international  economic,  monetary  and trade  relations;  the 
removal  of  these  negative  influences  will  require  an  extensive  reorganization  of  the 
international order and one which takes account of the legitimate interests and requests of the 
developing countries; 
4.  In this connection, and in the context of the association between the ACP and EEC, the 
adaptation and strengthening of the Stabex system are of  particular importance, not least in the 
interests of agricultural and rural development; 
- 192  -5.  With regard co public development aid, it should be strongly emphasized that the target of 
0,7% of gross national product, and 0,15% for less-developed countries, must not only be 
maintained and respected  by  1985, but should also serve as  a vital  point of reference for 
determining the financial  resources of the new Convention; 
6.  The essential instrument for achieving self-sufficiency in food should be rhe adoption of a 
coherent  strategy,  or  at  least  a  set  of consistent  measures  in  the  agriculruraJ  and  rural 
sectors; 
7.  It  is  up  co  each  ACP  country or group of countries  tO  define,  totally independently, 
development priorities and sectoral policies, and thus their own specific and original food 
strategy or policy; 
8.  It  is on the basis of these priorities that a dialogue should be initiated between the ACP 
State-s,  the  Community  and  other  partners  with  a  view  to  realizing  the  aims  of  the 
agri-foodstuffs  policy  by  achieving  consistency  between  internal  policies  and external aid 
contributions; 
9.  The EEC's support for food strategies or policies requires a long-term commitment and 
calls in  particular for: 
an adequate increase is  human and material resources, 
the revision and adaptation of the forms and procedures for administering and controlling 
financial and technical aid, 
regular consultation between the ACP States, the Community and other partners, to make 
it possible to assess jointly and periodically the results obtained and, if necessary, to redirect 
the actions undertaken jointly; 
10.  The above principles should, as far as possible, be applied even where there is no food 
strategy in  the strict sense; 
11.  The  quest  for  self-sufficiency  in  food,  within  the  framework  of  autonomous 
development, must take account of long-term factors and those which act beyond national 
frontiers; in  particular: 
the fight against desertification and the deterioration of the ecosystem, 
the management of land, water and narural resources, 
the development of an indigenous scientific and technical research capability in the field of 
food  production,  the  environment and  health,  require the implementation of specific 
support measures for which the Community must give a long-term commitment if it is to be 
effective; 
12.  The  future  Convention  must  make  prov1ston  both  for  the  funds  and  for  the 
decision-making and management procedures which will make it possible to carry out these 
'thematic  measures'  aimed  at  restoring  the  biological,  ecolocical,  scientific  and  human 
conditions for development; 
13.  In this context notes with regret that, pursuant ro the Regulation on special measures co 
combat hunger in  the  world (Article  958 of the  EEC  budget) adopted  by  the Council of 
Ministers on 12 July 1983, the Commission has not yet stated how it intends to implement the 
Regulation or which projects of those proposed have already been defined in order to permit the 
whole sum ro be committed by  the end of the 1983 financial  year; 
14.  Even more alarming are the curs the Council of Ministers intends to make in the 1984 
development aid budget, which clearly show that despite its  verbal commitments, it  is  not 
willing ro  take effective action; 
- 193  -15.  lf  the ACP countries are to progress towards collective autonomy, the regional dimension 
will  become increasingly essential and the efforts devoted to regional cooperanon (regional 
measures,  pladng  of  national  measures  in  a  regional  context)  must  be  stepped  up 
considerably; 
16.  The human factor is  vital  in  the construction of self-reliant, long-term development: 
basic education, on-the-spot training and participation and involvement of the economic and 
social forces  in  the rural world; 
1  7.  In  this connection the new Convention must take pamcular account of the important 
activities of the NGOs; 
18.  The Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation, which should already 
begin  to operate under Lome II, could play an  important role in  encouraging the research 
capability of the ACP countries, and its activities should therefore be maintained and developed 
under  the  new  Convention,  particularly  in  the  context  of the  interaction  between  food 
production, the environment and health referred to in  paragraph 11; 
19.  Among the financial instruments to be provided, the possibility should be considered of 
creating a specific instrument in  the field of agricultural loans; 
20.  From  many  points of view,  there  is  one specific  sector of great importance for the 
development of the agri-foodstuffs sector which must be given  proper consideration in the 
context of ACP- EEC relations, and that is  fisheries; 
21.  EEC food aid must be an integral part of development policy proper and an instrument 
for the development of the agri-foodstuffs sector; 
22.  There  should  be  an  extensive  revision  of the  present  system  in  order  to  include 
Community  food  aid  in  agricultural  and  rural  development  programmes,  with  in 
particular: 
multiannual planning involving  contracts and, in  particular, closer association of the 
recipient countries with the various stages of aid planning and administration, 
wider use of 'triangular operations' (utilization of regional products}, 
rationalizing and improving the efficiency of aid administration, beginning with transport, 
storage and distribution; 
23.  An  important aspect of the food  question which the new Convention should seek to 
resolve  is  fvod  security  in  the  strict  sense,  involving  in  particular  the  building  up  of 
decentralized strategic reserves at national and regional level; 
24.  Appropriate ways  must  b~ found  of meeting  ACP  requests  for  regular  supplies on 
preferential terms of agricultural products available in the EEC; 
25.  Deeply perturbed by the terrible drought affecting all the Sahel countries and threatening 
millions  of people,  calls  on the  EEC  to  release  special  emergency  aid;  also  calls  on the 
Commission to draw up  an emergency plan and submit this to the ACP-££C Council of 
Ministers; 
26.  Of great importance in  guarenteeing effective  support for  the  agricultural  and rural 
development  policies  of the  ACP  countries  is  the  need  for  coherent  use  of the  various 
instruments and concerted action  by  the EEC, the Member States and other bllateral and 
multilateral partners; 
2  7.  ln  particular,  it  is  necessary  to  seek  greater  coordination  between the policies  and 
on-the-spot activities  of the  Member States  and  those  of the  Community to ensure that 
cooperanon  measures  are  genuinely  complementary  and  based  on  guidelines  drawn  up 
joindy. 
- 194  -28.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward thts resolution to the  AC~- EEC bodies, to the 
Community institutions and to the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic Community 
The ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly 
- meeting in  Berlin  from  21  to 23  September 19 83, 
(a)  having regard  ro  the  report on  cultural cooperation between  the ACP  States and the 
European Economic Community (Doc. ACP- EEC/ 27 /81) drawn up by the rapporteur 
His Excellency Mr Raymond Chasle (Mauritius) on behalf of the joint Committee of the 
Consultative Assembly  and  the resolution  on this report adopted by the Consultative 
Assembly at Luxembourg on 30 September 1981 
.. (b)  having regard to the report on the implementation of the resolution ·of the Consultative 
Assembly on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic 
Community (Doc.  ACP-EEC/37/82) and the resolution adopted by the Consultative 
Assembly at Rome in  November 1982 
(c)  recalling  the  resolution  on  ACP- EEC  cultural  cooperation  adopted  by  the  Joint 
Committee at Kingston, Jamaica on 24 February 1983; 
(d)  noting that  th.o~ question of ACP- EEC cultural cooperation was raised for the first time at 
the-meeting of the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers at Brussels on 19 May 1983, but that 
no decision was taken by  the Council on that occasion; 
(e)  noting,  firstly,  that  the  ACP  Council  of Ministers  has  decided  that  in  addition  to 
incorporating the cultural dimension of development in the next Convention there should 
be  a special ch<!pter on cultural cooperation; 
(f)  noting,  secondly,  that  the  Commission  of  the  European  Communities,  within  the 
framework  of  the  programmes  and  projects  financed  under  the  Fifth  European 
Development  Fund,  has  continued  irs  efforts  to  take  into  account  the  relevant 
recommendations of the  reports on cultural  cooperation adopted at  Luxembourg and 
Rome; 
- 195  -(g)  noting,  furthermore,  that the  European  Parliament  adopted  the  report  drawn  up  by 
Mr Narducci on ACP- EEC cultural cooperation at its sitting of 8 July 1983 
(h)  noting  with  satisfaction  the  convergence  of  views  expressed  by  the  ACP- EEC 
Consultative  Assembly,  the  Commission  of the  European  Communities  ,  the  ACP 
Council of Ministers and che European Parliament on the need to incorporate the cultural 
dimension in  the Convention which will govern future ACP- EEC relations; 
(i)  stressing  that  the  proposals  contained  in  the  current  report  on ACP- EEC  cultural 
cooperation  and  its  integration  in  the  future  ACP- EEC  Convention  (Doc. 
CA/CP/  384/B) are intended to assist the negotiators of the third ACP- EEC Convention 
tn  drawing up  the text of this Convention, taking into account: 
(a)  the recommendations contained in  the previous reports on cultural cooperation and 
the accompanying resolutions; 
(b)  the-resolutions adopted by the Consultative Assembly on the fight against hunger in the 
world  , on ACP- EEC cooperation in the field of energy  , on the sixth annual 
report ot the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers, particularly with regard to maintaining 
the quality of the environment, social  aspects and cultural cooperation  , on the 
protection of the rights of ACP  migrant workers, students and trainees  and the 
resolution on the environment and development adopted by the Joint Committee at 
Kingston; 
(c)  the positions· adopted by the OAU (lagos plan), the Caribbean and the Pacific States in 
the context of regional cooperation; 
(d)  the  positions adopted by  the  ACP  States within the Group of 77 at international 
meetings on the problems of culture and development; 
(j)  whereas the right to culture is  a basic human right of both individuals and nations; 
1.  Notes that cultural cooperation as envisaged in this draft: 
(a)  is based on the concept of the cultural aspects and aims of development which call for the 
recognition of the equal worth and of the diversity of cultures, as well as the preservation 
and enrichment of cultural identities; 
(b)  constitutes the essential springboard for development centred on man and whose aim is to 
enable human beings and communities to flourish; 
(c)  aims to reinforce the political, cultural and economic independence of the ACP States by 
encouraging development of the particular abilities and potential of the individuals and 
communities  of  the  ACP,  and  by  avoiding  all  forms  of  cultural  domination  and 
alienation; 
(d)  embraces not only support for cultural activities but also taking into account of specific 
socio-cultural characteristics, aspects and implications in the drafting and implementation 
of development strategies, programmes and projects; 
- 196  -(e)  consmuces  a  radical  transformation  of ACP- EEC  relations,  for  which  it  sets  new 
objectives; 
2.  Emphasizes in  this respect· that the draft: 
(a)  links the relevant cultural and economic elements in a systematic and indissociable manner 
in  an overall and unified conception; 
(b)  calls for a dialogue based on the respect of national sovereignty and the rights of  individuals 
and communities; 
(c)  aims to further the national and collective autonomy of the ACP countries in the fields of 
food production, industrialization, science and technology, energy, education, training 
and research, and health; 
3.  Emphasizes strongly that the  justification for  the special chapter on cultural cooperation as 
here presented resides in its illumination of the guiding principles which should invest the whole 
of the next Convention with a social, cultural and human dimension, as  well as  in irs more 
specific treatment of cultural topics and in  its  new  s~io-cultural approach; 
4.  Considers that this special chapter on cultural cooperation should: 
(a)  encompass the traditional instruments of culture such as education, training, research, 
science  and  technology,  and  extend  the  field  of cultural  activity  to  information  and 
communication, which are cultural factors of development; 
(b)  tackle the use of these instruments and of cultural measures from a social, cultural and 
economic standpoint; 
(c)  lay special emphasis on the expansion and upgrading of the role of women and of their 
cultural  and  economic  status  in  the  process  of  production  and  of  community 
development; 
(d)  make for more balanced cultural exchanges which  will  contribute towards the mutual 
enrichment of the ACP  countries and the Member States, and will  promote a form of 
cooperation likely to improve understanding between the ACP countries and the EEC; 
(e)  deal  with the socio-cultural aspects of tourism in  order to develop a  humane cultural 
tourism and to guarantee profitable economic returns for the tourist industry; 
(f)  provide for special measures to ensure that the rights of  ACP students and migrant workers 
in the Member States of the EEC are recognized and duly exercised and to facilitate their 
social and cultural integration into their new environment and their social and cultural 
reintegration should they return to their countries of origin; 
(g)  propose in the domain of the environment, an acknowledged factor in social and cultural 
development, integrated measures encompassing the various socio-cultural aspects; 
(h)  provide for procedures within the ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly for monitoring the 
implementation of the special chapter on cultural cooperation and the related provisions in 
the different sections of the Convention; 
(i)  commit the Community to support the  activities of ACP  and EEC  non-governmental 
organizations within the framework of the projects approved by the ACP States in order to 
assist the populations of the ACP countries and particularly the rural communities in their 
efforts towards self-advancement; 
5.  Emphasizes that the ACP- EEC cultural cooperation programme should foster cultural 
cooperation between the ACP countries by encouraging exchanges between them and resorting 
to appropriate measures in  the sectors of cultural activity; 
- 197  -o.  C..1lls  tor  -socto·cultural  ..tatvmes  tn  che  held  of rural  development for  controlling the 
harmonious growth of rural communities m be provided for in a specific chapter on integrated 
rural development; 
...  5rresses  the  need  co  integrate  within  cooperation  on  industrial  development  the 
socio·culcural elements essential for the promotion of an endogenous industrialization strategy 
centred  on  the  upgrading  of traditional  technologies  and  the  comrol  and  adaptation  of 
technology; 
8.  Calls for trade cooperation co provide for measures of a social and cultural nature likely to 
influence the growth of trade to the benefit of the ACP States; 
9.  Insists that economic, financial and technical cooperation: 
(a)  be redefined as to its objectives in order to provide effective support for the efforts of the 
ACP  countries  cowards  self·sufficient  and  self·sustained  integrated socio-cultural  and 
economic development; 
(b)  take account of socio·cultural factors in all development programmes and projects in order 
to avoid the set·backs which result from  aid intended exclusively for economic ends; 
(c)  allow for special measures to assist small and medium-sized enterprises in the sphere of 
traming and technical assistance; 
10.  Declares its conviction that ACP- EEC cultural cooperation can contribute towards a 
radical transformation of cooperation in  the development of the ACP States and that while 
encouraging  the  emergence  of  development  strategies  and  models  better  suited  to  the 
characteristics  and  aspirations  of the  ACP  peoples,  paritcularly  by  encouraging  greater 
participation by them in their own development, it will also be co the considerable advantage of 
the Community and the  Member Scates  and will  provide a source of enrichment for their 
peoples; 
11.  Reaffirms that ACP- EEC cultural cooperation would represent a turning point in the 
history of development and would have a considerable impact on North-South relations, whilst 
making a major contribution to the establishment of a new world order and to peace in the 
world; 
12.  Instructs its Co-Presidents, in  view of the forthcoming opening of negotiations on the 
third ACP- EEC Convention, to forward this resolution and the accompanying report to the 
ACP- EEC  Council . of  Ministers,  recommending  that  the  political  and  diplomatic 
representatives responsible for negotiating the text of the future Convention take it into the 
closest possible account. 
RESOLUTION 
on the situation of ACP students and migrant workers residing in  the Member States of the European 
Community 
The ACP- EEC Consultatzve Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin from  21  to 23  September 1983, 
A.  recalling the resolutions on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European 
Economic  Community  adopted  unanimously  by  the  Consultative  Assembly  m 
Luxembonrg (30 September 1'181)  and Rome (3  November 1982) 
- 198  -B.  recalling m parucul.:tr re~ommend.mon  No 9 of the Kingston resolution on the situation of 
ACP  students  and  migrant  workers  in  the  European  Community  which  calls  on the 
Community to ensure that the EEC Member Scares life all discriminating measures against 
students who are nationals of ACP  countries, 
C.  recalling  the  following  resolutions of the  ACP  Council  of Ministers:  No  7 (XXVIII), 
adopted in Maseru in December 1981, No 8 (XXIX), adopted in Libreville in May 1982, 
No 9 (XXX), adopted in Brussels in December 1982 and No 7 (XXXI), adopted in Brussels 
in  May  1983, 
D.  recalling also the Joint Declaration on workers who are nationals of  one of the Contracting 
Parries to the Lome Convention and are residing legally in the territory of a Member State or 
an ACP State (Annex XV to the Convention of Lome II), 
E.  having  regard  to  the  resolution  of the  Consultative  Assembly  of 26  September  1980 
concerning the report on proposals designed co ensure respect for and protect the rights of 
migrant workers, students and trainees who are nationals of one of the Contracting Parties 
and are residing legally in  the territory of a Member State or an ACP State 
F.  having regard to the discussions and recommendations of the meetings of  the economic and 
social partners in  1982 and 1983, 
1.  Considers  chat  since  the  Community  institutions  and  the  Member  States  have  not 
succeeded in solving the problem of  the situation of ACP students and migrant workers, despite 
repeated appeals to the Community and the Member States, panicular attention should be 
devoted to this specific problem in the context of the chapter on cultural cooperation to be 
included in  the text of the Agreement which will succeed the present Convention; 
2.  Draws attention to the increasingly serious financial, administrative and social problems 
facing ACP students, which affect their studies at institutions in the Community; 
3.  Emphasizes that the Community and the Member States are under an obligation to adopt 
urgent measures to improve the situation of ACP students, migrant workers and their families 
residing  in  the Community and to put an end  to all  forms of discrimination suffered by 
them; 
4.  Urges the Community and the Member States to establish an effective dialogue with the 
ACP States with a view to adopting special measures to help ACP students who, because of 
increases in tuition fees,  have great difficulty in continuing their studies and in acquiring the· 
skills necessary for the development of their countries of origin; 
5.  Calls on the ACP States, the Community and the Member States tQ cooperate closely in 
order to make effective use of the training opportunities in the Member States; 
6.  Appeals  to  the  Community and  the  Member States  to  provide  funds  for  reception, 
information and guidance ser:vices for ACP students and trainees; 
7.  Calls on the Community and the Member States co  give encouragement and increased 
financial  support to non-governmental organizations and other bodies· providing social and 
cultural services  for  ACP  students and  migrant workers during their stay in .the  Member 
States; 
- 199  -8.  Invites  the  Community  and the  Member States  co  announce  at the  beginning of the 
negotiations on the third ACP- EEC Convention specific measures which will bring about an 
immediate improvement in the situation of ACP students, migrant workers and their families in 
the Member States of the Community. 
9.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the  ACP- EEC  bodies,  the 
Community institutions and the  Governments and parliaments of the ACP  States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on illegal immigration 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin  from 21  to 23  September 1983, 
A.  drawing attention to the serious situation of ACP nationals residing illegally in the Member 
States of the EEC, 
B.  having regard to the discussions on this subject during the last meeting of  the economic and 
social partners in Geneva on 4 June 1983, 
1.  Calls on the Community, the Member States and the ACP countries to consult one another 
on a regular basis with a view to preventing and eliminating illegal immigration; 
2.  Hopes that the policies adopted by the Community Member States to deal with illegal 
immigration and employment will ensure that employers safeguard the rights which workers 
have  acquired by  virtue of fulfilling  their mutual obligations and guarantee humanitarian 
treatment for students and immigrants found to be in  an illegal situation; 
3.  lnstructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the  ACP-EEC  bodies,  the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP  States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
- 200  -RESOLUTION 
on  the parliamc:ntary institutional system to be established under rhe  new ACP- EEC Convention 
The A.CP- EEC Consultative Assembly, 
A.  meeting in  Berlin  from  21  ro  23 September 1983, 
B.  ha11ing  regard  ro  paragraph  97  of the  resolution  on  the  s1xth  annual  report  of the 
ACP- EEC Council of Ministers adopted in  Rome on 4 November 1982 
C.  havmg regard to che resolunon adopted by che Joint Committee in Kingston (Jamaica) on 
24 February 1983  on the functionmg of the Parliamentary institutions under the two 
Lome Conventions, with particular reference ~o paragraph 4 thereof; 
D.  having regard to the resolution on action to be taken on the work done at the meeting 
between representatives of ACP- EEC economic and social interests and a delegation from 
the ACP- EEC Joint Committee, adopted in  Rome on 5 November 1982 
I.  The future Parliamentary institution 
1.  considers, in the light of experience, that che existing Parliamentary institutional system 
sfio-uld be-reviewed in order ro achieve greater efficiency by in particular avoiding duplication 
of work between the Joint Committee and Consultative Assembly; 
2.  requests, therefore, that the future Convention should provide for the creation of a single 
Parliamentary body: 
known as  the 'ACP- EEC Joint Assembly', 
consisting of one representative of each ACP state and an equal number of representatives 
of the European Parliament, 
with responsibtlities agreed upon by  the Bureau of the Consultative Assembly, 
meeting  at  least  twrce  each  year  alternately  in  the  ACP  countries  and  in  the 
Community, 
administered by a joint steering body (the 'Bureau'); in addition to its role of initiative and 
coordination, the Bureau will  in  particular be responsible for: 
ensuring the continued functioning of the institution between its acrual meetings, 
preparing  the  meetings  of  the  Joint  Assembly,  supervising  action  taken  on  its 
deliberations and establishing the necessary contacts with the other institutions of the 
Convention; 
3.  underlines the need to ensure stria application of the principle of parity at every level of 
operation of the Parliamentary institution; 
4.  points out that the creation of working parties has proved particularly beneficial for the 
quality of the work done by  the parliamencary organs of the Convention; 
5.  asks for the existing provisions of the Convention to the effect that the Assembly may set 
up working parties to carry out such specific preparatory work as it may determine  to be 
taken over in the future Convention; 
6.  decides at this stage that the functioning of these working parties will be governed by the 
following rules: 
the number, composttion and duration of che ad hoc working parties shall be determined 
individually by the parliamentary organ on the basis of an assessment of the importance and 
urgency of the topics with which they are required to deal, 
- 201 the ad hoc working parties shall dissolve themselves on completion of their mandate, 
having regard to the essential and crucial role of women in the development process, the 
Joint  Committee  recommends  that  a  working  party  on  this  question  be  set  up 
immediate!  y; 
7.  points out chat,  as  a Parliamentary institution established by  a Convention, the Joint 
Assembly  must have its own budget to guarantee its independence; 
II.  Association  of the  economic  and social  partners  in  the  implementation of the future 
Convention 
8.  criticizes the failure of the ACP- EEC Council to take account of the provisions of the 
existing Convention to the effect that it may take all appropriate measures to ensure effective 
contacts,  consulcations  and cooperation between  the  economic and social  interests of the 
Member States, and the ACP States (1 ); 
9.  welcomes the development and increase in  the scope of the annual meetings between a 
delegation from the Joint Committee and representatives of the economic and social interests of 
the ACP  States and Community Member  Stat~s_;  __________  _ 
10.  reiterates its support for a dear definition in the institutional provisions of the future 
Convention  of the role of the economic and social panners; 
11.  considers that the future Convention must require the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers 
and the Joint Assembly to organize regular contacts with the representatives of economic and 
social interests in order to obtain their opinion on the creation and. functioning of the various 
cooperation instruments. 
12.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents to forward this  resolution  to the ACP- EEC bodies,  the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
( 1)  Article 168 (6) of rhe  Second lome Convention. 
202 RESOLUTION 
on the situation in  southern Africa 
The ACP- EEC Consult..ltll/1!  Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin  from  21  to 23 September, 1983, 
aware of the deteriorating situation in southern Africa as a result of the acts of aggression 
and harassment committed by  che  racist regtme of South Africa against the independent 
sovereign States tn the region, 
1.  Reaffirms  and reconfirms entirely  irs  previous  resolutions on southern Africa  and the 
resolution .tdopted by  rhe Joint Committee on 24 February 1983 in Kingston; 
2.  Strongly condemns the persistent attacks by South Africa against its neighbouring States, 
especially Angola and Lesotho, and calls for the immediate withdrawal of the South African 
forces  from Angolan territory; 
3.  Urges therefore the implementation as soon as posstble of those measures called for in the 
resolution adopted by the Consultative Assembly on 4 November 1982 in Rome  , especially 
those regarding:  ···  ----
economic and humanitarian support for  the front line States, 
concrete measures putting pressure on the South African regime; 
4.  Deplores that some EEC Member States, whilst condemning the policy of apartheid, still 
continue to give tacit support to the poli-cy by admitting the nationals of the apartheid regime, 
including the Bantustans,  co  take parr in  organized social  and economic activities  in  their 
countries; 
5.  Urges the EEC Member Stares and their nationals to refrain from explicitly and implicitly 
encouraging the oppressing elements in  southern Africa by giving them their tacit support; 
6.  lnstructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the  ACP-EEC Council  of 
Ministers,  the  Commission  of  the  European  Communities  and  the  Governments  and 
parliaments of all  the signatories to the Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION 
on world population and development 
The ACP- EEC Consultatit•e Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin  from 21  ro  2.3  September 1983, 
A.  aware that in the 25 years up to 197  5 the total world population increased from just under 
2 500 million to over 4 000 million and that by mid-1981  it had reached approximately 
4 500 million, 
- 203 B.  aware rhar currt=ntly world population is growmg at an average rate of 1.7% a year which, 
if lt COntinued, would mean that world population would reach over 6 000 million by the 
year 2000 and would double ro  9 000 million approximately by  the year 2020, 
C.  a ware that nine-tenth!> of rhis increase ( 
1
)  will cake place in the less-developed world, thus, 
in  the words of the Brandt Report: 
'compounding the task of providing food, jobs, shelter, education and health services, of 
m1rigating absolute poverty and of meeting the colossal financial and administrative needs 
of rapid urbanization·. 
D.  recalling the pnnctples and objectives of the World Population Plan of Action, adopted by 
rhe  United Nations World Population Conference held in  Bucharest in  1974, where the 
interrelationship  of  population  and  development  is  recognized  ('population  variables 
influence development variables and are also influenced by them'), 
E.  noting that  this  issue  has  received  considerable  attention  in  many  international  fora, 
tncluding  the  International  Conference  of  Parliamentarians  on  Population  and 
Development held at Colombo, Sri Lanka in August/September 1979 and at the Ottawa 
Summit of July 1981 and the World Economic Summit of Cancun in October 1981, 
1.  Decides that the ACP- EEC Joint Committee should study the relationship of population 
with development policies; 
2.  Instructs the Joint Committee ro draw up a report to enable it to examine suitable means of 
taking steps  with  regard  to  population  and  development in  the context of the successor 
Convention to Lome II. 
'
1 l  See Annex. 
ASNEX 
TABLE 3 
Populacion of the world and major areas, 19SO and 197S, and 'medium' projections, 1980 and 2000 
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Suurce:  'il.' orld Popul.1non Trends .1nd Prospects by Country, 19 50- 2000: Summary Report of the 1978 
.\ssessment (Untted SJttons Publt.:anon, STIESA:SER.R/33). 
- 204  -RESOLUTION 
on the functioning of ACP-EEC cooperation 
The ACP- EEC ConsultatiVe Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin  from  21  to  23 September 1983, 
A.  noting the deliberations ·on the achievements of the Lome Conventions, 
B.  with  an  eye  ro  the  opening  of negotiations  for  the  next  ACP- EEC  Convention  in 
September 1983, 
C.  bearing in  mind  that social  progress and socio-economic development must remain the 
principal objective of ACP- EEC cooperation, 
D.  mindful of the fact that ACP- EEC cooperation can only be meaningful and fruitful if it is 
based  on the recognition of the  diversity of the political and economic systems  freely 
adopted by  the individual member countries, 
1.  Considers that the respect and application of human rights are closely connected with the 
Improvement of soctal and economic conditions; 
2.  Considers that a frank dialogue on the mutual respect of human rights may well enhance 
relations between partners ro  the Lome Convention; 
3.  Is convinced that ir  is desirable to examine to what extent rhe question o£ human rights 
may  be  discussed  in  the context of the  negotiations  for  the  next Convention and of the 
functioning of future institutions of cooperation; 
4.  Believes,  however,  that  such  a  question  should  not  in  any  way  be  linked  to  the 
commencement, enhancement and/ or continuation of  economic cooperation between the ACP 
and EEC; 
5.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward thts resolution to the ACP- EEC bodies. 
- 205  -RESOLUTION 
on  th~ needs and interests of rh~ Caribbean States 
The ACP-EEC Consultatzve Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin from  21  to 23  September 1983, 
A.  mindful of rhe long historical ties existing between the Caribbean and Europe and of the 
resultant structures imposed on the  Caribbean economies as  well  as  on the pattern of 
Caribbean/ European relations, 
B.  c.onscious of the need to transform this structure and pattern towards the greater unity and 
self-reliance of the entire Caribbean region, 
C.  recognizing the significant role the Lome Convention is designed to play in this process to 
the mutual advantage of its Contracting Parties, 
D.  aware of the importance of the organic relationship forged between the Caribbean and the 
African and Pacific States, 
E.  determined that the relationship with the European Economic Community should foster 
this cooperation between the Caribbean, Africa  and the Pacific without impairing the 
special character of the respective Caribbean Sta~es and the region as a whole, 
1.  Calls on the signatories to the Convention to implement in all eamesmess the provisions of 
the second Lome Convention in  accordance with the spirit and the letter of the agreement; 
2.  Urges the European Community to: 
recognize that growing unemployment and a serious lack of foreign exchange earnings 
represent two of the gravest possible threats to economic development and social stability in 
the Caribbean region and to acknowledge the crucial role played by the sugar industry and 
tourism in the region in this regard, that is, in maintaining employment and contributing to 
foreign exchange earnings, 
record that it is of the most vital importance to the region that all the resolutions on sugar 
adopted by the Consultative Assembly should be pursued and implemented as a matter of 
the greatest urgency, 
recognize the importance to the economies of the predominantly island developing States of 
the  Caribbean of granting unrestricted  access  of non-traditional as  well  as  traditional 
exports,  particularly  bananas,  to the  EEC  markets;  of reforming  the  rules  of origin 
reqmremems in  respect of fisheries, 
acknowledge the need to stabilize as far as possible the earnings deriving from the tourism 
sector, in  the light of its cruc1al  role in  the Caribbean and other ACP economies, 
make Title III  of the Lome Convention responsive to the mining needs of the Caribbean 
economies, 
assist in  the further expansion of both intra- and extra-Caribbean transport capability, 
pay particular regard to ensuring that students of the Caribbean, like those of ocher ACP 
countnes, enjoy the most preferential treatment in  EEC Member States in  pursuing the 
- 206  -acquisition of their knowledge and skills which are indispensable co the development of the 
Caribbean and other ACP  Scares, 
ensure that regional cooperation can take place between islands of  ~iff~ring  admimstrat;~: 
status particularly in the fields of fisheries, transport and commumc~n.o.n,  .as urged at  f 
conference held at Pointe-a-Pitre in February 1981 and as a means of mmatmg a process o 
economic development; 
3.  Affirms the inadmissibility of the use of. economic coercion to influence or subvert the 
process of economic development of the Canbbean Scates; 
4.  Recognizes the Caribbean region as  a zone of peace; 
5.  Instructs  irs  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resoluti.on  to  chef  ~CP  ;C~E~a~~d~~d  ~~: 
Community institutions and the  Govern~ents and parhaments o  t  e 
Member Scares  of the European Commumty. 
RESOLUTION 
on sugar 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin from 21  co  23 September 1983, 
A.  recalling the resolution adopted by the Consultative Assembly in Rome in November 1982, 
in  particular  paragraphs  45 - 49  relating  to  sugar  which  recognized  inter  alia  the 
importance of the guarantees of access and price to the sugar industries and economies of 
the ACP States 
B.  reaffirming all  other resolutions on sugar adopted by  the Consultative Assembly and its 
Joint Comminee, especially the resolution adopted in  Luxembourg in  September 1980 
which requested mter alia the ACP- EEC Council of  Ministers and the Community to look 
for ways and means of increasing ACP sugar quotas 
C.  noting with  satisfaction  che  resolution on the medium  and  long-term problems of the 
Community's sugar policy in  relation to the ACP- EEC Sugar Protocol adopted by  the 
E 1ropean Parliament in Scrasbourg on 8 July 1983 
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of high  returns to Community producers of beet sugar resulting from  past Community 
· agricultural  funding  and  that the disposal of large surpluses on the world market was 
depressed world prices, 
1.  Expresses its appreciation that the European Parliament has given detailed consideration 
ro the sugar problem and asserts that the recommendations of the Parliament embodied in the 
Sable report on sugar represent an effective contribution to the solution of the problem of ACP 
sugar; 
2.  Emphasizes that the price offered for ACP sugar should not automatically be equated to 
the lowest point in the range of EEC prices especially when such point does not represent an 
adequate level of remuneration for ACP suppliers; 
3.  Expresses concern over the fact that such equation coupled with an inadequate level of 
increase in the ACP guaranteed price offer for the current delivery period has resulted in the 
ACP's rejection of that price; 
4.  Reiterates the viewpoint expressed in  paragraph 14 of the resolution accompanying the 
Sable report and calls upon the Community in formulating its prices proposals to refrain from 
applying automatically to the ACP the levels of price applied to Community farmers which 
results from  policies designed to curb beet production; 
5.  Urges the Community to consider the repercussions which could follow the legal vacuum 
now existing with  regard to the  ACP- EEC sugar trade arrangements  and the economic 
hardship which is imposed on the populations of those ACP States by the lack of an effective 
guaranteed price negotiated in the light of  the relevant economic factors which should influence 
such price; 
6.  Insists that there should be free, effective and genuine negotiation of the ACP guaranteed 
price for the forthcoming delivery period and subsequent years; 
7.  Calls on the Community to take appropriate measures which will contribute to the speedy 
conclusion of the re-examination process required by Article 2 (2), in order to facilitate the 
improved implementation of the Sugar Protocol; 
8.  While noting that, as in the case of Kenya, Congo has been reallocated only part of the 
quantity of sugar to which it is eligible, insists that both countries should be further reallocated 
at the earliest opportunity quantities which would bring their supply commitments to the level 
of their original agreed quantities; 
9.  Insists  similarly  that Surinam  and  Uganda  should,  as  and when  they  could resume 
deliveries to the Community, receive reallocations taking into account their original agreed 
quantities; 
10.  Deplores  the  undue delay  by  the  Community in  granting  the Ivory  Coast a  quota 
commensurate with its  production and export capabilities and insists that the Community 
decide favourably in  this regard without further delay; 
11.  Urges the Community to give Zimbabwe's request for an increase in its basic quota under 
the Protocol on Sugar its urgent and serious consideration in the light of the unique political 
circumstances surrounding that country's accession to the ACP- EEC Convention and to the 
Protocol on Sugar; 
12.  Urges  the  Commission  to  take  a  prompt and  posmve  decision  with  regard  to  the 
long-standing ACP request for permanent reallocation of a quantity of  801 tonnes (white value) 
of sugar short-delivered during the first  five  years of the application of the Protocol; 
13.  Insists that the Community should adopt a more appropriate and more realistic sugar 
regime, the consequential effects of which could enhance the ACP guaranteed price prospects 
under the Sugar Protocol and thus reinforce the economic .viabtliry of ACP sugar; 
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beer sugar surpluses are nor permitted to undermine the world market, ACP cane sugar could  ' 
continue to provide a firm and economicaJly viable basis for the development and strengthening 
of the ACP sugar States; 
15.  Stresses also that reduction of placements of Community beet sugar on the world market 
would  directly  and  effectively  improve  the  situation  of  ACP  cane  sugar  on  the  world 
market; 
16.  Renews irs  appeal to the Community and to its  Member Scates  to adopt appropriate 
policies  which  will  facilitate  accession  to  the  International  Sugar  Agreement  and  thus 
contribute to the safeguard of the interests of the ACP sugar producing countries both on the 
Commumty and the world markets; 
17.  Urges  the Community ro  provide assistance with  the diversification of production in 
those ACP countries which are especially dependent upon the production of sugar; 
18.  Exhorts the Community and the ACP States co alert the international community in all 
appropnate fora  to  the increasingly  alarming situation resulting  from  the development of 
substitute sweeteners and to the need for appropriate measures to be taken in order to safeguard 
the interests of traditional sugar producers; 
19.  Calls  on  the  Community  in  view  of its  pending enlargement to take the necessary 
measures co  bring within the framework of the Sugar Protocol the existing exports of ACP 
sugar inro Portugal in  addition to the quantities specified in  the Protocol when that country 
eventually accedes to the European Community and to the ACP- EEC Convention; 
20.  Resolves  that  its  members  will  ensure  that  the  positions  adopted  in  the  relevant 
resolutions on the  Sugar Protocol,  which  is  a contractual trade agreement, are forcefully 
projected in other appropriate fora. 
21.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution to the ACP- EEC bodies, the 
Commumty institutions  a_nd  the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member Scates of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on the problems arising in  the tourist sector 
The ACP- EEC Consultatzve Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin from 21  to 23  September 1983, 
A.  Aware of the fact that many ACP Stares depend ro  a considerable degree on tourism for 
their major source of foreign exchange, 
B.  Noting in particular that in this re~ard, the Republic of Seychelles, for example, depended 
in  1982  for  some  7  5 %  of its  foreign  exchange  earnings  and  30 %  of its  GNP on 
tourism, 
C.  Conscious of the fact that the entire objective of the system for stabilizing export earnings is 
to remedy the harmful effects of  the instability of such earnings and co help overcome one of 
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economies; 
1.  Believes that the Joint Committee should study the problems of tourism in developing 
countries and examine posstble  mechanisms to safeguard the  income earned by  individual 
countries from tourism; 
2.  Requests, having regard co  the specific  ~ituation of .:he  Republic of Seychelles, that the 
Community consider granting necessary  resources to relieve the difficulties with which the 
Seychelles are confronted; 
3.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the  ACP- EEC  bodies,  the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP  States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on hunger in  the world and the next ACP - EEC Convention 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Berlin from 21  to 23  September 1983, 
A.  Whereas  the  policies  prevailing  in  this  third  decade of development have  resulted  in 
increased  international  and  social  disorder,  famine  and  malnutrition, destitution and 
violence, 
B.  Whereas, in the ACP countries, this trend has not been reversed by the Convention of  Lome, 
despite its  many positive aspects,  and whereas most of the less-developed countries lie 
within the area covered by this Convemion, 
C.  Whereas the right to life is rhus increasingly being denied to whole peoples, falling victim to 
total impoverishment, and whereas the right to development seems set aside in advance for 
those who are already most favourably placed in  social, economic and cultural terms, 
D.  'X'hereas this process also rules out any policy of global negotiations between North and 
South,  any  political  action  recommended  by  the  Brandt  Commission  report  on 
North-South relations, and any policy complying with the international agreements freely 
entered _into  by  the Member States of the Convention, 
1.  Reaffirms the historical importance which the Association of European Community and 
ACP countries can and must assume, by gi.., ing these peoples an immediate prospect of life and 
development m interdependence and by  undertaking today as  a matter of urgency co  bring 
about new legislation, new budgets, new international and national regulations and a genuine 
chOLce  of investment for peacdul r.:.th"r than warlike purposes; 
2.  Hopes therefore chat the ne-w  Convention will  be based on a prior undertaking by  the 
:\.CP- EEC States and the Commumty institutions to provide the appropriate means required 
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and cultural  - also to be covered by the Convennon; invites the institutions of Lome II as of 
now, within their terms of reference and by virtue of the resolutions adopted by the Assembly 
and the Committee, to ensure observance of these priorities. 
3.  lnstrucrs  Its  Co-Presidents  ro  forward  this  resolution  to the ACP- EEC  bodies,  the 
Community institutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP  States and the 
Member Scares  of the European Community. 
RESOLUTION 
on the preparations for  the fonhcoming ACP - EEC negotiations 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meetmg in  Berlin from 21  to 23  September 1983, 
A.  Having heard the statement by  Mr Cavalevu, the general rapporteur, 
B.  Aware  of  rhe  fast-approaching  ACP- EEC  negotiations  scheduled  ro  begin  this 
September, 
C.  Recognizing the innovative character and the considerable merits of the Conventions of 
Lome l and II, but acknowledging that they have not measured up to .all the hopes they 
inspired, and that their implementation has shown limitations and weaknesses with the 
result that cooperation has nor adequately met development needs, 
D.  Recognizing  also  chat  the  European Community  is  determined  to make  a  significant 
contribution to the ACP Stares' development efforts, 
E.  Noting that cooperation should continuously adapt to international developments, and in 
particular adjust to the increasingly difficult problems faced by the ACP States, in the very 
unfavourable economic climate in  which the negotiations will  be opening, 
F.  Convinced therefore that the rwo sides muse fundamentally rethink the aims and methods 
of cooperation, and must approach the negotiations in that spirit, 
G.  Emphasizing  that  cooperation  must  devore  very  special  attention  to  certain  crucial 
problems in  many ACP States, such as  food, energy: the problems of urbanization, the 
conservanon of natural resources, and the development of human resources, all of which 
are made more difficult to resolve in view of the desperate financial situation faced by ACP 
States. 
H.  Acknowledgmg that the Commission's memorandum on the Community's development 
policy  has  the  merit  within  the  general  context of relations  between  Europe and  the 
developing countries of raising certain fundamental questions concernir:g the future of such 
cooperation, 
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general  srage  into  open,  dear  and  specific  positions  with  regard  to  the  ACP/EEC 
negotiations, 
J.  Acknowledging that the work of reflection and review can be of greatest value if undertaken 
on both sides, 
K.  Conscious of the  necessity  for  strong and confident communication between the ACP 
countries and the Community and disturbed by the present shortcomings in this regard, 
particularly in  the functioning of the Convention's institutional mechanisms, 
L.  Recognizing that the report on ACP- EEC cultural cooperation proposes a new model of 
cooperation centred on the development and fulfilment of man based on his liberation from 
all  forms of alienation, economic and cultural, 
1.  Urges the ACP and the E EC to examine jointly, before the start of the negotiations, the 
resolutions adopted by the Consultative Assembly in  Luxembourg and Rome on the cultural 
cooperation report and the recommendation in  the report; 
2.  Insists that tl,e new ACP- EEC Convention should better serve to link the ACP States' 
own development objectives of self-reliant development and South-South cooperation with the 
specific  policies  chosen  by  the  ACP  States  in  such  a  way  as  to avOld  the  instruments of 
cooperation operating in  isolation of each other or becoming ends in themselves; 
3.  Underlines the crucial importance which the ACP countries attach to regional cooperation 
among themselves and stresses the need to accord this factor due priority in the forthcoming 
Convention; 
4.  Reaffirms the need for the Convention realistically to provide adequate means for the 
attainment of the objectives mutually  ag~:eed upon; 
5.  Urges the ACP and EEC authorities to devote the remaining period before the negotiations 
to a fundamental political preparation so as to obtain the degree of political consensus needed, 
not on the provisions of the forthcoming Convention, but on the objectives and scope of 
ACP- EEC cooperation, and on the identification of the crucial aspects likely to determine the 
success or failure of the negotiations. 
6.  Instructs  irs  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to  the ACP- EEC bodies,  the 
Community mstitutions and the Governments and parliaments of the ACP States and the 
Member States of the European Community. 
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CARIBBEAN  AND  PACIFIC  STATES  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
COMMUNITY 
LUXEMBOURG,  19-21  SEPTEMBER  1984 
RESOLUflON 
taking into account the Eighth Annual Report of the ACP - EEC Council of Miaislcn oa tbe state of 
implementation of the Lome Convention and me prospects for the subtcqucnr new Convention 
The ACP-EEC Consultati11e  Assembly, 
- meeting in Luxembourg from  19 to 21  September 1984, 
having regard to the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Miillsters for 1983, 
having regard to the report submitted by Mr Trivelli on behalf of the Joint Committee, 
welcoming the accession of St Christopher and Nevis to the Convention, 
1.  Points to the state of international tension resulting in lade of progress in the field of 
North-South relations, particularly the continued deadlock in the global negotiations arranged 
under the auspices of the United Nations; 
2.  Draws attention to the serious deterioration in the economic and social situ~tion  in many 
ACP States and stresses the need to provide the association's new Convention with effeaive 
instruments and adequate financial means; 
3.  Draws attention to the incredible wastage of  material and human resources caused by the 
anns race on which 650 000 million dollars have been spent in a single y~  - an amount equal 
to the debts of the developing countries - whilst the financial resources available to combat 
hunger and underdevelopment are inadequate and calls for the promotion of disarmament 
measures with the resources made available as a result being allocated to the development of  the 
developing countries; 
4.  Stresses  once  again  the  link  between  the  Lome  Convention  and the  international 
economic situation; points out that the achievement of all  the objeaives contained in the 
Convention could make an effective contribution to ttansforming North-South relations and 
establishing a  new  world order; notes the total deadloclc of the North-South dialogue at 
international level, the failure of the UNIDO Conference in Vienna and the recent reports by 
the IMF and the World Bank which testify to the worsening of the public debt of the Third 
World countries and confinn that the gap betWeen the economies of these countries and the 
industrialized countries is steadily widening; notes that even in the current period of  economic 
growth in  the industrialized countries the flow of aid to the devdoping countries has been 
decreasing recently rather than increasing; calls on the EEC countries, 'therefore, to correct this· 
tendency  with  .  an  appropriate  financial  contribution  in  the  context  of  the  Lome 
Convention; 
(a)  as  regards  the objecti11es,  areas and methods of ACP-EEC cooperation 
5.  Considers that the negotiations on the new Convention should be brought to an end in 
1984 and that it  should  be  rapidly  ratified  so  as  to ensure the  perfect continuity of the 
ACP- EEC Association;  · 
6.  Regrets, once again, that the annual report of the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers does 
not contain any detailed information and puts forward very few  practical solutions to the 
current problem; 
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progress, failures and difficulties, should fix  priorities for future cooperation and should at 
long last acquire a political dimension; 
8.  Reaffirms strongly that man must be  the agent and beneficiary of development; it is 
therefore imperative that development should be directed towards the satisfaction of the basic 
needs  of individuais  and  populations,  particularly  those  of the  poorest seaors, and  the 
enjoyment of their fundamental rights, primarily the right to life, in order to create conditions 
conducive to their full  and effective participation in  political, economic, social and cultural 
life; 
9.  Expresses once  again  its  view  that the  objective  is  the  independent and self-reliant 
development of the ACP countries, based on agricultural development and self-sufficiency in 
food, on_ the expansion of the internal market and the harmonious development of the various 
production sectors and on regional cooperation; 
10.  Stresses the crucial role of women in development, notably in the fields of agriculture 
and nutrition, and in population growth, health programmes and education, and urges that 
they  be given a role in  aU  actions and decisions; 
11.  Demands that the new Convention be given a real social dimension so as to: 
provide  for  the  participation  of the  social  partners,  notably  of voluntary  workers' 
organizations, in the various forms of cooperation, 
increase the protection of migrant workers, 
promote development  projects  aimed  at improving  working  conditions and securing 
progress in social and trade union rights in line with the Conventions of the Intemational 
Labour Organization, 
allow  a  common position  to  be  adopted  with  regard  to multinational companies, in 
particular those established in free zones and which do not respect the international norms 
on working conditions; 
12.  Also recommends that the ACP-EEC cooperation should be an effective instrument in 
creating favourable conditions for the elimination of obstacles on the way to the enjoyment of 
fundamental rights by individuals and peoples, and in this cooneaion invites the negotiators of 
the future Convention to define joi.ndy, having regard to the international obligations they have 
contracted, and on the basis of the internationally acknowledged concept of indivisibility ;md 
interdependence of fundamental rights of individuals and peoples, provisions giving a conaete 
expression to the right to development;  . 
13.  Stresses that past experience shows that ACP- EEC cooperation must go beyond the 
framework of relations between ACP and EEC countries and deal with international economic 
cooperation; 
14.  Stresses in particular, with regard to the international level, the need to promote joint 
ACP- EEC action designed primarily to  help  relaunch the global negotiations, hasten the 
implementation of the Common Fund for  commodities, bring to a conclusion the current 
negotiations on individual products and deal with the debt problem facing  the developing 
countries and suggests in this connection that the governments of  the EEC and ACP States take 
an initiative of this kind when the negotiations on the new Convention arc concluded; 
15.  Emphasizes also that the Community and its Member States must not have recourse to 
policies which may be incompatible with the objectives of the Lomt Convention and that where 
these policies are likely to have unfavourable implications for the development of the ACP 
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countries; discussions of this kind should be the normal method of solving all problems of joint 
incerest in  relations between the EEC, the Member Stares and the ACP; 
16.  Considers that A  CP - E  E  C cooperation must be implemented on the basis of systematic 
recourse to a dialogue between the partners on an equal footing on all aspects of cooperation in 
the institutional framework; in order to ensure the maximum efficiency for the insuuments of 
the Convention, the parties concerned should endeavour to seek jointly agreed ways and means 
of attaining more completely the objectives of the cooperation projects to be undertaken within 
the framework of the development strategies defined in sovereign independence by each ACP 
State or by a group of ACP States; 
17.  Urges chat the ACP States be able to voice their concerns and interests in connection 
with the EECs current negotiations with Spain and Portugal so as to maintain their preferential 
situation  as  far  as  poss1ble  and enable them to derive  the  maximum advantage from  the 
possibilities offered by the new enlargement of the Community; 
18.  Stresses the importance of the renewal of the Lome Convention and recalls that the 
European Parliament has a duty and a right to give its opinion on the conditions governing the 
renewal; calls on the Council of Ministers of the EEC to refer this matter to the European 
Parliament and to request Parliament's opinion before ratifying the new Convention; 
19.  Notes that cooperation is the more successful when and where the local populations are 
involved directly; stresses  in  this respect the importance of the work of non-governmental 
organizations; 
20.  Awaits with the keenest interest the proposals to be put forward by the ACP- EEC 
Working Parry on Women on the integration of women in development and progress; 
(b)  as  regards financial and technical cooperation 
21.  Emphasizes that European Community aid represents only a small proportion of the 
total  aid  received  by  the  ACP  cowttries  and  considers,  therefore,  that  to  increase  its 
effectiveness there must be greater coordination between Community aid and other donors, in 
the first instance the EEC Member States, and calls in particular on the governments of the 
Member States of the EEC actively to support the initiative of the World Bank to set up an 
emergency fund in  favour of the poorest countries in Africa; 
22.  Requests that the next ACP- EEC Convention should halt the decline in the real value 
of aid transferred since Lome I and II  and that financial  resources should be substantially 
increased, taking account of factors such as monetary depreciation, population growth, the 
deterioration of the environment, the increase in the number of ACP States and the need to 
pursue effective policies; 
23.  Stresses the need,  whatever the difficulties facing the Community and the Member. 
States, to step up Community spending on development aid significantly so as to ensure that the 
Lome Convention remains an effective instrument; 
24.  Reaffirms  the  need,  first  recognized  in  its  resolution· of 26  September  1980 .  , to 
achieve the objective of allocating 0,70% of the GOP of the developed countries to public 
development aid  as  soon  as  possible;  urges  those developed countries which nave not yet 
achieved this objective to make every effort to do so before 1985 or during the second half of  the 
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0,15% of the GOP to be allocated to public aid. to the least-developed countries; 
25.  Calls for extremely careful srudy of the proposals from the EEC Commission to use the 
Community's borrowing capacity to make financial resources available to the ACP States under 
more favourable conditions and feels that the Consultative Assembly's proposal for setting up 
an ACP- EEC development bank should be gtven careful consideration with a view to defining 
and making use of new instruments to improve the present situation; 
26.  Deplores  the  unsatisfactory  rate  of commitment  and  payment  of appropriations 
provided for in Article 108 of the Convention and regrets that the Committee responsible for 
studying suitable ways of enhancing the functioning of financial and technical cooperation has 
not yet put forward any proposals; points out in this context that the Consultative Assembly, 
like  the Parliamentary Conference before it,  has always deplored these delays and yet no 
effective measures have been taken; 
27.  Notes the importance of ex post evaluation of projects and programmes for increasing 
the effectiveness of cooperation; and strongly recommends that the ACP-EEC investigate the 
desirability of setting up regional centres to concentrate local expertise for ex post evaluation, 
and asks that funds should be made available for that purpose in the new Convention; 
(c)  as  regards  trade cooperation 
28.  Emphasizes the importance for the ACP countries of trade and exportS as a source of 
revenue; notes in this connection that 5 % of  their exports to the EEC is equivalent to more than 
the total  annual aid they  receive  from  the European Community and asks that the next 
Convention establish a clearer definition of roles with regard to financial advantages-and ttade 
operations; deplores the steady deterioration in the balance of payments of the ACP countries 
in their dealings with the Community, and the gradual decline of the volume of  ACP exportS 
purchased by the Community; 
29.  Notes once again that trade cooperation has so far failed to bring about either an 
appreciable increase in trade or a diversification in its structure; 
30.  Regrets that the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers has not carried  out a detailed study of 
the present situation and its causes; considers a study of  this kind together with the adoption of 
a series of practical measures to be of the greatest importance and urgency, especially with 
regard  to  rum,  beef,  bananas,  strawberries,  cut flowers,  plants, vegetables  and ground 
nuts; 
31.  Reaffirms its view that the development of trade calls not only for the adoption of 
measures related to trade policy but also for recourse to a whole range of factors relating to the 
promotion of investment and to cooperation, particularly in the industrial and agricultural 
sectors; 
32.  Urges the EEC to make an effective contribution to extending trade between the ACP 
and EEC countries by adopting the following measures: 
(a)  free  access for all  agricultural and industrial products, 
(b)  changes in rules of 0rigin to enable a larger number of products processed in the ACP 
States to gain access to EEC markets, 
(c)  changes in rules of  origin relating to fisheries products bearing in mind the mutual interests 
of the parties to the Convention and the internationally recognized 200-mile exclusive 
economic zone  and taking account of the sovereignty of the coastal  States over the  , 
resources within this limit, 
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(d)  adoption of provisions designed to minimize recourse to the safeguard clause as  far  as 
possible; 
33.  Recognizes that while further liberalization of trade is of  great importance to the ACP, it 
has  been  prevented  by  problems.  sometimes of minor importance, affecting only a  small 
number of Community Member States; believes that the EEC must find means of removing 
these  obstacles  to  freer  trade  and  accordingly  requests  the  Community  co  investigate  the 
possibility  of providing,  through  its  budget,  specific  funds  co ·assist  diversification  or 
restructuring for EEC regions or industries damaged by trade concessions, thus encouraging 
agreement on greater freedom of access for ACP products; 
(d)  as  regards agricultural and food cooperation 
34.  Stresses that the extremely serious agricultural and food situation facing the majority of 
the ACP countries increases still further the priority co be accorded to agricultural development 
and food self-sufficiency, and insists on the need to implement without delay the resolutions on 
the fight against hunger and on hunger in the world adopted by the Consultative Assembly in 
Rome and Berlin; 
35.  Recalls that fishing in ACP countries offers enonnous potential for the struggle against 
hunger and insists that the development of fishing should be one of the priorities; 
36.  Stresses,  in  relation  to  the  existing  state  of drought,  the  close  link  between  the 
agricultural and food sector and environmental conservittion; 
37.  Considers that any policy aimed at achieving self-sufficiency in food ll)USt be based on 
the  rational and systematic use  of water power in agriculture, including the promotion of 
equipment for  the pumping, transportation and stocking of water and of cheap irrigation 
equipment so as  to allow water co  be sold at a reasonable cost price; 
38.  Believes  that security of food  supplies .for the popuJation·of all ACP countties is  a 
fundamental aim, and chat food self-sufficiency should be sought on a regional basis so that 
areas with high productive capacity can produce for other areas; to this end gives high priority 
co  measures co encourage regional cooperation and trade; 
39.  Is taking the greatest interest in the Community's activities in the field of  food strategies; 
calls on the Community co provide greater support for the strategies fonnulated by the ACP 
States which are aimed at self-sufficiency and the security of food supplies; also calls for an 
evaluation of cooperation on strategies in favour of the ACP States concerned; 
40.  Welcomes  the  fact  that  the  European  Community  has  finally  agreed  to  envisage 
multiannual planning of its food aid and to finance alternative operations in place of this aid; 
points out again that decentralized strategic stocks must be established at national and regional 
level; 
41.  Calls on the Community to comply with the long-standing request of the ACP countries 
that agricultural  products for  long-cenn  use  be  made available to them under preferential 
conditions  given  that  an  arrangement  of this  type  could  be  an  important  factor  in  the 
implementation of food strategies; 
42.  Calls for pursuit of efforts to reduce EEC over-production of agricultural products 
which when dumped on the world market damages ACP exports; 
43.  Welcomes the implementation within the Community budget of the special programme 
to  combat hunger in  the  world and stresses  that this must  be  a sustained effort based on 
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given greater priority in  future budgets; 
44.  Calls on the EEC  co  make a substantial increase in  the funds  allocated to measures 
connected with the policy on world hunger given that the funds currently allocated to these 
measures are extremely meagre; 
45.  Welcomes the fact that the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation 
has at last been established and that it will very shortly become operational; 
46.  Calls on  the Commission of the European Communities to promote the immediate 
launch of a large new Community-initiated fund to take urgent action on the countries of the 
Sahel; 
(e)  as  regards  raw materials, Stabex and Sysmin 
4 7.  Emphasizes the predominant share of raw materials in ACP exportS and hence their 
importance as a source of revenue; points out at the same rime chat the importance of export 
and monocultures should be systematically reduced in favour of production for indigenous 
basic t¥ecis; 
48.  Stresses  the  importance  of  the  early  implementation  of  the  Common  Fund  for 
commodities; calls  on  those Member States which  have  not already done so to ratify the 
creation of a Common Fund for commodities without delay; the conclusion of international 
agreements on individual products should ensure effective control at international level of the 
principal commodity markets and prices; 
49.  Calls on the Community and its Member States to do everything within their power to 
adopt a common strategy, in conjunction with the cocoa-producing counaies, including a price 
intervention,  protection  and support system  based on buffer  stocks  and quotas or other 
measures; invites the Community and its  Member States and the ACP States to adopt all 
necessary  measures  to  ensure  that  the  second  stage  in  the  negotiations  concerning  the 
international agreement on cocoa is  resumed next October; 
50.  Emphasizes in this respect the importance of  the current negotiations for the renewal of 
the international cocoa agreement; hopes that these negotiations will prove to be a positive test 
of closer cooperation between the European Community and the ACP countries; 
51.  Is  concerned at the European Community's observation that the ACP countries are 
losing ground to their competitors in the third world; stresses that the only way to reverse this 
trend  is  to  step  up  the  application  of all  the instruments  provided for  in  the  context of 
agricultural and industrial cooperation; 
52.  Expresses its support for Stabex which, in the absence of  market control and price fixing 
mechanisms at international level, continues to play a major role for ACP States; calls on the 
Commumty as a matter of urgency to support the ACP States in establishing production and 
marketing structures in order to reduce their dependence on the Stabex system; 
53.  Renews its demand for the inclusion of new products and derived products in the Stabex 
system and calls on the Community, as a matter of urgency, to increase the volume of resources 
to be allocated for the strengthening of the system; 
54.  Reiterates its view that one of t~e priority objectives of ACP- EEC cooperation should 
be  to increase the share of locally processed products; 
55.  Feels that the low rate of utilization of the appropriations provided for under Sysm.in 
proves that its objectives are not wholly adapted to the mining problems in the ACP States and 
- 218  -considers  that  the  funding  cnrena  should  be  relaxed  to  enable  more  ACP  States  to 
participate; 
(f)  as  regards industrzal cooperat:on 
56.  Refers to its resolution of 23 September 1983 on ACP-EEC industrial cooperation and 
the impact of the Lome Convention  and calls for irs  practical implementation; 
57.  Points out that, in the context of a strategy of independent and self-reliant development 
of the ACP countries, industrial cooperation must be based as a priority on the optimum use of 
local resources; 
58.  Stresses that the indu·  rialization of the ACP countries must be designed both to meet 
internal requirements  - in this connection it must run parallel to and strengthen agricultural 
development  - and to increase exports  - in this connection it is dependent on guaranteed 
freedom of access for ACP products to the Community market;  · 
59.  Stresses  the  need  for  the  ACP  States  to  define,  with  EEC  assistance,  industrial 
development plans which exploit to the full  the potential for regional cooperation; 
60.  Hopes that the next Convention will encourage investment and urges, in particular, 
formal  provisions for  and the introduction of a  practical system of guarantees for private 
investment, involving a joint commitment by the European Community, its Member States and 
the ACP States; 
61.  Hopes that the EEC will provide greater support for joint investment projects between 
undertakings in  the EEC and the ACP countries by contributing to the formation of venture 
capital; 
62.  Urges that adequate attention be given to aspects of environmental preservation in the 
context of industrial cooperation; 
(g)  as  regards energy 
63.  Emphasizes once again  the serious dependence of the ACP. countries on imported 
energy; 
64.  Refers to its resolution of 5 November 1982 on ACP-EEC cooperation in the field of 
energy  and calls for its practical implementation; 
65.  Considers that the agricultural and industrial development of the ACP States should go 
hand in  hand with a reduction in their dependence on imported energy through systematic 
exploitation of their own energy potential, particularly new and renewable sources of energy 
and hydroelectricity; 
66.  Points out that in the case of hydroelectric projects the implications for the environment 
in  this  field  (including the construction of dams)  must be  studied  in  detail  and in  good 
time; 
67.  Stresses once again the need  for the European Community to help establish energy 
inventories for each ACP government; 
- 219  -68.  Emphasizes that each  project must comprise an energy component so  as  to identify 
solutions which are the most economic in  terms of energy or can make use of local energy 
sources; 
69.  Stresses  the  gravity  of the crisis  in  the  non-commercial  energy  sector and also  the 
excessive  use  of  firewood  which  has  serious  consequences  for  the  environment  and  for 
agricultural development; 
70.  Requests that in the next Convention. commercial and non-commercial energy sectors 
become a prionry area of ACP-EEC cooperanon; 
(h)  as  regards  the environment 
71.  Points out that the current incidence of drought and desert encroachment reveals the 
fragility  of the  environment in  many  ACP  countries and dearly shows the links  betWeen 
environmental conservation and the rational encouragement of agriculture and food sectors; 
this fragility of the environment and the links between the environment, agriculture and food 
are equally present in the great tropical or equatorial forests and in maritime coastal, fluvial or 
lake zones; 
72.  Expresses concern over the new potential danger arising from the expon of poisonous 
and dangerous waste and products from the Community to ACP countries whether they are to 
be dumped, processed or stored; 
73.  Welcomes  the  fact  that a series  of measures to protect the environment have been 
decided in the context of the implementation of the special programme to combat hunger in the 
world; 
74.  Stresses, however, that a more global and long·cerm approach should be adopted to the 
environment, which should in future constitute a priority sector of ACP-EEC cooperation; 
calls for the implementation of environmental strategies at national-·and regional level and of 
projects relating to"the natural environment and environmental preservation to run beyond the 
duration of the new agreement; 
75.  Awaits with the greatest interest the detailed proposals to be put forward in this field by 
the ACP- EEC Working Pany on the Environment; 
(i)  as  regards cultural and social cooperation 
7  6.  Stresses the need to make better use of human resources in ACP countries by taking 
measures in the field of  ed~cation and training, research, science, technology ,-information and 
communication~  taking intQ_a~~ot.irit the individual characteristics of ACP countries; 
underlines the importance of maintaining and stimulating indigenous culture, technology and 
lifestyles,  as  well  as  social  development  in  terms  of  greater  social  equality  and 
cooperation; 
77.  Stresses in particular the dose direct link between the dissemination of education and 
improved  industrial  and  agricultural  production  as  well  as  the  capacity for  technological 
innovation, adaptation and transformation; 
78.  Urges, therefore, that each sector of ACP- EEC cooperation and each project should 
incorporate measures relating to training; 
79.  Considers that the European Community should: 
(a)  help the ACP countries to develop their education systems, 
(b)  help  them to establish their own research capacity, 
(c)  promote transfers of technology, 
(d)  together with its Member States and the ACP countries, jointly consider ways and means 
to discourage the emigration of academics; 
- 220  -80.  Stresses that access for ACP students to universities and training centres in the European 
Community represents an important contribution to the development of  the human potential in 
the ACP countries, and that it should be extended and made easier by enabling ACP students to-
enjoy  the same study conditions as  European students, and  that the EEC  should  provide 
scholarships for ACP  students; 
81.  Having regard to the Mexico Declaration on Population and Development, considers 
that  development  programmes  should  reflect  the  inextricable  link · between  population, 
resources, environment and development, and attaches considerable importance to improving 
the status and education of women and enhancing their role in  the development process; 
82.  Hopes that the new Convention recognizes that socio-cultural questions must be fully 
taken into account in all  projects and emphasizes that practical success in this area must be 
achieved in  future; 
83.  Insists, in view of its previous resolutions on the elimination of  discriminatory measures 
with regard co .ACP students and migrants, that within the framework of future ACP- EEC 
relations, special attention should be given to ACP citizens legally resident in the territory of 
Member States; 
84.  Emphasizes  that  ACP- EEC  socio-cultUral  cooperation  should  in  future  play  a 
particularly important role in this field  by taking account of cultural identities and the social 
and cultural environment; 
85.  In this connection calls on the Community and the Member States to sign a declaration 
of intent indicating their willingness to take a sympathetic view of demands for the restitution 
of  cultural  objects  of  special  significance  to  ACP  countries  and  indispensable  to  the 
reconstitution of their national heritage; 
86.  Stresses once more the need to include provisions on cultural and social cooperation in a 
special chapter in  the future Convention; 
87.  Considers it  important to encourage the role of the voluntary social services in the 
development sector, as stressed by the recent European Council in Fountainebleau; calls on the 
Commission, as already requested m  the aforementioned resolution of 26 September 1980, to 
submit - this time within 60 days of the adoption of this resolution - relevant proposals for 
the adoption of a European statute for those engaged in the field of technical cooperation; 
( j)  as  regards  regional cooperation 
88.  Points out once again  that to achieve  the  objective of independent and self-celiant 
development of the ACP States, it is essential to strengthen regional cooperation, which should 
become one of the cornerstones of such development; 
89.  Requests, therefore, a significant increase in the financial resources allocated to regional 
cooperation in the next Conve!_ltion, particularly in the case of southern Africa; 
90.  Insists chat the strengthening of regional cooperation should be seen as an opportunity 
to  increase cooperation not only  between the ACP  countries but also  between the various 
partners involved in a particular region or project, and between ACP countries and non-ACP 
developing countries whether or not they be neighbours; 
91.  Stresses that regional cooperation should give priority to: 
(a)  the use of dynamic complementarity between ACP States, 
(b)  maximum  use  of human  resources  and  optimum .use  of natural  resources  in  ACP 
countries, 
- 221  -(c)  foodsecurity, 
(d)  the development of trade between ACP States by  the elimination of tariff, monetary or 
other barriers; 
9  2.  Hopes that the new Lome Convention will refer, as a priority, to aid to refugees, which 
is a problem whose scope has increased in the continent of Africa and whose consequences may 
well  destabilize entire regions; 
93.  Requests  that such  aid to  refugees  be  provided  for  within  the  context of regional 
cooperation, the funds for  which should be  increased and granted in priority to those ACP 
countries which take in  refugees and help to settle them permanendy; 
(k)  as  regards sugar 
94.  Points  out that the  sugar  protocol,  concluded  for  an  indefinite  period,  binds  all 
partners, whose numbers are increasing both in  the ACP countries and the EEC Member 
States, and imposes commitments ori  them which must not be called into question; 
9  5.  Reaffirms that despite the repeated concerns expressed in its previous resolutions and 
the critical situation highlighted in the resolution of the Joint Committee in February 1984 in 
respect of the adverse effects of the Community's restrictive pricing policy on the ACP sugar 
supplying States, no steps have yet been taken to alleviate their situation which has further been 
aggravated as a result of the maintenance of the status quo in the level of the guaranteed price 
offered to them for the Cllrrcnt delivery period; 
96.  Supports the request made by Ponugal in the context-of its accession to the EEC, to 
bring within the ambit of the Sugar Protocol the full quantity of 300 000 tonnes of raw cane 
sugar presendy imported by that country to meet its domestic requirements, as well as the 
request made by  the ACP to supply this additional quantity; 
97.  Exhorts, in  consequence,  the Corpmunity to demonstrate its political goodwill by 
acceding to this request which would preserve the interests of the ACP traditional suppliers on 
the market of Ponugal and at the same time contribute to the alleviation of the economic 
difficulties of the ACP States dependent upon sugar; 
(1)  as  regards the institutions 
98.  Requests that the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers should to a greater extent become a 
political body to give impetus to the Convention and to consider all matters which affect the 
North-South dialogue, both as  regards international economic cooperation and the various 
policies of the ACP States, the European Community and its Member States; 
99.  Recommends that under the next Convention the terms of reference of the Committee 
be extended and its nature amended in accordance with Article 108 of the current Convention 
so that it can become a body for  joint management based on parity; 
100.  Repeats the call it made on 26 September 1980 for the next Convention to include 
provisions designed to clarify the parameters of the right to cable written and oral questions to 
the Council to prevent Articles 17 and 18 of the Rules of Procedure from becoming a dead 
letter; 
101.  Considers that the Consultative Assembly's relations with the Council of Ministers 
and  the  Committee  of  Ambassadors  should  be  strengthened,  in  particular  through 
consultations  with  representatives  of the  Consultative  Assembly  prior to certain Council 
meetings and on certain specific subjects; 
- 222  -102.  Calls for the implementation in the next Convention of its resolution of 23 September 
1983 on the parliamentary institutional system to be established under the new ACP- EEC 
Convention (  1), in particular as regards the Joint Assembly, its three working parties and the 
dialogue with  the economic and social  representatives; emphasizes that the Joint Assembly . 
must have its own budget as  a guarantee of its independence; 
( m)  as  regards the progress of negotzations for a new Convention 
103.  Notes with very great satisfaction the fact that the African, Caribbean, European and 
Pacific  Stares  which  are  signatories  of  the  Lome  II  Convention  and  those  which  have 
subsequently  acceded  to  it  have  unanimously  confirmed  their  intention  to  join  in  a  new 
Association enabling them to affirm and consolidate in the international community the ideals 
and interests of development in peace, justice and liberty for their countries and peoples; 
104.  Notes that therefore  - and with the probably imminent accession of Angola, Spain, 
Mozambique and  Porrugal  - the  Association  will  comprise on its  own some 700 million 
people and half the  Membet:-S~-dw-UN; .. 
105.  Notes therefore the very serious responsibility and the immense tasks which manifestly 
should fall  to it; 
106.  Instructs  tts  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  and the  report of the Joint 
Committee  to  the  ACP- EEC  Council  of  Ministers,  the  ACP- EEC  Committee  of 
Ambassadors and the Council and Commission of the European Communities. 
(
1
)  OJ No C 300, 7.  11.  1983, p.  31. 
223 RESOLUTION 
on the environment and development 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- rneetmg  in  Luxembourg from  19  co  21  September 1984, 
A.  having  regard  co  the  resolution  on  ecology  and  development  adopted  by  the  Joint 
Committee on 24 February 1983 in  Kingston, Jamaica, 
B.  mindful of the provisions on the environment contained in  the Lome II Convention, 
C.  aware of the need to conserve the natural, cultural and social environment in the interests of 
existing and future generations, 
D.  having regard to the need to reconcile the economic development of the ACP States with the 
rational management of th~  ~!lvir_Q!!_~e~n~tL, ----------------
E.  whereas flora and fauna are under threat and extensive damage is being done to the natural 
environment, which might ultimately lead to a world shortage of food, clothing and the 
means to build shelter, 
F.  having regard to the major changes to, and destruaion of, forest ecosystems by extensive 
agriculture, tree-felling for firewood, land clearance by nomadic agriculture and forestry on 
an  industrial scale, giving rise to the danger of desertification, 
G. alarmed  by  the  faa  that  the  ecological  consequences  of this  situation,  such  as  soil 
degradation and erosion, disturbances in the hydrogeological cycle and climatic alteration, 
result in declining levels of agricultural produaivity and food supplies, the effect of  which is 
to aggravate the hardships of the rural communities concerned, 
H. conscious that the world's fish stocks are dwindling rapidly as a result of over·fishing and 
pollution, adversely affecting protein supplies for large numbers of people, 
I.  conscious that States are responsible to all mankind for the protection of the environment 
and the rational management of natural resources, 
J.  aware of the interaaion betWeen environment and development and of the faa that any 
development aid to the ACP States must take into account the rational management of the 
environment, 
K.  whereas in  1980 four important international institutions, the United Nations Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (Unesco), the World Wildlife Fund and the  United Nations Environment 
Programme, launched a world-wide appeal under the name of the World Conservation 
Strategy  (WCS)  calling  upon  all  countries  to  base  their  policies  on  the  following 
objeaives: 
1.  maintaining essential ecological processes, 
2.  preserving genetic diversity, 
3.  ensuring rational utilization of species and ecosystems, 
L.  whereas the European Parliament and the European Community have officially endorsed 
this World Conservation Strategy, and a start has been made on implementing it in various 
fields,  which has also been refleaed in  the EEC budget, 
- 224  -M. mindful of the fact that the destruction of ecosystems and the resulting extinction of plant 
and animal species severely diminishes the genetic diversity which  is  the basis of natural 
processes, including those exploited for agriculture, 
N. having  regard to the important project of the Institute for  Natural Resources in  Africa 
(INRA) drawn up  by the University of the  United Nations, 
0. whereas the objectives of this project are fully  in line with the efforts undertaken by the 
Community and its Member States, the ACP States and the international institutions to deal 
with  envir~nment and  development  problems  by ·an  improved  management  of water 
resources, of soil, forests and woods and to increase the level of  scientific knowledge ~n ACP 
countries, 
1.  Requests that the future ACP- EEC Convention should oblige the ACP-EEC Council 
of Ministers and the Joint Committee to include environmental considerations in the projectS 
financed  by  the  European  Community  by  assessing  the  imp!!ct  of such  projects  on the 
environment, and to make the planning of measures to prevent or repair environmental damage 
and the formulation of environmentally ·acceptable alternatives compulsory in respect of such 
projects; 
2.  Calls on the  Member States of the Community which  are panies to the Washington 
Convention to review  their national  implementing measures so  that it  becomes effectively 
impossible to deal in  products which threaten the survival of certain..spccies_ola..@nal; ----------
3.  Considers that micro-projects and projects relating to specific activities to protect the 
environment  (combating  desertification  and  deforestation,  supplying water,  research  and 
utilization of appropriate technology, creation of machinery for the analysis and control of 
pollution),  and  the  rational  management of natural  resources  must receive  the necessary 
financial support from the European Investment Bank (ElB), the European Development Fund 
(EDF) and other sources of funds; also draws attention to the danger of monocultures in this 
connection and co  the need to eliminate these gradually; 
4.  Hopes therefore that the European Parliament will be able to include in the Community 
budget the use  in  practice of. some of these technologies such  as, for example, the. use  of 
photovoltaic solar energy pumps for obtaining water; 
5.  Recommends that the ACP States should introduce at national level: 
administrative machinery for the protection of the environment, 
appropnate rules to protect and safeguard the environment, 
training, research and education programmes in respect of the environment, 
and  calls  for  funds  to  be  earmarked  for  this  purpose  under  the  future  ACP - EEC 
Convention; 
6.  Considers that the rational utilization of regional resources such as fish stocks in zones 
where deep-sea or inshore fishing is practised, rivers and forests of international importance, 
requires cross-sectoral regional planning; calls, in this context, for provision to be made in the 
future  ACP-EEC  Convention  for  the  financing  of  regional  and  national  ecological 
strategies; 
7.  Considers that in order to safeguard generic diversity and prevent the final extinction of 
plant and animal species it is necessary to take preventive action and to establish a network of 
biogenetic  reserves  throughout  the  world;  requests  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities to make funds available to the ACP States for this purpose by means of special 
arrangements; 
8.  Recommends that the Community and its Member States set up, in conjunction with the 
ACP  States,  an  information  and  surveillance  system  for  toxic  products,  particularly 
pharmaceutical products and those relating to plant health, and for those forms of toxic waste 
subject to special rules in  the Community for  reaS<?ns of public health or safety and/ or the 
protection of the environment;  favours  priority being given  to  a  natural and ecologically 
responsible method of production based on independent, domestic technology; 
- 225  -9.  Hopes  chat  a  new  chapter on environment cooperation will  be  included in  the new 
ACP- EEC  Convention  and  that  the  other chapters  of the  convention,  particularly  that 
concerning  financial  and  technical  cooperation,  will  take  environment  problems  into 
account; 
10.  Requests theW  or  king Group on the Environment to consider, and eventually to submit 
to the Joint Committee and the Consultative Assembly, specific proposals with regard to: 
impact assessment studies, 
deforestation and desertification, 
creation of biogenetic reserves, 
the  rational  management  of stocks  of living  matter,  both  animal  and  vegetable  and 
terrestrial and marine, 
export co  ACP Stares of chemicals (such as pesticides) which are prohibited or subjea to 
strict legal controls in  the Community, 
education, training and research in  the field  of the environment; 
11.  Considers that women and voluntary women's organizations should participate in the 
implementation of most of the measures mentioned above concerning the environment in the 
development  programmes  and projeas, since  they  play  an essential  role at all  levels  and 
particularly in  the rural environment;  · 
12.  Recommends that the Community and its Member States and the ACP support the 
INRA project and pay particular attention to the meeting of the fund raising committee due to 
be  held in  October in  Paris; 
13.  Instructs  its  Co·  Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  and the  report of the Joint 
Committee to the ACP- EEC Council of Ministers and the Council and Commission of the 
European Communities. 
RESOLUTION 
on ACP- EEC cooperation for the development of fisheries in the ACP States 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Luxembourg from  19 to 21  September 1984, 
having  regard  to  the  report  drawn  up  by  Ambassadors  Sidiya  and  Malingur  (Doc. 
ACP-EEC 62/84), 
having regard to the resolution adopted by the participants in the Conference on Maritime 
Cooperation in  the Caribbean held in Martinique from 19 to 22 December 1983, 
- 226  -1.  Is  seriously concerned: 
that no definite chapter has been assigned to the proper development of ACP fisheries in the 
text  of  the  second  Lome  Convention  apart  from  Annexes  XVIII  and  XXI  which 
unfortunately  do  not  provide  a  satisfactory  framework  for  drawing  up  workable 
agreements, 
that one of  the major obstacles to the development of  the ACP fisheries is the restrictive rules 
of origin, 
that this valuable source of protein can be seriously depleted due to overfishing by non-ACP 
States,  unless  urgent action is  taken to develop  the fisheries  sector in ACP waters and 
control fishing activity; 
2.  Is conscious that an accelerated development of fisheries will contribute substantially to 
the solution to the problem of the world's food  supply, especially of protein; 
3.  Notes with satisfaction that the United Nations World Conference on the Law of  the Sea 
has  finally  recognized  the concept  of the  Exclusive  Economic  Zone (EEZ)  to extend to 
200 nautical miles; 
4.  Praises the activities of the Community and its Member States which have contributed to 
the development of ACP marine fisheries through bilateral arrangements; 
5.  Regrets that bilateral cooperation has so far placed little emphasis on inland and artisanal 
fisheries  and  fish  farming  which  can  be  of great importance to the nutrition of the local 
population; 
6.  Is aware of the fact that available statistics of fisheries potential in the ACP waters are 
incomplete and that together the ACP and the EEC could undertake stoclc evaluation for more 
meaningful planning of the development of fisheries; 
7.  Acknowledges F  AO figures showing that at least 25 of the world's most valuable fishing 
grounds  are  seriously  depleted,  which  means  that the  potential  catch  has  dwindled  by 
approximate!  y one-quarter; 
8.  Calls for  a review of the legal  framework so as  to facilitate the drawing up of joint 
ventures between ACP States and EEC Member States; 
9.  Calls on the negotiators of the future Convention to incorporate into the Convention the 
reciprocal undertaking to negotiate fisheries agreements that are mutually beneficial,  ~n a 
non-discriminatory basis and without prejudice to agreements existing between developing 
countries in the same area; 
10.  Urges the Community to: 
continue the examination of the ACP document on the rules of  origin already begun, with a 
view to greater liberalization, and to make proposals to this effect, 
change the existing rules of origin in order to recognize the ACP's sovereign rights over all 
fish  and fishery resources in the waters within their national jurisdiction and to allow all 
catches within the internationally acknowledged 200-mile exclusive economic zone which 
are landed in ACP States for processing and export to the EEC markets to enjoy originating 
status, 
promote investment in both marine and inland fisheries development with due regard to 
economic as  well as social benefits, 
encourage the transfer of appropriate technology necessary for the exploitation of the 
fisheries potential of both marine and inland waters, 
- 227  -provide vocational training assistance so as to enable ACP States ro man their vessels and 
fisheries  industries with the appropriate staff; 
11.  Calls  upon ACP  States  to  promote consumption of fish  and fish  products through 
educational campaigns with a view to providing more balanced diets especially where the lack 
of protein is  felt; 
12.  Stresses che need for closer cooperation among adjacent ACP States and between ACP 
States and neighbouring non-ACP States in the conservation, management and exploitation of 
fish  stocks and urges the Commonity to  provide increased assistance cowards that end; 
13.  Welcomes  the  initiative  taken  by  the  Conference on Maritime Cooperation  in  the 
Caribbean towards the development of regional cooperation in the fisheries sector and hopes 
that this type of cooperation can be envisaged .with regard to other geographical areas; 
14.  Urges the European Economic Community to provide technical and financial assistance 
for  the  protection of fisheries  of the  ACP  waters  within their Exclusive  Economic Zones 
(EEZs); 
15.  Urges the EEC to provide technical and financial assistance including the design and 
construction of fishing vessels in the ACP States; 
16.  Notes with satisfaction that Anicles 69 and 70 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea 
allow  landlocked  and geographically  disadvantaged  States  the  right to participate on an 
equitable basis in the exploitation of an appropriate part of the surplus living resources of the 
EEZs of coastal Stares in the same region or sub-region provided the coastal State's economy is 
not overwhelmingly dependent on the exploitation of fishery resources; 
17.  Emphasizes the importance of healthy sea and river ecosystems maintaining a natural 
reciprocal balance; 
18.  Whilst recognizing the validity of  other theoretical approaches to  resource exploitation, 
voices its preference for an ecologically responsible multi-species approach to tropical fisheries 
policy, based on a responsible catch policy and avoiding over fishing; 
19.  Recognizes the vital importance of protecting fish stocks and controlling fishing in the. 
waters of ACP States, and accordingly feels strongly that the European Community should 
provide assistance for fishery protection; 
20.  Requests the signatories of the Convention to take account of the points raised in this 
resolution in the negotiations for the successor arrangement to the present Convention; 
21.  Instructs its  Co-Presidents  co  forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers, the ACP- EEC Committee of Ambassadors, the Centre for industrial Cooperation, 
the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation and the Council and Commission 
of the European Communities. 
- 228  -RESOLUTION 
on the results of the fact-finding mission to those States affected by the co.ucqucnces of acts of agrcssioa 
by  South. Africa and the situation in southern Africa 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
- meeting in  Luxembourg from  19 to 21  September 1984, 
I.  as regards the results of the fact-finding mission 
A.  Noting that the fact-finding mission to those States aff~ed  by the consequences of aas of 
aggression, set up by the ACP- EEC Consultative Assembly on 30 September 1981, 
has fulfilled its mission by visiting Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, T  anzan.ia, Swaziland, 
Lesotho, Botswana and Mozambique, 
B.  Referring specifically to the conclusions drawn by the members of the fact-finding mission 
in Doc. CA/CP/481, 
C.  Aware of all the economic, social and human consequences observed and reponed by the 
fact-finding mission which are the result of South African policy, 
D.  Reaffirming the primacy of the principle of the territorial intwity and inviolability of all 
sovereign States, 
1.  Denounces all usc by South Africa of its dominant position as a 'regional superpower' to 
pursue a policy of military aggression and political and economic destabilization towards other 
countries in the southern African region; 
- 2.  Notes that this South African policy has contributed to: 
the creation of tension and instability in southern Africa, 
- 229  -the weakening of the authority of certain governments in  t~e region, 
the fomenting of internal dissent and conflict, 
certain countries being obliged to devote funds to armaments that could otherwise be used 
for  development, 
and, as its final consequence. the increase in certain countries' economic dependence on South 
Africa; 
3.  Considers that the South African apartheid regime constirutes a fundamental cause of the 
tensions existing in southern Africa; 
4.  Believes that, given the situation facing the front-line States, the principal function of the 
Community and its  Member States should be to help these countries·, wherever possible, to 
reduct; their dependence on South Africa 
by increasing humanitarian, economic and financial aid and technical assistance, 
by  encouraging  regional  cooperation  between  these  countries  through  financial  and 
technical support for SADCC; 
5.  Calls on the Community and its Member States to exert effective pressure on the South 
African regime to cease its acts of aggression and destabilization; 
6.  Reiterates its hope that regional tension will be eliminated as far as possible by peaceful 
means; 
7.  Calls on the ACP - EEC Council of Ministers, the Foreign Ministers of the Community 
meeting in  political cooperation and the governments of all the Member States of the Lome 
Convention to reaffirm their support for the above objectives and to do everything in their 
power to ensure that they are achieved; 
II.  as regards recent developments of the situation in southern Africa, after the c:oadusioa of 
the fact-finding mission 
A.  considering its  past resolutions and in  particular that of 4  November 1982  , which 
condemns totally apanheid and all  forms of racial discrimination, declaring it to be a 
threat to peace and international security, 
B.  recalling Resolution 5  54 (  1984) of the UN Security Council, which declares void the new 
Constitution adopted by  South Africa, the latter being contrary to the United Nations 
Charter, 
C.  recalling, furthermore, the declaration made by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the 
European  Communities  on  11  September  1984,  which  underlines  that  the  present 
situation of violence and riots in South Africa reflects among other things the frustration of 
the black community because of its deliberate exclusion from the political scene in South 
Africa and of the impossibility at political level to express its opinions and demands, 
D.  strongly reaffirming the necessity to put an end to apartheid and to allow all South Africans· 
to be equal and complete citizens and underlining to this effect the necessity to reinforce 
and render more effective the pressures against South Africa, 
1.  Condemns vigorously the recent events in South Africa and underlines that every delay in 
the sense indicated, will  be a cause for new conflicts and represents a serious obstacle in the 
development of positive relations between South Africa and its neighbours; 
- 230  -2.  Expresses its total solidarity for all victims of this situation, underlines its preoccupation 
with the arrests and mistreatment of leaders of black resistance organizations, and demands, in 
particular, that the leaders of the 'Patriocic front', of the 'Ayanian people's organization' and of 
the  UDF  be  liberated; 
3.  Underlines  che  determination  shown  by  the  member  countries  of SADCC  and  in 
particular the efforts made against the destabilization acts of which they are victims and invites 
the  European  Community  tO  back  by  more  adequate  measures  its  programme aiming at 
reducing its dependence on South Africa; 
4.  Wishes,  as  far  as  possible, that tensions be  peacefully eliminated in  this area; 
5.  Believes in this regard that discussions already undertaken are a first positive step if they 
lead  to  the  independence  of Namibia,  on  the  basis  of Resolution  435  and  the  Lusaka 
Agreement, and to the end of external military Interventions, direct or indirect, from South 
Africa, thereby creating grounds for the withdrawal of foreign  troops in  this area; 
6.  [nvices again the EEC and its Member States co dissuade their private and multinational 
companies from  providing economic support for the South African regime; 
7.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers of the 
ACP- EEC  Association,  to  the  Commission  of  the  European  Communities  and  to  the 
parliaments and governments of the signatory countries of the Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION 
on the liberation of Nelson Mandcla 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Luxembourg from  19 to 21  September 1984, 
perturbed at the  way  in  which  the conditions under which  Nelson  Mandela has been 
detained in prison for more than 20 years have deteriorated, 
welcoming the fact that the Simon Bolivar prize has been awarded to Nelson Mandela, who 
is  the symbol of an entire people's fight for  human rights in South Africa, 
1.  Calls for the immediate liberation of the oldest political prisoner in  the world and the 
removal of all  measures against his family; 
2.  Calls on the EEC- ACP Council of Ministers to make special representations for the 
release of Nelson Mandela; 
3.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to forward  this  resolution  to  the  ACP- EEC Council of 
Ministers, the Commission of the European Communities and the governments of the Member 
States of the European Community. 
- 231  -RESOLUTION 
on the situation in Chad 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Luxembourg from  19  to 21  September 1984, 
A.  having regard to the resolution of  the European Parliament adopted on 15 September 1983 
on the situation in  Chad, 
B.  noting the occupation, now  acknowledged, of a part of Chad territory by  the Libyan 
forces, 
C.  noting the illegal occupation of  the Aouzou region for more than a decade and concerned at 
the threat of annexation by  Libya of this part of Chad, 
D.  concerned about the respect of the territorial integrity of the ACP States, 
E.  concerned about the S!Jfferings of the civil  population caused by the war,  . 
1.  Welcomes the fact that talks have begun on the principle of a withdrawal of French and 
Libyan troops from Chad; 
2.  Expresses its misgivings as to the method of  implementing this withdrawal and the lack of 
any real guarantees to the legal government of Chad as regards the territorial integrity of that 
country; 
3.  Condemns  any  policy  of destabilization  conducted  in  ACP  countries  by  foreign 
forces; 
4.  Expresses its suppon of the legal government of Chad; 
5.  Instructs  its  Co-Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution to the ACP-EEC  Council of 
Ministers. 
- 232  -RESOLUTION 
on the indebtedness of the ACP countries 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Luxembourg from  19 to 21  September 1984, 
A.  recalling its resolution adopted at its meeting in  Luxembourg from  24 to 26 September 
1980  requesting: 
'in the light of the very serious implications of the burden of  foreign debt for the economies 
of the devloping countries, the  adoption of measures to provide immediate assistance, 
relief or the writing-off of the debts of those developing countries which are experiencing 
particular difficulties  - as  is  the case for  most ACP countries', 
B.  noting  that the  situation  as  regards  the  indebtedness of the developing  countries has 
considerably worsened since then as, according to a report drawn up by the World Bank, 
'the percentage of export earnings which the developing countries as a whole have had to 
devore to debt servicing has increased from  13,6% in  1980 to 20,7% in 1982', 
C.  noting  the  continual  rise  in  interest  rates  and the increase in  the debt caused by  the 
appreciation of the dollar, 
D.  noting that in  the same period, from  1980 to 1982, the export prices of the chief basic 
products of the dev-eloping countries fell  by 25 %, 
E.  aware that the indebtedness of the  ACP  countries may  undermine all  the ACP-EEC 
cooperation projects, 
1.  Decides to draw up a report for the next meeting of the Consultative Assembly on the 
situation with regard to, and the causes of, the·indebtedness, the solutions which might be 
found for this at world level, and the ways in which EEC cooperation could, within the scope of 
its powers, help to reduce the debt; 
2.  Formally  appeals  to  the  negotiators  of the  future  ACP-EEC  Convention  not to 
disregard this problem; 
3.  Declares that it is in favour of  a reform of  the international monetary system, the first step 
towards which might be to convene an international monetary conference; 
4.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council and Commission of 
the  European  Communities,  the  ACP  States  and  the  Member  States  of the  European 
Community. 
- 233  -RESOLUTION 
on combating drought and desertification 
The ACP-EEC Consultatzve Assembly, 
- meeting in  Luxembourg from  19  to 21  September 1984, 
A.  having regard to the relevant provtsions of the resolution of the European Parliament on 
hunger in  the world adopted on 16  November 1979 1 
B.  having  regard also to the resolution of the European Parliament on the special plan to 
combat the drought in  the Sahel  adopted on 17 November 19831 
C.  having regard, in addition, to its resolutions on combating hunger adopted on 5 November 
1982 in  Rome  , and on 23  September 1983 in  Berlin, 
D.  whereas the physical, economic and political existence of the continent of Africa, and in 
particular the Sahel region, is  threatened by  the drought which is becoming increasingly 
endemic, 
E.  having  regard  to  the  fresh  alarm raised  by  the FAO,  which  states that despite the  aid 
received,  1, 6 million tonnes of cereals are still required immediately, and to the urgent 
appeal which has just been made by the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr Perez 
de Cuellar, 
F.  aware that this drought will lead to rapid degradation of the soil, the advance of the desert 
and  the  risk  of great  upheavals  in  the  countries  which  it  affects  if existing  trends 
continue, 
G. whereas at present the survival of tens of  millions of  men, women and children is threatened 
as  a result of low levels of rainfall and the failure of rivers to rise, 
H. whereas hundreds of millions of  head of  cattle are doomed to certain death owing to lack of 
water and pasture, 
I.  deeply concerned by  the fact  that Africa  will  never before have been  in  such a critical 
situation as regards food despite the efforts made by the States of that continent with the 
support of the international community, 
J.  whereas the serious damage to the environment caused by the severity of the drought is 
destroying the efforts towards economic, social and cultural development and jeopardizes 
the future of those nations, 
K.  convinced that self-sufficiency and availability of food supplies, which are priorities of the 
African countries, seem to be increasingly difficult to attain owing to the continual fall in the 
level of agricultural production and the combined effects of the deterioration in the terms of 
trade and the world recession which seriously restrict the ability of those countries to meet 
the food requirements of their peoples, 
L.  convinced also that the mobilization of all national and regional resources must be strongly 
supported by the international community in order to rectify the situation and ensure the 
stable development of the African countries, 
M. convinced in addition of the need to implement urgently specific measures to save tens of 
millions of human beings from  starvation and death, 
- 234  -1.  Draws che attention of che Community and the Member States to the seriousness of the 
situation created by the continuing drought and the increase in desertification and calls upon 
them  to face  up  to their responsibilities and the part they have  to  play in  combating these 
phenomena; 
2.  Requests the Community to draw up  and implement a special programme to combat 
drought and desertification; 
3.  Calls upon the Comm1SS1on to implement as rapidly as possible the emergency plan called 
for  by  the European Parliament in  irs  resolution of 17 November 1983; 
4.  Makes a formal appeal to aJl  the Member States of the EEC to help, for their part, to 
combat this drought which has  now lasted for  years; 
5.  Requests the Commission to report back to the Consultative Assembly; 
6.  Instructs 1ts Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the Council and Commission of 
the European Communities and the governments of the Contracting States to the second Lome 
Convention. 
RESOLtrnON 
on rhe consultation of ACP-EEC social partners 
The ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, 
meeting in  Luxembourg from  19 to 21  September 1984, 
A.  noting the meeting of the representatives of economic and social interests of the ACP 
countries and of  the European Community in Brussels in the headquarters of  the Economic 
and  Social  Committee of the  European  Communities on  15  September  1984 at the 
initiative of the ACP- EEC Joint Committee, 
1.  Notes that all  the institutions of the Lome Convention, as  well  as the public bodies 
responsible  for  the  implementation  of the  Convention  and  those  negotiating  the  next 
Convention regard consultation with ACP- EEC social partners, and their active contribution 
to development cooperation, as accepted and highly positive facts; 
2.  Pays  tribute to the ACP- EEC Joint Committee, which has patiently and resolutely 
contributed to the creation of this state of mind; 
3.  Welcomes the fact that the draft text of the Convention of Lome III specifically provides 
for regular consultation with representatives of economic and social interests both by the Joint 
Council and by the Joint Assembly, and recognizes the utility of their being associated with the 
work of cooperation; 
4.  Notes  that each  year  the  number of participants  in  the  consultation  meetings  has 
increased, resulting in  1984 in a large representation of very varied socio-vocational interests 
working on the basis of carefully drawn up preparatory documents; 
- 235  -5.  Believes that the basis of participation by socio-vocational interests in cooperation is thus 
fully realized, but that it is important to continue and widen this form of consultation and to 
coordinate it, so that such consultation results in concrete involvement by social partners and 
representative groupings of people in ACP- EEC cooperation; 
6.  Insists therefore that the institutions of the Convention put the new provisions regarding 
consultation  with  ACP - EEC  economic  and  social  forces  fully  into  effea and ensure  in 
particular that the necessary funds be made available; 
7.  Insists also that the authorities of the ACP States and of the Community give due regard 
to  development  activities  initiated  by  representative  groupings  of  those  concerned,  in 
accordance with the objectives of the Convention and the current rules; 
8.  Believes, in this regard, that these groupings should be able to participate in a praaical 
way in drawing up cooperation programmes, particularly in the case of  programmes in support 
of sectoral policies in the ACP States (such as food strategies); 
9.  Requests that, generally, the Convention should define, whenever necessary, the role of 
socio-vocational forces in the work of development and the means whereby their cooperation 
could be organized; 
10.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to  forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers and the Commission of the European Communities. 
- 236  -JOINT ASSEMBLY  OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE AFRICAN,  CARIBEAN 
AND PACIFIC STATES AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
Eden Court - Inverness 
Scotland (United Kingdom) 
23  ~  27  September  1985 
RESOLUTION 
on the crisis in  the north-south dialogue 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly. 
meeting in  Inverness  (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  recalli~g and affirmi_ng the previous resolutions of the Consultative Assembly, in particular the 
resolutwn adopted 1n  November 1982 in  Rome, 
B.  deploring  that,  instead  of  increasing,  north-south  cooperation  at  international  level  is 
stagnating: 
no overall negotiations planned within the UNO, 
failure of the last UNCT  AD  and UNIDO meetings, 
no regeneration of IF AD  and IDA  funds, 
the withdrawal of the United States from  UNESCO and the threat made by  some other 
countries to withdraw, 
C.  requesting that the interests of the developing countries will  be  taken  into account in  the 
negotiations on the liberalization of trade in  services in  the framework of GATT, 
- 23 7  -D.  deploring the continued growth of expenditure on arms, which is  to the detriment of aid to 
developing countries and of action against world hunger, 
E.  whereas in virtually all Community countries development aid has not reached the objective of 
0,7 %  of GNP and whereas it  is  in  fact showing a tendency to fall, 
F.  whereas  certain  economically  powerful  countries  should  increase  si~nificantly  their 
development aid, in particular the USA, which devotes only some 0,27 % of GNP to aid to the 
developing countries, Japan, with some 0,3 %, and the Soviet Union, with only some 0,19%. 
1.  Calls on those Member States of the Community which have not yet ratified the Common 
Fund on Commodities to do so as soon as  possible; 
1  Calls on the Community to take positive steps to revitalize the north-south dialogue in all the 
relevant fora and to work towards a  conference on the  reform of the international monetary 
system; 
3.  Calls on the Commission to study the possibilities for using the ECU to assist the developing 
countries to deal with the effects of the increasing value of the dollar and rising interest  r~tes; 
4.  Calls on the Commission to submit to the Council a proposal for the establishment of a Lome 
Bank to operate in the interests of development and not financial profitabilility and to be managed 
jointly by  the ACP and the EEC; 
5.  Calls on the Community, more generally, to advocate clearly greater participation by  the 
developing countries in the management of the international organizations to which they belong; 
____________  L  __  Calls on the Commission to report to the new joint body on the action taken on the requests 
made in  this resolution and the results obtained; 
7.  Instructs  its  Presidents  to  forward  this  resolution  to the  Commission,  the  Council,  the 
Member States and all  the ACP States. 
- 238  -RESOLUTION 
on security and cooperation in Africa and Europe 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meeting in  Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  deeply concerned at the growth of international tension and the continued existence of trouble 
spots in  several regions of Africa, 
B.  alarmed at the serious predicament of the refugees, whose numbers and needs are ceaselessly 
increasing, 
C.  aware that any threat to peace hampers the free development of these countries, compelling 
them to spend enormous amounts for  military purposes to the detriment of economic and 
social progress and the well-being of their peoples, 
D.  attaching  great  importance  to  endeavours  to  achieve  unification  and  integration  and  to 
regional and inter-regional initiatives to promote cooperation, which are typical of the African 
and European continents and draw them closer together, 
1.  Reaffirms its determination to ensure that international relations are inspired primarily by the 
concept upon which African unity, European.integration and all genuine regional cooperation are 
founded, that is  to say the common search for universally equitable solutions as  opposed to the 
traditional pattern of relations between nations based on strength; 
2.  Condemns all  policies  designed  to expand areas  of influence  and any  attempts  to  take 
advantage of cast-west tension to the dt!triment of the priority aim of renewed north-south dialogue 
and  th~: development of International cooperation. 
3.  Stresses  the fact  that ACP-EEC  cooperation, in  so  far  as  it  is  characterized by  an  open 
approach, ensuring that the political choices of the signatory states of the Lome Conventions are 
respected,  and is  directed  towards common development objectives and hence towards active 
promotion of human rights, enables a constructive dialogue to be  held; 
4.  Emphasizes the fact that, in both Africa and Europe, charters on the respect of human rights 
continue  to provide  pointers  for  future  endeavours and enhance the dialogue  between  equal 
partners, particularly in the matter of the priority to be given to the right to life, to development and 
to the protection of migrant workers, the respect of the culture of those nations belonging to the 
Convention and the right to equal treatment in a world in which the scandal of poverty, hunger and 
racial discrimination still persists; 
5.  Acknowledges  that the  non-alignment of Africa,  the  Caribbean and the Pacific  States  is 
beneficial to world peace and should therefore be  preserved; 
6.  Supports the OAU in its attempts to settle peacefully the various conflicts taking place thereby 
forestalling any future foreign  military intervention; 
....  Stresses that the ever-increasing production of and trade in weapons, in particular in and from 
EEC J\l1ember States, threatens the stability and security of African countries and adversely affects 
their economic situation; 
8.  For this  purpose,  c,1.lls  on the  EEC  ;\'!ember States  to  support  the  OAU  initiatives  and 
programmes of action; 
9.  Instructs its presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of .Yiinisters, the 
signatory states of the Lome Convention, the Secretary-General of the OAU, the Commission of the 
European Communities and the Secretary-General of the UN. 
- 239  -RESOLUTION 
on aid to refugees in the ACP States 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27  September 1985, 
A.  concerned at the growing number of refugees and displaced persons in the African continent, 
B.  conscious that, if no lasting solutions are found, the problem of refugees is likely to destabilize 
entire regions and create tension between states, jeopardizing the development efforts of all 
concerned, 
C.  anxious that the major objectives of ACP-EEC cooperation, in  particular the well-being of 
populations, satisfaction of fundamental needs, development of human capacities and respect 
for  human dignity, should be guaranteed for those sectors of population most threatened, 
1.  Welcomes the fact that the Third Lome Convention responds to one of its principle demands, 
namely  that aid should be  provided for  refugees  and repatriated persons  which goes  beyond 
emergency  aid  and  permits  the  implementation  of programmes  and  pi.ojects  aimed  at  self-
sufficiency and integration or re-integration of the refugees; 
2.  Notes with regret, however, the modest nature of the sum allocated for aid to the refugees, 
namely 80 million ECU for  the entire duration of the new Convention; 
3.  Calls on the Commission of the European Communities to assess without delay, with the 
assistance of the States concerned, the needs of the refugee populations so that programmes and 
projects permitting genuine integration or reintegration of the refugees can be set in motion as soon 
as the new Convention enters into force; 
4.  Considers  that  these  programmes  and  projects  must  not  be  simply  a  continuation  of 
emergency aid, despite the fact that the refugee populations are severely hit by  famine, but must 
offer lasting solutions which are acceptable to the refugees; 
5.  Considers that, because these programmes and projects must, of necessity, be  large scale, 
provision  must  be  made  for  transfers  of appropriations  from  other  items,  and  that  certain 
reinstallation programmes must culminate in  genuine regional cooperation measures with long-
term advantages for the various ACP States concerned; 
6.  Emphasizes the importance and validity of appropriate vocational training programmes and 
projects, provided these are directed towards the goal of integration or re-integration; 
7.  Urges the Commission of the European Communities to ensure that its  aid to refugees  is 
coordinated with the aid granted by  the specialized agencies of the United Nations and by  non-
governmental organizations, in particular through the pursuit of cofinanced and complementary 
projects; 
8.  Requests the partners to the new Convention to regard certain important provisions relating 
to agricultural cooperation and security of food supplies as applying particularly to the regions and 
areas with a high concentration of refugees; 
9.  Appeals  urgently  to  the  states  affected  by  the  problem  of refugees  to  strengthen  their 
cooperation  and  thereby  ensure  tht:  effectiveness  of the  abovementioned  integration  and  re-
integration programmes and projects; 
10.  Instructs its  Presidents to forward this  resolution  to the Commission, the  Council, the 
Member States of the Community and all  the ACP Staces. 
- 240  -RESOLUTION 
on the landlocked ACP countries 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness  (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  conscious that the state of being landlocked represents a serious handicap in  the economic 
development of the ACP  countries, 
B.  noting that three-quarters of the least-developed African countries are landlocked, 
C.  recalling the objectives adopted by the United Nations in the context of the decade of transport 
in  Africa (1978  to 1988)  with a view to opening up the continent, namely: 
promotion of the integration of transport and communication infrastructures in order to 
increase intra-African trade, 
coordination of the different systems of transport in order to increase their effectiveness, 
harmonization of national regulations and reduction to a minimum of physical and non-
physical barriers to facilitate the movement of persons and goods, 
promotion of the use of local human and material resources, standardization of networks 
and equipment, research and popularization of appropriate techniques,  - ~-· ---------
provision during the decade of the necessary technical and financial means to promote the 
development and modernization of transport and communication infrastructl,l.res, 
D.  observing that these goals have not been attained because of inadequate technical and financial 
resources, 
E.  pointing out that considerable financial assistance must be provided to enable some of these 
goals to be  realised and thereby assist the  recovery of the African economies, 
F.  recognizing the_dfons made by the ACP countries within regional organizations to overcome 
the probtems-·of landlocked countries, 
1.  Proposes to study closely the economic and financial situation of landlocked countries and to 
make recommendations for measures to be  taken by  the international community, in particular: 
financing institutions, to resolve the problems of landlocked countries; 
2.  Calls for the immediate implementation, as soon as the Third Lome Convention enters into 
force, of special measures in  favour of landlocked countries, including: 
the organization of a storage and food supply system to a void the danger of interruptions in 
supply, 
a joint ACP-EEC study to identify the specific measures to be taken on behalf of the landlocked 
countries to improve their capacity to attract investment; 
3.  Recommends that the donor countries and financing institution~ should consider whether a 
country is landlocked when assessing projects and take account of this when granting financial aid; 
4.  Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the 
Commission and the governments of the Member States. 
- 241  -RESOLUTIOl'l 
on the incorporation of environmental issues in  the Third Lome Convention and on information 
concerning the Convention's provisions as  regards the environment 
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly, 
meetin~ in Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to '27 September 1985, 
A.  having regard to the resolutions on the environment and development adopted in Kingston 
(Jamaica) on 24 February 1983 and in  Luxembourg on 19 September 1984, 
B.  noting the resolutions of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly: 
on the fight  against hunger adopted in  Rome on 5 November 1982 and in Berlin on 23 
September 1983, and 
on the fight against drought and desertification in the Sahel adopted in Brazzaville on 23 
February 1984, _ 
C.  having regard to the European Parliament's resolution on the special plan to combat drought in 
the Sahel adopted on 17  November 1983, 
D.  having regard  to  the  resolution  of the  Council of the European  Communities and of the 
Governments of the Member States on development and the environment, 
E.  having regard to the concern expressed by African Heads of  State as regards the protection and 
rational  management  of  the  environment  in  connection  with  the  economic  and  social 
development of Africa  through the Lagos Action Programme, 
F.  having regard to the provisions of the world soil  policy and of the programme to combat 
desertification, 
G.  whereas,  in  1980,  three  international  bodies,  namely  the  International  Union  for  the 
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources,  the World \Vildlife Fund and the United 
Nations  Environment  Programme,  launched  a  worldwide  appeal  under  the  title  'World 
Conservation Strategy'  (WSC),  which  calls  on all  countries  to  base  their  policies  on  the 
following objectives: 
1.  safeguarding essential ecological processes and life-support systems, 
2.  preserving genetic diversity, 
3.  ensuring the sustainable utilization of species and ecosystems, 
H.  noting the Stockholm Declaration on the environment, which stresses the- feUewing points: 
(a)  Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an 
environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being, and he bears a solemn 
responsibility to protect and improve the environment for present and future generations, 
(b)  The natural resources of the earth, including the air,  water, land, flora  and fauna and 
especially  representative  samples  of natural ecosystems,  must  be  safeguarded  for  the 
benefit of present and future generations through careful planning or management, as 
appropnate, 
(c)  The non-renewable resources of the earth must be employed in  such a way as to guard 
against  the  danger  of their  future  exhaustion  and  to  ensure  that  benefits  from  such 
employment are shared  b>- all  mankind, 
(d)  The discharge of toxic substances or of other substances and the release of heat, in such 
quantities or concentrations as  to exceed the capacity of the environment to- render chem 
harmless,  must be halted in  order to ensure that serious or irreversible damage is  not 
inflicted upon ecosystems. The just struggle of the peoples of all countries against pollution 
should be supported, 
(e)  States shall take all possible steps to prevent pollution of the seas by  substances that are 
liable to create hazards to human health, to  harm living  resources and marine life,  to 
damage amenities or to interfere with legitimate uses of the sea, 
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present or future development potential of developing countries, nor should they hamper 
the attainment of better living conditions for all, 
(g)  Resources should be made available to preserve and improve the environment, taking into 
account the circumstances and particular requirements of developing countries and any 
costs which may emanate from their incorporating environmental safeguards into their 
development planning and the need for  making available to them,  upon their request, 
additional international technical and financial assistance for this purpose, 
(h)  In  order to achieve a more rational management of resources and thus to improve the 
environment,  States  should  adopt  an  integrated  and  coordinated  approach  to  their 
development planning so  as  to ensure that development is  compatible with the need to 
protect and improve the environment for the benefit of their population, 
(i)  Scientific  research  and development  in  the  context of environmental  problems,  both 
national and multinational, must be promoted in all countries, especially the developing 
countries. In this connection, the free flow of up-to-date scientific information and transfer 
of experience must be supported and assisted to faCilitate the solution of environmental 
problems; environmental technologies should be made available to developing countries 
on  terms  which  would  encourage  their  wide  dissemination  without  constituting  an 
economic burden on the developing countries, 
I.  having regard to the Nairobi Declaration adopted on 18 May 1982 by 105 governments during 
the special session to mark the  lOth anniversary of the United Nations Conference on the 
Environment,  in  which  the  world  community  solemnly  reaffirmed  its  support  for  the 
Stockholm Declaration and Action Plan, together with the need to step up national measures 
and to extend international cooperation as  regards the protection of the environment, 
].  ~onvinced that there is  interaction between the environment and development and that any 
development aid to the ACP States must take the rational management of their environment 
into account, 
1.  Draws the attention of the signatory States to the Third Lome Convention to the serious 
situation as regards the environment in most ACP States, even if the picture is incomplete owing to 
a lack of reliable information; 
2.  Calls on the Presidents of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly to inform the ACP States of the 
provisions of the Third Lome Convention relating to the environment, so that the governments 
concerned prepare environmental projects before the programming missions are drawn up; 
3.  Calls on the Commission to examine the implementation of environmental policy  in  the 
context of ACP-EEC cooperation, on the basis of the following principles: 
(a)  Environmental aspects must be an integral part of development operations. The authorities of 
the ACP States, together with the Commission, must therefore be able to analyze, as early as 
possible,  the  effect  on  the  environment  of 'Specific  development  programmes  for  which 
Community support is  sought. 
This analysis must be carried out in relation to strategy as well as programmes and projects. 
Accordingly,  tht!  Community and every  ACP  State  which wishes  it  will  examine the best 
general  approach  with  a  view  to  the  long-term  preservation  and  improvement  of  the 
environment. 
(b)  It  will be necessary to check subsequently that the measures envisaged using Community aid 
are compatible with the requirements of conservation or restoration of the environment in the 
ACP  States. 
(c)  Funding proposals and agreements must  include effective  references  to the environmental 
aspects of projects, and allow for realistic and effective solutions. 
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being implemented and later on, when Comm1:1nity  funding is  no longer involved; 
4.  Calls on the Commission to take special measures in close collaboration with the ACP States, 
to increase awareness of and improve knowledge about the environmental aspects of development 
operations aimed at national and external decision-makers (those providing funds), the technical 
services and inhabitants of the ACP States. 
5.  Recommends, in view of the importance of environmental questions and the need to ensure 
compatibility  between  economic  development  and  the  protection  of  the  environment,  the 
introduction of a system  whereby the Joint Assembly  is  regularly informed about the serious 
environmental problems of the ACP States and the extent to which environmental concerns are 
incorporated in development aid to these States; 
6.  Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP Council of Ministers and the 
Commission of the European Communities. 
RESOLUTION 
on ACP-EEC cooperation for the development of fisheries 
in· the inland lakes and rivers of the ACP States 
having regard to the report CA/CP/412 on ACP-EEC cooperation for the development of fisheries in the 
ACP States, 
A.  having  regard  to  the  resolution  of  the  Consultative  Assembly  on  ACP-EEC  cooperation  for  the 
development of ftsheries  in  the ACP States, 
B.  having regard co  the serious lack of food, the malnutrition and famine affecting the ACP States, 
C.  having regard to the urgent need to ensure self-sufficiency and security of food supplies in the ACP States, in 
particular through optimal exploitation of the fishery resources of the inland lakes and rivers of the ACP 
States, 
D.  aware of the situation in certain parts of Africa where the fishery products from lakes and rivers provide the 
main source of am  mal protein m the food supply, 
E.  deeply concerned by the lack of importance given to inland fisheries and aquaculture in the ACP States and 
by  the stagnation and,  in  some cases, drop in  fish  production in  these States, 
1.  Welcomes  the  fact  that  the  Third  Lome  Convention  recognizes  the  u.rgent  need  to  promote  the 
development of the ACP States' fishery  resources; 
2.  Encourages greater and more effective cooperation betwet!n ACP and EEC States with regard to fisheries 
and in  particular the  training and equipping of fishermen,  limnological  research, careful evaluation and 
continual supervision of  ftsh  stocks and the  transfer  of fishing  technology,  processing,  conservation and 
marketing of fish; 
3.  Encourages  and  supports  regional  cooperation  between  ACP  States  in  the  field  of  fisheries  and 
aquaculture and in the protection of the aquatic flora and fauna of the lakes and waterways of the ACP States; 
4.  Calls on all  the ACP States to set up  permanent monitoring committees to ensure that the waters of 
African rivers and lakes are always protected against industrial or other forms of pollution; 
- 244  -5.  Hopes that joint ventures between undertakings of the EEC and ACP countries will be set up in the ACP 
States with a view to facilitating the acquisition by ACP fishermen of appropriate equipment and technology for 
lake and river fishing;  · 
6.  Calls on the ACP States and the Community to give to lake and river fisheries in the ACP States and to 
aquaculture a  priority commensurate with  the  great potential which the  peoples of the ACP  see  in  these 
activities with regard to their self-sufficiency in  and security of food supplies; 
7.  Decides to srudy further the problem of the lake and river fisheries and aquaculture in the ACP countries 
and to make, on the basis of this study, proposals for way!. and means to a'hieve greater cooperation between 
the EEC and the ACP  States in these areas; 
8.  Instructs its Presidents co forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Commission 
of the European Communities and the Governments of the States party to the Third Lome Convention. 
RESOLUTION 
on the negotiations with regard to the Fourth International Cocoa Agreement 
The ACPIEEC joint Assembly, 
meeting in  Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23  to 27  September 1985, 
A.  having regard to the Final Declaration adopted by the ACP/EEC Joint Committee in February 
1984 in  Brazzaville, 
B.  having regard to the need to improve the arrangements for international cooperation in respect 
of commodities in order to encourage the economic and social development of the developing 
countries, 
C.  whereas  the  revenue  from  cocoa exports  ts  vital  to the economies  of the  ACP  producer 
countries, 
D.  noting with concern that fluctuation·s in export revenues for commodities from ACP countries 
jeopardizes the balance of their public finances and development, 
E.  welcoming the opening in May 1984 of the International Conference on Cocoa held in Geneva 
under the auspices of the United Nations, 
F.  noting with regret that the second round of negotiations held in Ge·neva from 8 October to 2 
November 1984 ended without agreement on price levels and associated measures, 
1.  Calls on the Community and its Member States to do all in their power, together with the 
ACP cocoa-producing countries, to adopt a common strategy including an intervention and safe-
guard mechanism and price support mechanism based on buffer stocks and quotas; 
2.  Calls urgently on the Community to approach the next round of negotiations with greater 
flexibility and political goodwill so that an international agreement may  be concluded. 
- 245  -RESOLUTION 
on the  use  of vegetable fat in the manufacture of chocolate 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
meeting in  Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  whereas the economies of a large number of ACP countries are heavily dependent on basic 
products such  as  cocoa  and whereas  the  revenue  from  exports of these  products plays  a 
determining role for these economies, 
B.  welcoming the new provisions of the Third ACP-EEC Convention, Lome III, concerning a 
system for monitoring and management of basic products, 
C.  having learnt with concern of the changes which could be made to EEC Directive No 73/241 of 
24 July 1973 specifying that only products derived from cocoa may be used in the manufacture 
of products described as  'chocolate', 
D.  conscious of the effects which a measure authorizing the use of vegetable fat, up to a maximum 
of 5 %  of the total weight of the  finished  chocolate product, would have on the general 
economies of the ACP producer countries, who export 535 000 tonnes to the Community, out 
of a total export volume• of 640 000 tonnes, 
1.  Regrets that the Community has not respected the provisions of Article 7 of the Second Lome 
Convention establishing an ACP-EEC consultation procedure; 
2.  Takes note of the decision adopted by  the ACP-EEC  Committee of Ambassadors at  its 
meeting of 18 January to the effect that there should be further detailed discussion, within an ACP-
EEC ad-hoc committee, of the effects of such a change on the economies of the ACP  producer 
countries; 
3.  Requests, in  a continuing spirit of dialogue and cooperation, that the Community and its 
Member States maintain the original form and content of Directive 73/247 of 24 July 1973. 
RESOLUTION 
on the LDCs 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
meeting in  Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  having  regard  to the  recommendations  adop'ted  at the  Conference  on the  least-developed 
countries held in  P:uis in  September 1981, 
B.  whereas of the 31  countries designated as  'least-developed', 22  belong to the ACP group, 
C.  whereas 280 million people have an annual income less than US$ 200 and a life expectancy of 
45  years, 
D.  noting that their economic growth-rate is inadequate to cope with the increase in the birth rate, 
E.  whereas agriculture,  the basic element for  any  permanent improvement, is  stagnating and 
lagging seriously behind requirements, thereby creating an intolerable food situation, 
F.  whereas the prices they receive for their agricultural products sold at world market prices have 
been decreasing in  value for several years now, 
- 246  -G.  whereas this situation increases the LDCs' dependence on other countries, the need to import 
food and increasing recourse to public aid, the only form of external financing available to 
those countries,  · 
H.  whereas according to the latest UNCT  AD report, the objective of aid to the LDCs equivalent to 
0.15 % of the GNP of the donor countries remains the absolute minimum which would enable 
them to double their revenue during the next decade, 
1.  Notes the conclusions of the UNCT  AD  report, according to which the percentage of aid 
granted to the LDCs has constantly decreased since 1980; 
2.  Takes the view that under the circumstances, the Community must make a particular effort to 
help the LDCs so that they do not suffer from all the effects of the crisis and invites those Member 
States which have not yet  attained the objective of 0,15 %  of their GNP to take the requisite 
measures as a matter of urgency ; 
3.  Noting that the debt of the LDCs represents only 2 % of the total debt of the developing 
countries and therefore calls on the EEC to come out in favour of cancellation of LDC debts by 
international bodies as  recommended in  the UNCT  AD  report; 
4.  Calls on the budgetary authority of the EEC to enter a separate budget line for the LDCs in the 
forthcoming draft budget for 1986; 
-s:--Kppeals"to the Commission and the Council to seize the unique opportunity afforded by the 
Joint  Assembly  to  extend  measures  to  benefit  the  LDCs,  in  particular  by  supporting  the 
establishment of the Common Fund and measures to stabilize commodity prices; 
6.  Calls on the Commission to draw up a report for the next meeting of the Joint Assembly on 
the action taken by the Community and the Member States on behalf of the LDCs, in particular 
when it reviews at the half-way stage the application of the action programme to benefit the LDCs 
and of the measures it intends to take between now and the date when that programme expires; 
7.  Instructs its  President to forward this  resolution to the  Council and Commission of the 
European Communities. 
RESOLUTION 
on deforestation and desertification 
The joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  having regard to the resolutions on the environment and development adopted on 24 February 
1983  in Kingston (Jamaica) and 19 September 1984 in  Luxembourg, 
B.  having regard to the provisions on the environment contained in  the Lome III  Convention, 
C.  recalling  the  resolutions  of the  ACP-EEC  Consultative Assembly  on measures to combat 
hunger adopted on 5 November 1982 in  Rome and 23  September 1983 in Berlin, 
D.  recalling also the resolution on measures co combat drought and desertification adopted on 23 
February 1984 in  Brazzaville, 
E.  recalling the European Parliament's resolution on the special plan to combat the drought in the 
Sahel adopted on 17  November 1983, 
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by the EEC Council of Ministers on 3 October 1984, and the Council resolution on new forms 
of cooperation with regard to water also adopted on 3 October 1984, 
G.  whereas the physical, economic and political existence of the ACP countries and the Sahel 
region in particular is  threatened by  drought, which is  steadily becoming endemic, 
H.  aware of the fact that deforestation is  clos~ly linked to the combined effects of population 
growth, widespread rural poverty and the energy crisis, 
I.  conscious of the need to achieve a  balance between the industrial production of crops for 
export and the production of food crops for local consumption, 
J.  whereas the destruction of vegetation by bush fires, the dangerous practice of itinerant farming 
on  burnt land,  the  felling  of trees  and shrubs, deforestation  without reafforestation,  soil 
erosion and overgrazing give rise to desertification, in particular the advance of  the desert in the 
Sahel region, 
K.  convinced that the disruption of tropical forest ecosystems causes: 
(a)  increased soil erosion, disturbances in the water cycle and soil degeneration, 
(c)  the disappearance of certain forms of fauna and flora, 
(d)  a reduction in  forest and agricultural output, 
(e)  climatic changes at local, regional or world level, 
(f)  migration and destabilization of populations, 
L.  anxious to preserve the ecological balance of tropical forest ecosystems and maintain genetic 
diversity, 
M.  aware of the danger that the tropical forests  may disappear in  the coming decades, 
N.  aware of the fact that deforestation and soil and water degradation are closely linked to the 
threat of desertification, 
0.  alarmed by the fact that the ecological effects of this situation, such as soil degradation and 
erosion, disturbances in  the water cycle, climatic troubles and desertification, are going to 
bring about a reduction in agricultural production from stock-raising and in  food supplies, 
thereby exacerbating the problems facing the rural and urban communities concerned, 
P.  concerned at the accelerating process of desertification in the Sahel region and at the fact that 
over half of Africa'a territory is threatened by different rates of desertification and the lives of 
tens of millions of men, woman and children are therefore threatened by the worsening famine, 
1.  Draws  the  attention  of  the  European  Community,  the  .Member  States  of  the  Lome 
Convention and international public opinion to the dangers and the gravity of the situation created 
by deforestation, persistent drought and the fact that desertification is occurring in an increasing 
number of places and calls upon them to acknowledge their responsibilities and the part they 
should  play  in  counteracting  these  phenomena,  together  with  the  financial  and  technical 
consequences thereof,  and also the  importance of environmental  matters within development 
policy generally; 
2.  Points out that the Community would be failing to meet its international political obligations 
if it did not continue to combat desertification and promote environmental protection as a matter 
of first priority ; 
3.  Calls on the Commission to report in due course to the Joint Assembly on the implementation 
of the provisions of Lome III  concerning deforestation and  des~rtification and on the measures 
taken with a view to tackling these problems; 
- 248 4.  Recommends the ACP States, cooperating as closely as possible with one another, to take the 
necessary measures to combat deforestation, soil erosion, the degradation of forest resources and 
desertification, especially by: 
taking adequate and approp.riate legal and financial  measures, 
allowing the population of each country and each family  to decide for  itself whether it  is 
justifiably able and wishes to implement a family planning policy, without thereby endangering 
the security of their existence, and providing appropriate methods to this end, 
encouraging the development, marketing and use of alternative energy sources including new 
technologies in order to reduce the risk of the disappearance of whole areas of forest in view of 
the shortage of wood fuel  in  many ACP countries, 
implementing programmes, plans, projects and micro-projects, 
prohibiting  industries  that  have  an  unjustifiable  impact  on  woods  and  forests  and  the 
environment as  a whole, 
coordinating  with  relevant  industries  to  address  specific  environmental  and  pollution 
problems, 
engaging local populations in  measures to combat desertification, 
stimulating the awareness of local populations and providing them with more information, 
making use  for  this purpose of a.pp~p;iate public and private orgamzat1ons, 
taking part in  studies on the climatic causes of drought and desertification; 
5.  Calls on the Commission, in accordance with the provisions of Lome III, to put into effect the 
following recommendations: 
A.  Aims and guidelines of  the present Convention in  the main areas of cooperation 
With  regard  to  Article  11  relating  to efforts  to protect the  environment and restore  natural 
balances, to draw up a list of projects needed to cover the specific measures provided for by that 
article and to make available the necessary financial support: 
research into appropriate technologies and alternative energy sources, their marketing and use, 
in  order to reduce pressure on forests, 
educational programmes and programmes to  make populations aware of the problems of 
deforestation, soil erosion and desertification, · 
research  and  training  programmes  on forestry  and the  rational  management  of natural 
resources, 
assistance with regard to forest legislation, 
hydro-agricultural  planning  projects  utilizing  available  water  resources  with  particular 
reference to micro-hydraulic techniques, 
research into the causes of drought and dese~tification; 
B.  Measures to combat drought and desertification 
to ensure that: 
(a)  a sufficient share of the available resources is deployed to tackle the problems encountered in 
combating drought and desertification; 
(b)  the problem of deforestation, which is  directly linked to the problem of desertification,  is 
included  unde·r  the  provisions  of  the  chapter  on  measures  to  combat  drought  and 
desertification and therefore receives the necessary material and financial support; 
(c)  efforts and funds are concentrated also on those geographical areas recently exposed to the 
danger of desertification; 
- 249  -C.  Agricultural cooperation and-food security 
To contribute, by  means of the various forms of financial and technical cooperation, to: 
(a)  the implementation of specific projects geared towards environmental protection, particularly 
those concerned with deforestation and desertification by seeking alte~native solutions to the 
problems of: 
wood supplies by planting fast-growing tree varieties to protect the natural forest, 
forestry conservation by  reafforestation following industrial exploitation, 
the management of water resources by implementing hydro-agricultural projects utilizing 
available water resources, particularly micro-hydraulic techniques in villages, and suitable 
technologies drawing on existing local knowledge and encouraging participation by local 
people, 
the development of appropriate technologies to permit the use of new sources of  energy and 
corresponding machinery as  soon as  possible; 
(b)  the inclusion at the planning stage of projects,  particularly agricultural projects, of impact 
studies where these appear necessary. These studies could set out: 
an analysis of the initial state of the site and its environment with particular reference to the 
natural resources and the natural agricultural and forest environment or recreational areas 
affected by  the plans,  · 
an analysis of the effects on the environment, in other words the countryside, fauna and 
flora, the natural and human environments and factors affecting the biological balance, 
the  reasons,  especially  from the environmental point of view,  for  choosing the project 
presented from among those put forward, 
the measures envisaged to eliminate, reduce and, if possible, offset the project's damaging 
effects on the environment, 
possibly, an alternative project; 
D.  Regional cooperation 
To promote particular efforts to stimulate awareness and provide information and training to 
ensure that better account is taken of the environmental dimension of rural development policy by 
national and outside decision makers and by technical services and the people of the ACP countries. 
These efforts could be  rendered  effective  by  specific  training and  information  measures  and 
programmes, by the incorporation in all (agricultural) projects likely to have an important impact 
on the environment of an environmental training element making provision for such measures in 
the framework of the project, by circulating information on the experiences of different ACP States 
and by organizing colloquies, seminars and other scientific meetings on activities connected with 
the projects under way  in  regions or subregions; 
E.  Financial and technical cooperation 
(a)  To provide for those ACP States who request it, its  financial  and technical assistance on: 
formulating projects, 
training, information and research, 
programmes to simulate the awareness of populations and provide them with information; 
(b)  To  extend  financial  and  technical  cooperation  to  local  and  other  non-governmental 
organizations participating in  development in the countries concerned; 
250 (c)  to  obtain  the  inclusion  of training  courses  in  the  education  programmes  developed  and 
implemented by  international organizations such as  UNEP; 
(d)  To implement the provisions of the action projects and programmes giving priority to: 
the management of natural forest  resources, 
the  implementation of micro·projects:  measures  to combat deforestation,  erosion,  to 
promote village hydraulics, the search for alternative energy sources, etc.; 
(e)  to include finance for impact studies within the pre·established budget for each project; 
F.  Planning, evaluation, implementation and assessment 
To ensure  that the  projects  take environmetltal  considerations  into  account  at the  planning, 
evaluation, implementation and assessment stages; 
6.  Calls on the ACP States with the appropriate assistance of the Commission to endeavour: 
(a)  to strengthen the institutional powers of forestry management services so as to encourage the 
rational exploitation of wood resources with a view to maintaining the ecological balance and 
long-term viability; 
(b)  to draw  up  and  implement  at  national  and  regional  level  natural resource  management 
strategies, especially in the Sahel countries; 
(c)  to draw up jointly a strategy for energy saving and substitution and, in particular, to design, 
popularize and make available to households, particularly in rural areas, inexpensive domestic 
equipment which is  suited to local conditions and consumes little or no wood; 
7  Recommends that a means be instituted by the Bureau of the Joint Assembly to monitor and 
report upon the implementation of this and the following resolutions of the Working Group on 
Envird'hment and Development; 
8.  Requests that this resolution, together with the report on defor_estation and desertification, be 
forwarded to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Presidents of the Parliaments of the Member 
States of the Lome Convention, the President of the European Parliament, the Secretary-General of 
the ACP Secretariat, the Commission of the European Communities and the Secretary·General of 
UNEP. 
RESOLUTION 
on the creation of biogenetic reserves and the rational management of stocks of animal and vegetable 
living matter, both terrestrial and marine 
The Joint  Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  having regard to: 
the resolutions on the environment and development, adopted on 24 February 1983  in 
Kingston and l9 September 1984 m Luxembourg, CA/CP/370/  Annex 9 and OJ No C 282; 
22.10.1984), 
the  resolution  on  deforestation  and  desertification,  adopted  on  31  Janua.ry  1985  in 
Bujumbura, (AP/11 A/final), 
the resolution on the incorporation of environmental issues in the Third Lome Convention, 
adopted on 31  January 1985 in  Bujumbura, (AP/7/Resolution), 
- 251  -B.  having regard to the resolutions of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly: 
on hunger in the world, adopted on 5 November 1982 in Rome and 23 September 1983 in 
Berlin, (OJ No C 39,  10.12.1983 and 0 J No C 300, 7.11.1983), 
on combating drought and desertification in the Sahel, adopted on 23  February 1984 in 
Brazzaville, (CA/CP/480), 
C.  conscious of the efforts made at international level  to ensure the preservation and rational 
management of natural resources, both animals and plants, through the adoption of various 
provisions, in  particular: 
the Convention on the Conservation of Fauna and Flora in their Natural State, 
the Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, 
the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas, 
the Convention on Plant Health for sub-Saharan Africa, 
the African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, 
the Convention for the Protection of the Flora, Fauna and Natural Panoramic Beauties of 
the Countries of America, 
theW  orld Conservation Strategy (conservation of living resources in the interests of  lasting 
development), 
D.  having regard to the  concern already expressed by  the European Community through its 
different institutions and in  particular to: 
the resolution of the European Parliament on the special plan to combat the drought in the 
Sahel  (November 1983), 
the resolution of the Council of the European Communities and the Governments of the 
Member States on the environment and development (October 1984), 
the adoption by the European Parliament and the European Economic Community of the 
World Conservation Strategy, 
E.  convinced that disruption of ecosystems leads to, among other things: 
the depletion of genetic resources, 
the disappearance of certain forms of animal and plant life, 
a decline in forestry and a reduction in agricultural productivity, stock-farming and food 
supplies, which imposes greater hardship on the rural and urban communities concerned, 
the  depletion  of fishery  resources,  which  reduces  the  quality  and quantity of animal 
proteins available to consumers, 
F.  wishing to ensure the preservation of the ecological balance of ecosystems, the maintenance of 
genetic diversity  and the achievement of the  required  balance  between  the production of 
industrial export crops and local food production; 
G.  aware that the destruction of ecosystems and the resulting disappearance of animal and plant 
species seriously reduce the genetic diversity on which the functioning of natural systems and 
crops depends ; 
H.  having regard to the provisions of the Third Lome Convention concerning the environment; 
I.  drawing  attention  to  the  objectives  of the  World  Conservation  Strategy,  which  may  be 
summarized as follows: 
the maintenance of essential ecological processes 
the preservation of genetic diversity 
the rational use  of species and ecosystems, 
J.  convinced that the preservation and rational management of terrestrial and marine animal and 
plant stocks are inseparably linked to the maintenance and re-establishment of local, national 
and international food supplies, 
- 252  -K.  convinced also that local, in many cases small, farming communities as a group can safeguard 
plant and animal stocks only if they have access to the technical and economic production and 
sale of food, 
L.  urging all those responsible to maintain the inseparable link between preserving and renewing 
plant and animal stocks and producing sufficient food,  taking into account all  economic, 
social, cultural and ecological needs and interests. 
1.  Requests that a particularly critical and cautious approach should be adopted with regard to--
the new opportunities offered by biotechnology and that these should be used only when they will 
clearly serve and strengthen the maintenance of animal and plant stocks; hopes that the ACP-EEC 
Joint Assembly will pay particular attention to preserving essential plant and animal stocks and the 
environment as  a whole; 
2.  Emphasizes the importance of developing local seed banks and improvement centres in the 
ACP  States  and calls  on  the Community to provide  technical  and financial  support for  such 
developments; 
3.  Urges the Community and the ACP States to encourage information programmes concerning 
the problems of the decline in genetic diversity, the growing dependence on agricultural chemicals 
and the financial implications thereof. In such information programmes, an important role should 
be played by  NGOs and farmers' organizations as  regards village and rural development; 
4.  Calls on the ACP States and the Member States of the Community to adopt the International 
Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources drawn up  by  the FAO, to negotiate on that basis and 
ultimately to work towards a binding International Convention on Plant Genetic Resources laying 
down inter alia  that: 
existing collections of plant genetic material are brought together in a network supervised by 
the FAO, to which all  Member States have free  access, 
the free  exchange of plant genetic material is  guaranteed; 
5.  Recommends to the ACP States that the authorities responsible for protected areas should: 
(a)  implement a policy for the conservation of wild varieties of cultivated plants and, in particular, 
decide if and where additional reserves should be set up to protect the maximum number of 
genotypes of as  many wild varieties of cultivated species as possible, 
ensure that the regulations governing protected areas state explicitly that the collection of 
germ plasm may be permitted (under conditions which do not render it difficult) for the 
purposes of selection and improvement of cultivated species, 
arrange to cooperate with a national research centre or gene bank to facilitate the study and 
storage of genetic material collected from the protected areas; 
(b)  take the following measures: 
carry out a census of all the plant species in  the protected areas, 
identify  the  wild  vanetles  of  cultivated  species  m  the  protected  areas  and  map  the 
distribution of varieties and ecotypes, 
identify  the  conditions  required  by  each  species,  variety  and ecotype  and  make  any 
improvements necessary to ensure the preservation of species, varieties and ecotypes; 
- 253  -6.  Recommends that the ACP States should draw up and implement policies which cover the 
following areas: 
legal  protection of wild animals, 
creation of national parks and other protected areas, 
establishment of appropriate administrative structures, 
use of wild animal habitats, 
national and regional measures to prevent poaching, 
programmes and funds  for research, 
ratification  ~r membership of international and regional conventions; 
7.  Recommends that the EEC should provide technical and material assistance for ACP States 
wishing to implement a national policy for the conservation of genetic resources and the protection 
of endangered species of wild animals and plants; 
8.  Recommends the European Community, with regard to the implementation of the Third 
Lome Convention, to : 
(a)  encourage regional  cooperation on research into the conservation qf natural resources by 
promoting and consolidating relations and technical cooperation agreements between ACP 
countries ; in particular as regards research, training, the exchange of information and research 
findings and consultative services; 
(b)  ensure  that  a  substantial  component  dealing  with  conservation  and the  management  of 
protected areas is  included in  all  training programmes arranged within the framework of 
forestry projects; 
(c)  reinforce  or set up  procedures for  assessing the environmental impact of all development 
projects, particularly in the area of agricultural cooperation; 
(d)  apply, in  the implementation of financial  and technical cooperation, the provisions of the 
Third Lome Convention specifying that use should be made first and foremost of appropriate 
technology, defined as being technology which is compatible with the natural environment and 
adapted to the local socio-economic conditions; 
(e)  encourage implementation of projects calling for the use of new and renewable sources of 
energy  that are within  the  means  of local  authorities and technologies which ensure the 
protection of the environment; 
9.  Calls on the Commission of the European Communities and the European Parliament to 
increase substantially the appropriations entered against Article 946 of the Community budget; 
10.  Recommends  that  the  ACP  States  should  study  with  UNESCO/MAB  and  the  other 
international organizations concerned (IUCN, UNEP)  the possibilities of establishing biosphere 
reserves,  implementing  the  World  Conservation  Strategy  at  national  level  and  increasing 
substantially the funds made available for conservation by reviewing their priorities and stepping 
up their efforts to obtain additional funding (both within the United Nations and elsewhere). 
11.  Calls on the ACP States to take measures to permit the collection of information which is 
essential for the conservation of wild varieties of cultivated plants, in particular by: 
(a)  recognizing  the  need  to introduce or continue the preparation of inventories of the wild 
varieties of cultivated plants; 
(b)  establishing a  data  bank for  information  on the genetic  resources  of cultivated plants in 
protected areas to provide users of such genetic material with the name and location of each 
protected area, details of the species (and, where appropriate, the varieties and ecotypes) to be 
found in the protected area, the address to which they should apply for authorization to collect 
material, the address of the nearest research centre and the address and details of the nearest 
centre for the storage of genetic reserves; 
12.  Lastly, expresses its conviction that preserving the plant and animal stocks of all continents 
and oceans and of all local districts, river~, lakes, etc. is a common need for the medium- and long-
term future of the population of the whole world; 
13.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the Commission and the Parliaments and Governments of the Member States ofthe Third Lome 
Convention. 
- 254.-RESOLUTION 
on the role of women in  the development process 
The EEC-ACP joint Assembly 
meeting from 23  to 27 September 1985  in Inverness (United Kingdom), 
A.  having regard to the report of the role of women in the development process (Doc. ACP-EEC/ 
/85), drawn up by  Mrs Rose Waruhiu on behalf of the Joint Committee and the resolution 
contained in this report,  · 
B.  having rega~d to the preparatory work carried out by the working party on the role of women 
in  the development process, 
C.  having regard to the resolution adopted by the Consultative Assembly on 23 September 1983 in 
Berlin on the institutional system of a new ACP-EEC convention and in particular the third 
indent of paragraph 6 
D.  on the  basis  of the  Resolution  adopted  by  the  Joint Committee  on  31  January  1985  in 
Bujumbura (Burundi) on the role of women in the development process in view of the 1985 
World Conference on the Decade for Women 
E.  having regard to the three reports drawn up by HE Mr Chasle (Mauritius) on behalf of the Joint 
Committee on the EEC-ACP Consultative Assembly on cultural cooperation between the EEC 
and  the  ACP  and  the  resolutions  adopted  thereon  by  the  Consultative  Assembly  in 
Luxembourg, Rome and Berlin . 
F.  having regard  to  the  resolutions of the  European  Parliament of 11  February  1981,  17 
January 1984  and in particular that of 10 May 1985  on the conference to be held in July 
1985 in Nairobi to mark the end of  the Decade for Women, with special reference to paragraph 
22, 
G.  having  regard  to  the  recommendation  of  the  Council  of the  European  Community  on 
promoting positive action for women 
H.  having  regard  to  the  1982  Commission  memorandum on  the  development  policy  of the 
European Community 
I.  having  regard  to  the  report  from  the  Commission  co  the  Council  on  women  and 
development 
].  having regard and with special reference co the 197  5 action plan by Mexico on the themes of 
equality, development and peace; the sub-areas of this  programme, education, health  and 
employment which were adopted in 1980 in Copenhagen at the Conference to mark half-time 
in the Decade for Women, 
K.  having regard to the action planned by Lagos (Chapter XII)  for the economic development of 
Africa, the Caribbean and Pacific Development Plan and the Declaration of the Inter-American 
Women's Commission for the year 2000, 
L.  having regard to the preparations for the 1985 World Conference on the Decade for Women, in 
particular the recommendations of the various regional preparatory  ~onferences, 
M.  having regard and with special reference to the recommendations and strategies adopted at the 
conclusion of the World Conference on the UN Decade for Women, 
N.  having regard to the UN Convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against 
women, 
0.  whereas the formulation  and implementation of strategies,  programmes and development 
projects should include support for cultural activities and account of special socio-cultural 
circumstances, components and consequences, 
- 255  -P.  recognizing that the expansion and improvement of both the cultural and economic role of 
women  in  the production process  and as  part of community development  must  be  given 
considerable attention,  · 
Q.  convinced that a genuine start on development can only be made if it focuses on people and that 
the aim  is  the development of individuals and the advancement of communities, 
R.  recognizing that in the past social and economic transformations have often had harmful side-
effects on women and that f<~.ilure co  take account of such social and cultural, historical and 
local  background conditions  when  implementing development projects  has  often  been  to 
women's disadvantage, as  well as  to the development process, 
S.  a ware that it  is  difficult to achieve development of agriculture, and self-sufficiency against 
famine,  without the vital contribution of women, 
T.  convinced that the problem of equal treatment is a question of achieving equal rights, i.e. that it 
belongs to the field of human rights in  general, 
U.  convinced that development is  only possible by mobilizing all human resources, with special 
reference to women, and recognizing the important role played by women in the various socio-
economic sectors in  the ACP  countries; in  particular in  farming,  food,  health and family 
education, 
V.  regretting that the aid provided during the periods of earlier ACP-EEC Conventions (Lome I 
and II)  did not normally provide for integrated development and generally took no account of 
the social and cultural development of the majority of the population, in particular women, 
1.  Welcomes the actions by the international community for the integration of women into the 
development process as part of the UN Decade for Women and calls on all those responsible for 
ACP-EEC cooperation to take account in future economic and social planning at all levels the main 
findings and conclusions reached at the final conference in  Nairobi; 
2.  Welcomes the fact that the Third ACP-EEC Convention contains in Tide VIII on cultural and 
social cooperation Article 123 on the role of women; emphasizes however that practical action is 
necessary if the requirements set _out  here are to be  realized in  practice; 
3.  Notes expressly that an integrated approach to development is  needed and that it is  not a 
question of isolated programmes for women but of considering all projects and programmes in 
technical and financial cooperation from the point of view of their influence on the situation of 
women, firstly to prevent such measures working to the disadvantage of women and secondly to 
improve directly living conditions for women, particularly in the fields of education, health and 
food, employment, in the framework of rural development programmes, in industrialization and 
technology ; 
4.  Urges therefore as far -as possible that no development project should in future be formulated, 
implemented or concluded under Lome without the effects on the female population being taken 
into account at each phase and considers the participation of  experts on women's affairs or possibly 
women  in  the planning,  formulation  and  implementation  of development projects  absolutely 
essential; urges moreover that women should be represented in all the institutions concerned with 
ACP-EEC  cooperation  and  that  awareness  of the  needs  and concerns  of women  should  be 
heightened among those responsible for planning and implementing development projects; 
5.  Urges all governments to adopt special policies with regard to women; 
6.  Calls in particular on the Governments of the Member States of the Community to reconsider 
their development policy planning to take greater account of women's problems; 
- 256 7.  Takes the view that the integration of women into the development process and the economic 
and social improvement of their situation under Lome III can only succeed if the following specific 
objectives of development policy are adhered to and calls on the Commission to formulate an 
appropriate action plan: 
(a)  Women counsellors 
In the planning of projects special arrangements must be made for the areas of activity which 
affect women for example collate information, observe activities, consult women and train and 
make available female staff, 
Women must be appointed to leading positions at national, regional and local level; 
(b)  Education 
The education and training of women must be intensified at all levels. As regards equality of 
opportunity in the education sector special attention must be given to ensuring that the number 
of qualified women who can help develop the educational sector grows. Access to information, 
documentation and research institutions must be  made easier, 
Women must be trained as  local specialist staff (project leaders, agricultural experts, health 
counsellors) and it must be ensured that they can work effectively even in remote villages, 
given the limited extent of the formal school system in various rural areas, when the formal 
school system does not reach such areas, an informal education service must be provided for 
the  populations  concerned  and  attention  must  be  given  to ensuring  that  the  method  of 
education does not force  women into predetermined social roles, 
it is  important that training schemes do not assume women will pursue peripheral forms of 
employment, 
training schemes should not divide social roles according to sex, 
literacy campaigns must be reformed in the light of the concept of 'functional literacy', i.e. be 
practically applicable and relate to ·the essential areas of village life; 
(c)  Agricultural projects and food strategy projects 
Women who are responsible for cultivation, harvesting, storing, preserving and processing 
agricultural produce should participate at local village and project level on the appropriateness 
and implementation of projects and should play a full part in project training, education and 
demonstration, 
When projects for mechanization of agricultural operations are instituted which may replace 
women's labour by men's, the women concerned should participate at local level to ensure that 
alternative acceptable activities are provided for them, 
Particular account should be taken in this sector of social and cultural rules; 
- 257  -(d)  Siting of rural industries and micro-projects 
The siting of industrial projects and micro-projects should be designed to take into account the 
need to provide employment for people closer to their families and homes in order to reduce the 
number of men who are induced to migrate to cities to find work, leaving their wives to run  th~ 
family  household and agriculture alone; 
(e)  Housing and rural infrastructure 
Projects concerning improvements in housing must be considered by women familiar with local 
conditions and needs, 
Women resident in villages and areas where rural infrastructure of development programmes 
are being planned or implemented must be closely involved at all  stages; 
(f)  Credit 
Women who are the effective operators of production from property or land should have the 
capacity to obtain credit for their operations regardless of land and property tenure laws, 
Women who are active in trade or handicrafts should have the same possibilities as·men to 
obtain business and bank loans and technical assistance, 
(g)  Projects affecting markets, wholesale, retail distribution and handicrafts 
Women  with  experience  in  local  marketing,  distribution  and  handicrafts  operations  should 
participate in  all stages of marketing and distribution of projects affecting local trade patterns 
which  are  important to  women's  trading  activities;  and. the  local  women  involved  must  be 
familiarized with projects and arrangements made to ensure that they can take full advantages of 
such projects; 
(h)  Health and nutrition 
Only a multidimensional approach can lead to a long-term improvement in  the pattern of health 
among women, men and children, because a large number of causal factors affect the state of 
psychological and physical disorders; the following are important: 
greater efforts to create a basic health service including the provision of maternity, family 
planning, health clinics and primary health care within the range of remote villages, 
women must be given greater help to learn about hygiene, nutrition, preventive medicine and in 
particular how to combat transmissible diseases with such serious consequences as infertility, 
infant mortality and congenital illnesses, 
appropriate steps should be taken by the EEC and its Member States to ensure that companies 
operating in the ACP countries respect the WHO code on the marketing of substitute products 
for breast milk; 
(i)  Adequate provision of water 
Improvements to the water supply must be encouraged both by independent projects and as 
part of rural regional development programmes, the success of which will mainly depend on 
respect for socio-cultural background circumstances,. 
Women who bear the chief burden for obtaining water for household use must participate in 
projects for local  water supply  and must be  trained in  the care and repair of pumps and 
apparatus. Women should also be trained in relevant aspects of water purity, and learn how to 
purify water; 
- 258  -(j)  Environment and meeting basic domestic energy demands 
Women can only contribute to projection of the natural environment if they are made aware of the 
issues at the proper time; the following aspects are crucial: 
increasing the supply  of firewood  by  appropriate management and· protection of existing 
forests and the development of a social forestry system adapted to the needs of the people, 
the gathering of fuel is a great burden for women and therefore women as the main users and 
suppliers of domestic energy in rural areas must be fully involved in the planning, development 
and implementation of new cooking facilities, energy technologies and strategies; 
(k)  Appropriate technology 
By  increasing training facilities  and technological research: 
women must have greater access to appropriate technology, 
measures  are  needed  to  help  women  take  a  full  part in  and  benefit  from  the process  of 
technological change, 
technology should be geared to ensure that women play a full  part in  the economy, 
technologies which offer a simplification, and a reduction in  daily, unpaid work should be 
encouraged ; 
(l)  Data on women needed in development decision-making 
Practical steps should be taken to ensure that economic, social and cultural data used for de~ision­
making in development is  broken down into male/female, family unit and age categories so that 
planning can be based on reliable estimates of the position of women involved in or affected by 
development projects, 
(m)  Monitoring of the effects of development on women and of the degree  to  which women 
enhance development; 
Within  the  ACP-EEC  cooperative  efforts  steps  should  be  taken  to  encourage  national 
arrangements,  such  as  government  departments  for  women's  affairs,  women's  bureaux  and 
commissions with direct access to government to ensure continual monitoring of the effects of 
development projects on women, the adequate orientation of projects to the well-being of women 
and the extent to which women are encouraged to enhance development themselves and take part 
in projects. Alongside this, in the .Member States of the Community we should set up commissions 
within the Ministry or Government departments dealing with development and cooperation in 
order to ensure that women's problems are taken account of in  the financing of development 
projects; 
(n)  Participation of women and women's interests in decision-m,zking 
Women affected by development projects and their organizations must participate continually at 
all levels of decision-making and implementation to ensure chat women's activities, occupations, 
well-being and rights are fully taken into account. The active participation of women is the desired 
a1m; 
- 259  -(o) Ability of  women to enhance self-help and communal joint-ventures and the need to encourage 
this 
Women's cooperation in self-help and communal joint-ventures can greatly enhance the value of 
these, and their cooperation must be  encouraged; 
(p)  Aid geared to production 
Support for women's activities must also be geared to production because an improvement in the 
economic status of women would improve markedly their social position, as well as that of the 
Community as  a whole; 
(q)  Women's ability to generate income 
Projects designed to raise the qualifications of women for employment should be encouraged at 
rural and urban levels in order to provide greater choice of employment for them and capacity to 
earn; 
(r) Women in urban industry 
The planning and implementation of urban industrial projects where women are employed must be 
based on advice and participation with the women concerned; 
(s)  Recognition of unpaid work by women 
Women  who  run  households  and also  those  who  play  a  viral  part in  agricultural  and other 
production activities should be entitled to benefit from a fair share of the family income. Men and 
women should be encouraged to recognize the right of women to the benefit of a fair share of the 
family  resources; 
(t)  Legal advice and citizens' aid 
Priority should be given in  development plans for  the encouragement of legal aid and citizens' 
advice bureaux within practical reach of villages with special emphasis being given to the needs of 
women's welfare and rights. Legal aid for women in their pursuit of their welfare and rights should 
be encouraged ; 
(u)  Media for women 
Encouragement should be given to the dissemination of bulletins and newsletters informing 
women and women's organizations of matters relevant to their activities, occupations, and 
rights, not only in  their own locality but in  neighbouring countries and regions, 
Aid should be given for exhibitions and demonstrations of the role of women in development 
and economic and social life at fairs and other suitable events, 
ACP-EEC projects should be launched by seminars and demonstrations to explain the role of 
women in development and economic and social life, 
The media should be encouraged to portray women as active participants in development and 
not as  sex symbols; 
- 260  -(v)  Women's organizations 
Women's organizations should be encouraged and their activities encouraged especially with 
the help of NGOs within the framework of ACP-EEC cooperation, not only with regard to the 
role of women in development and economic and social affairs but also with regard to women's 
political and legal status, 
The projects of women's organizations must be such as to allow integration in national plans if 
they are to be  successful, 
The Commission should provide the women's organizations in the ACP countries with the 
necessary  financing  to  enable  them  to carry out projects and facilitate  meetings  between 
European and ACP  women's associations; 
(w) Population policy- family planning 
Measures are  needed to facilitate  a  responsible and effective population policy  and family 
planning with emphasis being placed on the training of women and their full integration into 
the development process as presented at the 1984 Mexico Conference on population issues, 
Appeals  to  the  ACP  States to  recognize  their  responsibility  in  this  field  and calls  on the 
European Community to take positive  measures in  helping those ACP  States who ask for 
support; 
(x)  A1easures  for the most disadvantaged groups of women: refugees 
The infrastructures in the refugee reception camps must be improved without delay, decent living 
conditions created, and measures undertaken ro  ensure a definitive solution to the problem of 
refugee families; 
(y)  Measure for women suffering from the effects of the apartheid regime 
Special aid measures must be provided for the women victims of apartheid, who suffer a double 
discrimination ; 
(z)  1\,Iigmnt women u.!orkers 
The Community and its .Member States are urged to take measures immediately to improve the 
situation of migrant women from ACP States resident in the Community and to bring to an end 
all  forms of inequality against these people, and enable families to be united, 
Greater  financial  support  should  be  given  to  non-governmental  organizations  and  the 
appropriate associanons which provide social and cultural assistance to migrant women from 
ACP countries during their period of restdence in  the Member States; 
8.  Emphasizes that projects  ro  improve the situation of women can only  be  carried out if 
significantly more fm.1ncing is made available from the EDF of the n~w  Lome Convention and the 
EIB; urges in this context the formulation of  criteria recognized by both sides for assessing projects 
to receive  financial aid from  EDF,  EIB  and CID; 
9.  Recommends chat joint evaluation teams to evaluate EDF- financed projects within the 
framework  of  financial  and  technical  cooperation  - should  include  women  and  that  the 
assessment criteria should take account of the impact of the projects on the situation of women; 
- 261  -10.  Calls on the Commission when implementing the Third Lome Convention to carry out at 
regular intervals careful evaluation, scrutiny and benefit analysis of the effects of development 
measures on women; takes the  view  that the studies should show whether the measures and 
programmes carried out in the Member States of the Community and ACP States have contributed 
to achieving equality of opportunity for women. The Commission shall report back regularly to the 
Joint Assembly, and the Working Group on the Role of Women in the De~elopment Process shall 
monitor the application of the specific objectives of paragraph 7; 
11.  Instructs its Co-President to forw:ud this resolution J.nd  the J.ccompanying report to the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the Council and Commission of the European Communities, the 
Governments  of the  Member States  and  the  ACP  States,  the  United  Nations  and  the  non-
governmental organizations particularly active in this field. 
RESOLUTION 
on human rights 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
meeting in  Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27  September 1985, 
A.  having  regard  to the  report of the  ACP-EEC  ad-hoc Working Group on  Human  Rights 
presented  by  Mrs Flesch,  rapporteur (CA/CP/528),  in  which  the  members  of the  ad-hoc 
Working Group were able to discuss on the basis of parity between representatives from the 
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries and members of the European Parliament such a 
delicate yet fundamental policital issue, 
B.  considers that fundamental human rights, whether they be political, social, economic or other, 
constitute a legitimate subject of concern for all  ACP-EEC countries, 
C.  considers that mankind, male and  femal~, must be the essential beneficiary of development 
policy, and must be able to find satisfaction and well-being in his everyday life without fear of 
aggression, unwarranted arrest or detention or any other political  menace or coercion and 
maintains that man cannot live  with dignity under the current world economic system, 
D.  notes the contents of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights, the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Right, the European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 
E.  considers that all signatories of the Third Lome Convention have confirmed their international 
obligation to ensure the preservation and improvement of human rights, and have therefore 
underlined the  positive link  between  the  promotion of human rights  and efforts  cowards 
development, 
F.  considers that each  individual  citizen  should be  granted the  right and opportunity by  his 
country to take action against any infringement of his human rights, in  accordance with the 
Joint Declaration ad Article 4 of the Convention, 
G.  expressing the hope that the signatories of the Third Lome Convention will play an active part 
in eliminating the obstacles preventing individuals and peoples from actually enJoying to the 
full their economic, social and cultural rights, as stated in paragraph 2 of the Joint Declaration 
ad Article 4 on Human Rights annexed to the Third Lome Convention, 
- 262  -H.  considers that the worsening economic plight of many developing countries may well condemn 
more people to starvation, malnutrition and underdevelopment, 
I.  considers that continued dialogue is essential between European and ACP States in order to 
assure constructive and humane development within all of societies so that our governments 
may work in the interests of all our peoples irrespective of  their political opinion, ethnic group, 
cultural or religious belief or their class, 
J.  considers  that wherever  people  are  ruled  by  unrepresentative  and elitist  minorities  using 
coercion and repression, human rights are grossly violated, 
K.  considers that the apartheid regime in  South Africa, which constitutes a violation of human 
rights,  is  an affront. to  human dignity  as  the  overwhelming  majority of the population is 
governed by a repressive, unrepresentative and racist minority and is denied its. basic freedom 
and fundamental rights, 
L.  a\vare that it is not yet possible to mention structural and individual violations of human rights 
in  this resolution or to investigate them, 
·  M.  concerned by the dramatic plight of many refugees who often face the problems of insecurity, 
hunger and sickness, 
N.  notes  with  approval  that the  Third  Lome  Convention  provides  for  aid  to  projects  and 
programmes aimed at self-sufficiency and the integration or re:ntegration of refugees, 
0.  considering the serious difficulties facing migrant workers and students in  their countries of 
residence, 
P.  stresses that every  person  when  arrested is  entitled to a democratic and public trial,  legal 
assistance and humane treatment during detention, 
Q.  draws attention to the fact that all peoples in a country are entitled to their own cultural and 
social development, 
1.  Welcomes the fact that the contracting parties to the Third Lome Convention agreed upon the 
need to include  references  to human rights  in  the  preamble to the  Convention and in  a Joint 
Declaration annexed to Article 4 of the Convention; 
2.  Hopes that the ACP Member States of the OAU ratify the African Charter on Human and 
Peoples' Rights in order that it may be put into effect at the earliest opportunity and that all the 
Member States of the European Community ratify the European Convention on Human Rights; 
3.  Proposes, therefore, 
(i)  that  the  Member  States  undertake,  in  accordance  with  the  resolution  adopted  by  the 
Consultative Assembly in  Rome, to break off all  economi~; financial  and military relations 
with South Africa and to do all  in  their power to bring to an end a situation which brings 
disgrace on mai1kind; 
(ii)  that more adequate economic resources be devoted to resolving the problems which undermine 
the  possibility  for  the  peoples  of Africa,  the  Caribbean  and  the  Pacific  to  enjoy  their 
fundamental human rights as defined by  Article 25  of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, and that more positive political effort be made in  this same direction; 
(iii) that more be done financially, logistically and politically to support all organizations working 
in  favour  of  refugees,  including  particularly  the  United  Nations  High  Commission  for 
Refugees, and, where possible in cooperation with NGO's, to ensure that the status of refugees 
is  assured and that their needs are catered for,  including their fundamental human rights; 
(iv)  that immigrant  workers,  students  and their  families  should  receive  adequate  and  proper 
treatment  in  their  host  country  and  that  more  should  be  done  through  closer  cultural 
cooperation to ensure their proper assimilation into the societies within which they choose to 
live,  having full  regard to their rights and well-being; 
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Joint Assembly should monitor human rights developments both in  Europe and the ACP 
States, make appropriate recommendations and, when necessary, call for the convening of a 
working party; 
(vi)  expresses the hope that the new provisions in paragraph 3 (v) will lead to speedier resolution of 
human rights problems in  ACP and EEC States than in  the past; 
(vii)  that this motion for a resolutiOn and the accompanying report be forwarded to the Council of 
Ministers  and  to  the  Commission  of  the  European  Community,  to  the  Committee  of 
Ambassadors and the ACP Council, and to the National Assemblies and Parliaments of all the 
Member States signatory to the Third Lome Convention and to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations Organization. 
RESOLUTION 
on the Third ACP-EEC Convention- Prospects and Constraints 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  having regard to the report on the Third ACP-EEC Convention- Prospects and Constraints 
(Doc. ACP-EEC/0015/ A/85)-drawn up by Mr Chasle on behalf of the Joint Assembly, and 
to the motion for a resolution incorporated in that report, 
B.  having regard to the text of the Third Convention of Lome, 
C.  having regard to the conclusions and decisions of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers of 21 June 
1985, 
D.  having regard to the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for  1984, 
E.  taking account of the outcome of the Conference of the Heads of State or Government held in 
Addis Ababa in  July  1985, 
F.  having regard to the Annual Reports of the Court of Auditors of the European Communities, 
especially  its  statements concerning the  EDF,  and to the  Annual  Report of the  European 
Investment Bank for  1984, 
G.  having regard to the work currently being undertaken by  its working parties, especially the 
report by Mrs Flesch on human rights, the report by Mrs Waruhiu on the role of women in the 
development process and the report by Mr Mouele on the creation of biogenetic reserves and 
the rational management of stocks of animal and vegetable living matter, both terrestrial and 
marine, 
H.  taking account of the Final Declaration adopted by the Joint Committee on 31  January 1985 in 
Bujumbura (Burundi), 
I.  taking account of the most significant  resolutions adopted by  the ACP-EEC  Consultative 
Assembly with regard to the renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention and, in  particular, those 
taking account of the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for 1982 and 
looking towards the imminent negotiations for a successor Convention to Lome II.-., 
taking into account the Eighth Annual Report ofthe ACP-EEC Council of Ministers on the 
state of implementation of the Lome Convention and prospects for the subsequent new 
Convention, 
on the three reports on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the EEC 
on the fight against hunger, 
- 264  -on ACP-EEC cooperation in the field of energY. 
~ 
on ACP-EEC industrial cooperation, 
on  the parliamentary  institutional  system  to  be  established  under  the  new ACP-EEC 
Convention 
1 
on the environment and developmen~ 
- on the preparations for the forthcoming ACP-EEC negotiations, 
J.  having regard ro the following  resolution~ adopted by the European Parliament: 
on the European Community's policy towards developing countries (the memor;ndurri of 
the  Commission  of  the  European  Communities  on  the  European  Community's 
development policy- COM(82)  640  final), 
on the context of the future ACP-EEC Convention to follow Lome II, 
on the conclusion of the Third Lome Convention, 
on the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a 
decision on the adoption of a programme of assistance for the development of indigenous 
scientific and technical research capacities in  the developing countries 1984 to 1987, 
K.  having regard to the serious lack of food, to the malnutrition and famine in many ACP States, 
and referring to the urgent need to improve self-sufficiency in food and security of  food supplies 
in  the ACP States as  rapidly as  possible, 
L.  having regard ro  the communication from  the Commission to the Council concerning the 
European Community and Africa (COM(84)  320 final), 
M. having regard to the worsening economic and financial situation of a large number of ACP 
States, principally in  Africa, in  an internationally unfavourable climate, 
N.  noting that cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic Community 
under Lome II did not succeed in bringing about significant improvements in the economic and 
social conditions obtaining in  most ACP States, 
0.  referring to the Lagos action programme for the economic development of Africa and to the 
objectives laid down by the ACP States in  the Caribbean and the Pacific, 
P.  heartily welcoming the accessiOn  ro  the new Convention of Mozambique and Angola, 
Q.  whereas the right to culture is. an inalienable right of all  peoples, and whereas the aim of 
development must be the full development of the individual and of the various communities in 
the world, 
- 265  -A.  PRINCIPLES  OF  AND  INNOVATIONS IN  LOME  III 
1.  Welcomes rhe conclusion of the Third Convention of Lome and, in particular, the fact that 
when  the  text  was  drafted,  account was  taken  of important suggestions  put forward  by  the 
parliamentary bodies of the Second Convention of Lome and of the European Parliament, 
2.  Notes with satisfaction that compared with Lome II, the new ACP-EEC Convention contains 
specific structural improvements and defines new areas of cooperation, in  particular: 
general provisions, which specify and redefine the basis for ACP-EEC relations and the aims of 
cooperation and lay down the major guidelines thereof, 
the inclusion of the basic principle of self-reliant development designed ro meet basic human 
requirements, 
respect for human dignity, 
the status and the role of women in  the development process, 
attention to the cultural and social dimension of development, 
the improvement of development cooperation on the basis of the human and natural resources 
of the ACP States themselves, 
greater participation by  grass-roots communities in  development programmes, 
support for  food  strategies,  with a  view  to attaining self-sufficiency  and security  of food 
supplies, 
intensive cooperation in the fisheries sector, 
campaign against desertification and deforestation, 
investment, 
transport and communications, 
respect for human rights, 
strengthening of the institutions and improvements in the working methods of the bodies set up 
by the Convention; 
3.  Takes the view  that the new  Convention is  equipped with the necessary instruments for 
development policy required to improve the economic and social situation of the populations of the 
ACP States; acknowledges at the same time that Lome III offers an exemplary model of north-south 
relations with its comprehensive mechanisms and the number of countries involved; 
4.  Considers that in the context of the Community's support for self-reliant and self-sustaining 
development of the A.CP Stares, which is the principal objective of Lome III, particular attention 
must  be  given  to  the  fight  against  hunger,  poverty,  disease  and  social  injustice  so  that  the 
inhabitants of the ACP States may satisfy their basic needs and lead decent lives; 
B.  FOOD AND  THE FIGHT AGAINST  HUNGER 
5.  Urges  the ACP States to devote the bulk of their efforts and a  substantial share of EDF 
resources to developing agriculture and rural areas; 
6.  Calls on the European Community, when embarking on the process for reforming the CAP, 
also to consult the ACP States and to introduce in the new common agricultural policy criteria and 
measures that will help the developing countries to achieve agricultural and food self-sufficiency ; 
7.  Takes the view that food strategies will be neither functional nor efficient unless they are part 
of an  overall  develop.ment  strategy  at  regional,  national  and  international  level  designed  to 
eliminate poverty  and economic and social  disparities  by  a  substantial increase  in  and  better 
distribution of incomes; 
8.  Recommends to the ACP States, acconiingly, that they implement a coordinated series of 
measures in  the agricultural, rural and industrial sectors designed to maximise human resources, 
the environment, water resources, health and to improve the situation of women, and recommends 
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ACP States affected by  famine, especially in  the Sahel; 
9..  Welcomes the role· played by  the European Parliament, the European Community and its 
Member Stares  and  the  international  community  in  general  in  tackling  the famine  currently 
affecting Africa; 
10.  Believes that a lasting solution to this problem lies  in  the development of national food 
production and, since that is the priority aim and objective of the IFAD, calls on the Council and 
Commission of the EEC to provide for a Community contribution to enable the IF AD to survive, 
and on the ~fember  States to increase their national contributions to the IF AD in the framework of 
the OECD or to make an additional voluntary contribution to its special action programme for the 
Sahel; 
11.  Calls for aid granted by the Community, the Member States and other donors to be better 
coordinated so that it will be  more effective and more efficiently distributed; 
12.  Calls,  in  addition  to  food  aid,  for  a  series  of measures  covering  health,  technical  and 
structural aid  designed  to improve  the  lives  of the  people and to help  towards the complete 
rehabilitation of communities and the reorganization of production systems; 
13.  Notes the vital importance of transport infrastructure in distributing food,  and calls for 
urgent attention to this  in  the context of Lome III  programmes; 
14.  Calls for ways to be sought of  improvi~g  the effectiveness of rural development programmes 
in  the best interests of the rural population by  encouraging the implementation of small-scale 
projects; 
15.  Calls for the immediate implementation of the Joint Declaration (Annex 3) which provides 
for the setting up of a group of experts instructed to carry out a detailed study into the access of the 
ACP States to available agricultural products;  --------~----------
16.  Considers it  necessary and urgent to introduce or consolidate an early warning system to 
trigger emergency aid measures in the case of food crises in the ACP States, especially in the Sahel; 
17.  Calls for the elaboration, as  part of ACP-EEC cooperation, of practical proposals for the 
creation of a decentralized system of stockpiling in order to ensure that in emergencies, foodstuffs 
are available i.e.  a balanced supply is  guaranteed between harvests; 
18.  Calls on the ACP States to make full  use of the provisions on regional cooperation with a 
view to consolidating their self-sufficiency in  food; 
19.  Considers that it is essential to provide the peasant farming sector with improved production 
techniques, advisory services and other incentives in  order to increase agricultural production; 
20.  Welcomes the decision taken at the OAU Conference held in July 1985 in Addis Ababa to 
increase public investment in the agricultural sector and to take specific measures to improve the 
food situation in  Africa; in  this connection, explicitly invites the European Community and the 
Member States to support those measures,; 
21.  Welcomes the Community's initiative to include in the action programme in the field of 
biotechnology research 1985/86, designed to attain some of its own objectives in fields such as 
agriculture and health care, measures designed to promote the development of self-sufficiency in 
food  in  the Third World,  but calls for  specific  measures to promote priority  in  research  and 
development of biotechnology in  tropical crops and livestock; 
22.  Calls for common standards for safety in biological processes and products in developed and 
developing countries; 
23.  Notes with satisfaction that the Technical Centre for  Agriculture has finally got off the 
ground; hopes that it will become fully operational as early as possible; calls on the ACP States, the 
European  Community and its  .Member  States  to do  their  utmost to  institute a  scientific  and 
technical information network and urges the ACP States to benefit from the assistance offered by 
the Centre with regard to planning agricultural and rural development, preparing and assessing 
projects and drawing up  policies for training technical managers; 
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up to 500 agricultural scientists in existing European and African centres of excellence in ordex: to 
attract able African youngsters into the agricultural sector and to provide the necessary personnel 
to set up and staff indigenous research and development and training facilities in Africa; 
C.  CULTURAL AND SOCIAL COOPERATION 
25.  Notes  with  satisfaction  that the  new  Convention  embodies  for  the  first  time  precise 
commitments in the field  of cultural and social cooperation on three levels: 
in the preambles and the articles of the Convention whereby cooperation, which hitherto was 
solely of an economic nature, is  extended to cover the cultural sector, 
in a separate chapter on cultural and social cooperation, in which the guidelines for and the 
instruments of that cooperation are set out, 
in the various titles and chapters of the Convention and in various annexes to the Final Act of 
the Convention; 
26.  Welcomes the fact that the negotiators took broad account of  the recommendations made by 
the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly  and that for the first  time in  the history of cooperation 
between industrialized nations and developing countries, genuine importance is  attached to the 
cultural and social dimension; 
27.  Welcomes in particular the recognition of the important role of women in the development 
process; and calls for the effective implementation of the important provisions set out in Article 
123,; 
28.  Considers that the development of local and regional craft industries may play an essential 
role in safeguarding the value and expression of indigenous cultures, in maintaining pluralism and 
cultural autonomy, in  the  campaign to  preserve  cultures from  being overwhelmed by  foreign 
cultures and in the consolidation of the potential of cultural production which is indispensable to 
the development of individuals and communities and to the image projected abroad of  the countries 
concerned; 
29.  Draws the attention of the ACP States in particular to the interest for them of drawing up 
and implementing integrated and coordinated programmes in the various fields referred to and to 
the  positive  economic  spin-offs  of developing  their  cultural  products,  in  particular  cinema, 
television, publishing and cultural data banks; 
30.  Recommends that the appropriate multidisciplinary studies be  undertaken to ensure that 
proper account is taken of specific socio-cultural characteristics, elements and implications when 
strategies, programmes and development projects  ~re planned, drawn up and implemented; 
31.  Emphasizes that the productiYe-_development and the development of the individual in the 
ACP States will only be possible if sustained attention is  paid to education, training and research 
and to those elements being geared to socio-economic requirements and cultural realities; 
32.  Considers it absolutely essential, with a view ro satisfying fundamental needs, that structural 
reforms of educational institutions and systems undertaken by the ACP States and supported by the 
Community should aim  primarily at making literacy programmes more efficient and the non-
formal education of individuals, especially in  rural areas, more effective; 
33.  Hopes that the Community will take an early and positive decision on the aid programme to 
develop indigenous scientific research potential in the developing countries, especially in the ACP 
States, and hopes that the possibilities of cofinancing with the new budget line created accordingly 
will  be  fully  exploited; 
34.  Welcomes the provisions, set out in  Annex IX, on migrant workers and students from the 
ACP States in  the Member States of the Community and calls on the latter to apply the letter of 
those provisions so as to achieve a fundamentai improvement in their social situation and that of 
their families, as well as  in  the1r conditions of study; 
35.  Takes the view that it is  che duty of ACP and EEC Member States to bring their national 
legislation into line with acknowledged international obligations relating to the fundamental rights 
of migrants and equality of treatment with nationals; 
36.  Calls  for  the  provision  of  financiai  aid  also  from  the  ESF  for  the  socio-economic 
reintegration of migrant workers returning to their countries of origin; 
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by the European Par!iament in its resolution of 9 May 1985 on new guidelines concerning migrant 
workers - to comb;tt the resurgence of racism and xenophobia in  the Community countries; 
38.  Urges the European Community to grant aid to the ACP States for the conservation and-
maintenance of their own cultural heritage. The return of cultural assets may form part of an aid 
programme of this nature; 
39.  Supports, in  this  connection, increased coopera.tion between the Museums and Archive 
Services of the Member States and corresponding institutions in the ACP States, with a view to 
facilitating access to ACP cultures in  Europe and European cultures in  the ACP States; 
40.  Calls for close consultations between the ACP States and the EEC in order to promote the 
application  of new  technologies  emerging  in  genetics  and  biotechnology  which  may  have  a 
substantial positive impact on the development of the ACP States; 
41.  Recommends  that  within  the  framework  of  technological  cooperation  between  the 
Community and the ACP  States,  pertinent information be supplied to  the ACP  States on the 
implications of the new technologies, in particular their impact on living and working conditions, 
employment, health and the prospects for the development of new assets and services based on 
essential requirements and human problems; 
D.  FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION 
42.  Hopes that the provisions governing financial and technical cooperation, in particular those 
in the field of programming, will now enable the two sides to exchange views on objectives, will 
have a positive influence on the decision-making process, simplify administration, enable financial 
resources to be rapidly released and lead to a more efficient utilization of EDF funds; 
43.  Welcomes with satisfaction the new  provisions providing for the cofinancing of micro-
projects by  the EDF and local communities without the ACP Scates concerned being obliged to 
contribute either in cash or in kind; 
44.  Recommends that when the Convention is  implemented, a genuine synergy is  established 
between the provisions of Article 122 concerning the close and continuous involvement of grass-
roots communities and those of Articles 101 and 102 so that a significant and rapid contribution 
will  be  made to raising the standard of living  in  grass-roots communities and, principally,  to 
restoring dignity to the most underprivileged classes; 
45.  Recalls that the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly and the European Parliament have again 
pronounced themselves in favour of granting an amount of financial aid_wh_ic.ncoffesponds to the 
increased number of ACP States signatory to Lome III and emphasizes, in this connection, that the 
appropriations  allocated  will  be  insufficient  to  attain  all  the  objectives  set  out  in  the  new 
Convention; 
46.  Calls, therefore, on the Community and its  Member States to consider the possibility of 
increasing the appropriations allocated to the EDF during the life of the Convention; 
47.  Invites the Community and the ACP States to consider without further delay the evaluation 
reports made in the fields of  education and training, rural development, water resources, health and 
financial and technical cooperation so as to benefit from experience acquired; 
48.  Calls for a joint study to be  undertaken to assess the impact of the EIB's contribution, in 
particular risk capital, to the development of the ACP States and, similarly, for an in-depth study to 
be carried out into the reasons why the appt;"opriations allocated to the ACP States under the first 
two Conventions of Lome were not fully  utilized; 
49.  Calls for a joint study to be undertaken to assess why the funds provided under Lome I and II 
have not had a greater positive impact on the quality cf life of the people in the ACP States; 
50.  Calls on the Commission to investigate the possibility of making better utilization in the 
future of the opportunities for co-financing with other providers of capital; 
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51.  Deplores the fact that the commitments undertaken by  the industrialized countries at the 
Paris Conference in September 1981 on the least-developed countries, namely the target of 0,15% 
oftheir GNP as the development aid to the least developed countries, has not been achieved by most 
of the industrialized countries, including most members of the European Economic Community; 
52.  Calls upon the members of the European Economic Community who have not achieved the 
target of 0,15 % to do so without further delay in accordance with the substantial new programme 
of action for the least-developed countries; 
53.  Acknowledges that the provisions and specific measures designed to eliminate or alleviate 
the problems and obstacles adversely affecting the development of the least-developed, landlocked 
and island countries have been improved and decides to set up a a working party to ensure that 
action is  taken to implement those provisions; 
54.  Demands that the joint study designed to improve the capacity of the ACP States of this 
category to attract investment, which has never been undertaken despite the commitments entered 
into under Annex XI to the Second Convention of Lome, and which is now the subject of a specific 
commitment under Article 246 of the new Convention, be given priority attention as soon as the 
Convention enters into force;  -
F.  INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION AND PRIVATE INVESTMENT 
55.  Attaches particular importance to the establishment of an efficient industrial sector, with 
specific  account  being  taken  of small  and· medium-sized  undertakings  and the  craft  trades, 
individual industrial projects as well as the creation of industrial structures in certain countries or 
regions; 
56.  Welcomes the provisions  not only for  new  construction projects but also  for  industrial 
reorganization projects in the ACP States which aim to give new life to existing industrial plants 
that are no longer competitive by  restructuring, renovation and modernization; 
57.  Emphasizes,  nevertheless,  that the implementation of restructuring projects requires in-
depth studies into the causes of unsatisfactory development and existing anomalies; 
58.  Expresses specifically the hope that the following guidelines will be respected in the context 
of industrial development: 
meet the basic requirements of the population, 
tie in  with rural development projects, 
lead to more raw materials being processed locally, 
take account of the impact on the environment, 
meet requirements in connection with development in  the technology and energy sectors, 
lead to greater coordination between the Commission, the EIB and the Centre for Industrial 
Development ; 
59.  Welcomes the fact that Lome III recognizes the importance of private investment and calls 
on the Contracting Parties,  to this  end,  to  review,  pursuant to Article 241  (2)  the economic, 
technical, legal or institutional obstacles which currently hamper an increase in the flow of private 
capital to the ACP States; 
60.  Is aware of the difficulties faced by small and medium-sized undertakings in the European 
Community because of the lack of easily available financial guarantees and risk capital; calls, 
therefore, for the establishment of a special guarantee fund of 50 million ECU and welcomes the 
renewed progress with the World Bank's 'Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency', but should 
agreement not be  reached on this, calls  for a joint ACP-EEC fund to be  set up; 
G.  E:NERGY SECTOR 
61.  Recommends in  the context of mutual interests and interdependence and with a view to 
publicizing the direct link between development of the ACP States and employment in Member 
Scates, the setting up by the Community, in consultation with the ACP States, of a clearing house 
where equipment requirements unav3ilable within the ACP States could be matched with supply 
capacity of the Member States; 
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extreme urgency : 
identification anti development at regional and national level of cost-saving energy resources 
indigenous to the ACP States, with specific account being taken of the natural environment, 
diversification of energy sources, with the appropriate new and renewable energy sources being 
exploited, 
establishment of training and research structures, 
links  between  energy  policy  and measures  to  set  up  efficient  industrial  and agricultural 
structures ; 
H.  FISHERIES 
63.  Hopes that the new  provisions on fisheries  cooperation will be  fully  utilized in  order to 
improve the food situation in those countries where sea or lake fishing is possible so as to ensure 
that small-scale fishing  complements industrial fishingand to facilitate  assistance from  socio-
professional circles, particularly by  the creation of joint enterprises; 
64.  Considers that the great experience and technical ability which an enlarged Community has 
in  the field of fisheries can be used to advantage to help the ACP States to combat unauthorized 
exploitation and overexploitation of the fishery  resources in  waters under their jurisdiction; 
65.  Calls on the EEC, under and beyond the fisheries agreements signed, to assist the ACP States 
concerned to administer their exclusive economic zones more efficiently, to control access thereto 
and to ensure that they are administered in  line with the need to conserve fish  stocks; 
66.  Calls  on  the  EEC  to  conduct  intensive  research  into  sea  and  freshwater  fishing  and 
aquaculture and to make the findings available to the ACP countries; 
67.  Calls on the EEC to use this research as a means of training fisheries specialists in the ACP 
countries; 
68.  Recommends that training of ACP  nationals in  the fisheries sector be intensified, notably 
through multiannual training programmes integrating research findings; 
69.  Considers that the EEC should, in order to increase cooperation with the ACP States in the 
fisheries  sector,  take  over  and extend  existing  bilateral  agreements  concluded  by  Spain  and 
Portugal; 
70.  Encourages fishing organizations and companies to propose programmes of cooperation 
through joint ventures; 
I. TRADE AND  SERVICES 
71.  Notes with regret that there has been little change in  the provisions governing the trade 
sector,  apart from  the  consultation  procedures  concerning  the  safeguard clause,  and that in 
particular, no new measures are included to increase trade; 
72.  Regrets that once again, the Community has not opened its markets fully to processed and 
unprocessed agricultural products which compete with Community products; 
73.  Considers it particularly important that the ACP States should receive remunerative prices 
for exports of their raw materials, and calls on the Contracting Parties, therefore, to take immediate 
measures for the conclusion of new world commodity agreements; 
74.  Takes the view that everything must be done to increase the percentage of finished products 
in the foreign trade o( the ACP States; 
75.  Notes the concern expressed by the ACP States with respect to the Commission proposal 
aimed at reducing the amount of aflatoxin in products imported into the Community and calls for 
the meticulous implementation of the decision taken by the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers on 21 
June 1985 that consultations should take place within the Subcommittee on Trade Cooperation 
before the Council of Ministers of the EEC takes a decision on the Commission proposal; 
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development objectives and principles embodied in the Third Convention of Lome; recommends, 
further, that on third country markets, the Community should pursue an agricultural export policy 
which takes account of the legitimate interests of the ACP States; 
77.  Recommends that in view of the increased importance of services in .international trade and 
of the provisions governing the development of trade and services in the Third Convention of 
Lome, the ACP States and the EEC adopt adequate and efficient measures designed to strengthen 
the capacity of the ACP States to develop their service industries and, in particular, to ensure their 
effective participation in  trade in :;ervice.)  in general; 
78.  Reaffirms, bearing in mind the concern of the ACP States at the impact on the economies of 
the  ACP  States  involved of the  utilization of animal and vegetable oils  and fats  in  chocolate 
products the need for an in-depth joint study to be undertaken before the Community takes a final 
decision; 
79.  Calls for the close and regular consultation between the ACP States and the Community in 
Geneva as part of the negotiations for the conclusion of a new International Cocoa Agreement to be 
continued so that the interests of the ACP producer countries are fully  safeguarded; 
80.  Appeals to the Community and its Member States to do their utmost to adopt, together with 
the ACP States, a joint strategy so that the negotiations for the renewal of the International Cocoa 
Agreement, based on a defensive intervention mechanism and price support with buffer stocks and 
quota arrangements, may  resume on the scheduled date; 
].  SUGAR 
81.  Reaffirms the past resolutions on sugar adopted by  the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and 
Consultative Assembly, which inter alia highlighted the importance of sugar in the economies of 
the ACP States and called for genuine negotiations on the ACP guaranteed price which should take 
account of all economic factors relevant to the ACP States; 
82.  Calls on the Community to reaffirm its commitments to the letter and spirit of the Sugar 
Protocol as  an effective trade instrument in  ACP-EEC cooperation; 
83.  Calls on the Commission to maintain a dialogue with the ACP on potential new markets of 
benefit to cane sugar in  biotechnological developments and on the demand of new markets for 
biotechnology feedstocks  based on cane sugar products; 
84.  Takes the view that the restoration of balance on the world sugar market is only attainable if 
the European Community and other sugar-producing industrialized nations reduce the volume of 
their production; calls on the European Community, therefore, to reduce the quota substantially 
when it shortly renews its sugar market organization ; 
85.  Takes the view, further, that the Community must grant aid to those countries which are 
largely dependent on sugar production for their export revenue so that they may diversify their 
production; 
86.  Views with concern the hardship caused to the ACP States by the non-settlement of the ACP 
guaranteed  price  for  the  1985/86  marketing  year  and,  to enable  an  early  resumption  of the 
negotiations, calls upon the Community to revise its price offer, taking into account ACP concerns, 
particularly those pertaining to the unjustifiable discrimination in the pri<;:e increases beween raw 
and white sugar; 
87.  Insists  on  the  need  for  close  and  effective  consultations  between  the  ACP  and  the 
Commission on matters concerning the joint implementation of the protocol in  order to avoid 
decisions which could adversely affect ACP interests; 
88.  Considers that the accession of Portugal provides and ideal opportunity to accommodate the 
legitimate demands of traditional ACP suppliers and to redress the situation of those ACP sugar 
suppliers which have been adversely affected; 
- 272 K.  ST  ABEX AND SYSMIN 
89.  Welcomes the improvements in the operation.of the Stabex system, especially the increase in 
resources, the extension - albeit limited - of the list of products covered by  the system, the 
lowering of the dependence threshold for fluctuations, an improved information system on· the 
utilization of transfers and corrective measures for the method of calculation; 
90.  Deplores, however, the fact that the requests made by several ACP States for the system to be 
applied to exports of products whatever their destination were rejected, all the more so since those 
States belong to the category of least-developed countries, landlocked countries and islands; 
91.  Recalls, while acknowledging the usefulness of Stabex in the current economic climate, that 
the system is only designed to alleviate fluctuations in the price of raw materials and in exchange 
rates on the money markets which characterize the disorder in the world economy and that the true 
solution to these problems lies  in the establishment of international commodity. agreements; 
92.  Notes, in the light of experience acquired, that the appropriations allocated (925  million 
ECU) may not cover effectively all the losses in real terms suffered by the ACP States during the life 
of the Convention; 
93.  Hopes that the new provisions of Sysmin  will  lead  to a  larger  number of ACP  States 
exploiting and managing their mining resources and to the appropriations available under Sysmin 
being fully  utilized;  ' 
L.  REGIONAL COOPERATION 
94.  Welcomes 
the strengthened collective capacity of the ACP States in  the social, cultural and economic 
fields, 
enlargement of the scope of regional cooperation, 
the  scope  for  cooperation  subject  to  certain  conditions  with  neighbouring  and  non-
neighbouring ACP developing countries, 
the improved criteria for defining regional projects, 
the procedures for submitting financing applications, 
the enhanced role of regional cooperation bodies; 
95.  Calls on the ACP States, with the assistance of international and regional organizations and 
regional cooperation bodies, to take the appropriate steps as a matter of urgency towards regional 
integration and the reinforcement of a network of relations between individual countries or groups 
of countries with similar characteristics and common problems with a view to resolving them; 
96.  Strongly recommends that the ACP States make full and diligent use of the new possibilities 
for integrating the ACP markets by liberalizing intra-ACP trade and eliminating tariff, monetary 
and administrative barriers,; 
97.  Welcomes the recent decision of OAU Heads of State or Government to include the cultural 
dimension in the Lagos Plan; believes that the proposed implementation of appropriate measures in 
the fields of scientific research, education, cultural industries, craft industries, cultural exchanges, 
tourism and cultural cooperation in general will provide a dynamic impetus to intra-African and 
intra-ACP cooperation; 
98.  Hopes that the resources provided for regional cooperation will now make it possible to 
implement the intra-ACP cultural cooperation projects it was not possible to implement under 
Lome II; 
99.  Calls, in the context of the implementation of the Joint Declaration on cooperation between 
the ACP States on the one hand and the Overseas Countries and T erritories.and French Overseas 
Departments on the other, for priority to be given to eliminating all obstacles to such extended 
cooperation and to all  initiatives capable of strengthening cooperation between the countries 
concerned; 
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100.  Reaffirms  the  need  to  devote  increased  attention  to  the  interaction  between  the 
environment and de•velopment  and consequently calls  for  all  development aid to be  based on 
rational use of the environment of the ACP States and in compliance with environmental guidelines 
adopted; 
101.  Urges the ACP States and the Community to take account of the environmental factor 
when devising, implementing and evaluating programmes and projects; 
102.  Also urges that priority be given to preserving and restoring the environment and to this 
end calls for the release of adequate financial resources, in  addition to EDF  resources, in order 
effectively and diligently to combat deforestation, soil erosion and desertification, giving priority to 
ACP countries already affected by  these problems; 
103.  Recommends that regular exchanges be held among the ACP Stares and between them and 
the Community of information and findings on environmental protection and preservation; 
N.  AID TO REFUGEES 
104.  Welcomes the fact that Lome III provides for aid to facilitate the settlement or resettlement 
--------,.orif'"r""e'fugees  and  -rerornee-s bur deplores the fact that, given the scale of the problem, the 80 million 
ECU allocated under the EDF for  the duration of the agreement is  totally inadequate; 
105.  Calls  on  the  Commission  to  assess  immediately  in  consultation  with  the  countries 
concerned, the requirements of the refugees and returnees and, in conjunction with UN specialized 
agencies and non-governmental organizations, to develop appropriate measures and programmes; 
0. WORK OF ~GOs  IN  ACP  COUNTRIES 
106.  Urges that particular attention be  paid to the flexibility of project selection criteria and 
improvement in administrative procedures so as to make Community cofinancing more accessible 
to NGOs, particularly the smaller ones; 
107.  Calls for greater access  for NGOs from  ACP States to the Community's aid funds and 
suggests  that this  might  be  encouraged  by  closer cooperation between  Community and ACP 
NGOs; 
108.  Calls on ACP governments to encourage greater participation by NGOs in micro-projects 
and agricultural projects, particularly those relevant to the fight againt hunger; 
P.  INSTITUTIONS 
109.  Welcomes the fact that under Lome III the parliamentary bodies are combined in  a joint 
institution, the 'ACP-EEC Joint Assembly'; 
110.  Underlines the role of the working parties which carry out valuable work in preparation for 
meetings of the Assembly and considers it a matter of particular urgency to draw up specific rules to 
ensure that those working parties operate in  an orderly and rational manner; 
111.  Acknowledges the important contribution made by socio-professional circles in both the 
EEC and the ACP States to development in  the ACP States, and encourages them to pursue their 
varied efforts and contacts to this end; regards the annual meeting of the social and economic 
partners as extremely important and calls for their close and regular involvement in the work of the 
various institutions (Joint Assembly  and Council),  bodies and mechanisms provided for .in  the 
Convention in order to guarantee attainment of its  object~ves; 
112.  Calls for the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of ~1inisters not only to be submitted 
in good time in the future but also to contain political declarations on matters relating to ACP-EEC 
relations; 
113.  Hopes that the improved procedures ~elating to the functioning of the Council of Ministers 
and the Committee of Ambassadors will permit genuine and effective dialogue that will make it 
easier to find satisfactory solutions to problems of ACP-EEC cooperation;  ' 
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114.  Believes that the success or failure of Lome III depends largely on continuation of  the north-
south dialogue and on the international economic situation, and calls on the Community, with the 
support of the ACP States, to take all appropriate measures to relaunch the north-south dialogue; 
115.  Stresses that it is imperative to support Africa in the dynamic struggle against the series of 
scourges which have afflicted that continent and which, in an already unfavourable international 
economic situation, increasingly prevent it from making use of its major assets and human and 
material potential to trigger off an integral devdopment process; 
116.  To this end calls on the Contracting Parties to take account of the following key points: 
development financing as a whole, reconstitution of international funds such as the IDA and the 
IF AD, implementation of the commodity agreement and the creation of a joint fund, liberalization 
of international trade and solutions to the problem of indebtedness; 
117.  Stresses the need to safeguard the interests of the ACP countries in the new round of GATT 
multilateral negotiations and to this end calls for close and regular consultation between the ACP 
and the Community with a view to harmonizing their positions; 
118.  Reiterates its concern at the need for authentic and rapid progress towards disarmament so 
that additional resu~can  be released for develo~Q.!f.9QQ_eraJi<?llin.  g~neral and, as a matter of 
priority, for the sake of the most endangered populations; 
119.  Stresses the importance of reviving the process of detente to guarantee the world a period of 
peace; hopes that the next USA-USSR meeting will have a favourable outcome and lead not only to 
improved east-west relations but also usher in a new phase in international relations in which all 
countries and the different continents can play an effective and constructive role; 
120.  Recalls that peace is essential to the success of development efforts and well-being of the 
populations afflicted by famine; 
121.  Calls on the Member States to step up their efforts to combat hunger and their development 
aid  so  that the objective  of 0,7%  of the GNP can  rapidly  be  attained,  in  accordance  with 
Resolution 2626 of the UN General Assembly of October 1970; 
122.  Deplores the low level of involvement of certain economically powerful countries such as 
the USA, Japan and the Soviet Union, which devote only 0,27 %, 0,3 % and 0,19 % of their GNP 
respectively; 
R.  HUMAN DIGNITY AND THE FIGHT AGAINST APARTHEID 
123.  With reference to the Joint Declaration on Article 4 of the new Convention, calls on all the 
contracting parties to strive towards eliminating all forms of discrimination based on ethnic group, 
origin, race, nationality, colour, sex,  language or religion; 
124.  Reaffirms that every individual has the right, in  his own country or a host country, to 
respect for his dignity and to protection by the law; 
125.  Believes chat the development effort, man's role therein and the promotion of all aspects of 
human dignity constitute a whole, the components of which cannot be dissociated from each other; 
126.  Emphasizes that all  policies,  practices  or relations that have  the effect  of directly or 
indirectly tolerating, supporting or encouraging the Pretoria racist regime are incompatible with 
the undertakings given in  the Declaration on Article 4 of Lome III and thus violate Lome III; 
127.  In view of the tragic situation in  South Africa which has led  ro loss of life,  arrest and 
detention on a vast scale, human suffering caused by the oppressive apartheid regime and the risk of 
destabilization throughout the region, calls on the contracting parties to comply strictly with the 
Declaration  and  to  take  the  most  specific;  political  and  economic  measures,  including  the 
imposition of sanctions, to eradicate the system of apartheid and facilitate respect for  human 
dignity without discrimination, as well as  democratic development; 
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southern  African  colleagues  without  delay  in  accordance  with  the  wishes  expressed  and 
undertakings given at the meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers on 21  June 1985; 
129.  Pays tribute to the heroic action of the black South African people and in particular to the 
admirable courage of Nelson Mandela and his family who are willing to sacrifice everything for the 
sake of the ideals of equality and social justice; 
130.  Commits the contracting parties to strengthen regional coopemtion with ACP countries 
bordering on  South  Africa  in  order to  increase  their  economic  independence  and guarantee 
humanitarian and social aid to circles involved in  the struggle against the apartheid regime; 
S.  MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
131.  Welcomes  the  transitional measures  adopted by  the  contracting parties which  include 
extension of the provisions of Lome Il and advance implementation of the provisions of  Lome III on 
the institutions, the consultation procedure on the accession negotiations, the negotiations on the 
Protocol of Accession of the new Member States, the procedure for requesting derogations from the 
rules  of origin,  the  creation of an  agricultural  commodities committee,  the new  method for 
calculating Stabex transfers, the  Joint Declaration on Article  4  and the Joint .Declaration on 
migrant workers and ACP students in  the Community_;  ____  _ 
132.  Welcomes the enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Portugal but points out 
that the acquired rights of the ACP countries should not be compromised; therefore calls for the 
planned negotiations to include thorough examination and solution of the problems created by 
enlargement ; 
133.  Recommends  that meetings  and seminars  be  organized in  the  ACP  States  and in  the 
Member States of the EEC to publicize the provisions of the new Convention, inform the public in 
greater detail of the new objectives and prospects in the various fields of cooperation, especially 
new  fields  such  as  cultural  and  social  cooperation,  measures  to  combat  desertification,  the 
promotion  of  investments,  fisheries  and  shipping  in  order  to  prompt  initiatives  that  could 
encourage greater use of the possibilities afforded by  the Convention; 
134.  Stresses the importance of the speedy entry into force of the new Convention and therefore 
calls on the Member States of the Community and the ACP  States to conclude the ratification 
procedures as  soon as  possible; 
135.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution and the corresponding report to the 
ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors and the Council and 
Commission of the European Communities. 
RESOLUTION 
on southern Africa 
The ACP-EEC joint Assembly, 
meeting in  Inverness (United Kingdom)  from 23  to 27 September 1985, 
A.  indignant at the increasing repression in South Africa where, as  the authorities themselves 
admit, confrontations between the public and the police have led to the death of more than 700 
civilians since the last Consultative Assembly _meeting  in  Luxembourg; 
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expressing its  support for  the  ANC and the  UDF  for  their courageous  opposition to  the 
apartheid system in South Africa, 
C.  aware also that this deterioration has now spilled over in many forms into the neighbouring 
SADCC States through acts of aggression as a result of economic measures now being exerted 
on the South African regime by  the international commmunity,  · 
D.  desiring the earliest possible end of apartheid and the granting of political rights to all  the 
people of South Africa, 
E.  welcoming the initiative taken by  leading business men to meet representatives of the black 
opposition, 
1.  Again condemns the South African  apartheid regime  for  its  crimes and for  the  repeated 
violations of human rights of which it is  guilty; 
2.  Stresses the need to find a peaceful solution to South Africa's problems through negotiations 
involving all  major  po~litical leaders; 
3.  Calls upon the South African Government to create the conditions for such negotiations by 
ending the state of emergency, with its  associated special powers and restrictions; 
4.  In the circumstances, considers the sole aim of the 'reforms' announced by Pieter Borha to be 
to uphold the underlying principles of apartheid; 
5.  Notes that South Africa has not ceased its attempts to destabilize its neighbours and refuses to 
comply with the non-aggression pacts concluded with them; 
6.  Calls  on  the  Community  to  insist  more  firmly  on  the  application  of  United  Nations 
Resolution 435 calling for the independence of Namibia; 
7.  Condemns in the strongest terms the installation of a puppet government in Windhoek by the 
Borha regime and calls upon the international community to give it  no recognition; 
8.  Calls upon the South African Government: 
(i)  to end the state of emergency, 
(ii)  to open as a matter of urgency a dialogue with representatives of all the people of South Africa, 
without distinction of race or colour, with  a  view  of providing them with South African 
citizenship and their share in  the government of the country, 
(iii) to abolish the discriminatory legislation, 
(iv)  to end detention without trial; 
9.  Urges the South African Government to listen to the views of the business community (on 
which the economic development of all  South Africans  ultimately depends)  and welcomes the 
recent meeting of prominent South African businessmen with representatives of the opposition as a 
step towards a fruitful dialogue; 
10.  Notes  the  first  measures  taken  against  South  Africa  by  certain  countries;  considers, 
however, that the measures finally adopted by the Council of Ministers of the Ten on 10 September 
are very inadequate as a response either to the aggravation of the situation in South Africa or to the 
legitimate demands of the black South African people and organizations representing them; 
11.  Demands that unless the South African Government, no later than the next meeting of this 
Assembly, 
(a)  introduces a programme of measures to dismantle apartheid, 
(b)  enters into negotiation with black leaders, leading to black participation in government, 
The Member States of the European Community and the institutions of the EEC urgently consider, 
(i)  an end to all new foreign investment in South Africa, 
(ii)  bringing an end to State-guaranteed bank loans for exports to South Africa, 
(iii) step-by-step reduction of commercial contacts; 
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(i)  adherence to the UN arms embargo and an end to all forms of military and nuclear cooperation 
with South Africa, as  well as an end to the supply of oil products, 
(ii)  suspension of sporting and cultural links with South Africa, 
(iii) the strengthening of the Code of Conduct adopted in September 1977 for European companies 
with subsidiaries, branches or representatives in  South Africa,  while the application of the 
Code should be the object of a thorough report both to the European Parliament and to the 
Joint Assembly; 
(iv)  the  granting  of  means  to  the  $Quthern  African  Development  Coordination  Conference 
(SADCC)  which would enable it to fulfil  its  mission in  the areas of regional cooperation, 
transport and communications infrastructures, energy, etc., in such a way as to reduce rapidly 
the involuntary dependence of the States of the- region on South Africa; 
13.  Congratulates those racing drivers and reams that have already announced their refusal to 
participate in  the Kyalami Grand Prix; calls on the Council of Ministers of the Ten to come out 
against participation by drivers and teams from the Member States in the South African Grand Prix 
scheduled for  19  October; 
14.  Recognizes that the Member States of the European Community have now taken their first 
joint measures against the Government of South Africa and hopes that such a significant political 
step will convey to the government and people of South Africa that the international community is 
no  longer prepared to stand apart from  their situation and that external pressures will steadily 
mcrease; 
15.  Further calls on the Council of Foreign Ministers to: 
(a)  bring to an end all cooperation involving advanced technology; 
(b)  impose more restrictive export controls than hitherto on products purporting to be for non-
military uses, but capable of military use; 
16.  Supports all opponents of apartheid, both inside and outslde the country, especially those 
detained in the past and those now detained under the present state of emergency; 
17.  Urges the Presidency of the EEC Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation and the 
Commission of the European Communities to prepare the way for further measures to be taken, if 
possible jointly with the United States and other leading nations, so that they can be introduced 
speedily if there is  no appropriate response from the Government of South Africa; 
18.  Calls on the Member States in particular to make stronger representations for the immediate 
and unconditional release of Nelson Mandela, as requested expressly and unanimously by the last 
Consultative Assembly, and of all  political prisoners; 
19.  Requests  the  Commission  to  provide  an  annual  report  on  trade  flows  between  the 
Community and South Africa, and to facilitate  the gathering of the necessary  information, to 
introduce a system of statistical supervision by customs authorities; 
20.  Commends the actions of SADCC States in their effort to liberate themselves from economic 
ties with South Africa and their determination to forge greater cooperation among themselves; 
21.  Commends  members  of the  EEC  who  have  categorically  supported some  measure  of 
sanctions against South Africa; 
22.  Welcomes the invitation from Swaziland to the Joint Assembly to meet there, thanks that 
country warmly, and takes this opportunity to in\·ite all those involved in the problems of southern 
Africa to come and speak to it at the next meeting; 
23.  Welcomes the fact that the Nobd  Peac~ Prize has been awarded to the South African Bishop 
Desmond Tutu for his fight against apartheid and decides to renew its invitation to him to address 
the next meeting of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly; 
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24.  Calls  on  the  Commission  and  the  EEC  Economic  and  Social  Committee  to  start 
consultations with representatives of all South African social and economic organizations, in order 
to assess accurately needs and requirements;  · 
25.  Condemns the policy and practice of state terrorism being perpetrated by the racist regime of 
Pretoria against the neighbouring states in t~e region through acts of sabotage and the training and 
financing of armed groups and mercenaries in the territories of these states in a bid to overthrow 
their governments; 
26.  Condemns South Africa's recent invasion of Angola which was aimed at lending support to 
the armed group of Unita, and considers this invasion an act of flagrant violation of international 
norms; 
27.  Condemns further South Africa for  its continued violation of the Nkomati Accord; 
28.  Instructs its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, 
the  Commission,  the  EEC  Economic  and  Social  Committee  and the  Governments  of all  the 
signatories of the Lome Convention. 
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account  of  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association 
for  the  1970  financial  year  and  the  draft  estimates  for 
the  1972  financial  year 
Report  and  complementary  report  by  Mr  ARMENGAUD  on  the 
Seventh  annual  report  on  the activities of  the  Council  of 
Association  to  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the 
Association 
Motion  for  a  resolution  tabled  by  the  Joint  Committee  on 
the  Memorandum  of  the  Commission  of  the  European 
Communities  on  the  Community  policy  for  cooperation  in 
development 
Report  by  Mr  GLINNE  on  coordination of  the activities 
of  the  24  partner States  of  the  Association  in  inter-
national  organizations  for  economic  cooperation  and 
development,  pursuant  in particular  to  Protocol  No.  5 
to  the  Second  Yaounde  Convention 
Eighth  annual  report  on  the  activities of  the  Association 
Council  to  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association 
Report  by  Mr  BOUDA  on  the  management  accounts  of  the 
Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association  for  the 
1971  financial  year  and  the draft  estimates  for  the 
1973  financial  year 
Working  document  by  Mr  BRIOT  on  the development  of 
tourism  in  Africa 
Doc.  45  &  46/1972-73  Report  and  supplementary  report  by  Mr  PERRET  on  the 
Doc.  47/1972-73 
Doc.  48/1973~74 
Doc.  49/1973-74 
eighth  annual  report  on  the activities  of  the  Association 
Council  to  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association 
Report  by  Mr  AIGNER  on  the  memorandum  by  the  Commission 
of  the  European  Communities  on  a  Community  policy  for 
development  cooperation 
Ninth  Annual  Report  on  the activities of  the  Association 
Council  to  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association 
Report  oy  Mr  FALL  BABAHA  on  the  management  accounts  of 
the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association for  the 
1972  financial  year  and  the  draft  estimates  for  the  1974 
financial  year 
Ooc.  50  &  51/1973-74  Report  and  supplementary  report  by  Mr  BERSANI  on  the 
Doc.  52/1974-75 
Ooc.  53/1974-75 
~i~th Annual  Report  or.  the  activities  of  ~he Association 
Council  to  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  t~e Association 
Tenth  Annual  Report  on  the  activities of  the  Association 
Council  to  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association 
Report  by  Mr  MOUNTHAULT  on  the  accounts  of  the  0 arliamentary 
Conference  of  the  Association  for  the  financial  year  1973, 
the  supplementary  estimates  for  the  financial  year  1974  and 
the  estimates  for  the  financial  year  1975 
Doc.  54  &  55/1974-75  Report  and  supplementary  report  by  Mr  BOOLELL  on  the 
Tenth  Annual  Report  on  the  activities of  the  Association 
Council  to  the  Parliamentary  Conference  of  the  Association 
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Doc.  1  !1976-77 
Doc.  2/1976-77 
Doc.  3/1976-77 
Doc.  4/1977-78 
Doc.  511977-78 
Ooc.  6/1977-78 
Doc.  7/1977-78 
Doc.  8/1978-79 
Doc.  9/1978-79 
Doc.  10/1978-79 
Doc.  11/1979-80 
Doc.  i2/1979-80 
Doc.  13/1979-80 
Doc.  14/1979-80 
Doc.  15/1979-80 
Doc.  16/1980-81 
Rules  of  Procedure  of  the  ACP-EEC  Consultative  Assembly 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  LOCK  on  the  adoption  of 
the  internal  Financial  Regulation  of  the  ACP-EEC 
Consultative  Assembly 
Motion  for  a  resolution  by  the  Joint  Committee  on 
activities  relating to  the  Convention  of  Lome  during 
the  interim period  and  since  its entry  into  force 
Report  of  activities  from  the  Interim  Committee 
covering  the  period  28  February  1975  to  31  March  1976 
Annual  Report  containing  the  resolution  of  the  ACP-EEC 
Council  of  ~inisters on  financial  and  technical  co-
operation  and  the  Commission  report  to  the  ACP-EEC 
Council  of  Ministers  on  the  administration of  financial 
and  technical  aid  in  1976 
Report  by  Lord  REAY  on  the  Annual  Report  of  the  ACP-EEC 
Council  of  Ministers 
Motion  for  a  resolution  by  Mr  BERSANI  and  Mr  KASONGO 
on  cooperation  with  representatives of  the  economic  and 
social  groups  in  the  ACP  States  and  the  EEC 
Annual  Report  of  the  ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers 
Report  by  Mrs  MATHE  on  the  possibilities for  closer 
cooperation  with  reoresentatives  of  economic  and  social 
groups  in  the  ACP  and  EEC  countries 
Report  by  Mr  GUILLABERT  on  the  Annual  Report  of  the 
ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers 
Report  by  Mr  GIAMA  o~ particular problems  and 
d1fficulties  that  have  arisen  in  connection  with  the 
imolementation  of  certain provisions  concerning  t~e 
commercial  aspects  of  the  Convention  of  Lome 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  the 
situation  in  Southern  Africa 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  the 
sugar  of  the  ACP  States 
Motion  for  a  general  resolution tabled  by  the  Joint 
Committee  on  the  conclusion  of  the  Joint  Committee's 
proceedings 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  KANU  on  ACP-EEC  co-
operation  in  the  matter  of  the  development  of  fishing 
in  the  ACP  States 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  KANU  on  ACP-EEC  co-
operation  in  fisheries  development  in  the  ACP  States 
283 Doc.  17/1980-81 
Doc.  18/1980-81 
Doc.  19/1980-81 
Doc.  20/1980-81 
Doc.  21/1980-81 
Doc.  22/1980-81 
Doc.  23/1980-81 
Doc.  24/1980-81 
Doc.  25/1980-81 
Doc.  26/1981-82 
Doc.  27/1981-82 
Doc.  28/1981-82 
Doc.  29/1981-82 
Doc.  30/1981-82 
ooc.  31/1981-82 
Doc.  32/1981-82 
Doc.  33/1982-83 
Report  by  Mr  JAQUET  on  the  new  institutional provisions 
of  the  Lom~ II  Convention  and  amendments  that  might  be 
made  to  the  Rules  of  Procedure  of  the  ACP-EEC  Consultative 
Assembly 
Report  by  Mr  MICHEL  on  the  proposals  designed  to  ensure 
respect  for  and  protection  of  the  rights  of  migrant 
workers,  students  and  trainees  who  are  nationals  of  one 
of  the  Contracting  Parties  and  r~gularly resident  in  a 
Member  State or  an  ACP  State 
Report  by  Mrs  FOCKE  on  the  Annual  Report  of  the  ACP-EEC 
Council  of  Ministers  and  on  an  analysis  of  the  results 
obtained  under  the  First  Lome  Convention  in  the  Light 
of  the  forthcoming  entry  into  force  of  the  Second  Lome 
Convention 
Motion  for  a  resolution  on  Zimbabwe  tabled  by  Guayana 
Motion  for  a  resolution  on  cocoa  tabled  by  Ghana,  the 
Ivory  Coast,  Nigeria,  Cameroon,  Togo,  Gabon  and 
Madagascar 
Motion  for  o  resolution on  the  situation  in  Southern 
Africa  tabled by  Mr  DENIS  and  others  and  Mr  WAWRZIK 
and  others 
Motion  for  a  resolution  on  the  fate of  Simon  Malley 
tabled  by  Mr  LEZZI  and  others 
Motion  for  a  resolution  on  the  elimination of  hunger  and 
malnutrition  tabled  by  Mr  PANNELLA 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  PANNELLA  on  the  Joint 
Committee 
Annual  Report  of  the  ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers 
Report  by  Mr  CHASLE  on  cultural  cooperation  between  the 
ACP  States  and  t~e European  Economic  Com~u~i~y 
Report  by  ~r  jAQUE~ on  tne  amendments  ~o be  made  to  the 
Consultative  Assembly's  Rules  of  Procedure 
Report  by  Mr  INSANALLY  on  the  Fifth  Annual  R~port of 
the  ACP-EEC  Council  of  Ministers  and  on  an  analysis  of 
the  early  experience of  the  Second  Lome  Convention  with 
recommendations  for  its optimal  implementation 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  KASSE  and  Mr  FERRERO  on 
hunger  in  the  world 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  the 
situation  in  Southern  Africa 
Motion  for  a  resolution tabled  by  Mr  COTTRELL  on  imports 
of  textiles  into the  Community 
Motion  for  a  resolution on  be~alf of  the  fact-finding 
delegation  to  the  countries  of  Southern  Africa  affected 
by  the  consequences  of  South  African  acts  of  aggression, 
on  the  situation  in  Southern  Africa 
284 Doc.  34/1982-83  Report  by  Mr  SIDDIG  on  APC-EEC  cooperation  in  the 
field of energy 
Doc.  35/1982-83  Report  by  Mr  FERRERO  on  the  fight  against  hunger 
Doc.  36/1982-83  Oral question without  debate  by  Mr  LEZZI  on  'Black 
migration to  South Africa'  - a  publication of the 
International Labor  Organization  (Geneva) 
Doc.  37/1982-83  Report  by  Mr  CHASLE  on cultural cooperation between 
the  ACP  States and  the  European  Economic  Community 
Doc.  38/1982-83  Report  by  Mr  VERGEER  on  the  Sixth Annual  Report  of 
the  ACP-EEC  council of  Ministers 
Doc.  39/1982-83  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  DENIS  and  others  on 
the  gl:-hal  n~~.Jctiations for  a  new  world-wide  economic 
and political order 
Doc.  40/1982-83  Motion  for  a  res,olution by  Mr  BtJrAGYRA  and  Mr  BERSANI 
on  the  meas~res to  follow the work carried out at the 
meeting  between  the representatives of the  ACP-EEC 
Economic  and  Social partners and  a  delegation of the 
ACP-EEC  Joint Committee  (Geneva,  4  and  5  JUne  1982) 
Doc.  41/1982-83  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the representatives of the 
Seychelles on  the  inclusion of tourism in the Stabex 
scheme 
Doc.  42/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint Committee  on 
world  population  and  development 
Doc.  43/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by the Joint Committee  on the 
functioning  of ACP-EEC  cooperation 
Doc.  44/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by the Joint Committee  on  the 
situation on  southern Africa 
Doc.  45/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint Committee  on the 
needs  and  interests of the caribbean States 
Doc.  46/1983-84  Motion  for  a  ~esolution by the Joint Committee  on  sugar 
Doc.  47/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by the Joint committee  on the 
problems arising  in the tourist sector 
Doc.  48/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by the Joint Committee  on 
hungar  in the world  and  the  next 
Doc.  49/1983-84  Report  by  Mr  CHASLE,  on  behalf of the Joint committee, 
on  ACP-EEC  cultural cooperation and its incorporation 
into the  new  ACP-EEC  Convention 
Doc.  50/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by the Jolnt Committee  C\n  the 
preparations  for  the  forthcoming  ACP-EEC  negotiations 
Doc.  51/1983-84  Oral question by  Mr  DENIS  to the ACP-EEC  Council of 
Ministers  on  the  impact  on  ACP-EEC  relations of the 
community'  contribution to the development  of the 
Brazilian mines  in Carajas 
Doc.  52/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mrs  Van  HEMELDONCK  on workers' 
rights  in the Third Convention of  Lome 
Doc.  53/1983-84  Annual  report  from  ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers 
Doc.  54/1983-84  Commission  report  to  the  ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers 
on  the administration of  financial  and technical 
cooperation  in  1982,  under  the  Lome  Convention 
- 285 Doc.  55/1983-84  Report  by  Mr  FUCHS,  on  behalf of  the  Joint Committee, 
on  ACP-EEC  industrial cooperation  and  the  impact  of 
the  Lome  Convention 
Doc.  56/1983-84  Oral question  by  Mr  MUNTINGH  to the  ACP-EEC  Council 
of Ministers  on  national conservation strategies 
Doc.  57/1983-84  Report  by  Mr  CAVALEVU,  on  behalf  of  the  Joint committe, 
taking account  of the  annual report  of  the  ACP-EEC 
Council of Ministers  (1983)  and  looking  towards  the 
imminent  negotations  for  a  successor  Convention  to  Lome 
(Lome  II and  beyond) 
Doc.  58/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution  by  the  Joint Committee  on  the 
parliamentary institutional system to be  established 
under  the  new  ACP-EEC  Convention 
Doc.  59/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  CHASLE  on  illegal immi-
gratior. 
Doc.  60/1983-8~  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  CHASLE  on  the  situa~ion 
of ACP  students  and  migrant workers  residing  in the 
Member  States of the  European  Community 
Doc.  61/1983-84  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  FERRERO  on  hungar  in the 
world 
Doc.  62/1984-85  Report  by  the Republic  of Mauritania  and  Somalia,  Mrs 
EWING  and  Mr  FUCHS,  on  behalf of the  Joint Committee, 
on  ACP-EEC  cooperation  for  the  development  of fisheries 
in the  ACP  States 
Doc.  63/1984-85  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  the 
liberation of Nelson  Mandela 
Doc.  64/1984-85  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint committee  on  the 
situation in Chad 
Doc.  65/1984-85  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the Joint committee  on the 
indebtedness of the ACP  countries 
Doc.  66/1984-85  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint Committee  on the 
fact-finding  mission to Mozambique  {14  to 17  February 
1984} (withdrawn  19  September  1984) 
Doc.  67/1984-85  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint Committee  on 
combating  drought  and desertification 
Doc.  68/1984-85  Report  by  Mr  TRIVELLI,  on behalf of the Joint Committee, 
taking  into account  the  Eighth Annual Report of the 
ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers on  the state of  implementation 
of the  r.ome  convention and  the  prospects  for  the  subsequent 
new  Convention 
Doc.  69/1984-85  Report  by  Mr  OSSEBI  DOUNIAM,  on behalf of the  Joint 
Committee,  on  the  environment  and  development 
Doc.  70/1984-85  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  BERSANI  and  Mr  GANGA  ZANDZOU 
on  the consultation of ACP-EEC  social partners 
Doc.  71/1984-85  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint Committee  on  the 
resultats of the  fact-finding  mission  to those  States 
affected by  the  consequences  of acts of aggression by 
South Africa 
Doc.  72/1984-85  Motion  for  a  resolution  by  Mr  NARDUCCI,  Mr  VERGEER,  Mr  WAWRZIK, 
Mrs  CASSANMAGNAGO-CERREI'TI,  .Mrs  RABBETHGE  and  Mr  BERSANI,  on 
behalf of  the  EPP  Group,  on  security  and  cooperation  in Africa 
and  Europe 
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Doc.  1/1985-86  Report  b:t'  Mr  MOG~LE on  deforestation  and desertification 
Doc.  2/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  the 
crisis  in  the  North-South  Dialogue 
Doc.  3/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  South 
Africa 
Doc.  4/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  the 
security and  cooperation  in Africa  and  Europe 
Doc.  5/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  the 
uids  to refgees 
Doc.  6/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint Committee  on  the 
} tndlocked countries 
Doc.  7/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution  by  the  Joint Committee  on  the 
incorporation of environmental  issues  in the Third  Lom6 
and  on  the  infcrmation concerning  the  Convention's  pro-
visions as  regards  the  environment 
Doc.  8/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint Committee  on  the 
ACP-EEC  cooperation  for  the  development  of fisheries 
in  the  inland  lakes  and rivers of the  ACP  States 
Doc.  9/1985-86 
Doc.  10/1985-86 
Doc.  11/1985-86 
Doc.  12/1985-86 
Doc.  13/1985-86 
Doc.  14/1985-86 
Doc.  15/1985-86 
Doc.  16/1985-86 
Doc.  17/1985-86 
Doc.  18/198~-86 
Doc.  19/1985-86 
Doc.  20/1985-86 
Doc.  21/1985-86 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint  Committee  on  the 
negotiations with regard to the  fourth  international 
cocoa  agreement 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  the  Joint Committee  on the 
use of vegetable  fat  in the  manufacture  of chocolate 
Report  by  Mrs  FLESCH  on  human  rights 
Report  by  Mr  MOUELE  on  the creation of biogenetic reserves 
and  the rational management  of live animal and vegetable, 
land and  marine  stocks 
Reports  by  Mrs  WARAHIU  on  the role of women  in the 
development  process 
Draft rules of  procedure  for  the  ACP-EEC  Assembly 
Report  by  Mr  CHASLE  on  the Third ACP-EEC  Convention  -
Prospects and constraints 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mrs  DALY  on  inter-dependence 
and the  link between aid and  employment 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  MUNTINGH  on  the South 
Pacific  Nuclear  Free  Zone Treaty 
Motion  ::or  a  resolution by  Mr  VERGEER,  Mrs  RABBETOOE, 
Mrs  CASSANMAGNAGO-CERRETTI,  Mr  CLINTON  and  Mrs  DE  BACKER-
VAN  OCKEN,  on behalf of the Group  of the  European  People's 
Party,  on  South Africa 
Motion  for  a  resolution by Chr.  JACI<SON  on  the  situation 
in  Chad 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mrs  DALY  and  Mr  Chr.  JACKSON 
on  breast-milk substitutes 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  PEARCE  on  democratic  values 
- 287  -Doc.  22/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution  by  Sir  PLUMB,  Mr  Chr.  JACKSON  and 
Mrs  DALY  on  the  need  for  improved  agricultural training, 
advisory  and  research facilities  in  ACP  countries 
Doc.  23/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by chr.  JACKSON  on  South Africa 
Doc.  24/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution  by  Mr  A.  SIMPSON  and  Mrs  DALY 
Doc.  25/1985-86 
Doc.  26/1985-86 
Doc.  27/1985-96 
Doc.  28/1985-86 
Doc.  29/1985-86 
Doc.  30/1985-86 
on  the  work  of  NGOs  in ACP  countries 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  PROVAN  on  fisheries  and 
enlargement of  the  European  Community 
Motion  for  a  resolut~on by  Mr  VERBEEK,  on behalf of the 
Rainbow  Group,  on  black majority rule  in South Africa 
Motion  for  a  resolution  by  ~  VERBEEK  on  the debt  problem 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  JACKSON,  Mr  VERBEEK,  .Mr  GALLAND, 
Mrs  DE  BACKER-VAN  OCKEN,  Mrs  SIMONS  and  Mr  FLANAGAN  on 
human  rights  in  Uganda 
Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mrs  DALY,  Mrs  RABBETHGE,  Mr  KUIJPERS 
and  Mr  FLANAGAN  on  tha  situation  in  Northern  Ethiopia 
Final Declaration adopted  unanimously  in Brussels on  20  Septem-
ber  1985  following  the  meeting of  a  delegation  from  the  ACP-EEC 
Joint  Assembly with representatives of the  economic  and social 
sectors of the  ACP  States and  the  European  Community 
Doc.  31/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mrs  HEINRICH  on  southern Africa 
Doc.  32/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  GLINNE  on counterfeit medicinal 
products 
Doc.  33/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution ba  Mr  GLINNE  on the  situation in 
Namibia 
Doc.  34/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  PEARCE,  Mr  Chr.  JACKSON  and 
Mrs  DALY  on  Drug Trafficking 
Doc.  35/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  GIRAUD,  Mr  NORDMANN,  Mr  BEYER  de 
RYKE  and  Mrs  MARTIN,  on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic 
Group,  on  South Africa 
Doc.  36/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mrs  DE  BACKER-VAN  OCKEN  and  Mrs 
CASSANM.l\GNAGO-CER.RETTI,  on behalf of the ErP  Group,  on the 
implementation of the  social aspects of Lome  III and  the role 
of the  ACP-EEC  social partners 
Doc.  37/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  WURTZ,  Mr  TRIVELLI,  Mr  VERGIS, 
Mrs  CINCIARI  RODANO,  Mrs  MARINARO  and  Mrs  BOSERUP,  on behalf 
of  the  Communist  and Allies Group,  on  the  situation in South 
Africa 
Doc.  38/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  WURTZ,  on behalf of the Communist 
and Allies Group,  on  th~ LDCs 
Doc.  39/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  WURTZ,  Mr  TRIVELLI,  Mr  VERGES, 
Mrs  CINCIARI  RODANO,  Mrs  BOSERUP  and  Mrs  MARINAROm  on behalf 
of  the Communist  and Allies Group,  on the  ~alami Grand  Prix 
Doc.  40/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  WURTZ,  on behalf of  the Communist 
and Allies Group,  on  the replenishment  of  IFAD  resources  for 
the  period  1985-1987  · 
Doc.  41/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  de  la  MALENE,  Mrs  ANGLADE, 
Mr  GUERMEUR,  Mrs  EWING,  Mr-- FLANAGAN  and  Mr  FITZGERALD,  on behalf 
of  the  Group  of the  European  Democratic  Alliance,  Mr  BEYER  de 
RYKE,  on  behalf of the  Liberal  and  Democratic  Group,  Mrs  RABBETHGE 
and  Mr  VERGEER,  on  behalf of the  EPP  Group,  Mr·JACKSON,  on behalf 
of the  European  Democratic  Group,  on  the  situation in Chad 
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Doc.  42/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  GUERMEUR,  t-'.rs  ANGLADE, 
Mr  ANDREWS.  Mr  FLANAGAN.  Mr  FI':'ZGERALD  and  Mrs  EWING, 
on behalf of the  EDA  Group,on  cooperation and 
development  aid 
Doc.  43/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution  by  Mr  GUERMEUR  and  Mrs  ANGLADE 
on  behakf  of the  EDA  Group,  on  the  earthquake  in  Mexico 
Doc.  44/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution  by  Mr  PRICE  on  th~ s1tuation 
in South Africa 
Doc.  45/1985-86  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mr  GEURMEUR  and  Mrs  EWING 
on  ACP-EEC  cooperation  in  the  fisheries  sector 
Doc.  46/1985-96  Motion  for  a  resolution by  Mrs  SIMONS,  on  behalf  of  the 
Socialist Groupe,  on  South Africa 
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